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Introduction
In this third and final deliverable of the workpackage on Mitigation, adaptation and preservation strategies (WP
7) we present research results achieved across all its objectives and Tasks:
Objective 1 Development of cost and energy efficient strategies and technologies for microclimate control to
achieve the optimal balance between use and preservation
Objective 2 Improved microclimate management for sites with an increasing number of tourists and visitors in
order to achieve a good trade‐off between visitors comfort and conservation needs
Objective 3 Less invasive techniques for microclimate control in historic buildings
Objective 4 Revitalization and technological improvements of historic heating and air circulation systems
Objective 5 Development of low cost climatisation tools for historic buildings with limited economic resources
Objective 6 Enhancing passive climatisation (heat and moisture buffering materials) for microclimate control
Objective 7 CFD based study on providing small microclimate zones around valuable artifacts with confinement
effect achieved by directed air circulation
Objective 8 Providing limited comfort zones by the use of radiation heating
Objective 9 Control strategies to achieve optimal fluxes of heat and moisture in spacious interiors by controlled
air exchange.
Objective 10 Promoting the use of renewable energies in historical sites (geothermal, solar, etc.)
Objective 11 Assess passive protective measures (sun shielding, reduced lighting)
Objective 12 Adopting the predicted climate change impact (WP5) and the damage assessment (WP4) in
preventive strategies
Objective 13 Energy efficiency evaluation, providing the data to WP6 for cost‐benefit analysis, life cycle
assessment of instruments and facilities
Objective 14 Maintenance, facility management and improvement of mitigation strategies, adopting the best
practice examples from past projects, namely EUREKA PREVENT, NOAH’S ARK and Friendly Heating
Task 7.1 Assessment of existing microclimate control strategies; Assessment of the potential for using renewable
energies in historical buildings.
Task 7.2 Development of integrated strategies for the optimal control of relative humidity and temperature;
Application of strategies based on combination of the active and passive climatisation approaches
Task 7.3 Evaluation of control strategies, pilot projects
Task 7.4 Revitalization and enhancement of historic climatisation systems; applicability assessment of
renewable energy sources for the historical sites; Development of a methodology for minimizing the
energy consumption
Task 7.5 Theoretical study, development and CFD based validation of strategies for control of the air circulation
Task 7.6 Improvement of control strategies and technical solutions by using the CLIMATE for CULTURE decision
support tool for risk assessment (WP8) as well as input data on comfort requirements.
This deliverable builds up on the previous deliverable reports, which are listed below. We provide a complete list
of sub‐reports and in the parentheses, we mention the Task under which the presented results have been
achieved:
D 7.1

New algorithms for optimal control of the relative humidity and temperature as well as approaches
including combinations of active and passive climatisation
D7.1.1 Evaluation of different approaches of microclimate control (Task 7.1)
D7.1.2 New algorithms for optimal control of relative humidity (Task 7.2)
D7.1.3 Model based cross‐evaluation of microclimate control strategies (Task 7.2)
D7.1.4 Guidelines for non‐invasive microclimate control approaches ‐ active and passive climatisation
(Task 7.2)
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D7.1.5 A universal low cost control system for historic buildings (Tasks 7.2)
D 7.2

Report on minimizing energy consumption needs of typical historical sites (case studies), revitalization
and enhancement of historic climatisation systems, use of the alternative energy sources
D7.2.1 Revitalization and enhancement of historical climatization systems, energy efficient solutions
for historical buildings (Task 7.4)
D7.2.2 Renewable energy sources in historic buildings (Tasks 7.1, 7.4)
D7.2.3 Energy Efficient Climate Control in Historic Buildings (Tasks 7.1, 7.4)

Brief outline of the deliverable reports
This deliverable consists of four reports outlined below. In the parentheses, analogously as above, we mention
the Task under which the presented results have been achieved:
D 7.3

Best practise mitigation recommendations on microclimate control for preventive conservation and
maintenance
D7.3.1 Advanced control strategies and technical solutions for indoor‐climate in historic buildings
(Tasks 7.2, 7.3)
D7.3.2 Decision support system for indoor‐climate risk assessment and control and its implementation
in a newly developed exDSS open source software (Task 7.6)
D7.3.3 Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling for validation of indoor‐climate control
strategies in historic buildings (Task 7.5)
D7.3.4 Implementation and analysis of indoor‐climate control methods in selected historic buildings
(Tasks 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.6)

The report D7.3.1, first provides research results on the model based indoor‐climate control methods, which
have been achieved in a close collaboration with WP4 ‐ Damage assessment, which provided an experimental
verification of the achieved theoretical results. As the main outcomes, methodologies for the risk assessment
and control of the indoor‐climate in historic buildings are provided to prevent mechanical damage of wooden
objects caused by moisture sorption variations. Next, two chapters presenting results achieved in promotion of
radiative heating in historic buildings are included. The first deals with Temperierung heating systems as a
retrofitting tool for the preventive conservation of historic museums buildings and exhibits. The second then
provides results of laboratory tests performed to evaluate the heat distribution efficiency of the friendly heating
heaters. The subsequent chapter focuses on integrated active and passive strategies across Europe. Skokloster
Castle in Sweden and Monastery of Paular in Spain are selected as the case study examples. The last chapter
then deals with implementation of three active indoor‐climate control methods (proposed earlier in the Climate
for Culture project) on a programmable control system. Next to the implementation, tests of the methods on a
simulator utilizing the hardware in the loop concept coupled with a hygrothermal model of a building in Matlab
Hambase environment are described.
In the report D7.3.2, one of the main results of WP7 ‐ Decision support system for indoor‐climate risk assessment
and control is presented. In the first part of the report, the exDSS software, which has been developed for the
purposes of Climate for Culture project, is described. Consequently, the decision support system is outlined and
demonstrated. The decision support tool, which is freely available at http://cfc.exdss.org/dss/riskcon, is built on
the key results of the Climate for Culture project, including the risk maps, damage functions and indoor‐climate
control methods assessed or developed within the project.

The report D7.3.3 then presents results on application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling tools
to study air flow patterns, temperature and relative humidity (RH) distributions in interiors of historic buildings.
Particularly, two case studies are considered, Karlstejn (Czech Republic) and Linderhof (Germany) Castles. Next,
a concept of controlling local microclimate of a painting via flow patterns is studied using CFD modelling.
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The last report D7.3.4 then provides thirteen chapters on case studies with implementation and analysis of
various indoor‐climate control methods. Almost all the methods (humidity control, radiative heating systems,
controlled ventilation, humidistat heating, etc.) considered in the assessment part of WP7 are covered, providing
detailed data based analysis and expertise of the practitioners among the Climate for Culture consortium. The
presented results include evaluation of control strategies, which have been performed not only at the project
case study buildings, but also at laboratory facilities of Fraunhofer IBP in Holzkirchen.

Recommendations on microclimate control for preventive conservation and
maintenance
As energy efficiency in historic buildings was an important objective of the project as a whole, it was decided
after the start of the project to form a new work package: WP 7.2 Energy efficiency in historic buildings. Therefore
this report has a focus not only on climate control but also on energy efficiency.
The Climate for Culture provides a method to assess the effects of climate change on historic buildings and their
interiors. The overarching objective of WP7 is to provide cost and energy efficient strategies and technologies
for indoor climate control with a balance between use and preservation.
Indoor climate control in historic buildings deals with two fundamental questions:
• What is the proper indoor climate with respect to the use and preservation of the building.
• How do we achieve this climate in a sustainable way?

Figure 1 The Climate for Culture approach to provide recommendations on microclimate control for preventive
conservation and maintenance
Within this project, the first question has been addressed by WP4. WP7 addresses the second question. The first
deliverable D7.1 has provided new algorithms for optimal control of the relative humidity and temperature. The
second deliverable D7.2 presents strategies and technical solutions for energy efficient climate control. In this
introductory chapter of deliverable D7.3, we will show how the results from different parts of the project can be
used to provide recommendations on microclimate control for preventive conservation and maintenance in
order to mitigate the effects of climate change. The fundamental idea of this approach is shown in Fig. 1. As
outlined, starting from the risk assessment utilizing particularly a wide set of maps developed in WP4 and the
knowledge base on the potential mitigation and adaptation measures, the available data on the particular
historical building are filled in the decision supports system developed in WP7, which provides a set of applicable
technical solutions and recommendations for the given problem.
Future risks
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The first step in the procedure is to assess the risk in a given location for a given type of building. Climate for
Culture has developed and implemented a method comprising the following steps:
• Global climate simulations providing the future outdoor climate
• Building simulations providing the future indoor climate in different types of buildings
• Risk assessment based on damage functions resulting in European risk maps.
An overview of the method is given in Fig. 2. The method and the results are fully described in the deliverables
from WP 3 ‐ Hygrothermal building simulation and WP 5 ‐ Climate change impact on movable and immovable
cultural heritage. As can be seen, starting from the global climate simulation models estimating the future
outdoor data in the near (2020‐2050) and the far (2070‐2100) future, utilizing building simulation software, the
projection of the outdoor‐climate to indoor‐climate has been performed for a set of typical generic buildings as
well as for the case study historic buildings of the project. Consequently, the risk assessment indices and trends
are obtained utilizing a wide range of damage functions of WP4, with the information projected to one of the
final products of the project – the risk maps.

Figure 2 The Climate for Culture method to assess the impact of climate change.
Future energy demand for historic buildings
Historic buildings without any climate control are vulnerable to climate change as the indoor climate depends
only on the outdoor climate and the properties of the building envelope. In these buildings, climate change may
introduce a new energy demand due the need for active climate control. In historic buildings with proper climate
control, the indoor climate will not be strongly affected by climate change. However, the energy demand for
climate control will be affected: it may increase or it may decrease.
Energy demand for climate control can mainly be due to:
•
Temperature control: Heating or cooling
•
Humidity control: Humidification or dehumidification
One of the objectives of the Climate for Culture project was to perform an assessment of existing microclimate
control strategies with respect to their energy consumption as well as their applicability to a wide spectrum of
cultural heritage preserved in historic buildings of different structure, utilisation and climatic region in Europe.
This has been done with the help of building simulation models and based on the analysis of extensive number
of project case studies spread over the Europe. Analogously to the risk assessment outlined in Fig. 2, an analogue
scheme was performed to assess the future energy demand within WP3 and WP5, with collaboration of WP7,
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see Fig. 3. Thus, by coupling the building simulation models with results of climate change predictions, for the
near (2020‐2050) and for the far (2070‐2100) future, it was possible to assess energy demand predictions of
selected control strategies.

Figure 3 The Climate for Culture method to assess the energy demands for indoor‐climate control

Figure 4 Change in average energy demand for heating, cooling, dehumidification and humidification for a case
study building. The change is between the far future (2071‐2100) and the recent past (1961 – 1990).
Based on building simulations, the project has shown how the energy demand for a type of building with a high
level of climate control is affected by climate change, see Figure 4. We can see that energy demand for heating
is expected to decrease all over Europe, however the energy demand for cooling and dehumidification is
expected to increase. The overall energy demand, the map on the right, shows a distinct geographic pattern
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where overall energy demand is expected to increase in northern Europe and decrease south of the Alps. This is
only an example, the full results are provided in deliverable D5.2 of the WP 5.
Along with the sustainability objectives concerning the expected rise of energy needs and costs, a lot of attention
was also paid to applicability of renewable energies to historical buildings.
Decision support system
Based on the two steps above, mitigative action can be initiated either due to new risks or an increasing energy
demand. A module to support decision making on indoor‐climate risk assessment and control has been proposed
and implemented in the newly developed web‐based exDSS software. The DSS, which is presented in the report
D7.3.2 of this deliverable, is based on the state of the art, experiences from the case studies and the expertise
within the project. In each of the parts of the expert system module, the end‐user is going through a series of
questions structured in a form of decision tree, as outlined in Fig. 5. After passing through all the available and
appropriate questions to the defined problem, the end‐user is given a set of recommendations and links to
further information sources.

Figure 5 An illustration of decision tree of Indoor‐climate risk assessment and control expert system module
implemented in the exDSS software
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Introduction
The issue of sustainable management of the indoor climate in historic buildings has received considerable
attention in the last decade. The main motivation for this lies in the increase of energy costs on the one hand
and the demand for improving the climatic conditions in historical buildings where an invaluable part of cultural
heritage is stored on the other hand. Even stricter demands on energy efficiency and sustainability in the cultural
heritage sector can be expected in future, considering both the climate change impacts as well as expected
further growing energy costs.
In this report, we present research results of the Climate for Culture project on the advanced and integrated
solutions for the indoor‐climate control in historic buildings. The presented methods and approaches have a
strong potential to contribute significantly to increasing quality of the indoor‐climate in historic buildings and to
improve the energy efficiency of the final solutions. The presented results have been derived with a wide
application of mathematical modelling tools, advanced methods for data analysis, laboratory tests and case
studies.
The first chapter focuses on developing an easy to apply indoor‐climate risk assessment tool to prevent
mechanical damage of wooden objects. It is based on one dimensional model of moisture transport through a
wooden desk and on the transformation of the moisture distribution profile to the stress distribution in the
material layers. The methodology utilized approximation of rather complex physical phenomena of moisture
diffusion and transport using a linear state space model coupled with nonlinear static functions to determine the
boundary condition depending on variations of relative humidity and temperature in the interior. The derivation
of this methodology is supported both theoretically and experimentally. The methodology is also demonstrated
on the indoor‐climate risk assessment of the interior of the Chapel of Holy Cross in Karlštejn Castle (Czech
Republic).
The simplified mathematical model of moisture transport and stress distribution in wood is further used to
derive an energy efficient method for controlling relative humidity in historic buildings, which is described in the
second chapter. The primary objective of the control method is to keep the stress in the surface layer of the
material within the safe boundaries by adjusting the air relative humidity, which together with the air
temperature forms the boundary conditions at the surface layers of wooden objects. Thus, the relative humidity
is adjusted if and only if the stress approaches the safe stress limits (particularly yield stress point). Otherwise,
the climate is left to follow natural seasonal cycles. As one of the key results, it is demonstrated, that from the
point of mechanical damage, no strict boundaries on relative humidity and temperature are necessary to keep
the indoor‐climate conditions safe. The main benefit of the proposed control scheme is the considerably lower
energy consumption, as compared to the traditional relative humidity control schemes. The presented relative
humidity control method is a further step in relaxation of the equal‐sorption humidity control method previously
proposed by the authors.
The third chapter is focused on Temperierung heating method, which refers basically to wall heating through
pipes mounted in or on the inside of the walls. In the context of heritage preservation the Temperierung system
was mainly developed by the State Office for Non‐State Museums in Bavaria for heating and climatization of
museums and exhibit buildings. The chapter highlights the different existing Temperierung systems, main
components of the system and different types of application. The main principles of the technique are explained
and compared to more commonly known heating systems like convector/radiator heating and wall/floor heating.
Preliminary results of the measured indoor climate and effects of the Temperierung heating system of several
chosen museums are presented. The detailed description of Temperierung heating gives a basis for planners and
persons in charge for retrofitting historical museum buildings. Temperierung systems and their use have a
potential for preventive conservation of the historic building and the preservation of the artifacts inside.
The fourth chapter presents further contributions to promoting the use of radiative heating in historical
buildings. Following up the research of earlier EU project Friendly Heating on designing optimal heating strategy
in historic churches, a series of experiments have been performed to study the efficiency of various heating
elements with respect to the heating source and the elements shape. Besides, energy efficiency and various
environmental aspects of friendly heating system have been studied by modelling the indoor‐climate of the
church in Rocca Pietore. Results provide useful information to help end user and/or conservators use the heaters
in the most efficient way based on the geometric characteristics of the elements and thus provide helpful advice
regarding the installation for maximum comfort performance or to avoid exceeding specific risk thresholds for
artworks preservation.
One of the key objectives of the indoor‐climate control focused activities in the Climate for Culture project
was to provide guidance on optimal combination of the active and passive indoor‐climate protection approaches
3

for various regions across Europe. The fifth chapter focuses on this problem via studying and comparing two
Cases in two different regions ‐ Skokloster Castle in Sweden and Monastery of Paular in Spain. In the analysis,
mathematical modelling tools are widely applied, particularly for the second case. In the summary section,
general recommendations on the integrated solutions are provided. Applying the passive measures in historical
buildings means deep, irreversible intrusion in building construction and change of its general view. This
architectural and conservative constraint is the main reason for rather limited application of most effective
passive strategies in existing historical buildings. Nevertheless, the implementation of the passive strategies in
the cultural heritage sector can give possibilities of high and effective energy demand reduction.
The last chapter then deals with implementation of the three active indoor‐climate control methods
proposed in the Climate for Culture project on a programmable control system, which has been designed and
built for purposes of the project. Next to the implementation, tests of the methods on a simulator utilizing the
hardware in the loop concept coupled with a hygrothermal model of a building in Matlab Hambase environment
are described.
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1. Moisture sorption model for the risk assessment of moisture originated
deterioration of wood
PAVEL ZÍTEK1 , TOMÁŠ VYHLÍDAL1, JAROMÍR FIŠER1, VIVI TORNARI2, EIRINI BERNIKOLA2
1

Department of Instrumentation and Control Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech
Republic
2
Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser, Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, Heraklion, Greece

Abstract
The report deals with investigating the exposition of wood artefacts to relatively fast changes of the ambient
air humidity and the response of hygroscopic material in its moisture content. At the microscopic level the
moisture sorption in wood is composed at least of two distinct processes, namely of the adsorption of water
vapour in the lumens and of fixing the bound water in the cell walls, in the so‐ called fiber saturation area. In
spite of this complex nature it has been proved that in terms of macroscopic evaluation the moisture sorption in
wood can be commonly described as diffusion by means of the Fick’s law (Saft and Kaliske, 2013). A specific
dynamic model has been developed describing the moisture transfer between wood and the ambient air
substantially changing its relative humidity. The model is particularly aimed at describing the moisture exchange
in the surface layer of the specimen with the possibility to estimate the gradients of moisture content in the
material layers. The dynamic properties of the moisture transfer are expressed by means of transfer functions.
The interface conditions on the specimen surface are based on a specific notion of equilibrium moisture content
equivalent (EMC) using the Henderson model of moisture content equilibrium (Zítek and Vyhlídal, 2009). Utilizing
the relation between the moisture changes and the induced changes of the stress and strain in the material layers
(Saft and Kaliske, 2013), safe limits of relative humidity variations are determined. For the model identification,
a set of laboratory experiments were performed, to investigate the dynamical response of the moisture content
and the associated deformations of the wooden samples to cyclic variations of relative humidity and temperature
of the ambient. Using the verified model the strain and stress changes in an exposed specimen are predicted for
a given set of data from a historical interior.

1. Introduction
Artefacts of wood, both utilitarian and artistic, as a significant part of the human cultural heritage are marked
with a specific sensitivity to moisture sorption variations which are the most common cause of their
deterioration. Moisture content increase or decrease brings about a swelling or shrinking of the wood
respectively. These volume changes, however, are considerably anisotropic and give rise to internal stresses even
for slow, quasi‐static changes in ambient air humidity and temperature. The distinctively anisotropic effect of
swelling or shrinkage of the wood volume may even result in a damage due to wood cracks. The moisture
sorption in wood is a process of rather complex nature, it is composed at least of two simultaneous diffusion
processes on the microscopic level, namely of the adsorption of water vapour in the lumens and of binding water
in the cell walls, in the so called fibre saturation area. Just the latter phenomenon leads to the distinctively
anisotropic effect of swelling or shrinkage resulting in the moisture originated stress and even in wood cracks.
In principle it is possible to prevent wooden and other artefacts from moisture originated deterioration
through the air‐conditioning maintaining constant the interior environmental parameters, namely through the
temperature and humidity control. But this environment control may be applied in a very little part of cultural
heritage preservation due to its high costs. In most sites of preserving the cultural heritage the collections are
exposed to some environment variations particularly due to using historical buildings to this purpose, due to the
impact of the visitors’ presence, due to weather changes etc. So the practical measures of preventive
conservation have to allow for certain humidity and temperature changes and for their influence on the moisture
content.
A particularly harmful moisture‐originated deterioration may happen in case of cyclic humidity variations
(typically the day weather cycles). In investigations of this phenomenon it has been shown that only a relatively
thin surface layer of wooden objects, with the depth of about several millimetres only, suffers from absorbing
and releasing water vapour, which results in striking values of both moisture content gradient and the
consequent stress development (Time, 2002), (Jakiela et al., 2008). The present study is focused just on an
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assessment of the moisture content gradient used to estimating the stress and the consequent damage risk in a
surface layer of the wooden artefacts during dynamical variations of ambient humidity.
As an elementary case of moisture sorption a flat specimen of wood (hygroscopic material) is investigated
in this study. In a testing chamber equipped with air‐conditioning control the specimens are repeatedly exposed
to relatively fast and substantial cyclic changes of the ambient air humidity  A and temperature TA to
investigate their response in the specimen moisture content u. Both  A and u are considered as dimensionless
variables,  A as relative humidity (RH) and u as the mass ratio, temperature is considered in ºK. As the reference
state of the moisture sorption phenomenon, the achievement of the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) in the
specimen is used, i.e. the state when no moisture is transferred between the specimen and the ambient.
The EMC was investigated in various areas of technology and science and various relationships were
developed to express the correspondence between a steady ambient temperature T0 and relative humidity 0
and the appropriate EMC, u0 . Some of these models contain parameters specific to the considered material.
One of them, the Henderson formula, (Zítek and Vyhlídal, 2009),
C

  ln(1   0 ) 
u0  
   ( 0 , T0 )
 A( B  T0 ) 

(1)

has been applied in this study with A, B, C as material specific constants dependent on the sort and state of wood.
As usually the moisture content u is considered as dimensionless mass ratio.

2. Moisture content equivalent for the boundary conditions
Contrary to common EMC considerations the present study is devoted to the transfer of moisture between
the hygroscopic material and the ambient air i.e. to dynamical process analysis. As in relevant literature the intent
is to describe the moisture sorption as diffusion by means of the Fick’s law, i.e. by a linear model – in spite of the
nonlinear character of (1). Primarily the interface conditions on the specimen surface are based on the values of
air humidity near the surface and the moisture content in the specimen surface layer which apparently do not
fulfil the relation (1) since in equilibrium no moisture is transferred into or out of the specimen. While in the
equilibrium state the humidity, temperature and moisture content are bound by relation (1) the moisture
transfer between the specimen and the ambient is driven by the difference between the equilibrium moisture
content and that corresponding with the really existing humidity. In a sense it is the difference between the left‐
and right‐hand side of equation (1) if the actual temperature and humidity are considered on the right and the
actually existing moisture content on the left. To make use of this idea a moisture content equivalent to the
ambient humidity is introduced below.
Suppose the specimen contains a moisture content u0 which is different from EMC appropriate to the
current ambient humidity  A and temperature TA . Let the deviation from equilibrium be measured by means
of a fictitious moisture content u A  u0 given by (1) when  A and TA are inserted. If the specimen with the
moisture content u0 is surrounded by air of humidity higher then it corresponds to this EMC at the actual
temperature then a moisture transfer into the specimen is induced and its moisture content is growing, while
apparently u A  u0 . On the contrary the case u A  u0 results in decreasing u by a moisture transfer out of the
specimen (drying the specimen).
The intensity of moisture transfer through the specimen surface, the so called moisture flux qA is considered
as the amount of moisture content transferred through the unit surface area per time unit either into the
specimen ( q A  0 ) or out of it ( q A  0 ). With respect to dimensionless u the dimension of q is [ m 2 s 1 ]. The
higher the difference  A   0 , the stronger this flux. However, owing to substantial nonlinearity of (1) a direct

 and u can be supposed only in a rather limited range. In order to obtain consistent
quantities for both the ambient and the specimen material let the moisture content u A    A , TA  given by
proportionality between

A

 A , TA according to (1), be introduced as the moisture content equivalent for the given ambient parameters. This
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EMC would have settled in the specimen if it were exposed to the ambient with  A and TA for a sufficiently long
time. The obvious benefit of introducing this equivalent consists in expressing both the ambient parameters
 A , TA by only one value of the fictitious u A .
The case of positive difference u A  u0  0 means a moisture deficit in the specimen with respect to the
ambient humidity and temperature while u A  u0  0 indicates a higher moisture sorption than it corresponds
to the ambient parameters. With the help of the introduced MC equivalent u A the moisture flux can be
expressed as proportional to the difference u A  u0 , q A  AS (u A  u0 ) where AS , dimension [ m 2 s 1 ], is a
specific parameter for the moisture sorption interface on the specimen surface.

3. Moisture diffusion inside the specimen
In the framework of CfC the presented research was supported by a cooperation between the CTU Prague
group and the laboratory at Heraklion Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser. The 100 mm wide and ten mm
thick flat wood specimens were there tested in a chamber equipped with controlled environment and the time
varying moisture content values were measured. The obtained data are used to verifying the analytical models
developed below.
The moisture transport inside the specimen can be considered as a form of diffusion and can be described
in the terms of the Fick’s law, Saft and Kaliske (2013). The use of this diffusion model in modelling the moisture
transfer in the materials like wood or paper is not a simple issue owing to its structural complexity. The diffusion
model is based on the assumption of the homogeneous and isotropic material properties and this is not the case
of these materials. Consequently in comparing Fick’s law based simulations with experimental data certain
discrepancies are observed. Due to these discrepancies the real sorption properties of wood, paper etc. are also
referred to as non‐Fickian behaviour, Saft and Kaliske (2013). Nevertheless for common technological purposes
the model inaccuracy originated from this approach is acceptable.
In general the diffusion is a three dimensional process and in case of wood, moreover, it is strongly
influenced by the mentioned anisotropic character of this natural material. The wood properties differ
considerably in three anatomy axes, namely tangential, radial and longitudinal. Suppose these axes coincide with
the coordinates x (tangential), y (radial) and z (longitudinal) of the model. For instance, it is well known that in
wood the moisture induced dimensional changes in x direction are the biggest, less than a half they are along
the radial axis y and along z these changes are practically negligible. The 3D and 2D moisture induced tension in
wood was investigated by Bratasz et al. (2010) and Saft and Kaliske (2013).
Suppose a flat wood specimen as a small board where the thickness coordinate coincides with the radial
wood axis y. The thickness L is substantially smaller than the other specimen dimensions, so that practically the
whole moisture transfer takes place through the surfaces parallel with the x, z plane and the specimen borders
may be neglected in this respect. Due to this the moisture content inside the specimen is distributed uniformly
with regard to x ,z coordinates and the moisture diffusion can then be approximately described by a one‐
dimensional model where the only coordinate is radial y. Then the moisture flux inside the specimen is
proportional to the moisture content gradient

q( y, t )  k1

u( y, t )
y

(2)

where y is the depth co‐ordinate and k1 is a material constant of the specimen. With respect to the
dimensionless u the dimensions of q and k1 are [ m 2 s 1 ] and [ m 1 s 1 ] respectively. The moisture sorption
dynamics is further dependent on the sorption capacity of the specimen material. It is expressed by the
proportionality between the speed of moisture sorption change and the moisture flux gradient

u( y, t )
q( y, t )
  k2
t
y

(3)

where k 2 is a material constant again with the dimension [ m 3 ].
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The obtained set of partial differential equations (5) and (6) is to be solved subject to boundary conditions
describing the ambient influence on the specimen. They result from the equality (4) and therefore are of the
mixed type. For y  0 and y  L these conditions are as follows

k1
k1

u( y , t )
y

y 0

u( y , t )
y

yL

 AS u(0, t )  u A (t )   q(0, t )

(4)

 AS  uB (t )  u( L, t )    q( L, t )

(5)

respectively, where u A (t ), uB (t ) are the moisture content equivalents from Section 2 corresponding to the
ambient air humidity outside the respective surfaces of the specimen. Coefficient AS is the ambient/specimen
interface parameter with the dimension [ m 2 s 1 ]. Usually the equations (2) and (3) are considered joined
together into the following second‐order partial differential equation
u ( y , t )
 2u( y, t )
 2u( y, t )
 k1k 2
D
2
t
y
y 2

(6)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the tested material. This is the partial differential equation of the Fick’s
law and apparently the product k1k 2 is the diffusion coefficient, k1k2  D with the dimension [ m2 s 1 ]. This
coefficient for wood was properly investigated by Baronas et al. (2001). For the common European sorts of wood
its value is approximately D  7 mm2/24 hours.

4. Discrete space approximation along the specimen thickness
The description of moisture dynamics by partial differential equations (2), (3) or (6) is not favourable for
practical purposes of modelling. To obtain such dynamic characteristics as transfer function, step response etc.
it is suitable to modify the model to the discrete space form, where the gradient derivatives are substituted by
difference approximations. To obtain relatively simple structure and an acceptable level of accuracy the three‐
node approximation is a satisfactory option for the practical application.
For the purpose of discretization the thickness specimen dimension is considered divided by equidistant
parallel sections into n slices of equal  y  L / n . These sections determine n  1 nodes of the discrete
representation of the thickness variable y. For the discrete approximation of the gradient derivatives in (2), (3),
(6) the three‐node formula is applied. Everywhere it is feasible to prefer the symmetrical formula, only in the
boundary nodes y  0 and y  L the asymmetrical forms are taken. The node values of moisture content then
become the state variables and the following n  1 order state model is obtained
dx ( t )
 A x (t )  B v (t )
dt

(7)

with the state and input vectors x ( t )  [u (0,t ), u (1,t ),..., u (n ,t )]T and v ( t )  [u A (t ), u B (t )]T respectively and with
(n  1, n  1) matrix A and ( n  1, 2) matrix B. The elements of these matrices result from parameters a, c given
by the coefficients of (5), (6) and  y as follows

a

3k2 AS
,
2 y

c

k1k2
 y2

(8)

both in [ s 1 ]. With regard to the approximate character of the model a rather low number of slices n is sufficient,
and for the sake of possible symmetry an even n is preferred. For example n  6 or n  8 are enough for
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obtaining a well applicable model. The three‐node formula is applied for the approximation of the boundary
conditions (4) and (5).
The proposed model is well applicable to cases where the boundary conditions correspond to substantially
different moisture sorption impact on both the specimen surfaces. Such situation is typical e.g. for flat exhibits
exposed on the wall. But owing to the non‐Fickian character of the moisture sorption in wood or paper only a
limited level of accuracy can be expected in models based on the partial differential equation (6). On the other
hand for testing the specimen with equal ambient on the both surfaces, i.e. for  A   B and therefore also for
u A  uB the presented model may then be markedly simplified due to the symmetry of moisture sorption
distribution in such a case.
4.1 The half‐thickness model of a symmetrical moisture sorption
Considering the case where the specimen is exposed to symmetrical boundary conditions  A   B also the
moisture content equivalents are the same u A  uB . Due to identical boundary conditions the diffusion through
both the surfaces is of the same intensity and therefore any of the u distributions along y is to be symmetrical as
well with respect to the centre of the specimen thickness. As a consequence of this symmetry the gradient of
moisture content as well as the moisture flux in the centre has to be zero, q( L / 2, t )  0 , and can serve as a
boundary condition of Neuman type for the fictitious boundary y  L / 2
u ( y , t )
0
y l  L /2

(9)

Obviously for y  0 the boundary condition remains as in (7). In case of an even number of the layers n the
number of the nodes and the model order is reduced from n  1 to n / 2  1 . In this way the half thickness model
is obtained in the form
dx ( t )
 A x (t )  B u A (t )
dt

(10)

with the state vector x ( t )  [ u (0,t ), u (1,t ),..., u (n / 2,t )]T and with only single input u A (t ) . The matrices A, B have
their elements composed again of the parameters a, c from (8), matrix B is single column. In both the full and
half thickness models the same approximation formulae were applied and therefore it is apparent that the
reduction of the model form does not bring about any deficit of accuracy. This is a remarkable advantage of the
“half thickness” idea.

5. Transfer functions of the node variables
After the discrete approximation along y model (7) can easily be solved by means of the L transform. The L‐
transform of (7) results in the following set of algebraic equations

 sI  Au (0, s),

u (1, s), ... u (n / 2, s)   u(0,0), u(1,0) ... u(n / 2,0)  B u A ( s)
T

T

(11)

where u (i , s), i  0,1,..., n are the L–transforms of the appropriate u (i , t ) where u(i ,0) denote the initial
conditions. In Fig. 2 the case of n  6 was considered with the minimum number of nodes for which the three‐
node approximation is applicable. On the other hand with regard to limited expectations of achievable accuracy
of sorption modelling there is not much hope really to enhance the model validity by the use of a higher number
of nodes than ten. The consequences of increasing number of nodes are analyzed in Section 5.
Example. As an example of determining the transfer functions let us consider the half thickness model using
the number of nodes n  6 and find the response for the stepwise change of the ambient humidity and constant
temperature which are substituted by the MC equivalent u A (t ) . For finding the transfer functions between the
given input u A ( s ) and the node moisture contents u (i , s), i  0, 1, 2, 3 functions between the given input u A ( s )
and the transforms of node moisture contents u (i , s), i  0, 1, 2, 3 the following fourth‐order characteristic
polynomial is given by the determinant.
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det  sI  A  s 4  (a  7c)s3 

24ac  59c2 2
s  (9ac2  9c3 )s  2ac3  M ( s)
4

(12)

and the general form of the solution is

u (0, s ),

... u ( n / 2, s )  
T

adj sI  A 
B uA (s)
det  sI  A 

(13)

The transfer functions to be determined then result in the form
 s 3  6cs 2  9c 2 s  2c 3 
 u (0, s ) 


 u (1, s ) 
2
2
3
 u ( s)

  a  cs  4c s  2c
 A
u (2, s )  M ( s ) 
c 2 s  2c 3




2c 3
 u (3, s ) 



(14a)

5.1 A growing thickness consideration – the chain fraction model
The half thickness model considered above offers moreover a possibility to investigate only the one‐sided
moisture sorption over a single surface where the depth of the specimen is not specified or is considered as a
growing dimension. To follow this aim let e.g. model (7) be considered with a constant l and a growing number
of layers n. To describe this process the technique of chain fractions is used in a similar manner as in Martinec et
al. (). For their formulation the transfer functions between the moisture content transforms in the neighbouring
layers, i.e. the ratios u (i  1, s ) / u (i, s), i  0,1,..., n , are evaluated and compared.
The transfer functions obtained for the discretization with n  6 can be modified for a higher number of nodes.
For instance for n  8 the following transfer functions between the neighbouring nodes result as follows
u (1, s )
cs 3  6c 2 s 2  9c 3 s  2c 4
u (2, s )
c 2 s 2  4c 3 s  2c 4
 4

,
,
u (0, s ) s  8cs 3  20c 2 s 2  16c 3 s  2c 4
u (1, s ) cs 3  6c 2 s 2  9c 3 s  2c 4
u (3, s )
c 3 s  2c 4
u (4, s )
2c 4
 2 2
 3
,
3
4
u (2, s ) c s  4c s  2c
u (3, s ) c s  2c 4

(14b)

If l is kept constant the values a, c are the same in all the transfer functions (14b) these functions can be
expressed in the form of continued fractions
u (1, s )
1
1
1



u
s
(2,
)
1
1
u (0, s )  ( s ) 
 ( s) 
 ( s) 
u
s
(3,
)
1
u (1, s )
 ( s) 
 ( s) 
u (4, s )
u (2, s )
 ( s) 
u (3, s )

(15)

This continued fraction form (15) is equivalent to the following sequence of equalities

 ( s)u(i, s)  u(i  1, s)  u(i  1, s), i  0, 1, 2, 3, 4

(16)

The operator  ( s ) is to be of the first order, suppose  ( s )  1s   0 where the operator coefficients are
1  1 / c,  0  2 . So with this  ( s ) the continued fraction (15) is equivalent to the transfer function
u (1, s) / u (0, s) in (14).
Expectably the relations (16) hold not only for 0  i  4 but also for i  4 , i.e. for arbitrarily higher (even)
number n of sections  y . As in comparing the options (14a) and (14b) any further increasing the node number
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n  ...10, 12, 14,... (with keeping  y constant) does not change the binomial operator  ( s)  s / c  2 . Fractions
(15) can be compared with the continued‐fraction expansion of the square root function
q

p2  q  2 p 

(17)

q

2p 
2p 

q
2p 

q
....

where apparently p and q represent p   ( s) / 2, q  1 . As in … it is even possible to consider a limit for n  
, i.e. for boundlessly growing thickness L with  y  const . With the reference to Martinec et al. () the limit of
the transfer function (15) then acquires the fractional form
2
u (1, s )  ( s )
s 
4c 
  ( s) 

 
1  1    1
 1 
n  u (0, s )
2
2
2
c
s 




lim

(18)

6. Stress and strain distribution in the moisture exposed specimen
The main objective of the presented research is to assess the risks of moisture originated deterioration of
wooden artefacts exposed to cyclic changes of humidity and the consequent moisture content variations. As
regards the sorption in wood the resulting moisture originated strains and stresses represent rather complex
phenomena. The moisture originated dimensional changes in both tangential and radial directions of the wood
specimen (lime) were investigated by Jakiela et al. (2008) or Saft and Kaliske (2013) in their full complexity.
Compared to these studies the present moisture sorption model was reduced to a 1D particularly due to the
experience that the cyclic moisture content changes are located in a thin surface layer of the wooden specimen
only.
The linear character of the relationship between the EMC and the strain is well known. In the modelling,
however, not only the moisture induced swelling or shrinking but also the mutual dependence between the
stress and strain is to be respected in the model. In contrast to mechanical elasticity where strain is an immediate
consequence of a stress the moisture induced strain may not always be connected with a stress in the material.
For example, if a thin stick is cut out from wood in its radial direction and as a specimen is exposed to ambient
humidity changes the effect is a lengthwise strain of the stick which, however, does not result in a stress because
the uniform and free strain development along the whole stick’s length is not hampered at all. Only situations
where the dimensional changes are hampered in a way lead to a stress development.
Wood is a considerably anisotropic material with distinct properties in the tangential, radial and longitudinal
directions of its anatomy. For the specimens considered in this study their thickness coordinate coincides
approximately with the radial direction while the “long dimensions” lie in the tangential and longitudinal
directions. In the models in Section 5 a bilateral symmetrical moisture transfer on both the specimen surfaces is
supposed. Since the longitudinal dimensional changes are negligible compared to tangential and radial ones the
strain and stress can be considered as 2D only, i.e. in directions x and y. The following relationships between the
tangential and radial stresses  x ,  y and the strains  x ,  y respectively hold in 2D tension in general

x 

x
Ex

y  



 xy y
Ey

 xy x
Ey



  x u

y
Ey

(19)

  y u

(20)

where E x , E y are the Young modules in x, y directions,  xy is the Poisson ratio,  x ,  y are the coefficients of
moisture induced dimensional change and u is the moisture content increment in the considered element of
the specimen. The primary aim is to assess the specimen tension in the outermost layer, just along the surface.
In the radial direction the dimensional change  y is free in its development and therefore the stress in this
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direction is negligible,  y  0 and the terms with  y may be omitted in (19), (20). On the other hand,
particularly in the initial stage of the sorption, the tangential strain  x is hampered in its development by the
stiffness of the inner part of specimen not yet affected by the sorption. Only when the sorption has penetrated
into the specimen deeper layers the strain starts to develop. As the tangential stress and strain are decisive in
the moisture originated risk of the wood damage it is apparent that only equation (19) is enough to be involved
in the above moisture sorption model. After omitting  y in (19) the obtained condition

x 

x
Ex

  x u

(21)

displays how the material stress and strain are confined with the moisture content change in each depth of the
specimen.
Now let us recall model (7) of moisture diffusion and suppose that a given moisture transfer problem has
been solved. Over the whole specimen thickness L and in any time t  0 the instantaneous moisture content is
assessed, substituting the continuous depth coordinate by the sequence of nodes yi  i l , i  0,1,..., n ,
n l  L . This model can now be complemented with the evaluation of both the stress and strain in the
tangential direction. With regard to the experience resulted from the experiments let the following assumptions
be applied:

1. The specimen is not restrained in the radial direction y and therefore  y  0 everywhere.
2.

3.

During the experiments no bend has been observed on the specimens so that the strain is homogeneous,
i.e. satisfies the homogeneity condition:  x / y  0 . Therefore  x is constant along the radial
coordinate y.
No external forces act on the specimen in the tangential direction, therefore the internal stress forces
themselves satisfy the balance condition, i.e.
n

  x (i )  0

(22)

i 1

where i means the sequence of the nodes.
Solving model (19), (20, (21) for given initial conditions and for a given external humidity change all the node
values of moisture content are obtained as functions in time u(i, t ), i  0, 1,..., N . After sampling u(i, t ) in
tk  k t the following sequence of vectors of moisture content samples in the model nodes is obtained
u ( k )   u (0, k ), u (1, k ),..., u ( n , k )  , k  0, 1, 2,....

(23)

Suppose the initial moisture content in the specimen is settled at a uniform constant level u (0,0)  u0 , without
a tangential stress,  (0,0)  0 . The specimen tension results from the moisture content differences between
this equilibrium state and u(i, k ) in the inner layers. The development of the stress and strain results from
satisfying condition (21). For each sampling time k the following set of N  1 conditions holds between u ( k )
(given by the preceding moisture sorption computation) and the N  1 unknown node stress values
 x (i, k ), i  0,1,..., n and the tangential strain  x (k )

 x (k ) 

 x (i , k )
Ex

  x u(i, k )  u0  , i  0, 1,..., n,

(24)

The missing ( N  2)th equation is the homogeneity condition (22)

 x (0, k )   x (1, k )  ...   x ( N , k )  0

(25)
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so that the resulting set of equations can be considered in the matrix form

M v(k )  B u(k )

(26)

where B  E x x , u(k )  [u(0, k )  u0 , u(1, k )  u0 , ..., u(n, k )  u0 ]T is the (n  1, 1) vector of the moisture
content differences and v(k) is the vector of the tension parameters v(k )  [ x (k ),  x (0, k ),  x (1, k ),...,  x ( n, k )]T
to be assessed. The strain  x is common for all the nodes and therefore it has to result in a trade‐off of the
potential moisture induced dimensional changes appropriate to these nodes being given by the coefficient  x .
So it is given by the mean value formula

x 

x

n

 u ( i )

(27)

n  1 i 0

Having determined the strain recall equations (24) where  x (k ) is eliminated by means of (27) so that for the
stress distribution the following formula holds

 1 n

 u( j, k )  u(i, k ) 

0
j
1
n




 x (i, k )  E x x 

(28)

In this way the stress for any node of the model is determined. It is easy to check that  x (i, k ) given by (28)
always satisfies the homogeneity condition (25). From (27) it is apparent that as long as the specimen sustains in
the elastic, i.e. recoverable, deformations the tangential strain is given just by the average of moisture content
increments only. Also the distribution of tangential stress from (28) results merely from the distribution of
moisture content increments along the depth coordinate. As to the damage risk it is to notice that the stress
 x ( y ) near the surface is decisive from this point of view although the admissible tolerance is usually presented
for the strain, namely  x  0.004 , (Mecklenburg et al, 1998).
Let us remark that the above modelling of the stress and strain in the specimen may seem questionable from
the viewpoint of the cultural heritage preservation where quite complex structures are encountered as a rule.
However, the intent is to use this model as an etalon detecting the most risky situations for the wooden objects.
In this respect the preference of the tangential direction parameters is quite justified because the harmful effects
take place in the surface layers of the wooden objects and if it happens the cracks appear just along this direction.
For example, the analysis can be done for the most critical values of the wood cut, which is for the tangential
direction of the wood anatomy with parameters  x  0.28, E x  450 MPa, (  x E x  126 MPa ) and with the yield
point stress  mx  2.06 MPa , considering parameters for lime wood at 50% of RH; whereas the analogous values
for the radial direction of the wood growth are  y  0.13, E y  820 MPa , ( y E y  106.6 MPa ) and
 my  6.77 MPa , (Jakiela, et al., 2008). With regard to these usual relations the flat specimen cut off in the

tangential direction is well applicable as a representative of the most risky situations.
Symmetrical case of boundary conditions. In Section 4.1 the symmetrical distribution of moisture content
resulting from the same boundary conditions on both the specimen surfaces was described by the “half‐
thickness” model. The symmetry of moisture sorption was used for omitting one half of the full model equations.
When considering equation (24) for two nodes i and n  i it is easy to see that due to equality u(i, k )  u(n  i, k )
and the common value of

 x , also the equality  x (i, k )   x (n  i, k )

holds for i  0, 1,..., n / 2 and any k.

The experiments with wooden specimens exposed to repeated variations in ambient relative humidity and
temperature have confirmed that only a relatively thin surface layer is subject to absorbing and releasing water
vapour. Consequently, between the outside and inner part of the specimen substantial differences in moisture
content arise and the moisture content gradient brings about the space‐varying wood deformations as the
dominant cause of the stress development, (Time, 2002), (Jakiela et al., 2008). If the deformations and
consequent stress exceed a limit the specimen begins to crack. In general the stress field in wood is of rather
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complex nature, particularly due to the anisotropic mechanical wood properties. But the above assumed option
of a flat specimen has simplified this aspect to 1D model only so that the 2D and 3D analyses then need not be
applied. The 1D simplification may look rather rough but with regard to the location of the dynamical moisture
sorption phenomena in a thin surface layer only the thickness coordinate l may be considered as decisive.

7. Moisture sorption dynamics identification based on experimental data
In the experimental investigation of moisture sorption changes the weighing of the tested wood specimens
is applied to assess the changes of the mean value of moisture content throughout the specimen volume. The
experiments were arranged in an air‐conditioned chamber where the specimens were placed in a free manner
to fulfil the requirement of the symmetrical boundary conditions on both the specimen surfaces. The data sets
of ambient relative humidity  and temperature T together with the moisture content in the specimen were
collected from the experiments. These data provide records of moisture sorption transient responses which
serve for identifying the parameters a and c of model (7) and (8) developed in Section 4, using eight layers of
discretization, n  8 . Two versions of experiments are available: The longer version lasts three weeks while the
other is only four days long so that the first version is five times longer than the other.
The parameters a and c are identified in different manners. The first parameter c has been assessed through
evaluating the diffusion coefficient D of the tested material by means of the method proposed by Baronas et al.
(2001), i.e. from the following formula
D

DV
A
(1  pu ) A pu  (1  pu ) DV



(29)



where DV [m2 s 1 ] is the vapour diffusion coefficient, A [m2 s 1 ] is Arrhenius diffusion factor and pu is the wood
porosity expressed as dimensionless ratio. The values of DV and A are to be assessed for the true experiment
conditions since their values are considerably dependent on temperature and the sort of wood. For the
considered experiments (soft wood and T  21 C ) and for the longer version of experiments the following
values of these parameters are given in (Baronas et al., 2001)

DV  3.24 109 [m2 s 1 ] , A  4.97 1012 [m2 s 1 ] and pu  0.64
and the following diffusion coefficient D  6.98 1011[m2 s 1 ] is obtained from them. This result is in a good
agreement with the value presented by Hameury (2005) for soft wood and ambient temperature T  21 C .
Since with n  8 the increment l  1.25 mm the corresponding model coefficient is then obtained as
c

D

l 2

 4.47  10 5 s 1  0.161 h 1

(30)

During the shorter experiments the temperature is maintained at T  22 C so that the factors change to

DV  3.31109 [m2 s 1 ] and

A  4.48 1012 [m2 s 1 ] . The diffusion coefficient value is then lower

D  6.35 1011[m2 s 1 ] .
For the second parameter a a similar way of assessment is not available. This parameter represents the influence
of the boundary conditions of the experiments and thus its identification is to be based on the experimental data.
The IAE criterion of model – data agreement is chosen for fitting a. Since a and c are of the same dimension the
ratio   a / c is taken as the identified parameter. Evaluating the IAE sum for the model – experiment
differences its dependence on  is displayed in Fig. 1 from where it results that within the interval   5, 8
the best fitting values of a are obtained. Within this interval the IAE criterion is almost insensitive to the variations
of  .
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Figure 1 IAE optimization of scaling parameter



in case of 3 weeks long experiment.

8. Simulation example with a historical interior environment
In this study we have obtained a model of the sorption behaviour and the appropriate tension pattern for a
flat specimen of wood in environment with a cyclic change of temperature and humidity. To this type of
environment the majority of the preserved cultural heritage is exposed. In the past research a special
microclimate control system was designed and implemented in medieval interior of the Holy Cross Chapel at the
famous Karlštejn Castle where the precious collection of 129 paintings by Master Theodoricus from the
fourteenth century are preserved and displayed. The Chapel environment is continually monitored so that long
term records of interior temperature and humidity are available. The day cycles and slower fluctuations of these
variables are one can see in these records. If the specimen considered in this study were placed in this
environment these cycles would cause fluctuations of its moisture content and these fluctuations can be
estimated by means of the moisture sorption model. The records of interior temperature and humidity are taken
as the inputs of the model and the induced moisture content changes are obtained as model output. As it is
shown in Section 7 the strain and stress distribution can then be determined from the moisture content patterns.
From the amplitudes of the strain and stress cycles it is possible to prove whether the environment changes may
cause a deterioration of the sample or whether the dimensional changes are safely within the elastic deformation
limits. The results of this simulation example are summarized in Fig. 2, 3 the given patterns of temperature and
relative humidity as well as the resulting variations of moisture content, strain and the stress in the surface layer
are presented. With regard to the yield point stress  mx  2.06 MPa that this limit is satisfied and therefore the
specimen in the considered interior is exposed only to elastic recoverable deformations.
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Figure 2 Indoor air temperature and relative humidity measured in the Holy Cross Chapel at Karlstejn
Castle.

Figure 3 Moisture content and stress in corresponding softwood layers.
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Summary
Only the most exceptional treasures of art and history are preserved in a perfectly controlled artificial
environment in the foremost museums and galleries. Otherwise the whole cultural heritage is placed in buildings,
particularly historical buildings where the environment parameters, air temperature and humidity more or less
vary according to the day cycles and weather fluctuations. The aim of the present study is to analyze the impact
of these variations on the state of the artworks, particularly from the point of view of moisture content variability
as one of the most significant cause of deterioration. It has been shown that there are certain admissible limits
of humidity and temperature variations which are safe from this point of view. Within these limits the induced
stresses in the artefacts do not exceed the yield point and only the elastic recoverable deformations occur.
The main contribution of this research is the model given by the equations (7), (8) together with (27), (28)
and the experimental proof and identification of this model. With the help of the model it is possible for given
patterns of certain internal environment to predict whether the variations of temperature and humidity will
result in a deteriorating impact or whether they are safe in this respect. With prescribing the admissible limits of
the stress amplitude this model of sorption dynamics can be included in the performance of the system for
controlling the environment.
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2. Humidity control to avoid mechanical damage of wood
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Introduction
One of the main tasks of preventive conservation is to prevent the moisture sensitive materials the artworks
are made of from anisotropic swelling or shrinking caused by the changes of the absorbed moisture content. This
objective has been targeted in the equal‐sorption humidity control method proposed in (Zítek, et. al, 2009). The
method takes into account the influence of temperature on the sorption isotherms, which is usually neglected
in common climate control. The first extension of the method proposed in the project takes into account
moisture‐strain‐stress relations in wood, as also addressed before in (Jakiela, et al., 2008). As the key result,
allowable variations of relative humidity from its nominal set‐point value have been determined. As presented
in (Zítek, et al., 2011), if the relative humidity is kept within the determined variation boundaries, only elastic
deformations take place in the layers of wooden material. Further extension, presented in this report as the main
result, then takes into account dynamics of moisture sorption and the stress related to its gradient across the
material layers. As will be shown, including the model of sorption dynamics in the control algorithm, further
relaxation of the safe boundaries of relative humidity and further reduction of energy consumption can be
achieved.

Equilibrium moisture content and equal sorption humidity control
The air humidity and temperature in exhibition interior are considered as the primary and the most
important attributes of the microclimate. Particularly in the remote sites of deposits, where neither heating nor
air handling device is in operation, the humidity impact represents the most dangerous exposure from the
preservation point of view. The decisive role of moisture sorption impact is typical for most of the materials the
artistic works are made of, i.e. for wood, paper, parchment, leather, ivory, bone, paintings, plaster, stucco or
stones containing abundant clay minerals etc. The steady state amount of water absorbed in them,
corresponding to the surrounding air humidity and temperature, equilibrium moisture content (EMC), is usually
expressed as the ratio of the mass of water per unit mass of anhydrous material. After the ambient temperature
or humidity change their values, the absorbed moisture content changes accordingly (Massari, 1993, Jakiela, et
al., 2008) but its change is a very long‐run process. The EMC increase is then followed by swelling of the material
and, contrarily, its decrease results in contraction. Due to the non‐isotropic character of these size changes the
harmful deformations or destructive cracks appear as the result. The material extensions resulting from growing
EMC are relatively high and it is important to notice that this extension is largely higher than the only thermal
extension of the dry wood.
In fact the expansion phenomenon is a bit more complex. For example, a rise of temperature induces
primarily a thermal expansion but consequently a drop in relative humidity and therefore also the adequate drop
in the EMC which brings about a material contraction and vice‐versa (Camuffo, 1998). In this way the thermal
expansion and EMC contraction are of opposite character and the shrinkage is partially mitigated by the
expansion. However, the dimension change due to relative humidity is largely dominant, since the only
temperature expansion itself is by more than ten times weaker than that of relative humidity (Kowalski, 2003).
For each of the considered materials the equilibrium moisture content settles on a level appropriate to the
ambient air humidity and temperature. Although the EMC levels are different for various materials, the following
properties are common for all of them
 the EMC always increases with growing  and decreases with growing T,
 the EMC value is much more sensitive to the air humidity change than to varying temperature.
The relationship between the EMC as u, and the pair of air temperature T and relative humidity  ,
u   ( , T ) has been fitted by several formulae developed for various areas of application. Usually this
relationship is used to be plotted in the coordinates  and u, as the so‐called sorption isotherms, with
temperature considered as a parameter. In particular the mathematical models by Day and Nelson and Simpson
(Ball et al., 2001) were found as well fitting the experimental data for professional evaluating the EMC. But for
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the microclimate control idea proposed in (Zítek, at al. 2007, 2009) and outlined below, these models are less
suitable because their derivatives result in fairly complicated forms. For the purposes of moisture sorption
stabilization method, the logarithmic Henderson model was chosen as the most suitable available model for the
equal‐sorption compensation, namely its three‐parameter version (Avramidis, 1989)
C

  ln(1   ) 
u
   ( ,T )
 A (T  B) 

(1)

where   0, 1 is the relative air humidity expressed as dimensionless ratio, T (K) is the absolute temperature
of air and u is EMC expressed as the mass ratio of moisture mass content to the mass of anhydrous material. The
parameters of the model are specific for each material: the additive temperature parameter B, ( B  273 .16 K ) is
in K, C is a positive dimensionless exponent less than one, the sensitivity coefficient A is in K -1 . Apparently the
model is not applicable for humidity approaching the state of saturation, i.e. for   1 , where the logarithm of
(1   ) is not defined. The function  (.) can be used to derive an equal–sorption condition, however, attributed
to a specific material.

Zítek and Vyhlídal (2009) proposed a humidity control scheme for preventing the hygroscopic materials from
the moisture‐originated deterioration through keeping their moisture content constant by means of utilizing
relationship (1). The aim is straightforward, if the equilibrium moisture content is kept constant no volume
changes can occur and the considered material is thus safe from the point of view of moisture‐induced
mechanical damage. In this control the desired relative humidity  D is easily assessed using the Henderson
model (1). If T0 and  0 denote the mean indoor temperature and the reference desired RH respectively then
apparently any other relative humidity  D appropriate to measured temperature T adjusting the same EMC
as in T0 ,  0 has to satisfy the following equality resulting from (1)
ln(1   0 ) ln(1   D )

A(T0  B ) A(T  B )

(2)

From this condition the formula corresponding to (2) for keeping the desired EMC constant is as follows

(T  B ) 
 T0  B

 ln(1   0 )

 D  1  exp

(3)

where B stands for the only parameter again and T is the measured temperature. If however a particular value
of moisture content u is to be achieved, the set‐point value can be determined by the inversion of (1)



1



 D  1  exp  A(T  B )uD C 




(4)

In fact, as already reported in (Vyhlídal and Broström, 2012), see also (Zítek, Vyhlídal, et al., 2011), there is
not necessary to maintain the RH strictly at the value given by (3) or (4). In order to meet the demands of
preventing the moisture sensitive artefacts from inadmissible swelling or shrinking due to moisture content
changes there is sufficient to maintain the relative humidity within certain tolerable limits with respect to  D
corresponding to the requirement that only elastic material strain is admissible. This more tolerant control
objective is also easier to implement than the strict equal‐sorption scheme of the humidity control system. In
order to determine the allowable variations of the moisture content, the relation between the moisture content
and the material strain can be utilized. As it has been shown in (Jakiela, et al., 2008), (Bratasz, 2010), (Camuffo,
1998), see also references therein, the dependence between the EMC and the material strain can be
approximated, within limited ranges of these quantities, by the linear equation
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  u ,

(5)

where  is the strain, u is the deviation of EMC from the given equilibrium point and  is the dimensional
moisture‐induced change coefficient (   [ 0 .13, 0 .28 ] for lime wood (Jakiela, et al. 2008),   [ 0 .13, 0 .23 ] for pine
wood and   [ 0 .17 , 0 .32 ] for oak wood (Camuffo, 1998). The first value in the parentheses holds for the radial
and the other for the tangential direction of the wood anatomy. Taking into consideration that the generally
reported yield point for wood is close to   0.004 (Mecklenburg, et al., 1998), see also discussion in (Bratasz,
2010), it is possible to use (5) to determine the maximum changes in moisture content that do not result in
irreversible responses in the wooden structures. Thus, the final control law for adjusting the relative humidity
should be considered as keeping the relative humidity within the range

  [ D   S , D   S ] ,

(6)

where  D is given by (3) and
 S 

0.004
.
K (T , )

(7)

For practical purposes, the dependence of the coefficient K (T , ) on temperature and humidity is rather
weak and can be neglected and its yearly average value can be substituted instead. As reported in (Zítek, Vyhlídal
et. al., 2011) for the specific case study example, the allowable variations in relative humidity were determined
as  S  0.077 .

Further relaxation of the set‐point variability using the dynamical model of moisture transfer
Dynamical model of moisture content and associated stress in the material layers
In the Climate for Culture deliverable report (Zítek, et al, 2014) one dimensional model of moisture transport in
a wooden desk has been proposed in the state space generic form
x ( t )  Ax ( t )  Bu ( t ) ,

(8)

where x ( t )  [ u1 ( t ), u 2 ( t ),... u n 1 ( t ), u n ( t )]T is the state vector composed of the moisture sorption
increments in the layers of wooden desk, where the increments are considered from the nominal (e.g. yearly
averaged) moisture content u N .

Fig. 1 Wooden desk and its one dimensional discretization
The input vector u ( t )  [  u 0 ,1 (1),  u 0, 2 ( 2 )]T is connected with the ambient parameters as the boundary
conditions for both the surfaces of the wooden desk, see Fig. 1. Both the fictitious moisture content values can
be determined by model (1) from the air temperature T (t ) and relative humidity  (t ) at the corresponding side
of the desk. The parameters in the matrices A   n  n , B   n 2 , are given by dimensional and material
properties of the wooden desk, particularly by the thickness of the desk, moisture diffusion and sorption
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properties, and also by the numerical method that has been used for the discretization of the gradient derivatives
used in model (8) where the desk is considered divided into n layers. More details on the model can be found
in the deliverable report (Zítek, et al. 2014).
Once the distribution of the moisture content throughout the wooden desk is determined, the relations
between strain (  x ,i ,  y ,i ) and stresses (  x ,i ,  y ,i ) for i  th layer of the wooden desk are given as

 x ,i 
,

 y ,i  

 xy
1
 xi 
 y i   x u i
Ex
Ey
 xy
Ex

(9)

 x ,i 

1
 y ,i   y ,i  u .
Ey

(10)

where E x , E y are elasticity Young modules in the respective directions,  xy , yx are Poisson’s ratios and  x ,  y
are the dimensional change coefficients for the tangential and radial directions respectively. Further on, let the
following key assumptions be satisfied
1.

Material sample is not restraint in the axis y , thus  y , j  0, j  1,2,... N .

2.

With respect to the homogeneity, we assume that

3.

 x
 0 , thus  x, j   x , j  1,2,.., n .
y
No external force or restraint is applied on the sample in x axis. Thus from the balance of internal forces
in the material, we can conclude that
N

  x, j  0 .

(11)

j 1

Thus, the stress in the i ‐ th element results as


 x ,i (t )   x E x  ui (t ) 



1 n
 u j (t )  ,
n j 1


(12)

In the matrix form, the set of expressions (12) can be considered as the output equation of the state space model
(8), given by
(13)
y ( t )  Cx ( t ) ,
where y ( t )  [ x ,1 ( t ),  x , 2 ( t ), ...,  x ,n ( t )]T and the matrix C   n  n . As shown in (Zítek, et al. 2014), where more
details on deriving (12) can be found, the highest stresses can be expected in the material layers which are the
closest to the surface, which is also in agreement with the analysis performed in (Jakiela, at al. 2008). Below, we
utilize the equations (12) for determining the set‐points of relative humidity, with the objective to keep the stress
in the wooden desk in allowable ranges.
Restrained‐Stress Humidity Control
In this section, as the main result of this report, we propose the Restrained Stress Humidity Control (RSHC)
method. As already mentioned, the surface layer of wooden material is of the largest risks concerning the
variation of relative humidity. Consider  x , max is the maximum allowable stress, which should be kept below
the yield‐point stress of wood. Thus, we should guarantee such interior air conditions that the stress in the
surface layer will always stay within the range
 x , max   x ,1   x , max

(14)

Suppose we use the state space model (8)‐(13) as an estimator of the stress in the surface layer of the
wooden desk, and consider the moisture content at the surface layer is determined for the actual values of
interior temperature T and relative humidity  by Henderson model (1). For simplicity, we consider that the air
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conditions are the same at both the sides of the desk. Once the limit (14) is exceeded, to get the stress back to
the safe region the required adjustment of moisture content can be determined as follows

u 0  

1
 x ,1 ,
E x x

(15)

where the stress estimation from (12) is used. For the stress corrections it holds
 x ,1   x , max ,
if  x ,1   x , max

0,
if   x , max   x ,1   x ,max .
 x ,1  

if  x ,1   x , max
 x , max   x ,1 ,

(16)

Consequently, the needed adjustment in relative humidity can be determined from (15)‐(16) as the inverse
Henderson model
1

 SET (t )  1  exp( A(T  B)(u0 (t )  u0 )C )

(17)

The overall RSHC control scheme is then shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm reads the measured temperature
and relative humidity of the interior. Then, utilizing model (2), the moisture content equivalent for the ambient
near the surface of wooden desk is determined and used as an input to the state space estimator of the stress
across the desk profile along the axis y . Then, by (15)‐(16), it is decided whether or not the moisture content
adjustment is required. If yes, the adjustment is transformed by (17) to the appropriate adjustment of the interior
relative humidity, which is then set as the set‐point value to the control system. Notice that if
 x , max   x ,1   x , max , the relative humidity set‐point is of the same value as the relative humidity in the
interior, which means no action is needed by the control system.

Fig. 2 Overall Safe‐Stress Humidity Control scheme to prevent mechanical damage in the surface layers of
wooden object.
Let us remark that the proposed control method will guarantee a safe environment just for the wooden desk
of certain thickness and certain material properties and under no strain constraints. Thus its general applicability
may seem questionable as the cultural heritage objects are of considerable more complex structure. However,
if the state space model is parameterized for the most risky values of the parameters and if we use sufficiently
large margin in assessing the safe stress boundaries, the model can serve as a qualitative etalon to avoid risky
transitions in the surface layers of the wooden objects with a certain strain adjustment potential. For example,
the analysis can be done for the most critical values of the wood cut, which is for the tangential direction of the
wood growth with parameters   0 .28 , E  450 MPa , ( E  126 MPa ) and the yield stress  yield  2 .06 MPa ,
considering parameters for lime wood at 50% of RH; whereas the analogous values for the radial direction of the
wood growth are   0 .13 , E  820 MPa , ( E  106 . 6 MPa ) and  yield  6 .77 MPa , (Jakiela, et al., 2008).
In the above proposed control scheme, we have considered that the conditions are symmetrical. The real
situations, however, do not usually happen like this in practice. For example, if the conditions behind a wooden
desk fixed on a wall are monitored, they can be used to determine the boundary moisture content at one surface
of the desk, while the interior air conditions determine the boundary moisture content on the other side of the
desk.
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Fig. 3 Simulated indoor data of the generic building model described in the appendix.
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Fig. 4 Simulated moisture content according to model (8) and corresponding stress given by (13) for the
simulated indoor‐climate shown in Fig. 3, i.e. with no control.
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Fig. 5 Simulated moisture content according to model (8) and corresponding stress given by (13) for the
simulated indoor‐climate with relative humidity control to fixed limits  max  0.7 and  min  0.5 .
Let us also point out that the given methodology could theoretically be extended towards objects of more
complex structure. However, it would require considerably more enhanced computational power as at least two
dimensional models would be needed. In the following section, the method is tested on a simulation example,
with simplified state space model of a generic building model.
Simulation example
In order to demonstrate the potentials of the method, we apply it in the following simulation experiment.
For the simulation purpose we use a model of one of the generic buildings of the Climate for Culture project, for
which a state space model has been derived using the methodology by Kramer et al. (2013). The model, which is
outlined in the appendix section of this report, is used to project the outdoor climatic data (taken from measured
data in Nave of Holzkirchen) to the indoor data of the building.
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Fig. 6 Simulated moisture content according to model (8) and corresponding stress given by (13) for the
simulated indoor‐climate with relative humidity control according to RSHC method and with the fixed limits
 max  0.75 and  min  0.4 .
The simulated indoor data are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the temperature varies from ‐10 to 25 deg.
C. Due to temperature drop below zero, the interior should be heated in the winter months to get the
temperature above 5 deg. C at least. As the temperature control is not objective of this report, we keep the
temperature as it is and concentrate on the control of relative humidity only. As can be seen, relative humidity
conditions are not satisfactory as it is distributed from 30% (too dry) to 90% (too humid) and its short term
fluctuations are very high.
First, using the moisture sorption model (8) for the given wooden sample (pine wood, 10 mm thick, spatially
discretized to six layers) and its transformation to stress distribution across the material thickness given by (13),
we provide the results in Fig. 4 in a form of the moisture content and stress values for all the considered material
layers. Let us remark that the following parameters have been used   0 .28 , E  450 MPa and
 yield  2 .06 MPa . As can be seen from the variations of the stresses  x in the material layers, the environment
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would be very risky for wooden objects, as even for the wooden sample with no restraints in the axis x , the yield
stress values (denoted by dashed lines) are exceeded considerably and repeatedly.
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Fig. 7 Simulated moisture content according to model (8) and corresponding stress given by (13) for the
simulated indoor‐climate with relative humidity control according to RSHC method and with no fixed limits of
relative humidity.
First, we consider the very basic relative humidity control with the fixed upper  max  0.7 and lower
 min  0.5 boundaries. For simplicity, only P controller has been considered to achieve these boundaries, which
assigns the moisture flux to the simulated indoor‐climate. The results are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen,
fluctuation amplitudes of both the moisture content and the associate stresses in the material layers have been
reduced considerably. However, still, there are number of events when the estimated stress  x exceeds the
yield point value, which is also undesirable.
As the main result of the example, we apply the RSHC control method proposed above considering
 x , max  1,8 MPa which is slightly lower than the considered yield point  yield  2 .06 MPa . The results are shown
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in Fig. 6. As can be seen, even though the variability of both the relative humidity and the estimated moisture
content is higher compared to the control to fixed limits,  x is kept safely below the yield stress point. The main
benefit of the RSHC control is that it acts if and only if it is needed to eliminate fast risky fluctuations of moisture
content, whereas slow changes of lower frequencies, to which the wood sample can adapt, are left uncontrolled.
The main benefit of the method is shown in Fig. 7, where the normalized energy consumption is shown. As can
be seen, the overall energy consumption of RSHC method is by more than one third lower than the consumption
of the above considered method with fixed limits. Let us remark that in order to avoid too high and low levels of
relative humidity, the strict upper  max  0.75 and lower  min  0.4 limits to the set‐points have been
considered. If these strict limits were not considered, as shown in Fig. 8, the normalized energy consumption
would be even considerably lower, see again Fig. 7. However, the overall variability of relative humidity would
be too high, ranging from 30 to 90%.
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Fig. 8 Normalized energy consumption of the considered relative humidity control methods: blue – fixed RH limits
to  max  0.7 and  min  0.5 ; solid red – RSHC method with fixed RH limits to  max  0.75 and  min  0.4 ;
dashed red ‐ RSHC method with no fixed RH limits; purple – quasi‐equal sorption humidity control

Remark on equal‐sorption humidity control
As it has been pointed out, the presented RSHC method is truly further step in relaxation of the equal‐
sorption humidity control previously proposed by the authors in (Zitek, et al., 2009). Involving the stress‐strain
analysis in the way briefly outlined above and in more detail investigated in (Zitek, et al., 2014), brings a more
fitting compensation than it resulted from the first relaxation proposed in (Zitek, et al., 2011), which also was
mentioned in the introductory section of this report. In fact, linking the quasi‐equal sorption method to the safe
strain limits was not correct, as it is not the strain but the stress that
causes the damage. In fact, the QESC method with the given limits on moisture content variations guarantees
that the assigned stress limit will not be exceeded even if no relaxation of strain takes place across the material
layers. More correctly, we should consider the safe stress limit  x , max , which then by (9) (with  y  0 and

 x  0 ) transforms to

umax 

1

 x Ex

 x ,max

(18)

Thus, when considering  x  0.28, E x  450 MPa and  x , max  1,8 MPa , we obtain umax  0.014 , which
by (17) can be transformed to the safe ranges of relative humidity. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 on the simulation
experiment. As can be seen, the yield point limit is almost untouched by the stress in any of the material layers
and the overall stress levels and their variations are lower compared to the results for the other methods shown
in Figs. 5‐7. However, as shown in Fig. 8, the QESC has the largest energy consumption.
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Fig. 9 Simulated moisture content according to model (8) and corresponding stress given by (13) for the
simulated indoor‐climate with relative humidity control according to Quasi‐equal sorption humidity control
method with.

Summary
As the main contribution of the research activities presented in this deliverable report, a novel control
scheme is presented for adjusting the relative humidity of the interior air with the objective to keep the internal
stress in wooden objects within safe limits. As an etalon for the risk assessment, an available model of moisture
transport through a ten millimeters thick wooden desk has been used. Under several assumptions on the strain
relaxation, the moisture distribution has then been transformed to the distribution of stress. The primary
objective of the control method is to keep the stress in the surface layer of the material within the safe
boundaries by adjusting the air relative humidity, which together with the air temperature forms the boundary
conditions at the surface layers. Thus, the relative humidity is adjusted if and only if the stress approaches the
safe stress limits (particularly yield stress point). Otherwise, the climate is left to follow natural seasonal cycles.
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Even though the demonstration of the method has been performed for a single material sample only, the
method is easily extendable to different types of wood and different thicknesses of wooden desks. As the
phenomena taking place at the surface are crucial, qualitatively, the results can also be applied for wooden
objects of more complex structure shape. One only needs to take into consideration the constraints on the strain
relaxation in all the dimensional axes. As one of the key results, it is demonstrated, that from the point of
mechanical damage, no strict boundaries on relative humidity and temperature are necessary to keep the indoor‐
climate conditions safe. The main benefit of the proposed control scheme is the considerably low energy
consumption, if compared to the traditional relative humidity control schemes. More detailed information on
the proposed scheme will be published in a journal paper, which is preparation.

Appendix
For the simulation purposes, a state space model of a generic building provided by Matthias Winkler
(Fraunhofer) was used, which was parameterized as described in (Kramer, et al., 2013). Thermal and hygric state
models are given as follows:
Thermal model
dTw Gw
G

To  Tw   i Tw  Ti  ,
dt
Cw
Cw
G
G
dTi Gi
G
  Tw  Ti   fixed  Ti  T f   int  Ti  Tint   fast  To  Ti 
dt Ci
Ci
Ci
Ci

(A.1)

dTint Gint

Ti  Tint   SG  I rad
dt
Cint
where To and Ti are temperatures of outdoor and indoor air, respectively. Tw is temperature of church wall
(envelope), T f is temperature associated with church ground contact temperature and Tint is temperature of
building interior. I rad is complete light irradiance of the building interior. Parameters of set (A.1) are described
in Table 1. Similarly as the thermal model variables and also parameters it can be introduced both variables and
parameters of hygric model.
Hygric model
dPw Gw
G

 Po  Pw   i  Pw  Pi 
dt Cw
Cw
G
G
dPi Gi
G
  Pw  Pi   fixed  Pi  Pf   int  Pi  Pint   fast  Po  Pi 
dt Ci
Ci
Ci
Ci

(A.2)

dPint Gint

 Pi  Pint 
dt
Cint
where Po and Pi are outdoor and indoor air vapor pressure, respectively. Pw is air vapor pressure on the church
wall (envelope), Pf is vapor pressure of air fixed with temperature T f and Pint is vapor pressure of air in the
building interior. Parameters of set (A.2) are specified in Table 2.
To apply hygric model (A.2) vapor pressure Po as model input is to be determined from the measured relative
humidity of outdoor air. If saturation pressure Psat at appropriate temperature To is evaluated, as presented by
Kramer et al. (2013), then
Po  Psat  To   RH o

(A.3)

where
Psat = 611e

22.44 To /  272.44  To 

, To  0

(A.4)
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or
Psat = 611e

17.08 To /  234.18  To 

, To  0

(A.5)

In the same way relations (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5) can be applied to the determination of Pi by substituting RH i
and Ti . Reversely, modeled relative humidity of indoor air is derived from (A.3) as follows
RH im 

Pim
Psat  Tim 

(A.6)

where Tim and Pim are modeled indoor air temperature and vapor pressure, respectively.
Table 1 Thermal model (1) parameters identified from measurements in zone Nave

Thermal model (1)
Parameters
Optimum values
1
2.4402
Envelope conductance/capacitance Gw Cw [s ]
1.6372
Indoor air conductance/envelope capacitance
1
Gi Cw [s ]

Initial values
0.0238
2.68

6.2996  10 3

9.99

Conductance due to vents/indoor air capacitance
G fast C i [s 1 ]

5.7378  10

3

9.9

Conductance to interior/indoor air capacitance
Gint Ci [s1 ]

7.8915  10 3

1.9

Conductance
Gint Cint [s1 ]

1

10.8

131.2927

0.6296

1.3124  10  4

10  5

Indoor air conductance/capacitance Gi Ci [s1 ]

to

interior/interior

capacitance

Conductance to ground/indoor air capacitance*
G fixed C i [s 1 ]
Solar gain from daily irradiance** SG °C J 
* T f  15 C

** Complete solar irradiation impact on building interior is given as SG  I rad

Table 2 Hygric model (2) parameters identified from measurements in zone Nave

Hygric model (2)
Parameters
Gw Cw [s1 ]

Optimum values
0.9034

Initial values
15.6

Gi Cw [s 1 ]

0.1419

279.35

Gi Ci [s ]

121.055

1

457.7

G fast C i [s 1 ]

2.5098  10

3

0.7524

Gint Ci [s1 ]

9.4837  10 3

15.662

Gint Cint [s1 ]

51.7553

1.188

1

G fixed C i [s ] *

1.6197  10

4

7.87  10 4

* Pf  1004.7 Pa
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Summary
Temperierung refers basically to wall heating through pipes mounted in or on the inside of the walls. In the
context of heritage preservation the Temperierung system was mainly developed by the State Office for Non‐
State Museums in Bavaria for heating and climatization of museums and exhibit buildings. Based on the ongoing
research project „Temperierung as a Tool for Preventive Conservation – An Assessment” a close and
interdisciplinary collaboration is established between building physicists, conservators and practitioners from 18
selected museums under the lead of the State office for non‐state museums in Bavaria. The chapter highlights
the different existing Temperierung systems within the project, main components of the system and different
types of application. The main principles of the technique are explained and compared to more commonly known
heating systems like convector/radiator heating and wall/floor heating. Preliminary results of the measured
indoor climate and effects of the Temperierung heating system of several chosen museums are presented. The
impacts of the indoor climate to the conservation of artifacts, influenced by Temperierung heating, are discussed
with typical methods of indoor climate assessment and with conservational assessment. The detailed and neutral
description of Temperierung heating gives a basis for planners and persons in charge for retrofitting historical
museum buildings. Temperierung systems and their use have a potential for preventive conservation of the
historic building and the preservation of the artifacts inside.
Key words: Temperierung, historic building, preventive conservation, indoor climate, heating

1 Introduction
Temperierung refers basically to “wall heating through pipes mounted in or on the inside of the walls” (EN
15759‐1, 2011). In the field of heritage preservation, the Temperierung system was mainly developed by the
State Office for Non‐State Museums in Bavaria. The main protagonist and developer of the Temperierung heating
system and its principles was Henning Großeschmidt, a member of this state office. Temperierung has been
recommended as a heating and climatisation system for enhanced climate stability in museum buildings.
However, the impacts of this empirically developed system on the buildings, their indoor climate and the housed
collections have not been subject of a systematic scientific investigation yet. The Temperierung heating system
or method of Temperierung is described in e.g. (Großeschmidt, 1992, 1996, 2000) und most recently in
(Großeschmidt, 2004). The description of early types of Temperierung systems like wall frame Temperierung can
be found in (Assmann and Großeschmidt, 1988) and also in (Großeschmidt, 1992). In this literature there are
only positive effects postulated which are critically discussed by other authors, e.g. (Arendt and Hausladen, 1992)
or (Gronau, 1996). One of the main critic concerns is the often postulated attribute of Temperierung as an energy
saving measure. The most recent major piece of literature about Temperierung, bilingual published in German
and English, is a collection of articles by (Boody et al. (ed.), 2004). There are no critical articles in this collection
about disputed effects of Temperierung. In (Krus and Kilian, 2012) and also (Künzel, 2009) it is concluded, that
Temperierung is rather not energy saving, but this should be lower in ranking compared to the positive effects
for preservation. Many authors describe a positive effect mostly in sense of conservation heating in general to
the building, but not in terms of preventive conservation to artifacts due to the indoor climate influenced by
Temperierung. Only a few investigated the effects of Temperierung to the indoor climate and evaluated the
indoor climate for the questions of preventive conservation in detail (Kilian 2004). The cold wall effect, first
discovered and described in (Ranacher, 1995) and (Ranacher, 2004) can have serious negative impact on
paintings hanging on outside walls. Temperierung is recommended to prevent this cold wall effect.
Under this prerequisites the research project „Temperierung as a Tool for Preventive Conservation – An
Assessment” has been implemented in the year 2011. The project is based on a close and interdisciplinary
collaboration between building physicists, conservators and practitioners from 18 selected museums in Bavaria,
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under the lead of State Office for Non‐State Museums in Bavaria. All participating museums have been newly
equipped or retrofitted with a Temperierung heating system between 1987 and 2011. The impacts of these
Temperierung heating systems on the indoor climate and on the collections will be assessed within the project.
On one hand, the influence of the Temperierung systems on building components and indoor climate are
investigated and assessed from the building physics point of view. On the other hand, the assessment of the
impact from the indoor climate generated by the different Temperierung systems on the preservation of the
collections is the subject of the conservator’s examination. Criteria for choosing single artifacts are – besides
their material – the extent and quality of existing documentations and the duration of the exposition towards a
climate created by a Temperierung system. Changes of the state of preservation within a provable time span
should be reproducible documented and evaluated.

2. Temperierung Systems of the participating Museums
2.1 Temperierung Systems
The arrangement of the heating pipes of a Temperierung system is in its basic layout located at the base of
the outer wall. The different identified systems are grouped into three main groups and three sub groups.
Altogether nine systems are described in Table 1.
Table 1: The Temperierung systems can be grouped in three main groups
(main application) and nine subgroups.
Main groups
Heat pipe
In-wall

Heat pipe
On-wall
Heat pipe
in wall frame

Sub groups
In-wall in brick wall
In-wall in studwork (dry walling)
In-floor
Tight contact to the wall, pipe in mortar bed
Minor contact to the wall, pipe mechanically mounted
With distance to the wall surface mounted
With distance to the wall surface, behind a panel
Closed wall-/floor frame
Open wall-/floor frame

The three main systems are schematically shown in figure 1: in‐wall heat pipe, heat pipe in front of the wall
and heat pipe behind an additional frame similar to hybrid air‐heated panel heating. The different effects of heat
transmission are also schematically illustrated. The heat transfer occurs by direct heat conduction through the
building component e.g. wall, heat transfer by convection and radiant heat transmission. The Temperierung
system behind a wall frame has a special cavity construction for warm air heating. It is an older system and not
actual built anymore due to high costs of an additional frame and to the conservational problem of hidden
original surfaces.

Figure 1: Different build in situations of Temperierung systems: in-wall heat pipe, heat pipe in front of the wall with and without wall
contact and heat pipe behind an additional frame. The effects of each Temperierung system are very simplified shown.
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In Table 1 the different Temperierung systems are grouped. Further systems exist which are basically similar
and refer to the introduced systems. One variant, which is not explicitly shown here, is a heat strip mounted at
the base of the walls, because this type is not used in any of the surveyed museums. One further not distinguished
criterion is the heat medium. Mostly hydronic warm water heat pipes are used but also electric heating cables
are common. Sometimes electric powered hydronic warm water systems are in use. The example in figure 2 „in‐
wall“ and “on‐wall” with and without direct wall contact are the most common systems, which are today mostly
applied. In (Großeschmidt 1992) the in‐wall solution is already constituted as the “endpoint of development”
and “ideal solution for solid constructions”. Wall frame Temperierung systems similar to hybrid air‐heated panel
heating are divided in open and closed systems depending whether the room air has direct contact to the heat
pipe or not. For the different Temperierung systems different ways of heat transfer occur. It is depending on
whether the heat releasing device e.g. heat pipe, is in direct contact to the wall or not. Without wall contact, the
heat transfer occurs via convective heat transmission and radiant transfer. The efficiency of heat release of the
heat pipe depends on the combination and share of the different heat transfer mechanisms. In case of wall
contact there is an additional heat transmission via heat conduction. The type of contact is essential to the
possible share of the heat transfer by conduction. For Temperierung systems with strong contact as like heat
pipes in‐wall, the heat transfer occurs directly by conduction. Only as secondary effect there is a convective heat
transmission at the surface of the wall that is heated. This effect occurs also with heat pipes on‐wall if they are
covered with mortar, and also with heat pipes on‐wall if they are in contact with the wall with mechanical
mounting but then in a lower order. Secondary effects may occur by heated up wall regions adjacent to the heat
pipe or heating surface.
2.2 Differences of Temperierung to other heating systems, technique of Temperierung and conservation
heating
The differences to conventional heating systems like panel heating or radiator heating can be indistinct if a
Temperierung system is planned and built similar to these systems. If the system is planned in wall with several
heat pipes arranged one upon other or side by side it may be similar to conventional wall heating or panel
heating. Main characteristic to Temperierung systems is not a full area application but a lengthwise application
as a heating stripe, even if there is an area effect to the wall, as described by (Großeschmidt 1992). By use of
mini radiator heater or heat pipe radiator or several heat pipes above each other or side by side on‐wall without
wall contact mounted, a Temperierung system can be similar to a conventional radiator heating. The supply
water of radiator heating system is operated at the same or even higher temperature level than for Temperierung
is required. A distinct attribute of radiator or convective heating compared to Temperierung is a concentrated
heat release with optimized convective heat transfer. For a Temperierung system with correctly chosen
dimensioning it is characteristic to limit the convective heat release, to avoid disadvantageous effects on
conservation and energy consumption which may arise with to intensive convective heat release. In earlier
Temperierung systems like skirting heating with mini convectors this negative effect was not understood
thoroughly enough and therefore not considered yet.
Also there are differences to conservation heating. As mentioned before conservational heating is used for
stabilizing indoor humidity to a save range to prevent mold growth (Blades and Rice, 2011). Conservation heating
uses the property of water vapor of varying its partial pressure in air with the level of temperature. Simplified
said, conservation heating will reduce relative humidity by heating up the indoor air. With less heating, relative
humidity will rise up to the value of the natural level of the unheated building. This results in a seasonal sliding
temperature behavior of the indoor climate with a more or less stable relative humidity. This can be also a goal
for Temperierung heating. The conservational heating is typically understood for heating only the indoor air. This
may be done by any heating system, adequate for the particular building. Heating up building components is not
intended. Conservational heating with radiators or convectors may also have disadvantages in a poor
microclimate around the heating device because of concentrated heat release and in consequence hot and dry
microclimates and dust movement.
Considering all of these principles, Temperierung can be clearly distinguished to other heating systems and
can be defined as an own heating system with its own technique and principles.
2.3 Examples of application and target room temperature
Temperierung systems are used in miscellaneous types of buildings and applications. The range for use of
Temperierung systems reaches from keeping buildings frost free up to heating rooms for thermal comfort for
e.g. office use or drying out building components. When moist components in a historic building are heated, the
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Temperierung system is used for drying out, keeping dry or preventing surfaces from suffering dew point
condensation. In this use room temperature is usually of minor priority compared to conservation and damage
prevention. One further main use is the preservation of exhibition buildings in open air museums (Assmann and
Großeschmidt, 1988). Conservational aims for preservation of building substance and interior are dominating.
Mostly a minimum temperature or sufficient temperature lift up is attempted. The Temperierung follows in this
case the goals of conservation heating. For use in museums with exhibition of sensible objects more constant
and often higher temperatures for visitor comfort are demanded. Further is distinguished between constant
temperatures and allowing seasonal sliding temperatures especially in very cold periods. The choice of the target
temperature or allowing sliding room temperatures is decisive for dimensioning Temperierung systems. Table 2
distinguishes and groups the different types of application and target temperatures. Temperierung systems are
often composed for different goals. Temperierung can be used for component heating and/ or thermal bridging
heating. In museums an additional goal is stabilizing the moisture of indoor climate. In some cases unfavorable
combination or dimensioning of Temperierung may lead to inappropriate indoor climate or high energy
consumption.
Table 2: Examples of types of application and room target temperature
of Temperierung heating
Roomtemperature
[°C]

Types of use

Main aim of use

≥ 20

Room heating constant

Thermal comfort

Room heating with
seasonal sliding
Stabilizing moisture /
Minimum temperature
Heating of thermal
bridges
Heating of building
components

Stabilizing relative
humidity
Avoiding mould growth
/ freezing damages
Avoiding condensation
of moisture
Drying/ keeping dry of
building components

< 20
>4
-

Example of use
Exhibitions with longer
stays of visitors
Exhibitions with longer
stays of visitors
Open air museums,
Exhibition buildings
Brick walls, components
with contact to ground
Components with
contact to ground

2.4 Temperierung as a compatible solution for retrofitting of historic buildings
In historic buildings, and much more in listed buildings, retrofitting of technical devices is often difficult. In
order to prevent buildings from substance losses of original building material or retain the original appearance
and impression of rooms, technical devices are difficult or almost impossible to implement.
The technique of Temperierung offers a compatible solution for historic and listed buildings. The main
solution with in‐wall heat pipes can be also compatible as on‐wall solutions of heat pipe mounting. The choice of
the particular Temperierung system should be planned thoroughly and consider all important aspects for the
particular building. To pay regard to all aspects of cultural heritage preservation and of stakeholders needs is
difficult. The different and often contradictory goals of preventive conservation of building envelope, human
thermal comfort, local microclimate for human comfort and preservation of artifacts are difficult to fulfill at the
same time.
Figure 2 shows some examples of an in‐wall and on‐wall solution in two museum case studies, the
Franconian Museum Feuchtwangen and Museum Oberammergau. In both historical buildings with valuable
interior, Temperierung systems are implemented.
The Museum Feuchtwangen was built as a residential building (German “Bürgerhaus”) in the 16th century. It
was rebuilt for museum use in 1924 and is in use since 1926 as museum (Klemm 2008). In 2001 the museum was
renovated and retrofitted with a Temperierung heating system. The building is still in a poor state. The museum
was therefore renovated, partly restored and enlarged in 2006. During renovation of the rooms with tapestry,
made in the 1920ies, the on‐wall Temperierung was removed for renovation and laid in‐wall underneath the
renovated tapestry (Vogt 2006). One prerequisite was to retain the original tapestry. This was only possible with
a restorers help. Although there occurred substance loses of the original wall, this was accepted. With the
retrofitting measure of the on‐wall Temperierung above the skirting a very cautious solution was implemented
which is able to fulfill the predetermined goals. The original view of the room is not disturbed and has been
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improved compared to the on‐wall solution. A consistent local microclimate by heating of thermal bridging
prevents the building envelope of high local relative humidity and condensation.
Built in 1905 and opened as a museum in 1910, the Oberammergau Museum houses a valuable collection
of regional woodcarvings. The building was retrofitted with a Temperierung heating in 2003. The solution is here
an on‐wall Temperierung without wall contact. The distance to the wall reduces the direct heat conduction to
the wall. The heat pipes are painted in the color of the wall.

Figure 2: Different installation situations of Temperierung systems. The left picture shows left an on-wall heating pipe disappearing
in-wall at the corner to the right wall with tapestry in Museum Feuchtwangen. The middle picture shows an on-wall solution with wall contact
in Museum Feuchtwangen above the skirting. The right picture shows a heat pipe in front of the wall without wall contact in the Museum
Oberammergau.

Every visible technical device will disturb the original appearance of a room and therefore is a disadvantage
for presentation and education. Compared to common radiator heating Temperierung pipes on‐wall are far less
disturbing. The example of the on‐wall solution in Feuchtwangen with wall contact above the skirting board is
nearly invisible. For the valuable orginal tapestry the in‐wall solution was preferred, but this was only made
possible with simultaneous restoration of the tapestry and installation of the pipes. The installation in
Oberammergau is an on‐wall installation without wall contact. This is the most simple and low‐cost way of
installing heat pipes with the least substance losses, but it is affecting the aesthetic aspect of the historic interior.

3. Conservation Examination – Methodical approach on the example of the Oberammergau
museum
The Standards for museum climate developed since the 1880ies continuously towards a closer and closer
range. The recommendations for museum climate are mostly empirically developed (Holmberg 1995, Kilian
2013). A compilation of the international climate standards since the 1970ies is given by (Bratasz 2013).
Nowadays 20 °C and 50 % r. h. with only slight differences are consistent worldwide. Classifying the indoor
climate according to its potential risks for artifacts is a relatively new concept e.g. in the ASHRAE‐Standard for
Climate in Museums and Archives (ASHRAE 2007). For historic buildings and as well for the purpose of energy
saving, these commonly known “safe” ranges for temperature and relative humidity are at the moment under
discussion (Ashley‐Smith 2013; Burmester, Eibl 2013). How far may these ranges be extended without serious
damage to objects? With recent research, the effects of changes in relative humidity, a more sophisticated risk
assessment of short‐ and long‐term fluctuations and the investigation of single materials until their fatigue
failure, will get more into focus. Theoretical limits have to be scrutinized critically and there is strong demand for
further research on the effective impacts of indoor climate to real exhibits.
The Temperierung system was developed for Museum buildings housing valuable objects without any
other heating or climatization technique. It is also used in these houses for enhanced climate conditions; even
an ASHRAE Class A climate can be reached, if the system is run in a proper way by trained personal. The quality
of a climate in a building with a Temperierung system is not only determined by the Temperierung, there are
many other influences. While disasters have devastating effects on whole collections, they can be classified as
singular events, like thefts, vandalism and transportations. For the preservation of the artworks, the indoor
climate has to be considered with a special importance, because it constantly affects the collection, direct and
indirect. Climatic induced damages can appear in museums with Temperierung systems, when the influence
factors for the indoor climate are insufficiently controlled. Combining damage assessment of the collection
with climate measurements makes identifying these influence factors possible. The indoor climate in the
selected 18 partner museums of the current research project in Bavaria is influenced significantly by the
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Temperierung systems. Building conditions (building materials, air‐tightness of the building, …), number and
residence time of visitors in rooms, further building technology (e.g. humidification and de‐humidification,
ventilation systems, …) and the person, who is responsible for the facility management are, besides the
outdoor climate, essential for the quality of the indoor climate and the object’s microclimate (Kotterer,
Großeschmidt 2008).
The conservation research in our project considers of two main aspects for the evaluation of the climate’s
quality: object conservation assessment and evaluation of the microclimate near the object.
In the first step, the perhaps most sensitive objects of the collection towards climate fluctuations were
selected at visits of each museum. Then, the “climate history”, inventories, all documentations of conservation
treatments and lendings etc. of every single object have to be pointed out. According to sometimes existing
photographs, new detailed photos are taken. For further imaging investigations, infrared thermography and UV‐
photography are used. Sometimes there are, depending on the situation, further possibilities for monitoring the
progress of climate induced damages. Often, particles of paint layers are found on the cavetto or on the floor of
the display case.
In the second step, the microclimate (temperature and relative humidity) at the object is measured with
dataloggers for not less than one year. In this time span, the objects are regularly examined by a conservator
focusing on any change. Detailed photographs are a big help for that work. Is there any change presumed, like
losses or cracks, pictures are taken again. In that way, the central interest, the placement of a new damage on
the timeline of an object’s lifespan can be understood and backtracked.
Common criteria for the good housekeeping and preventive conservation, the material and details of the art
technology are also considered for the evaluation of the climate. In that way, a long‐time field study for the
reactions towards climate fluctuations of certain materials will be carried out.
Materials
Organic hygroscopic materials are known to react particularly sensitive towards fluctuations of temperature
and relative humidity. They include wooden objects and building components, canvas paintings, books, organs,
textiles, ivory and leather (DIN EN 15757). For assessing the quality of the object’s microclimate, the specific
environmental conditions have to be regarded for a longer time‐span. According to the DIN EN 15757 this is more
than one year. In that way, the object’s “historic” climate can be overviewed.
The characteristics of paint layers on textile or wooden support for climate fluctuations have been illustrated
under laboratory conditions (Mecklenburg 2010a and 2010b; Bratasz et al 2011). Still unknown is, how the
research in the laboratory on non‐aged materials can be transferred to the complex, multilayer and aged
materials of historic objects with preliminary damages and earlier conservation treatments. The validity of the
common point of view to define cracks as relief zone can be challenged perhaps. Damages can expand on the
borders of cracks more easily by an increasing diffusion of moisture in these areas (Kilian 2013). In environments
with high relative humidity – over 70 – 75 % r. h. the risk for microbiological attack is significant higher (Sedlbauer
2001). Aging and decay of organic binders is proceeding faster, while coatings have less mechanical stability
(Mecklenburg et al 1998).
Every object in a collection has an individual history, regarding the climate it has been stored in or its use.
Michalski’s proofed fluctuation concept is based on the idea that works of art experience several exposures to
damaging climatic events during their lifetime. According to this theory, all fluctuations, which are smaller than
a damaging climatic fluctuation, cause no further damage (Michalski 2007). This statement has to be verified
within the project in real collections. Within the project particularly recent damages are recorded.
Investigations at the Oberammergau Museum
Numerous exhibits are on display since the opening of the museum in 1910. The mostly small‐sized wooden
sculptures are shown in original display cases. Most of the objects are well preserved; sometimes a smaller
amount of climate induced damages is visible. To clarify, if these damages still proceed, the microclimatic
conditions are measured and photo documentation is made. These pictures, especially macro‐photos are
controlled several times a year. With new appearing damages, the pictures are made again. Thereby, a
propagating damage could be recorded. A crack in the paint layer of the 18th century model of the high altar
piece of the Oberammergau church expanded and a piece of paint layer fell off. Elsewhere, the damages in the
paint layer showed no progression. The climate monitoring in the altar model’s display case shows, that the
relative humidity is below 40 % RH in winter time, see Figure 3. Due to the low RH, losses of the paint layers on
the wooden support can occur. The climate in the display case and the indoor climate in the exhibition room are
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rather stable. Choosing lower room temperatures during the winter time following the principles of conservation
heating would improve the climatic conditions for the sensitive paint layers considerably. This would be possible
during closing time in winter in November and from January to end of March when the museum is not opened
to the public and thermal comfort is not required.

Figure 3: Display case climate in context of the room climate. In the display case a model of the high altar piece of the
Oberammergau church is exhibited. The data is the hourly mean of 10 minute interval measured data from 03.12.2012 to 15.05.2013.

4. CONCLUSION and Outlook
Temperierung is a heating system especially for retrofitting historic museum buildings with requirements for
preventive conservation of buildings and exhibits. Developed at the Bavarian State Office for Non‐State Owned
Museums, Temperierung heating is in use for about 30 years mostly in southern Germany, but also in other
countries in Europe. Some advantages and disadvantages of Temperierung are still disputed. The most common
Temperierung systems are introduced by examples from the research project „Temperierung as a Tool for
Preventive Conservation – An Assessment” and their differences to each other are explained. Also, as an
important step for clarifying effects and advantages of Temperierung, the different modes and types of
application are introduced. To better define Temperierung heating as a self‐contained heating system in contrast
to other neighboring heating systems, the differences were accentuated and identified. The in‐wall solution has
advantages concerning aesthetic and educational aspects. Temperierung pipes on‐wall are visible but appear
mostly secondarily. The advantages are less encroachment to the substance and enhanced evidence of the
historic building compared to other heating systems.
The conservation analysis of the effects is based on climatic induced damages. To understand the difficulties
of such an analysis, the climatic history and current possible influences of artifacts are considered. The
conservation investigations within the project will contribute to the knowledge about the behavior of collections
in different climate conditions. The aim is to contribute to and expand the discussion about the “correct”
museum climate with field studies on climate impact on different exhibition objects.
Beside the investigations on effects of Temperierung to preventive conservation, the energy consumption
of the museum buildings is of main concern. The presented work is essential for further steps in the assessment
of energy consumption of the system and heat release of Temperierung heat pipes. In situ measurements are
already implemented for the different main systems of Temperierung in several museums. Additional laboratory
measurements are in preparation to clarify effects on buoyancy driven air flow induced by Temperierung heating.
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Introduction
The heat sources used in the Friendly Heating project, the space distribution of the IR radiation, the thermal
comfort and the potential impact on pews and other objects was already studied with laboratory tests, field
studies and model simulations, and the results published in the a number of papers [1,2,3,4].
In particular, the space distribution of the IR radiation was monitored with a blackbody strip (as in EN
15758:2010) and a total radiation pyrometer and/or a precision radiometer. This required a number of sampling
over a regular grid on the blackbody strip. Although each sampling was rapid, e.g. a few seconds, the total
monitoring interval lasted a few minutes and some minor fluctuations were possible in the case of turbulence
generated by the operator or thermal unbalances in the room. For this reason, during the Climate for Culture
(CfC) Project, the measurements were repeated with a high precision thermocamera in the meantime made
available by the progress of the technology. The thermocamera takes pictures of the sources and the blackbody
strip, with all grid points at the same instant, reducing the sampling time to almost zero, thus avoiding the
disturbance of local air motions and related fluctuations.
Moreover during the CfC Project consolidation of the results related to the EU project Friendly Heating (FH)
have been gained as follows:
‐ The evaluation of the indoor historic Climate of one of the two FH case studies has been gained
applying the EN15757:2010 [5] through a monitoring data re‐analysis. This was necessary to obtain
the background information of the natural environmental conditions necessary to plan the CfC
experimental tests with the FH Heaters.
‐ The CfC damage function (DF) have been applied to the data collected during the FH case study to
evaluate the indoor risk for collections.
‐ The above information were useful to plan and design ad hoc laboratory tests that were implemented
during winter 2013 to estimate the 3D heat efficiency distribution using the Friendly Heating Heaters
solutions. Experimental results were then applied to the real case study of Rocca Pietore based on the
background information retrieved by the re‐analysis of the FH case study.
‐ Simulation of energy consumption in Rocca Pietore were obtained on the base of the CfC experimental
results. Calculations were based on a FH heater prototype composed by two triangular underseat
heating elements and 2 kneeler pad elements per bench. Energy consumption Results were compared
with a traditional warm‐air heating system.
All these issues are reported in the next sections.

1.
The Historic Climate in the Friendly Heating case study and the risk for collection: A re‐
analysis carried out with the application of the EN15757:2010 and the Climate for Culture damage
Functions
The Friendly Heating project, active 2002‐2005, was aimed to carefully study the characteristics, the pros and
cons, the potential impact on artworks of all heating systems in the market, to devise the best heating strategy
with a compromise between comfort and conservation. The FH Project selected two churches in the Italian Alps
with very cold indoor climate as case studies to rigorously test the compatibility between preservation needs
and thermal comfort for the novel heating system that was developed within the Project.
One of these case studies was selected in the CfC Project for a re‐analysis to obtain the boundary conditions of
the historic climate on which implement experiments carried out using FH heaters.
The 15th century church of Santa Maria Maddalena in Rocca Pietore, situated at 1,143 metres above mean sea
level, is a small massive building, 25 m long, with one‐metre‐stone‐thick walls. The nave is 8 m wide and 9 m
tall, while the two side chapels are square, with each side measuring 4.5 m [6]. The outdoor conditions are
quite extreme with daily minimum temperature ranging between –10 and –20 °C. The church contains several
types of artworks as wooden altarpieces, paintings on canvas, panels, choir stalls, a decorated organ‐loft with
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modern organs, and frescoes. During the FH Project, the church was provided with warm‐air (WA) heating,
planned for occasional use, mainly once or twice a week, for around 100 minutes of operation. Two grilles, one
in the side chapel and the other in the nave (featuring blown‐air velocities of 2.7 and 0.4 m/s, respectively),
supplied warm air (70 – 80 °C) inside. After the WA heating was installed, some cracks on wood artworks
increased in width, disfiguring the faces of the figures of St. Mary Magdalene and St. Catherine in the central
part of the altarpiece.
The FH monitoring campaign was carried out from the 7th November 2002 until the 3rd June 2004. Such a long
campaign provides us with the 13‐months monitoring data necessary to define the Historic Climate (HC) [5]. In
Fig.1, the indoor conditions re‐analyzed in term of historic climate at two different heights, respectively 0.7 m
and 2.5 m are reported. The T and RH values at these levels highlight the air stratification inside the church
with strong temperature peaks and heavy relative humidity drops at higher level when the warm air heating
system is in operation. Historic climate reconstruction shows that indoor average temperature is about 6.5 °C
at 2.5 m and about 5.5 °C at 0.7 m in winter, while the safe 7th‐93rd percentile band of indoor relative humidity
in winter ranges between 40%‐68% at 2.5 m and 45%‐70% at 0.7 m.
At higher level, RH drops causes shrinkage to wooden objects while at lower level RH rises cause swelling.

Figure 1 Top Left panel: indoor temperature at 2.5 m above the church floor monitored for the calendar year
2003. Thick black line 30 days running average (RA). Top Right panel: indoor temperature at 0.7 m above the
church floor monitored for the calendar year 2003. Thick black line 30 days RA. Bottom Left panel: indoor
Relative Humidity at 2.5 m. Thick black line 30 days RA. Thick green line 7th and 93rd percentile of the RH
fluctuations. Bottom Right panel: indoor Relative Humidity at 0.7 m. Thick black line 30 days RA. Thick green
line 7th and 93rd percentile of the fluctuations.
The specific risk assessment method developed by Martens in 2012 [7] within the CfC Project allows to
evaluate climate induced risk for 4 specific objects (i.e. paper objects, panel painting, furniture and sculpture)
representing a large part of collection available into a church. Degradation Risk is determined from measured T
and RH data applying damage functions. The output of this process, both in textual and graphical form, is
reported in Figure 2. Colours indicate the amount of risk for each assessed object.
‐ The textual assessment is made in tabular form, the first column indicates the objects on which risk
evaluation is carried out, the first line indicates the type of assessed risk, i.e. biological, chemical and
mechanical risk. In the cells the results obtained by the risk analysis.
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Figure 2 Specific risk assessment method developed by Martens within the CfC Project to evaluate climate
induced risk for 4 specific objects (i.e. paper objects, panel painting, furniture and sculpture) preserved indoors.
Top: textual assessment made in tabular form. Bottom: graphical assessment with six plots corresponding to
the analysis methods applied to the objects (i.e. risk on mould growth, lifetime multiplier, risk of damage for
the pictorial layer, base material risk for panel painting, furniture and statues). Fig. 2a: indoor risk assessment
at 0.7 m above floor. Fig. 2b: indoor risk assessment at 2.5 m above floor.
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‐

The graphical assessment shows six graphs corresponding to the analysis methods applied to the
objects:
Top left graph ‐ Risk on mould growth (green: safe, orange: germination?, red: number growth during
the assessed period).
Top middle graph – Lifetime Multiplier (LM) calculated for the entire period (green: <1,
0.75<orange<1, red<0.75).
Top right graph ‐ Risk of damage for the pictorial layer, in case of deviation from the average RH of
more than 15%, damage is possible (orange or red).
Risk to base material are assessed for panel painting, furniture and statue and the RH response are
compared to Mecklenburg [8], Bratasz [9] and Jakiela [10] respectively, results are displayed in the
bottom graph. Data in the elastic regions result in safe (green colour), data in plastic regions causes
damage possible(orange colour) and data in the failure region, damage likely is to be expected (red
colour).

Fig.2a reports indoor risk assessment at 0.7 m level: mould infestation is at risk on several materials if fungi
nutrients are available in particular during autumn and spring when RH approaches and exceeds the 75% limit.
Wooden base material and statues are the collection more at risk with plastic deformation for swelling.
At 2.5 m level, due to temperature stratification, no risk of mould infestation is visible, however the risk for
wooden objects increases in particular for statues that will be at risk both of swelling and shrinkage through
plastic deformations (fig.2b).
The CfC data re‐analysis obtained applying both EN15757:2010 and the developed risk assessment tools
provide the theoretic results in support to the conclusions obtained by the FH Project: the use of a local heating
system is preferable as a general warm air heating gives rise to mechanical risks for wooden artworks and
contradicts the standard EN15759‐1 [11] that states: in case of conflict between thermal comfort and
conservation, the latter has priority. Fig.3 reports the daily T and RH variation as measured during the
operation of a warm air heating (red dots) and the friendly heating (blue dots) system. In the plot the daily safe
area constituted by the 7th‐93rd percentile band of RH fluctuations and the maximum natural T variability is
reported in green. The friendly heating system operation fits perfectly with the standards EN15757:2010 and
EN15759‐1.

Figure 3 Daily T and RH variation as measured during the operation of a warm air heating (red dots) and the
friendly heating (blue dots) system. Green lines: limits of daily safe area constituted by the 7th‐93rd percentile
band of RH fluctuations and the maximum natural T variability.
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1.

Friendly Heating Heaters solutions tested in the Climate For Culture Project

The CfC reanalysis, applying the historic climate and the risk assessment calculations, confirms the FH strategy
using a number of low‐temperature radiant sources ergonomically placed in the pews (i.e. below the kneeling
pads to heat feet, below seats to heat legs, on the back of seats to heat users’ backs and hands) to heat various
parts of the body, to be the best heating strategy in term of artworks preservation.
The principal idea is to reduce heat dispersion and to provide as much radiant area as possible in the pews as
required by the different thermal comfort needs of the various parts of the human body. This method provides
acceptable thermal comfort in mild climates but needs additional heating strategies in very cold indoor
environments.
On this base, the FH prototype system installed in the Rocca Pietore church was conceived in modular form, so
as to be divided into independent sub‐parts constituted by different types of heat sources (i.e. different heat
sources and/or different geometric shape of the heaters). These FH heaters can operate separately or together
to reach the required set points. In the church, the FH prototype assembled these sub‐parts on a bench as
follows (Figure 4):

Figure 4 FH prototype assembly in a bench: sub‐parts constituted by different geometric shape are reported in
figure.

During the CfC Project, the two main heat sources constituting the FH heaters (i.e. a heating foil and an electric
resistance) were tested applying them to heating elements with four different geometric shapes:
1) The heating foil adaptable to any surface for their flexibility was tested in a semicircular shape i.e. as
pew heating element located under the seat and in a rectangular shape useful as kneeler pad
element.
2) The electric resistance was tested mounted on rectangular and triangular shape as pew heating
underseat elements
The heating foil (Fig. 5) is made of an electrically heated layer of graphite in micro‐granules deposited on a
fibreglass support and then sealed between two plastic foils. When an electric current is passed through the
conductive graphite layer, the electrical energy is converted into heat energy and the layer gets heated up.
When the foil is heated, it expands and the increased width tends to increase the distance between granules.
As a consequence, the electrical resistance increases with the foil temperature and reduces the current
intensity. Consequently, the maximum temperature of the foil is self‐regulated at specifically selected levels,
established when the foil was built. This self‐regulation provides a natural cut‐out for the system and
eliminates any risk of ignition or burning skin. A thermostat is added for further fine regulation and safety, but
is not necessary [12].
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Figure 5 Heating foils, i.e. the basic heaters used for pew heating. In the FH Project, the wide one has been
used for the underseat leg‐heater, the narrow one for the underkneeling foot‐heater and the back hand‐
heater. Heating foils are constituted of a layer of graphite in microgranules deposited on a fiberglass support
and then sealed between two plastic foils.

The heating foil band under the kneeling pad is conceived to heat feet from the upper part of the shoe. The
heaters below the seats are aimed to heat the calf of the person sitting on that bench and the legs of the
person sitting on the next pew. Each heat foil is protected by a fine mesh (several percentages of grid open are
possible) stainless steel grid placed in front of the foil and the back of the foil has a reflecting aluminium foil
and thermal insulation to avoid dispersion.
The electric heater is an electric equipment that converts electric current to heat by means of resistors that
emit radiant energy. Such equipment is composed of the electric resistance as well as of a reflector to direct
the energy output away from the body of the heater. The heater element emits infrared radiation that travels
through air until it hits an absorbing surface, where it is partially converted to heat and partially reflected. This
percentage of heat directly warm people and object in the room, rather than warming the air.
In table 1 the main features of the 4 local radiant FH heating systems tested in the CfC project are reported.

Table 1: Main features of the 4 local radiant FH heating systems tested in the CfC project.
Heating
element

Shape

Protective
cover
of the element

Heat
Source

Length
(m)

Width
(m)

Heigt
h (m)

Electrical
Power
(W)

Seat

semicircular

Metal grid, 50%
open

Electrical
heating foil

0.99

R= 0.11*

--

218

Seat

rectangular

Metal grid 85%
open

Electrical
Resistanc
e

1.00

0.185

0.06

320

Seat

triangular

Metal grid, 60%
open

Electrical
Resistanc
e

1.00

0.165

0.16

210

Kneeler
pad

rectangular

Metal sheet

Electrical
heating foil

0.97

0.13

0.02

50

*Radius
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2.
Experiments on Spatial variations of FH heaters Thermal Efficiency tested under the CfC
Projecte
Three different experiments (Fig.6) were planned and implemented during winter 2013 in an indoor
environment under natural unheated conditions at 10 °C room temperature and relative humidity (RH) ranging
from 52% to 80%. These indoor T and RH conditions are representative of average winter levels in churches
located in mild climate where the FH solution can provide sufficient thermal comfort.

Figure 6 Sketches of the three different experiments performed in winter 2013 during the CFC Project to test
the directionality of the radiant efficiency of the Friendly Heating heaters. In the figure the term black body
refers to Black Body Strip Target as described in the standard EN15758:2010.

The experimental methodology was based on surface temperature measurements of a Black Body (BB) strip
target with an infrared (IR) thermocamera. The blackbody strip target simulates the thermal impact of an
objects without making tests with the object itself. This simulation is representative of wood, painting on
canvas, tapestry, and other materials used for cultural property, except for polished metals that reflect most of
the incoming radiation. A set of IR images were taken for each FH heater (i.e. a specific FH heater for geometric
shape, dimensions, power consumption characteristics) working at regime at distances gradually closer to the
BB target. For each of such distances an IR image of the BB target was recorded together with the room
conditions at that instant. Subsequently, a computer processing was carried out in order to evaluate the
hygrothermal surface target behaviour. Thermal IR images were elaborated in false colours images
representative of the RH at the interface between air and BB surface. This 2‐D RH surface representation was
calculated and elaborated pixel per pixel, after the measurements of the vapour mixing ratio (MR) close to the
surface and the superficial temperature captured from the IR thermal image [13].
The BB target method [14,15] is an effective experimental approach to measure gradients from vertical or
horizontal profiles, not only due to air temperature, but due to the potential synergism of air temperature,
visible and infrared radiation and convective air motions in the position where the target is located. Such
position can simulate a churchgoer of which we want to assess the received level of thermal comfort as well as
a valuable objects we need to preserve (e.g. paintings on canvas, wooden panels or tapestry) in the church.
BB target, in fact, is representative of most of the materials used for cultural property, except for polished
metals that have a very low emissivity and reflect most of the incoming radiation.
The BB target used in the experiments have the following features:
 It is a surface of black textile with a rectangular shape: 100 cm * 80 cm
 it is opaque to visible and IR radiation, i.e. it shows neither light nor IR transmission
 it has high emissivity: 0,94
 it has low thermal inertia to ensure a short response time.
In the experiments, the effective temperatures resulting from the thermal balance between air temperature
and radiation were determined with fast and accurate measurements of the BB target using the FLIR P620
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model infrared camera. The accuracy of the instrument is ±2°C in operating conditions ranging from ‐15°C to
+500°C, while the detector is a FPA uncooled microbolometer with a resolution of 640x480 pixels.
Room conditions (i.e. air temperature and relative humidity) at the instant of measurement were measured
with an EXTECH MO297 digital hygrometer. It has a rather limited accuracy (T: ±2°C; RH: ±2,5%), but it can be
connected via bluetooth with the infrared camera, allowing a realtime correlation between thermal image and
air T and RH.
The scope of the experiment, once normalized the FH heaters for power consumption, was to test the
influence of the geometric shape of the heaters on directionality of the radiant efficiency, i.e. the difference in
efficiency between the front and side use of the several FH heaters.
3.1 1st Experiment
In the first experiment all the four FH elements described in Table 1 (i.e. the semicircular, rectangular,
triangular underseat pew elements and the kneeler pad rectangular element) were tested to evaluate the front
heating approaching vertically (i.e. going up and down) the black body surface (located on a horizontal plane)
(Fig. 6 –left sketch). Using the methodological approach previous described, 4 sets of measured were acquired
with the FLIR P620 IR camera and then processed with the computer. 2‐D Measurements and computer
elaborations are reported in Figure 7.
 Fig. 7a: Set of measurements acquired under the semicircular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 46°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm, 10 cm and 7.5 cm.
 Fig. 7b: Set of measurements acquired under the rectangular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 107°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 47.5 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm, 10 cm and
7.5 cm.
 Fig. 7c: Set of measurements acquired under the triangular underseat heating element operation. The
heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 70°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.
 Fig. 7d: Set of measurements acquired under the kneeler pad heating element operation. The heater
reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 70°C. IR measurements were acquired at heater‐BB
target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.
In this experiment, the element are hung horizontally, with the front heating surface parallel to the BB that
is located on a horizontal plane. The distance between the heaters and the target surface becomes closer
shifting the element vertically. The heating efficiency (i.e. the heating reached above the room temperature) of
these 4 heaters can be compared at each decreasing distance, looking at the difference between the maximum
temperature reached on the target surface and the room temperature.
Results highlight the greater efficiency (almost 2.7 times more than the triangular shape element and
almost 6 times more than the semicircular one) of the more powerful (i.e. 320 W) rectangular underseat
heating element (Fig7b) respect to the other FH heaters (i.e. 210 W). Semicircular and triangular underseat
heaters, despite having the same power consumption, show a heating efficiency one the half of the other
respectively. The kneeler pad heating element, despite the low power consumption (i.e. 50 W), shows a
heating efficiency similar to that of the semicircular heater. The 2‐d T and RH images report the heating spatial
distribution visible on the target with the heater located at different distances. It can be noted that circular,
triangular and the kneeler pad elements have a comparable thermal distribution on the target surface, when
heater is more than 25 cm distant, afterwards the behaviour follows the peculiar heating efficiency of the
elements. Moreover circular and triangular heaters heat a larger area respect to the rectangular and kneeler
pad heaters.
These experimental results have been applied to the real case study of Rocca Pietore with natural indoor
winter condition (i.e. with no heating system operation) ranging between 0°C to 10°C (Fig.1). It means that the
room temperature during the experiments should ideally range on the same values measured in Rocca Pietore,
i.e. 0°C<TRoom<10°C. This can be achieved through a simulation using the equation describing the energy
transferred per unit of time and surface from a hot source to a receiving body at room temperature:
∆

∆

(1)

°
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Figure 7 Surface temperature measurements of a Black Body (BB) target located on a horizontal plane with FLIR
P620 IR camera during the operation of 4 different underseat FH heaters. The heaters are placed horizontally
with the front surface parallel to the BB target. Fig. 7a: Set of measurements acquired under the operation of
the semicircular underseat heating element. The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 46°C
(left). IR measurements were acquired at heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 42 cm, 35 cm, 25
cm, 15 cm, 10 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

Fig. 7b: Set of measurements acquired under the operation of the rectangular underseat heating element.
Heater surface Tat regime = 107°C (left). IR measurements acquired at heater‐BB target distances of 47.5 cm,
42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm, 10 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

Fig. 7c: Set of measurements acquired under the operation of the triangular underseat heating element. Heater
surface Tat regime = 70°C (left). IR measurements acquired at heater‐BB target distances: 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm,
15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).
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Fig. 7d: Set of measurements acquired under the operation of the kneeler pad heating element. Heater surface
Tat regime = 70°C (left). IR measurements acquired at heater‐BB target distances: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm,
15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

In equation (1) Tsource is the temperature of the heater at regime, TRoom is the measured room temperature
during the experiment (i.e. TRoom= 10°C), TObserved is the heating efficiency observed during the experiments i.e.
the difference between the maximum target temperature (TMax) and the room temperature and finally T0°C is
the simulated heating efficiency at 0°C.
Figure 8 reports the experimental results simulated for the real winter situation measured during the FH
Project in Rocca Pietore. The plot shows the front heating efficiency (BB vertically approaching) for the 4 FH
heaters at room temperature ranging from 0°C to 10°C (fill areas in the plot).

Figure 8 CfC experimental results simulated for the Rocca Pietore case study in winter. The plot shows the front
heating efficiency (BB vertically approaching) for the 4 FH heaters at room temperature ranging from 0°C to
10°C (fill areas as in the legend).
3.2 2nd Experiment
In the second experiment the FH semicircular and triangular elements were tested to evaluate the front
heating approaching horizontally the black body surface located on a vertical plane (Fig. 6 – central sketch).
Two sets of measurements were acquired with the FLIR P620 IR camera and then processed with the computer.
2‐D Measurements and computer elaborations are reported in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9a: Set of measurements acquired under the semicircular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 46°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.
Fig. 9b: Set of measurements acquired under the triangular underseat heating element operation. The
heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 70°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.

Figure 9 Surface temperature measurements of a Black Body (BB) target located on a vertical plane with FLIR
P620 IR camera during the operation of 2 different underseat FH heaters. The heaters are placed vertically with
the front surface parallel to the BB target. Fig. 9a: Set of measurements acquired under the semicircular
underseat heating element operation. Heater surface T at regime = 46°C (left). IR measurements were acquired
at heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

Fig. 9b: Set of measurements acquired under the triangular underseat heating element operation. Heater
surface T at regime = 70°C (left). IR measurements were acquired at heater‐BB target distances gradually more
reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

In this experiment, the front heating efficiency is measured for the 2 FH heaters with the same power
consumption. The element are hung vertically, with the front heating surface parallel to the BB target that is
now located on a vertical plane. The distance between the heaters and the target surface is covered closer and
closer, shifting the element horizontally. Under this directionality, the radiant efficiency is greater for the
semicircular underseat heating that proves to be 70%‐100% more efficient respect the previous tested position
(experiment 1), the distance of maximum efficiency being 30‐35 cm from the target. On the contrary the
triangular underseat heating element used with this directionality loses 50% in efficiency respect to the
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previous tested position in experiment 1. In this experiments the semicircular heaters is between 50% and 75%
more efficient than the triangular one with a maximum at 15 cm from the target surface.
Concerning the heating spatial distribution highlighted in Figure 9, an asymmetric spatial distribution is visible
during the operation of the semicircular element, that heat a larger area on the upper edge of the target
surface that is no enough extended to contain all the heated spot, asymmetric behaviour may be enlarged also
by convective motions. Triangular element has a symmetric space distribution of the radiation respect to the
vertical axis of the target surface.
Figure 10 reports the experimental results applied at the real situation measured during the FH Project in Rocca
Pietore. The plot shows the front heating efficiency when the semicircular and triangular heaters are hung
vertically at room temperature ranging from 0°C to 10°C (fill areas in the plot).

Figure 10 CfC experimental results simulated for the Rocca Pietore case study in winter. The plot shows the
front heating efficiency (BB horizontally approaching) for the 2 FH heaters at room temperature ranging from
0°C to 10°C (fill areas as in the legend).
3.3 3rd Experiment
In the third and last experiment the FH semicircular, rectangular and triangular elements were tested to
evaluate the side heating approaching horizontally the black body surface (located on a vertical plane) (see Fig.
6 – right sketch). The three sets of measurements acquired with the FLIR P620 IR camera and then processed
with the computer are reported in Figure 11.
 Fig. 11a: Set of measurements acquired under the semicircular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 46°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 50 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm and 15 cm.
 Fig. 11b: Set of measurements acquired under the rectangular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 107°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 50 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.
 Fig. 11c: Set of measurements acquired under the triangular underseat heating element operation.
The heater reaches a superficial temperature at regime of 70°C. IR measurements were acquired at
heater‐BB target distances gradually more reduced: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm.
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Figure 11 Surface temperature measurements of a Black Body (BB) target located on a vertical plane with FLIR
P620 IR camera during the operation of 3 different underseat FH heaters. The heaters are placed horizontally
with the side surface parallel to the BB target. Fig. 11a: Set of measurements acquired under the semicircular
underseat heating element operation. Heater surface T at regime = 46°C (left). IR measurements acquired at
heater‐BB target distances: 60 cm, 50 cm, 42 cm, 35 cm, 25 cm and 15 cm (right).

Fig. 11b: Set of measurements acquired under the rectangular underseat heating element operation. Heater
surface T at regime = 107°C (left). IR measurements acquired at heater‐BB target distances: 50 cm, 42 cm, 35
cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).
In this experiment, the side heating efficiency is measured for the 2 FH heaters with the same power
consumption (i.e. semicircular and triangular with 220 W of Power) and for the rectangular underseat hating
element with 50% more power, i.e. 320W. The elements are hung horizontally, with the heating side parallel to
the BB target surface that is now located on a vertical plane. The distance between the heaters and the target
surface is covered closer and closer, shifting the element horizontally.
Under this directionality, the radiant efficiency is greater for the powerful rectangular underseat heating.
Hower, it proves only 20% efficiency more than the triangular underseat heating element although its
operation is 50% more powerful. The less efficient heater is the semicircular element that under this
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directionality, it obtains the same efficiency results as during the experiment 1. This is the case also of the
heater with the triangular shape.
Concerning the heating spatial distribution highlighted in Figure 11, the shape of the element providing more
expanded heated area is the rectangular one.

Fig. 11c: Set of measurements acquired under the triangular underseat heating element operation. Heater
surface T at regime = 70°C (left). IR measurements acquired at heater‐BB target distances: 60 cm, 42 cm, 35
cm, 25 cm, 15 cm and 7.5 cm (right).

Figure 12 reports the experimental results applied at the real situation measured during the FH Project in Rocca
Pietore. The plot shows the side heating efficiency when the semicircular, rectangular and triangular heaters
are hung horizontally at room temperature ranging from 0°C to 10°C (fill areas in the plot).
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3.4 Comparison between the experiments
Results from the experiments carried out during the Climate for Culture Project provide useful information to
help final user and/or conservators to exploit at the best the heating efficiency of the FH heaters based on the
geometric characteristics of the elements (i.e. shape, dimensions), the heat source and the power supply.
Moreover, these results represent helpful advices regarding the installation position for maximum comfort
performance or they have to be read to avoid that, under certain environmental conditions, the reached
heating efficiency exceeds specific risk thresholds for artworks preservation.

Figure 13 CfC experimental results obtained from experiments 1 and 3comparing the front and side heating for
three different FH Heaters as reported in the legend.

Figure 14 CfC experimental results. Directionality of the radiant efficiency for the FH semicircular heating
element.
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For example looking at Figure 13, where are reported the results obtained from experiments 1 and 3, we can
have indication about the search for a compromise between comfort and conservation as stated in [11].
Starting from a room temperature condition of about 10°C, to reach an acceptable comfort level on a restricted
area used by churchgoers and far from artworks, a good choice could be the installation of a FH triangular
underseat heating element (no matter the surface directionality) at a distance of about 20‐25 cm far from the
user in order to gain an efficiency of DT=8‐10°C. At the same time, from the plot we are aware that the choice
of the rectangular underseat heater has to be disregarded because although, the heating efficiency at 25 cm
seems the same (i.e. DT=10°C) it is however reached consuming much more energy and above all it depends
from the surface directionality of the heater. Therefore, if the rectangular element heats the user and/or the
object from the side surface there is a high risk of overheating. Moreover from Fig. 13 we observe that the
maximum heating efficiency for low superficial temperature heaters ranges from 0 to 25 cm from the heat
source, afterwards the heating efficiency drops.
In term of advices regarding the installation position of FH heaters for maximum performance, Fig. 14
highlights that the FH semicircular underseat heating element can be fully exploited in term of heating
efficiency only if it is installed vertically with the front heating surface radiating the target placed on a vertical
plane (experiment 2 – dark green area in Figure 14), in such condition, at 10°C room temperature a DT= 8°C is
reached at a distance of 30 cm. The semicircular element is not the best candidate when used horizontally as
underseat heater.
Figure 15 highlights instead an advice concerning the installation position of FH triangular underseat heating
element. This element has its maximum performance when installed horizontally with the side heating surface
radiating the target placed on a vertical plane (experiment 3 – dark blue dotted line), under this condition, at
10°C room temperature a DT= 8°C is reached at a distance of 30 cm. Therefore this FH heater, at the contrary
of the semicircular shape heater, is best used as underseat element or if placed on a horizontal surface (e.g. the
floor) to irradiate sideways.

Figure 15 CfC experimental results. Directionality of the radiant efficiency for the FH triangular heating
element.

3.

Energy consumption of the FH Heaters respect to a traditional centralized heating strategy

The heating elements that were studied in the FH Project and further tested in the CfC project, transforms 85%
of the power supply into Infrared (IR) radiation and 15% into convection. However, for a same type of heating
strategy, the heating efficiency depends from the power supply, the heat source (i.e. the electrical heating foil
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and the electrical resistance), the geometric shape and dimension of the heating element, the material of the
protective cover of such equipment and the grid empty/full ratio.
After the assumption that all the protective grids are made of string or stainless stell (absorvity 7%), the
influence of the protective grid on the heating efficiency can be calculated for the FH heaters tested in the CfC
project as reported in Table2. This table highlights that, using only IR heating sources, the efficiency of the FH
systems can range between 80‐85% depending from both the heat source and the geometric shape of the
equipment.
Table 2: heating efficiency calculated for the FH heaters tested in the CfC project
Shape
Protective cover Heat
Electrical
Partioned of the Emitted Power
of the element
Source
Power (W) IR radiation
Convection
Semicircular

grid 50% open

Electrical
heating foil

218

81.50%

18.50%

grid 85% open

Electrical
Resistance

320

83.95%

16.05%

grid 60% open

Electrical
Resistance

210

82.20%

17.80%

L=0.99 m
R=0.11 m
Rectangular

L=1.00 m
W=0.185 m
H=0.06 m
Triangular

L=1.00 m
W=0.165 m
H=0.16 m

If we combine both the information retrieved by the CfC experiments that provide advices in term of spatial
heating efficiency and the results calculated in table 2 in term of IR radiation available after partitioned of the
emitted power, the most convenient FH underseat heater proves to be the triangular shape heating element
due to its best spatial distribution, low energy consumption and “usable” IR radiation.
Therefore to simulate the energy consumption in the real case study of Rocca Pietore, an ideal FH protoype can
be conceived in modular form assembling in each bench two triangular underseat heating elements and 2
kneeler pad elements.
In order to simulate the total energy use per year in the church, we consider:
 the total number of benches (i.e. 31 benches),
 the total number of heating episodes in a calendar year when the heating is in operation (i.e. almost
300 episodes from October to the end of April),
 the duration of the operation time (i.e. 100 minutes operation time for a traditional warm air heating
system versus 60 minutes operation time for the FH localized heating system).
After these assumption, calculation show that the energy use with the FH prototype is 4,84 MW per year,
instead for a warm air heating system is 41,5 MW per year. Therefore, by changing the heating strategy from a
centralized to a localized heating system, the energy saved in a year is more than 88%, it means that with the
same energy consumption worn annually to operate a warm air heating system it is possible to heat the church
with the FH strategy for almost 9 years.

4.

Conclusions

This paper reports the results of the re‐analysis carried out on monitoring data acquired during the Friendly
Heating Project (active 2002‐2005). This re‐analysis applies two important tools for cultural heritage
preservation: the concept of historic Climate stated in EN15757:2010 [5] and the specific risk assessment
method developed within the CfC project [7]. The first tool allows to evaluate the safe thresholds for cultural
heritage collection in a church under unheated conditions. The second one, allows to assess the risk for specific
categories of objects and evaluate the hazardous nature of different heating strategies.
On the background of the re‐analysis results, the FH strategy has been demonstrated to be the best strategy
that meets the EN15757:2010 and EN15759‐1 requirements. For this reason, under the CfC Project, innovative
laboratory tests were implemented during winter 2013 to assess the 3D‐ heat efficiency distribution of several
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Friendly Heating (FH) heaters with different heat sources, power consumption, geometric shape and
dimensions.
Experimental laboratory results were obtain under natural indoor environmental conditions and
the outcomes were applied to the real case study of Rocca Pietore based on a simulation that uses the re‐
analysis climate data. Once normalized the heaters power consumption, the simulation results highlight that
large difference exists on the directionality of the radiant efficiency due to the geometric shape of the FH
heaters. In fact the FH rectangular underseat element heats a black body target more efficiently through its
frontal surface (approaching vertically the target) than its side surface, for which it is 50% less efficient than the
FH triangular underseat element. The FH semicircular underseat element is between 50% and 75% more
efficient than the triangular one when used vertically to irradiate a target placed on a vertical plane. The
maximum efficiency being at 15 cm. Finally the FH triangular underseat element reaches the maximum
efficiency when, placed horizontally, it heats a target through the side surface. For this reason the triangular
underseat heater is proved to be the best shape to be located as underseat heater. Results from the
experiments carried out during the Climate for Culture Project provide useful information to help final user
and/or conservators to exploit at the best the heating efficiency of the FH heaters based on the geometric
characteristics of the elements or represent helpful advices regarding the installation position for maximum
comfort performance or to avoid exceeding specific risk thresholds for artworks preservation.
Finally the simulation of yearly energy consumption in Rocca Pietore is obtained on the base of the CfC
experimental results. Calculations are based on a FH heater prototype composed by two triangular underseat
heating elements and 2 kneeler pad elements per bench. Energy use required with FH prototypes used as
intermittent localized strategy during services is 4,84 MW per year instead of the 41,5 MW per year required
by a centralized warm air heating system used intermittently with an energy saving per year of more than 88%.

Summary
This paper reports results of three innovative laboratory tests implemented during winter 2013 under the
Climate for Culture Project to assess the 3D‐ heat efficiency distribution of several Friendly Heating (FH) heaters
with different heat sources, power consumption, geometric shape and dimensions. Experimental laboratory
results were obtain under natural indoor environmental conditions and the outcomes were applied to the real
case study of Rocca Pietore based on a simulation that uses the re‐analysis of the climate data acquired during
the Friendly Heating project. Results provide useful information to help final user and/or conservators to
exploit at the best the heating efficiency of the FH heaters based on the geometric characteristics of the
elements and represent helpful advices regarding the installation position for maximum comfort performance
or to avoid exceeding specific risk thresholds for artworks preservation.
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Introduction
Passive control of indoor climate depends on the location (outer climate), construction and material properties
of thermal envelope, building orientation, building geometry and its utilization. Basic components of the passive
building performance are transient heat and moisture exchange with the building construction, solar gains, air
exchange (ventilation, infiltration) and inner sources/sinks. Passive measures provide a cost‐ and energy efficient
way to stabilize the indoor hydro‐thermal conditions with respect to people and objects.
Passive building design involves the modelling, selection and use of appropriate passive technologies to maintain
the building indoor environment within a desired range throughout the daily and annual cycles as well as
reducing energy consumption. Passive climate control utilizes the building envelope: walls, windows and roofs.
This implies that we must use every square meter of those elements available. Most of the passive strategies
could be applied in any kind of buildings, including cultural heritage. Indoor climate requirements for human
comfort depend on temperature, relative humidity, air speed, air quality and human activity. In cultural heritage
buildings the comfort should be considered in terms of the human users as well as appropriate climate conditions
for the valuable objects, a compromise should be determined to find out correct passive techniques.
Often passive control is not sufficient. The design strategy for any building would always be to use passive control
in the first case and active control only when needed.

Assessment on two different cases
In the present study, two different cases are present, where assessments on integrated technologies, combining
passive and active measures, have been made and the conclusions reported. The cases correspond to different
climate zones (temperate with dry hot summer, and cold with warm summer).

Figure 1: Koppen‐Geiger climatic zones [Kottek et Al, 2006]
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Europe_Koppen_Map.png
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5.1

Northern Europe: Skokloster Castle: Integrated Strategies for Climate Control

Introduction
Skokloster castle, located on a peninsula in Lake Mälaren north of Stockholm is a heavy stone and brick building,
completed in 1767. The impressive four‐storey building forms a quadrangle around a central courtyard with
octagonal towers in each corner, see fig. 1. An inner corridor, which is in direct connection with outdoor air
through the staircases, connects the rooms. The castle is built with brick walls on a granite foundation. The façade
is rendered and has lead‐glass windows with limited air tightness. The castle is open for visitors mainly during
the summer
The castle contains about 50 000 objects, mainly from the 17th century. Of these are about 20000 books in the
library on the fourth floor. “Wrangel’s Armoury”, also on the fourth floor, contains about 2000 objects, mostly
weapons, but also ethnographic and natural history artefacts. In addition to these collections, the castle is
extravagantly furnished with stucco ceilings, woven tapestries, furniture and works of art. Since 1716 a detailed
catalogue of the artefacts room by room has been kept, including comments on the condition of the artefacts.
The artefacts are shown in their historic environment without any showcases.

Fig. 1. Skokloster castle. The rooms are numbered in the same way on all floors, e.g. room 2A is situated under
room 3A.
In many rooms there are open fireplaces and ovens, but the upper floors have had practically no heating for 300
years. Nowadays, some rooms in the ground floor are heated all year round, but apart from this no active
climatisation in the castle. An exception is a small electric heater that was put in the library after an outbreak of
mould. On the upper floors, the doors are closed and opened to control air exchange and curtains are used to
control solar radiation.
The indoor climate and the collection at Skokloster castle have been under observation for centuries. It is widely
known as a building with stable indoor climate and a relatively good indoor climate with respect to preservation.
However in recent years there has been a discussion on how to deal with progressing mechanical damages, due
variations in relative humidity, and mould problems, due to high relative humidity. The first priority is to preserve
the collections in a sustainable way.
This report is a summary of an investigation in three steps:
1. Measurements and a quantitative description and analysis of the uncontrolled indoor climate
2. A discussion on how to enhance passive control
3. Selection, implementation and assessment of solutions for active control
These investigations have been reported in full in previous publications based on work carried out within the
climate for culture project. [1,2 and 3]
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The present indoor climate in Skokloster castle
Results
Figures 2 shows time series from 2008 and 2009 of temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) in room 2A,
selected to be representative for the whole building. It can be seen that all three parameters follow both the
seasonal and short term variations of the outdoor climate but that the building does reduce the effect of short
term outdoor variations significantly. It appears as if T is more stable than RH and this is also verified by a
statistical analysis. However T readings are more influenced by the walls, and therefore can be expected to be
more stable.

Fig. 2. RH and T in room 2A compared to outdoors.
Fig 3 shows an analysis of the variations in RH which confirms that the variations inside are reduced
as compared to the outdoor climate and that there are considerable differences among the rooms.
The hourly values show that:
For all rooms, the average seasonal variation inside is 48 % as compared to 85 % outside.
The annual average RH among the rooms varies between 66 and 74 %.
The minimum values of RH are in the range of 33 to 56 %, with an average among the rooms of 43% as compared
to 15 % outside.
The maximum values of RH are in the range of 87 to 97 %, with an average of 91 % as compared to 100 % outside.
In order to describe the seasonal variations, excluding the effect of short term variations, a moving 30 day
average was used:
The average seasonal variation among the rooms is 23 % as compared to 34 % outside.
The minimum RH inside is in the range of 54 to 66 % with an average of 59 % as compared to 58 % outside.
The maximum RH inside is in the range of 75 and 87 %, with an average of 82 % as compared to 92 % outside.
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Fig. 3. RH in twelve selected rooms: seasonal range (light grey), range of 30 day moving average (dark grey).
The line in the middle of each bar is the seasonal average. The red and yellow lines indicate the range of the best
rooms.
The analysis, as presented in fig. 3, shows that there are significant differences in the indoor climate among the
rooms. If we make the worst rooms perform as well as the best rooms, considerable improvements in the indoor
climate can be reached only by enhancing the passive control.
Options for climate control
Given the long tradition without active climate control in Skokloster castle, the primary option is to reduce the
influence of the outdoor climate by enhancing the passive function of the building. As a secondary, option, active
climate control will be considered.
The general directions for the improvement of the indoor climate with respect to preservation are:
1. Control T and RH to avoid mould growth.
2. Reduce the high RH‐levels.
3. Reduce both seasonal and short term variations in RH
4. Reduce the prevalence of very low temperatures in combination with fluctuations in the high humidity
range.

At the present there is practically no active climate control in the building, the indoor climate is governed by:
The outdoor climate as a driving force:
‐ Temperature
‐ RH
‐ Wind
‐ Solar radiation
The building envelope serves as a moderating force:
‐ Insulation
‐ Air tightness
‐ Hygrothermal buffering
Other factors
‐ The location of the rooms: orientation and floor
‐ The use of the building
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In the next chapter we will investigate if passive control can be enhanced by reducing air exchange in the building.

The influence of air exchange on the stability of the indoor climate
Air exchange, weather it is due to infiltration or ventilations, has an important influence on the indoor climate in
unheated historic buildings. This study aims to better understand and evaluate its influence on the indoor
climate stability of the castle. Air exchange rate was measured in seven rooms. The results were related to an
analysis of the variability of indoor temperature (T), relative humidity (RH) and mixing ratio (MR). A connection
with short‐term RH fluctuations, considered the most dangerous for hygroscopic materials, was identified.
Problems connected with mould growth and high RH levels were also considered and discussed.
Measurement of the air exchange rate
The air exchange rate was expressed as Air Changes per Hour (ACH). Measurements were made following the
Nordtest Method standard NT VVS 1883: homogeneous emission of tracer gas was used to measure the local
mean age of air, utilising passive tracer gas sources and diffusive samplers.
Measurements were made according to the following schedule.
Autumn:
from 2009‐10‐10 to 2009‐11‐23 – 44 days.
Winter:
from 2010‐01‐21 to 2010‐03‐04 – 42 days.
Spring:
from 2010‐04‐21 to 2010‐05‐27 – 36 days.
Summer:
from 2010‐07‐14 to 2010‐08‐23 – 40 days.
On the basis of the results obtained, seven rooms on the second level (first floor) of the castle were selected and
investigated during this study (Fig.4).

Fig.4. Plan of the first floor of Skokloster Castle. The analysed rooms are highlighted.
Method
In order to assess the effect of the air exchange rate, expressed as the average ACH in the surveyed periods, it
was necessary to find a comparable indicator for temperature, relative humidity and the mixing ratio in the same
seasonal periods. The standard deviation (σ), was chosen as a proper indicator of the variability of the
parameters in a given period of time.
The EN 15757:2010 standard suggests a procedure to identify RH short‐term variations by the calculation of the
difference between the current value and a central 30‐day moving average value, considering the values
surveyed in the fifteen days before and in the fifteen days after. A RH fluctuation in relation to the seasonal
average is considered outside the safe range when its magnitude is more than 1,5 the standard deviation
calculated over the total time period. In this study the method was adapted to analyze the influence of air
exchange on indoor climate fluctuations. The difference between each surveyed value and the corresponding
30‐day moving average value was calculated, while standard deviation of the differences was calculated on the
same period of days on which air exchange measurements were performed.
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In order to show to what extent outdoor fluctuations were transmitted to and/or buffered in the indoor
environment a specific parameter was created; the Climate Fluctuations Transmittance (CFT). It expresses the
ratio between the standard deviation of the indoor fluctuations and the standard deviation of the outdoor
fluctuations:
CFT
σ:
MA:
X :
X :
n :
n :

σ
σ

(4)

Standard deviation
Moving average
Indoor values (T or RH or MR)
Outdoor values (T or RH or MR)
Number of days for which σ is calculated (36‐44 days in ACH measurements)
Number of days for which MA is calculated (30 days following EN15757 standard)

Results and discussion
Influence of air exchange on RH fluctuations: In Fig.5 the climate fluctuations transmittance (CRT) of RH was
plotted as a function of ACH. In this case seasonal patterns are not so evident and a strong correlation (Pearson
correlation coefficient >0,7) can be found between the CFT of RH and the air exchange. This indicates that in
Skokloster Castle, regardless of seasonal trends and the position and orientation of the rooms, RH short‐term
fluctuations are directly connected to air exchange. A higher air exchange rate is therefore expected to cause a
higher level of fluctuations and, as a consequence, a potential higher risk for the hygroscopic materials in the
collections. If we consider only the rooms with similar characteristics, such as shape, dimensions, ratio between
volume and surface exposed outdoors (Fig. 6) there is an even stronger correlation. For all the seven analysed
rooms during the four seasons, the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.73. The same coefficient calculated on
four more similar rooms was 0.86. This would suggest that, despite other factors have an influence on RH
fluctuations (e.g. temperature variations or moisture transfers), the Climate Fluctuations Transmittance can give
good results if used as an indicator in order to evaluate the influence of air exchange on RH fluctuations in
different indoor environments.

Fig.5. CFT of RH as a function of ACH. Different seasons are highlighted. Linear regression is used to show the
correlation coefficient considering all the values for the whole year (Pearson’s r is 0,73).
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Fig.6. CFT of RH as a function of ACH for comparable rooms. Linear regression is used to show the correlation
coefficient considering the values of the four most similar rooms for the whole year (Pearson’s r is 0,86).
Influence of a reduction of air exchange on mould growth and on RH high levels: It is common to associate low
air exchange rates with moisture problems. However, it is not necessarily so. In environments like the analysed
rooms of Skokloster castle, where there are no internal moisture sources, the difference between indoor and
outdoor MR is generally small throughout the year. Thus mould risk would depend on differences in T and RH
over the short term. A correlation between air exchange and mould growth risk is thus not implied but it can be
claimed that in analysed rooms a lower air exchange rate does not necessarily result in a higher mould growth
risk.
With high humidity levels outdoors and low temperatures indoors, the outdoor dew point can fall below the
indoor temperature, which would mean a potential risk of condensation of outdoor air entering the rooms (since
the rooms are unheated surface temperatures are generally in equilibrium with air temperatures). In such a
situation, a lower air exchange rate could reduce the risk.
Conclusion
Based on the measurements from Skokloster castle, the present investigation has shown that a reduction of the
air exchange rate can provide a more stable indoor climate. A correlation between air exchange and RH short‐
term fluctuations was found, indicating that a reduction of the air exchange rate could be an effective strategy
to lower the risk for mechanical damage on hygroscopic materials.
It is generally thought that an improvement of air tightness can cause a higher mould growth risk. However, this
study shows that in a building like Skokloster Castle, with no internal moisture sources, this is not necessarily
true. Nevertheless, passive control is probably not enough to lower dangerous RH levels in rooms in the north
part of the building and active control is probably necessary.

Active climate control
Introduction
As noted above, there is a significant potential for improving the indoor climate by passive measures only, passive
control cannot ensure prevention of mold at all times. Given the expected changes of the future global climate,
mold risk is expected to increase over time.
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In the third stage of the investigation, different active climate control solutions were assessed at Skokloster in a
three‐year long experiment that was initiated in the spring of 2013. Three different climate control systems were
installed in three rooms, and in parallel the indoor climate of three rooms without active climate control was
logged. The three climate control systems chosen were
Dehumidification,
Conservation heating, and
Humidity controlled ventilation.
Three rooms with moisture problems at the castle were selected to serve as test rooms for the three different
climate control systems: protection heat, humidity controlled ventilation and dehumidification. Three other
rooms with similar conditions were chosen to serve as reference rooms, with no climate control. The windows
in all six rooms were renovated and weather stripped prior to the experiment.
Control
Test room
Dehumidification
2V
Conservation heating
3K
Adaptive ventilation
3V
Table 1. Test and reference rooms in Skokloster.

Reference room
2R
2K
3R

Table 1 above shows installations during the first year of the experiment. Over a three year period, the active
climate control systems will be shifted among the test rooms in order to get a complete assessment.

Results and analysis
The following is a summary of the results from the first year of the experiment, from March 2013 to March 2014.
In fig 7‐9 we show temperature, relative humidity and mold risk for the three rooms where active climate control
was implemented.

Fig. 7. Results from using dehumidification.
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Fig. 8. Results from using heating.

Fig. 9. Results from using adaptive ventilation
The format of the present report does not allow for an in depth discussion of each room. The reader is referred
to the original reports for more details [1, 2 and 3]. The following is a comparative analysis to briefly summarise
the results, see table 2 – 4.

Time over mould risk
limit (h)
Dehumidification (Room 2V)
0
Reference (Room 2R)
15
Conservation heating (room 3K)
16
Reference (Room 2K)
3
Adaptive ventilation (room 3V)
0
Reference (Room 3R)
5
Table 2. Time over and near mould risk limit.

Time near mould
risk limit (h)
50
168
625
27
43
540

RH
Dehumidification
0,96
Conservation heating
1,07
Adaptive ventilation
0,94
Table 3. Ratio of RH and AH in test rooms and reference rooms.

AH
0,99
1,09
0,95
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KWh
Dehumidification
36
Conservation heating
433
Adaptive ventilation
262
Table 4. Energy use during the test period.d
Looking at mould risk, see table 2, left column, it can be seen that indoor climate is kept below the mould risk
limit most of the time in all six rooms. Dehumidification and adaptive ventilation keeps the indoor climate below
the risk level at all times. However, given the uncertainty in measurements and the differences between the
rooms, there is no significant difference. As it turns out, this was a good year for mould prevention, thus the
climate control systems were not put to a severe test.
If we consider the time when the indoor climate is near the mould risk limit, see table 2, right column, there are
more distinct differences. Dehumidification and adaptive ventilation seems to reduce the risk time in relation to
the reference rooms. The room with conservation heating has much more time near the risk limit than the
reference room. This may be due to fact that this room is located in a tower and thus more exposed to the
outdoor climate. The results from coming years will hopefully show if this is the case.
Another way to assess the impact of the climate control system is to compare RH and AH levels in the test and
reference rooms respectively, see table 3. It can be seen that dehumidification and adaptive ventilation generally
gives a small but significant reduction of both the relative and the absolute humidity. For the room with
conservation heating, both RH and AH are higher as compared to the reference room. The reason for this has
been discussed above.
Finally a comparative analysis of the energy demand has been made, see table 4. The extremely low energy
demand for the dehumidifier is due to the fact that operational time of the dehumidifier was very limited. This
in turn is due to a combination of a dry summer and the properties of the room in question. As one can expect,
the energy demand for adaptive ventilation is much lower than for conservation heating.

General conclusions
Climate control in Skokloster castle should aim to prevent mould growth, due to high RH, and reduce mechanical
damages, due to variations in RH. The present study has shown that integrated strategy is needed where passive
and active control combined.
The basic strategy for stabilising the indoor climate in the castle should be to minimize the disturbances from the
outdoor climate through the passive function of the building envelope. The different behavior among the rooms
indicates that the variations in RH can be reduced by enhancing the effective hygrothermal inertia of the building
through a reduction of the air exchange.
In order to eliminate the mould risk, active climate control is needed during part of the year. This can be achieved
through conservation heating, dehumidification or adaptive ventilation. The results from the first year of the
experiment are not sufficient to make any recommendations on what solutions to use in the long term. In terms
of performance, the differences between the three options are remarkably small. For the remaining two years
of the experiment, the set point (mould risk limit) has been lowered to get more significant results for the
comparative analysis.
Previous studies indicate a clear difference in energy demand where adaptive ventilation would have the lowest
and conservation heating the highest.[4]
It is interesting to note that adaptive ventilation mainly reduced mold risk when the temperature was lower than
13 ° C, conversely it was less efficient in the summer time. Thus a combination of adaptive ventilation and a
condensing dehumidifier that performs best when the room temperature is above 10 °, could be considered.
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The selection of climate control system is not only a matter of techno‐economic consideration. Given the long
history without active climate control the physical impact of new installations on the building and the visual
impact, from a visitor point of view, must be carefully considered and it will be necessary to find tailored solutions
for climate control systems.
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5.2
Southern Europe: Monastery of Paular (Spain), effect of integrated
strategies on climate control
Introduction
The study has been performed for Monastery of Paular of Rascafría, central Spanish mountain zone, with the
temperate climate with dry or hot/temperate summer.1
The Monastery of Santa María of Paular (“Monasterio de Santa María de El Paular”) is a former Carthusian
monastery (Spanish “cartuja”, charterhouse) located just northwest of Madrid, in the town of Rascafría, located
in the Valley of Lozoya below the Sierra de Guadarrama. The construction begun in 1390 by orders of Henry II of
Castile, and construction continued for fifty years under his son, John I of Castile. This was the first chartreuse in
Castile and Leon. In 1403, a small adjacent palace was built under Rodrigo Alonso. Multiple architects contributed
to the complex, including Juan Guas, Rodrigo Gil de Hontañón, Francisco Hurtado and Vicente Acero. “2
The future plans of opening of its spaces to the visitors, and adapting of its architecture for receiving of temporal
exhibitions of paintings (e.g. objects from well recognized Museum of Prado in Madrid), have required the deep
analysis to check the effect the actuations may have for the thermal behaviour and energy efficiency.
The room of refectory, placed next to the main room of the church, has been selected for analysis. [Figure1] The
room is unheated and practically unmanned. The material used for its construction is mainly the natural stone.

Refectory room Ground Plan

Refectory room, E

Refectory room, W

Refectory [Simulation Model]

Refectory [Simulation Model]

[Figure1] “Monastery of Paular” in Rascafría (Spain), ground plan and refectory room pictures.

1

Köppen Climate Classification for the Iberian Peninsula

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monastery_of_El_Paular, the detail information can be found below the indicated
link
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The aim of the study
The monastery is under the rehabilitation, and some of the rooms have been currently covered with the
insulation plaster (kind of finishing layer with insulation that covering the wall), as due to the aesthetics and to
be adapted to different functions in the future [Figure 2, 3].
The aim of the present study is to observe and to assess the energy changes produced by alternation of the
“thermal inertia” capacity, the monastery counted with before the rehabilitation thanks to its uncovered and
heavy stone walls, and to check the effect produced on its behaviour the use of the insulation plaster. The
energy/hydrothermal situation are going to be checked, and the correction measures proposed. The monitoring
of the temperatures has been installed in the refectory room, as to check the current situation, and the
simulations on energy balance run in parallel.

[Figure2] “Monastery of Paular” rooms, non‐rehabilitated state.

[Figure3] “Monastery of Paular” rooms, example on rooms after retrofitting (the function has changed)
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Method
The building energy performance was analysed using specific computer simulation tools. The software used was
Energy+, which allows the dynamic analysis of the building, evaluating hour by hour and during a specific season.
The result from simulation lets to assess the thermal environment and to define in continuation the strategies
for better improvement of the building energetic behaviour.
Initially, it has been carried out a building study from real (base) situation that will be used as a reference to the
following approach. This base project is the original one, with all the parameters as before any retrofitting action.
Based on this, it has been carried out the rest of energy simulations (proposals), changing of each of the factor
individually and finishing with a simulation with the sum of changes. Several comparative studies have been
performed for the cases to obtain the assessments and conclusions for the design changes.
Energy simulations models are made with the hourly climatic data, geographic data like latitude, longitude and
height, material technical characteristics like thermal transmission coefficient, specific heat, density and thermal
conductivity, besides use the thickness considered in each material. The data has been moreover adjusted to the
real monitoring data collected at the object. Thanks to this information, the results obtained in the simulations
are very precise and close to reality.
Remaining the aim, the proposed solution was to exaggerate the removing of the existing thermal inertia, placing
“virtually in the software” a 50 mm thickness insulation layer over the inner side, removing inertia almost
completely. This way of analysis allow us to observe if a level of alteration of indoor temperature is achieved
and level of alteration of the thermal charge (reduction/over production), and if a delay of the cooling system
activation is still possible in summer. To analyse it, instead of studying the daily average temperature, it was
chosen one week from each season to study the hourly data in the different situations.
At the end of the process, the proposition was completed with the introduction of natural ventilation, as to
combine the action with another different strategy (and possible correcting measure for overheating), and to
check the final effect on.

The present indoor climate
According to the simulation outputs, the wall thermal inertia removal generates an increase in the annual
temperature differences, as it was expected, but on the other hand the difference is not such significant. [Figure
4, 5, 6, 7]
According to the average room temperature, this insulation layer generates an increase during the whole year,
improving the comfort in cold months, thanks to the thermal insulation, but worsening in hot months due to
slight overheating (greenhouse effect) during the whole year.
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[Figure4] Comparative of Temperatures ‐ week of winter [ºC]

[Figure5] Comparative of Temperatures ‐ week of spring [ºC]
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[Figure6] Comparative of Temperatures ‐ week of summer [ºC]

Comparative of Temperatures ‐ week of autumn [ºC]
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Another studied comfort parameter was the indoor relative humidity. In this case, the change produces a slight
decrease constantly during the year (between 1 ‐ 2%). This affects to the indoor comfort, so that, it was necessary
to study how influences all this parameters in global terms. [Figure 8, 9]
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[Figure8] Comparative of Temperatures – year in months [ºC]
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[Figure9] Comparative of Temperatures – year in days [ºC]
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Although indoor global temperatures oscillate more than the base case, the comfort improves, since inside the
assessment of this outcome, there are several parameter set into play. [Figure 10, 11]
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[Figure10] Indoor Relative Humidity – year in months [%]
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[Figure11] Indoor comfort – year in months
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Simulation results by CFD
To analyse the room indoor temperature, it has been carried out several simulations with CFD software, to
visualize the temperature evolution, and in this way, complete an exhaustive study about thermal comfort
generated with the thermal inertia modification. [Figure 12]
According to the analysis time, the decision was to choose the most unfavourable days, 24 of January and 17 of
July, fractioned in 6 study times (02:00, 06:00, 10:00, 14:00, 18:00 and 22:00).
To represent the temperatures, it has been chosen different ranges; in winter, temperatures between 8ºC until
15ºC; and in summer, temperatures from 21ºC to 26ºC that also coincide with a comfort range suitable for
existing climatology. Thanks to this, we could to see quickly the thermal situation inside the room during the
analysed period.
Winter Energy Simulation [Comparative Base Case – Insulation Case]
Internal temperatures Refectory room [24th January] Temperature Range [ 8‐15 ºC]

Base Case 02:00h

Insulation Case 02:00h

Base Case 06:00h

Insulation Case 06:00h
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Base Case 10:00h

Insulation Case 10:00h

Base Case 14:00h

Insulation Case 14:00h

Base Case 18:00h

Insulation Case 18:00h

Base Case 22:00h

Insulation Case 22:00h
[Figure12] Comparative of Temperature – Day of winter [ºC]
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Summer Energy Simulation [Comparative Base Case – Insulation Case]
Internal temperatures Refectory room [17th July] Temperature Range [21‐26 ºC]

Base Case 02:00h

Insulation Case 02:00h

Base Case 06:00h

Insulation Case 06:00h

Base Case 10:00h

Insulation Case 10:00h
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Base Case 14:00h

Insulation Case 14:00h

Base Case 18:00h

Insulation Case 18:00h

Base Case 22:00h

Insulation Case 22:00h
[Figure13] Comparative of Temperature – Day of summer [ºC]
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The temperature wall study, like the indoor temperature study, was wide due to the amount of simulations for
each wall along different hours of the day. In this way, we could observe, in detail, the temperature evolution
generated by the planned changes. [Figure14, 15, 16, 17]
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[Figure14] Surface Temperature Comparative – South wall [ºC]
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[Figure15] Surface Temperature Comparative – North wall [ºC]
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[Figure16] Surface Temperature Comparative‐ East wall [ºC]
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[Figure17] Surface Temperature Comparative – West wall [ºC]
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The influence of alteration of thermal inertia
After comparing of all above studies, we could observe and conclude that temperature inside refectory room is
more stable when inertia is not changed (initial base case, situation like before the retrofitting), like
aforementioned. It can be noted that in the case of inner insulation layer, the day begins and ends with lower
temperatures, reaching higher temperatures in other moments. The base case maintains a temperature more
homogeneous inside the room than insulation case, due to the thermal radiation from the stone walls.
As initially mentioned, the difference is not such a significant. The complementing studies are presented below
to complete the analysis.

The energy demand analysis
After comparing the surface temperature from different walls, it was possible to verify the different fluctuations
generated with these solutions, and checking if the thermal performance was satisfying or not.
Once the comparative has completed, it has been decided to do simulations that generates an energy demand
to condition the space during the period of use, within a comfort range between 21ºC to 24ºC. In this way, we
could see the influence of this proposal inside a hypothetical thermal condition case. [Figure18]

[Figure18A] Energy demand simulation [ºC]
Red line: Radiant, Blue Line: Indoor, Green: Operative, Navy Blue Line: Outdoor

[Figure18B] Demand of cooling and heating [kWh]
Red line: Heating Demand, Blue Line: Cooling Demand, Purple Line: Resulting Ventilation
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Results and analysis
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[Figure19] Cooling and Heating savings [kWh/year] and [%]

The results offered after the simulation of the energy demand, results positive for the retrofitting case; since
with a small change in the refectory existing wall composition, it could achieve large savings in a hypothetical
case of implement an air‐conditioning system. [Figure19] So, in the case of a future refectory thermal condition,
the proposal of insulation, will achieve savings near 32% in the demand facing the actual case.
To counteract the small increase on cooling demands during the hot months (July and August), it has been
planned the possibility of combination with other proposal analysed in the project. The complementary chosen
proposal was natural ventilation, since, with this system, the increase of cooling demand can be reduced, and
focusing on the thermal condition improves during the whole year.
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[Figure20] Cooling and Heating savings [kWh/year] and [%]

The results obtained after simulating the insulation‐ventilation combination were really positive, achieving a
considerable reduction during summer months [Figure20]. In this way, we obtain that with the planned proposal
combination, we can offer to the refectory room an appropriate thermal performance to its necessities,
minimizing the annual demand, in the case of a future thermal condition.
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General conclusions
The final conclusion from this study is that the rehabilitations with a solution of internal thermal insulation
eliminate thermal inertia of the wall so that the temperature difference is more irregular, so that the temperature
fluctuates greatly and easier within the comfort zone.
Maintaining the momentum of the wall would get the temperature fluctuated to a lesser extent, but having a
lower level of isolation is more difficult to stay in the comfort zone estimated, so the level of demand its thermal
behaviour is worse. The best solution would be to maintain this thermal inertia inside to minimize the fluctuation
and to isolate the outside face of the wall to reach the comfort zone, but these solutions cannot be raised in the
most historic buildings such as the one analysed in this report.
It has finally been proposed the correcting solution, to reduce the overheating of the interior in summer, and the
natural ventilation during this period has been introduced.
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5.3

Summary

Literature on techniques for passive design is largely widespread, and examples of new buildings integrating
passive strategies in their initial design are becoming relatively common. In spite of that, existing buildings, and
particularly historic buildings, have only received a secondary attention regarding this issue, mainly due to the
high level of constraints on possible intervention scenario.
Applying of passive measures in historical buildings means deep, irreversible intrusion in building construction
and change of its general view. This architectural and conservative constraint is main reason for not wide
application of most effective passive strategies in existing historical buildings.
The most obvious impact of the passive strategies on historical buildings can be listed as follows:





High visual impact by changing of the envelope structure,
Structural damage impact when construction changes must be made,
Wrong passive operation may also have negative consequences. Typical passive operation depends on
the summer and winter season conditions and should be strictly adjusted. In some cases the adequate
manual should be provided,
Installation of some of the passive strategies is not reversible, and should be deeply studied.

Nevertheless, the implementation of the passive strategies in the cultural heritage sector can give
possibilities of high and effectiveness energy demand reduction. Also inner climate can be essentially improved,
both in relation to human as housed objects requirements. In some cases hydro‐thermal performance of building
assemblies can be also improved in terms of durability. The high attention should be given to the research on
“passive retrofitting”, where exploiting the new techniques that comply with the energy reduction and adequate
inner climate for users and objects on one side , and the complex aesthetics and preservation restrictions made
on the other.
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Introduction
One of the key objectives of the Climate for Culture project was to propose energy efficient indoor‐climate
control techniques. In this report, an implementation of three control methods on an industrial PLC controller is
described. These control methods have been proposed earlier in the project and are documented in the
deliverable D7.1 [1] and in the EWCHP workshop paper [2]. Next to the implementation, the tests and tuning of
the control algorithms is presented, which has been done by the HW‐SW coupling of the PLC and the PC with a
hygrothermal model of a building, implemented in Matlab‐Hambase [3]. The presented work follows up the
simulation based validation of the methods, which has been presented in [1] and [4]. The report is structured as
follows. First, we recall briefly the control methods. Then, their implementation on the industrial PLC controller
is described. Finally, we demonstrate the results of the tests performed on the simulator.

Method 1 ‐ Quasi‐equal sorption humidity control
One of the main tasks of preventive conservation is to prevent the moisture sensitive materials the artworks
are made of from anisotropic swelling or shrinking caused by the changes of the absorbed moisture content. This
objective is targeted in the equal‐sorption humidity control method proposed in [5]. The method takes into
account the influence of temperature on the sorption isotherms, which is usually neglected in common climate
control. For most materials the moisture content is slightly reduced at rising temperature, even if the relative
humidity (RH) is kept constant. It is therefore acceptable to have a higher RH in summer than in winter. Although
the moisture content compensation is dependent on particular material properties, it has been shown in [5] that
the difference can be neglected for most types of organic hygroscopic materials. The stabilization of moisture
content in the objects is implemented by humidity control. In order to determine the nominal set‐point value of
relative humidity based on current temperature, the logarithmic Henderson model describing the equilibrium
moisture content [6] is used. As demonstrated in [7] for wooden materials, the relation between the moisture
content and the material strain can be utilized to determine the allowable variations of relative humidity from
its nominal set‐point value. Based on moisture content and the material strain characteristics reported in [8], [9],
[10], 1.25% are the safe variations of moisture content from the quasi‐equilibrium value, which transfers
approximately to variation of 7% of RH. Under these variations, only elastic deformations should take place in
the layers of wooden material. In practice the implementation of the equal‐sorption humidity control method
requires the modification of the humidity control system ‐ the RH set‐points for humidifier and dehumidifier
depend on the current temperature (more details are provided in the appendix). Since 2000, the first
implementation of the equal‐sorption control principle has been in operation in the microclimate control system
of the Holy Cross Chapel in Karlstejn Castle. Next, the method has been implemented in the low cost humidity
control system in Historica collection of Archives in Trebon Castle [5].
As proposed in [1], the set‐points of relative humidity for the humidifier is given by
Tf B 

 
 0  T0  B 
 H (T f )  1001  1 

h
  100 



(1)

and the set‐point for dehumidifier is
Tf B 

 
 0  T0  B 
 D (T f )  1001  1 

h
  100 
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(2)

where  0 [%], T0 [  C ] is a selected reference air state given as a combination of relative humidity and
temperature satisfying the preventive conservation regulations, T f [  C ] is the actual (measured) interior
temperature filtered with a second order Butterworth filter (with the aim to filter out fast changes of
temperature) and the parameter B [  C ] is a parameter of Henderson model (for wood B  [60,100 ] C ) . The
parameter  h denotes the allowable variations of relative humidity. As reported in [1, 7] for wooden materials,
h  7% .

Figure 1 Control scheme for Quasi‐equal sorption humidity control considering availability of both, humidifier
and dehumidifier
The overall control scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the set‐point values are determined based
on the measured and filtered temperature sensor. The filter is included to eliminate measurement noise and to
filter out irregular temperature peaks (caused e.g. by a group of visitors). The control error is then generated
based on the measured relative humidity and then it is forwarded to the relay controller which switches on and
off the humidifier or dehumidifier.

Method 2 – Natural climate fluctuations control
As the second microclimate control method [2], we consider a concept motivated by the specifications
defined in the EUROPEAN STANDARD EN 15757 [11]. According to the standard, algorithms for controlling
relative humidity are proposed taking into consideration characteristics of both the historical and actual natural
climate oscillations. Thus, there is no fixed set‐point or range for RH values for the dehumidifiers (and humidifiers
if they are available). The set points are automatically adapted to meet the control requirements in relation to
seasonal averages rather than an absolute range. According to the Standard EN 15757 [11], the target range of
relative humidity is determined based on the fluctuation from the 30 day central moving average. Consequently,
the acceptable range of relative humidity fluctuations from the moving RH average value is determined as the
7th and 93rd percentiles of the fluctuations recorded in the monitoring period, which is at least one year. If the
relative humidity records are not available, the allowable fluctuations are considered as 10% RH.
Based on the above described specifications, natural climate fluctuations control (NCfC) method has been
proposed and studied in [1] and [12]. Particularly, the filtering and other necessary algorithms for the set‐point
adjustment for (de)humidifiers are designed and analysed using simulation software. For example, the central
moving average filter, which is non‐causal and cannot be used in real time applications, is substituted by a simple
moving average filter. For the practical implementation of the method, existing climate control systems, heating
or humidity control, can be used with a modification of the control system. Let us stress, that as a preliminary
step to the application of this control approach, the historic climate needs to be verified to be safe to the
collection or the moisture‐sensitive furnishings of the interior. If this is not the case, the relative humidity ranges
need to be adjusted accordingly. For example, the method can be supplemented by the strict upper and lower
limits on the RH set‐points.
As already mentioned, simple moving average is used instead of the central moving average filter. The
reason for this adaptation is that the central moving average cannot be used in real time applications as the 15
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day future data are needed for evaluating the current value of filtered RH. Consider  is the filtered value of
measured relative humidity  , the set‐points for the dehumidifier  D, SET and the humidifier  H , SET can be
considered as follows

 D,SET (k )   (k )  U  hD

(3)

 H ,SET (k )   (k )   L  hH ,

(4)

where U ,  L determine the desired upper and lower limits of allowable fluctuations of relative humidity
from the moving average value  , given by

  30 ( k ) 

1 2N
  (k  j )
2 N  1 j 0

(5)

and hD , hH are the hystereses in the control algorithms of humidity control means.
Let us point out that once the humidity is controlled just according to (3)‐(4), the climate fluctuations can be
reduced considerably. Even though this would not be a problem from the point of material protection, it might
result in considerable increase of energy demands. In order to compensate this undesirable phenomenon, the
following adjustment in computation of the set‐points determined by the simple moving average is introduced.
Thus, instead of the algorithm (5), the following filtering algorithm is considered to provide  (k ) for (3)‐(4)

 ( k )   ( k  1)   ( k )

(6)


 D
, if eD (k )  hD


 (k )  
  H
, if eH ( k )  hH
 1
 (k )   (k  1  2 N )  , otherwise

 2N  1

(7)

eD (k )   D, SET (k )   (k ) ,

(8)

eH (k )   H , SET (k )   (k )

(9)

where

and

are the actual control errors of dehumidifier and humidifier, respectively, and  D ,  H are user‐defined
increments and decrements of  (k ) if the dehumidification or humidification is in operation. The main point of
the adjustment according to (6) – (7) is that whenever the control errors satisfy the given inequalities eD ( k )  hD
or eH ( k )   hH , the true increment or decrement of the moving average value over a given sampling period is
substituted by the user defined increment in the case of dehumidification and decrement in the case of
humidification. This allows us to speed up the variability of the controlled environment and bring it near to the
variability of the environment if no control was used. Naturally, the higher are the values  D ,  H , the higher
variability of the environment will be achieved.
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Figure 2 Implementation scheme of the RH control according to the acclimatization concept of the European
Standard EN15757
The overall control scheme can be seen in Fig. 2. The single measurement input is from the RH sensor. The signal
is filtered by a software filter as described by (6)‐(9). Consequently, the set‐points for the humidifier and
dehumidifier are generated as given by (3)‐(4). The control errors are determined by (8)‐(9), which are the inputs
of the relay controllers of the humidifier and the dehumidifier and which also enter the equation (7).

Method 3 ‐ Mould growth climate control using isoplethes
To assess risk of mould growth in a building, Krus et al. (2007) [14] have developed a predictive model. This
model describes the hygrothermal behaviour of mould spores allowing for the prediction of mould growth based
on surface temperatures and RH. The growth conditions for mould are nutrients, temperature and humidity.
They must exist simultaneously for a certain period of time. The growth conditions are described in so‐called
isopleth diagrams. These diagrams describe the germination times or growth rates. The resulting lowest
boundary lines of possible fungus activity are called LIM (Lowest Isopleth for Mould), which can be approximated
by the following exponential function
 (T )  f (T )  A  B exp(C T ) ,
(10)

which determines the upper bound on the safe conditions against the mould growth, where A, B, C are the LIM
parameters and  , T are interior temperature and relative humidity. As an obvious mitigation measure against
the mould growth is the dehumidification, let us consider that the relative humidity is to be controlled taking
into consideration the objective to stay with the relative humidity below the boundary determined by (10). This
goal can be achieved by adjusting the set‐point value of the dehumidifier set based on the current (measured)
temperature Tm as follows

 set (Tm )  f (Tm )  A  B exp(CTm ) - b ,

(11)

where b is a bias, b  0 that should guarantee that we stay safely below the line given by (10). The overall
control scheme implementing the given control objective is in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the dehumidifier is
controlled by a relay (on/off control) based on the current value of control error
e   set (Tm )   m ,
(12)
where  set (Tm ) is given by (11) and  m is actual value of the measured relative humidity. In assessing the
parameter b one needs to consider the hysteresis of the relay h (usually 1‐5% RH), such that b  h . Notice that
temperature measurement readings are filtered by a low pass‐filter (e.g. Butterworth 2nd order filter with cut‐

off frequency c 0.2, 1h ) with the objective to decrease the effect of projecting the short time fluctuations
of temperature to the generated RH set‐point value.
1
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Figure 3 Control scheme to keep the microclimate in a safe region against mould growth using dehumidification

Control algorithm implementation on an industrial PLC
For the implementation of the algorithms of the three above mentioned methods given in the schemes in
Fig. 1‐3, low‐cost control system was proposed and implemented by the Kybertec company in the Climate for
Culture project. The system, which is in Fig. 4, is based on the TECOMAT Foxtrot Programmable Controller (PLC)
fully supporting the normative IEC EN 61131. Various sub‐modules can be included to the system, including the
measurement modules and the digital input/output modules for controlling the humidifiers and dehumidifiers
and the heaters and coolers if needed. More details on the HW of the PLC can be found in D7.1 report [1].

Figure 4 Industrial controller PLC Tecomat Foxtrot CP‐1015 (left) and its installation in the distribution box with
supplementary HW modules.
The proposed algorithms of indoor‐climate control methods are in a form of complex mathematical
equations with a variety of arithmetic functions. Various types of filters, arithmetic (floating point) and logic
operations need to be implemented. Therefore, the Structured Text (ST) language defined by the standard IEC
61131‐3 was chosen for implementation of the control methods, as it is particularly suitable for programming
complex algorithms and arithmetic functions. This language has its roots in the well‐known programming
languages such as Pascal and C, it is object‐oriented and contains all the essential elements of a modern
programming languages. Among the features include branching (IF‐ THEN‐ ELSE and CASE OF) and iterative loops
(FOR, WHILE and REPEAT).
For each of the methods a functional block implementing the calculation of the value and set‐point limit has
been proposed and implemented in the ST language. Each block has several inputs for measured variables (pre‐
processed by the input module of PLC) and set‐point values determined by the users, if applicable. The outputs
of the block are the signals which control the indoor‐climate actuators via out modules of the PLC. These
functional blocks are called from the main program whenever it is necessary to assign a new value of the relative
humidity set‐points, which are then forwarded to control the humidifier or dehumidifier. Alternatively, the PLC
can directly generate signals for switching on and off the humidifier and the dehumidifier. The PLC program also
has functionalities to control heaters, e.g. to implement the intermittent heating and to control the ventilators
for the forced ventilation of the interior, if needed. More details on the implementation of the algorithms can be
found in the MSc thesis of Denis Bezzubov [12], which has been supervised by Tomas Vyhlidal.
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Coupling the industrial controller with hygrothermal building model in Matlab‐Hambase
In order to validate and test the implemented control methods, a simulator set‐up has been built according
to the scheme in Fig. 5. As described above, three various indoor‐climate control methods have been
programmed to the PLC Tecomat.

Figure 5 HW‐SW set‐up to test the implemented indoor‐climate control methods
Another key part of the simulator set‐up is PC with software Matlab‐Simulink‐Hambase, where the building
simulation model of a test building – the Chapel of Holy cross of Karlstejn Castle, Czech Republic has been
implemented [1]. Ethernet network and TCP/IP protocol has been used to establish the connection between the
PC and PLC. For connecting the data channels between the Matlab and the input‐output modules of PLC, a special
program has been prepared in Java. By the program, the input and output data of the mathematical model
implemented in Hambase can be read and exchanged with PLC during the simulation. The program also takes
care of time synchronization of PLC and Matlab. A key property of the simulator is that it can take over and keep
the simulation time from Matlab and use it to time the programs in PLC. As a matter of fact, the simulation time
is much faster than the real time (for example, whole year data can be processed and tested in in several
minutes).

Figure 6 Graphic user interface to visualize the data of the Simulator in Matlab
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The last component of the simulator set‐up in Fig. 5 is the www server with the purpose to visualize the data.
In Fig. 6, the graphic user interface of Matlab is shown, which was developed to control and monitor the
connectivity with PLC.
As already mentioned, the time in PLC and Matlab was synchronised. Each sampling time of the simulation,
the interior temperature and relative humidity data simulated by the Hambase model were sent to PLC. In the
PLC, the data were processed according to the selected control method and it was decided whether or not the
control actuator (humidifier or dehumidifier) should be switched on or off. These binary data were sent back to
the simulation model where they controlled the models of the actuators. More details on the simulator set‐up
can be found in MSc thesis of Ladislav Suckr [13], which has been supervised by Oto Sladek.
Below, in Figs. 7‐9, the results from the simulator for all the three methods are shown. When comparing
them with just the simulation models from Hambase, presented in [1, 4], we can see that all the algorithm
implemented on PLC perform well. As can be seen in Fig. 7 for the quasi‐equal sorption humidity control, the
indoor‐climate relative humidity (blue) is kept within the boundaries (green) resulting from the expressions (1)
and (2). As the on‐off control with hysteresis 2% is used, the set‐point values of relative humidity (red) are
adjusted accordingly (decreased in the case of dehumidifier and increased in the case of humidifier). This applies
also to the other two methods in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The results presented in Fig. 8 for the Natural fluctuation
control method show fluctuating relative humidity set‐point values (3)‐(4) according to the adjusted 30 day
moving average filter (6)‐(9). Finally, the set‐point for the dehumidifier (11) then guarantees that the relative
humidity is kept below the considered LIM and thus, the conditions should be unfavourable for the mould.

Figure 7 Results from testing the Method 1 ‐ Quasi‐equal sorption humidity control at the Simulator which
connects the PLC with the building simulation model in Matlab‐Hambase

Figure 8 Results from testing the Method 2 – Natural climate fluctuations control at the Simulator which
connects the PLC with the building simulation model in Matlab‐Hambase
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Figgure 9 Results from testing the Method 3 ‐ Mould growth climate control using isoplethes at the
Simulator which connects the PLC with the building simulation model in Matlab‐Hambase

Summary
In the report, we first outlined three indoor‐climate control methods which have been proposed and tested
in the Climate for Culture project. As the main contribution, we present an implementation of the methods on
an industrial PLC controller, which has been designed and built by Kybertec project partner for the purposes of
the Climate for Culture project. Next to the implementation of the methods, we also address their testing on a
HW‐SW simulator utilizing the hardware in the loop concept, which has been proposed and implemented in the
project and which utilizes both HW and SW connections between the PLC and the hygrothermal building
simulation model implemented in Matlab‐Hambase. Using the simulator, the algorithms have been tuned and
their performance has been verified. The use of simulator for testing the algorithms has been very beneficial as
all the algorithms could have been tested offline for whole set of yearly data. Benefit of this approach is also in
the possibility to test all the potentially risky events in advance, before the controller is implemented in a
particular Case study. The testing of the algorithms on the simulator contributed significantly to increasing
reliability of the PLC controller and minimized risk of its failure once it will be applied to control indoor‐climate
in a real building.
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Introduction
One of the key objectives of the Climate for Culture project was to develop decision support tools for best
practice advice with regard to maintenance and mitigation strategies for a specific building type in a specific
climatic region in Europe and the Mediterranean and implement it in a form of freely available software.
In this report, we address the module for the decision support for indoor‐climate risk assessment and control
in various types of historical buildings. The objective of this module is to provide the end user help in evaluation
of the current state of the indoor‐climate in a particular building, to assess potential risks for the collections as
well as for the building and to propose best practice mitigation measures taking into consideration the predicted
climate change in the particular region. The methodology has been proposed based on the state of the art in the
given subject of indoor‐climate management, particularly taking into consideration the assessment of existing
microclimate control strategies (equal‐sorption humidity control, conservation heating, humidistat heating,
friendly heating, "Temperierung" (wall heating), controlled air exchange), which have been addressed in the
deliverable D 7.1 [1]. Consequently, the expertise of the project team members have been projected to the
proposed decision support methodology, focusing particularly on the sustainable and energy efficient solutions
addressed in deliverable D 7.2 [2]. For the risk assessment, the research results on various damage functions,
described in deliverable reports D 4.1 and D 4.2 [3, 4], and their projections to the risk maps documented in
deliverable D5.1 [5], have been widely applied. Finally, the climate prediction maps have been used as the key
part of the decision support methodology, presented also in D5.1 and D5.2 [5].
Considering design and qualitative aspects of the indoor‐climate control in historical interiors, there are
several open questions to be addressed. They are briefly highlighted in Fig. 1 on the closed indoor‐climate control
loop. First, the desired indoor‐climate needs to be specified. The primary objective of the active control is to
eliminate RH induced risks for the historical objects. In order to do so, RH is usually kept in a certain range, see
[7] for both the overview and the review on their determination based on various standards and guidelines. For
a long time, the target range 50 or 55 ±5% determined by Thomson in [8] was considered as the standard for
museums and collection halls. However, based on understanding the phenomena of the interactions between
the levels and variability of RH and mechanical and biological responses of the material of historical objects, it
was shown that these strict ranges can be considerably relaxed, see e.g. [7, 8‐11], and still the environment is
safe for the historical objects. Consequently, these findings were implemented in standards and guidelines. For
example, in ASHRAE standards [12], five categories of indoor‐climate are specified depending on the seasonal
and short‐term fluctuations of temperature and relative humidity with highlighting the potential associated risks
for the objects. Recently, following the acclimatisation concept of the objects containing organic hygroscopic
material to the indoor‐climate conditions of the storing interior, the European standard EN 15757 [13] was
proposed to specify the limits on the indoor‐climate variability to prevent further damage to the objects.

Figure 1 Open questions concerning the indoor‐climate control system in historical buildings
Another open task to be solved is the selection of the most suitable control method. This includes not only
the selection of the actuators (heaters, coolers, humidifiers, dehumidifiers, ventilators, etc.), but also the
2
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algorithms which control them following the desired microclimate objectives. Next to the classical methods such
as humidity control, humidistat heating, controlled ventilation, temperierung, radiative heating, addressed
widely in [1,2, 14] and also in the other reports of this deliverable document, novel control strategies such as
equal‐sorption humidity control and natural climate fluctuations control have been considered in the project [15,
16, 17]. Next, a proper analysis of the outdoor‐climate and its predicted changes in the lifetime period of the
technical solutions (20‐50 years as a rule) are the critical factors that need to be considered when selecting the
most suitable mitigation measure. Finally, the number of visitors and requirements on the comfort aspects needs
to be considered too.
However, before looking at the active control strategies mentioned above, applicability of passive strategies
should be investigated, i.e. we should always try to minimize the influence from the outdoor climate through the
passive function of the building envelope. Passive control is determined by the insulation, air tightness and
hygrothermal buffering of the building envelope. Case studies within the project and simulations show how the
indoor climate can be stabilised by reducing the air exchange and by reducing solar heat gain from windows. This
idea is highlighted in our first general outline of the decision support tool, which is shown in Fig. 2. Thus, after
considering all the above mentioned aspects, the possibility to solve the problem by applying the passive
solutions should be considered first. The active solutions should come if and only if the passive mitigation
measures are not sufficient to achieve safe indoor‐climate conditions.

Figure 2 General outline of the decision support system
Expert and decision support systems play an important role in many fields nowadays. Next to the traditional
application spheres, such as medicine, engineering and chemistry, recently, various expert system tools and
methods have been applied to the field of cultural heritage. For example, in [18] a web information system was
described to manage all types of documentary data related to an archaeological site or monument. In [19] the
authors proposed a decision support model for determining restoration priorities of cultural heritage under the
limited budget. Next, for example, the multi‐attribute theory is applied to deal with decision problems in reuse
of historical buildings in [20]. In the Climate for Cultural project, various risk assessment tools have been
developed concerning the impact of climate change to the indoor‐climate of historical buildings [21], see also
[22]. These methodologies have been applied to the web‐based Case study database at the Technical University
of Eindhoven [23], which provides automated data analysis and the risk assessment based on the indoor‐climate
data provided by the end user. Another very advanced web‐based decision support tool – Responsible retrofit
guidance wheel [24] ‐ has been developed by the Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA), UK. The Wheel
has been designed to address various aspects of retrofit design for traditional buildings. The Wheel is both an aid
to decision making and a way of learning about traditional building retrofit.
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In what follows, we first describe the exDSS software tool, which has been developed by the project partner
Czech Technical University of Prague for the purposes of the Climate for Culture project. After the software
introduction, we focus on and describe the main product – Decision support tool for indoor‐climate risk
assessment and control in historic buildings.

The exDSS Software – application aspects and a brief introduction
The abbreviation exDSS denotes expert Decision Support System, which, as mentioned above, has been
developed for the purposes of Climate for Culture project, particularly to implement the decision support
methodologies into web based user friendly applications.
Philosophy and requirements on the software
The requirements on the system have been assessed as follows:
 The application will be web based, easily editable and transparent open source software for both
categories of the users:
o Experts (developers of the tools) ‐ who will include and edit their know‐how to the software
utilities and thus will form the decision support tools
o End‐users – who will use the decision support tool
In the web based tool, through an interactive questionnaire the end user will gradually provide the information
on a particular problem and the decision support tool will select the most applicable solutions and
recommendations based on the information provided by the end‐user. Both the questions in the questionnaire
and the conclusions will need to be generated and tuned in advance, by the experts. Detailed requirements
depending on these basic prerequisites are:


For both the end‐users and experts:
o User friendly ‐ very simple and intuitive interface. Clear and nice look.
o Portability ‐ Independent on operation system or hardware (this means a SW application
which can run in different operating systems and devices – pc, tablet… and is easy to deploy
without installing large add‐ons to the device)
o Scalability – Ready for extensions and improvements (the application should be of easy to
expand modular design)
o Open license – Not depending on expensive robust systems and tools. Cheap or free.
o Today’s application – Based on the recent standards (fancy and user friendly design and look)
o Upgradable and online – system should be online for better distribution of new or upgraded
versions of each project (availability to patch projects without difficult distributions)



Requirements on the functioning from the end‐user perspective:
o The end‐user gradually provides the information on current state of situation (for example
the building type ‐ dimension characteristics, envelope type, its use ‐ archive, collection hall,
museum, on the identified risks ‐ mould growth…)
o An answer to a given question can be provided in various ways. As a number or a string to be
filled in a text box or by ticking radio‐buttons or check‐boxes corresponding to the most
appropriate option(s) offered by the tool.
o After passing all the questions available for current project (questions are dynamically added
and removed from the list depending on the past answers), the tool provides a list of
conclusions with comments useful to the end‐user for decision making.



Requirements on the functioning from the expert perspective:
o Easy to write and test the questions, rules and conclusions, no need of knowledge of a
complex programming language.
o Rules and logic expressions must be written as easy as possible.
o Possibility to test, debug and easy to deploy new versions of the decision support projects.
o Easy to share and cooperate on projects in small teams of experts.
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All the above requirements are typical for experts systems. Before deciding to developed a new, authorized
exDSS software, a proper analysis of existing tools that could possibly be used for implementation of the decision
support methodology have been performed. However, none applicable non‐commercial open source tool have
been found to fulfill all the above requirements.
Design of exDSS software
As a platform of exDSS, PHP/MySQL/jQuery environment was selected. This combination is easy to port and
easy to expand. All parts of exDSS can be considered as alive projects, i.e. all parts can be continuously developed
‐ various patches according to needed changes can be implemented in real time. Besides, the core of the expert
system was designed as widely and easily expandable in future research. In Fig. 3, the exDSS design menu for
designing and editing the expert system is shown, where all the entities and functionalities of exDSS are listed.

Figure 3 Project design menu of exDSS software and the interface for defining a new project
The first step which needs to be done by the expert is a definition of the decision project, which can be done in
the menu shown in Fig. 3. Through this interface, project name and holder (person, organization) need to be
assigned. A particular important text box is the short‐name as it will become a part of the URL link of the project.
All the projects can be user protected, via a defined pass key. Then, the expert can provide some introductory
text, which will appear as the first screen in the decision support procedure. Finally a header and a footer text
can be included.
Brief introduction to exDSS
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The key entities of the exDSS application (project), which needs to be defined by the expert, are given as
follows (see their list in the side menu in Fig. 3):


Control words (CW) ‐ the main tokens (variables) of the system which store the information provided
by the end‐user. CWs need to be predefined by the expert, including their type (Boolean, Float,
Integer, String). CWs in fact control behaviour of exDSS. For example CW could be
“OBJECT_HAS_WINDOWS” with value “yes”
Below, in Fig. 4, we present an environment for defining the CWs. Next to the CW short name, which is
then used to represent the CW, a long, descriptive name is to be defined. Next, the type needs to be
defined as stated above.

Figure 4 Menu for defining and editing the control words (CW)


CW pool – defines a current state of exDSS (current phase in the decision process). Whenever the end‐
user answers a question, the CW pool is updated, one or more CWs are either included or excluded
from the pool. Based on the CW pool, the questions to be given to the end user are selected and at
the end, the relevant recommendations are provided.
For example after answering several questions, CW pool can be like this:
OBJECT_HAS_WINDOWS=yes (Boolean)
RISK_OF_MOULD=85 (Integer)
MAPS_LONGITUDE=20.45 (Float)
MAPS_LATITUDE=40.1 (Float)
OBJECT_TYPE=CASTLE (String)



Questions – defined by the experts in one of the following styles
 Single select ‐ only one answer to the defined question is correct (see an example below)



Multiple answer ‐ several answers to the defined question are correct (see an example below)



Numeric Value – answer is a numeric value (see an example below)
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String Value – answer is a string value (see an example below)

Figure 5 Menu for defining and editing the questions
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The answers to the questions are stored in the pool in form of the CWs.
For example, a question could be: “Please select object type” and possible answers are types of objects,
this question will add to CW OBJECT_TYPE=CASTLE into CW pool.
In Fig. 5, we present an example of the environment for defining a question in exDSS. Next to the short name
(for the internal purposes) and long name to be shown to the end‐user, the menu includes text box for putting
in the question. Then, type of the question needs to be defined as described above. Consequently, logical
operations can be included with the purpose to control when to give a particular question. As can be seen, the
question can be blocked or given under defined logics. Let us remark that block rule condition has the priority
over the add rule condition. If none of these items are defined, the question will be given. The question order is
defined by the user‐defined question sort order number located below the large text boxes. The third large text
box then provides a possibility to execute any logic expression after the question has been answered. Finally,
possible answers need to be defined that actually assign the CWs to the pool.


Rules ‐ are classical rules as defined in the expert system terminology. Basically, the rule can be
activated by a predefined state of the pool. If active, the rule can perform some adjustments of the
pool state and thus to control the decision process (e.g. to skip a given set of questions).
For example a rule could be like this: if OBJECT_TYPE is CASTLE and RISK_OF_MOULD is less than 30
then increase RISK_OF_MOULD about 20 percent.

The menu for defining the rule is shown in Fig. 6. Next to the internal short name and the descriptive name of
the rule, analogously to the questions, the boxes for adding and blocking the rule are available. Unlike for the
questions, the rule is active if and only if the add rule condition is satisfied. Let us remark that block rule condition
has also the priority over the add rule condition. Next, the conditions for modifying the state of the pool need to
be defined in the last text box.

Figure 6 Menu for defining and editing the rules
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Connectors to external applications ‐ predefined system/script calls to external projects and
applications. The connectors can be used to exchange the information with the external applications,
which needs to be interfaced with the exDSS software.
For example, the user can provide a name of place in Europe and the external connector will look‐up
for longitude and latitude of the place at an external web application.

The menu for defining the rule is shown in Fig. 7. Next to the internal short name and the descriptive name of
the connector, the boxes for adding and blocking the connector are available. The connector is active if and only
if the add rule condition is satisfied. Let us remark that block rule condition has the priority over the add rule
condition. Next, the web link to the external connector, which (at this stage) needs to be prepared by the exDSS
administrator.

Figure 7 Menu for defining and editing the connectors


Conclusions ‐ the most important part of the system, by which the recommendations to the end‐users
are generated based on the final state of the pool.
For example, if the end‐user specifies the problem with mould or the exDSS comes to the risk of mould
depending on the answered questions, the conclusion with the recommendation on how to avoid the
risk, which was predefined by the expert, is provided to the end‐user.

The menu for defining the conclusions is shown in Fig. 8. Next to the short name (for the internal purposes) and
long name to be shown to the end‐user, the menu includes text boxes for short conclusion message (or a header)
and the text box for the main text of the conclusion. The text can be formatted using the html notation – by
which the pictures, files or the links to external pages can be included. Then, there are boxes for adding and
blocking the conclusion. The conclusion is given if and only if the add rule condition is satisfied. Let us remark
that, again, block rule condition has the priority over the add rule condition.
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Figure 8 Menu for defining and editing the conclusion
As shown in the main menu in Fig. 3, we have there several additional items with the following functions:








Uploads – allows the expert to upload external files to the given project, which can then be included
to the questions and conclusions. When a file is uploaded, the exDSS will generate the web URL
link.
Sandbox – a utility for checking and tuning the logic operations
Manage – a utility which can be used to import and export the projects. It is used mainly to create
the back‐up files and clones of existing projects
Projects – allows defining a new decision support project, as shown in right part of Fig. 3 and already
discussed above
Logout – logs out the expert
Frontend/debug – shows the actual stage of the defined decision support project in the debugging
mode, under which the expert is able to see the current state of the pool and can check the proper
functionality of the decision support project
Frontend ‐ shows the actual stage of the defined decision support project in the end‐user mode.

Next, the exDSS system has the following internal parts, which are not visible to neither the expert nor the end‐
user:


Interaction engine ‐ generates questions and conclusions depending on current state of CW pool. It is
responsible for interacting with the end‐user.
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Inference engine ‐ is working with the rules, action parts of the questions and initiates external
applications. The engine runs after any input comes into the system (after each of the questions is
answered or after the external application returns the CWs to the pool). Based on the current state of
the pool, it checks whether any of the rules or external connectors should be activated and thus
updates the state of the pool.

Figure 9 A scheme of the expert system in relation to the roles by the expert and the end‐user
The above two parts are typical and basic parts of each expert systems. In Fig. 9, a typical configuration of
an expert system is outlined, which is fully applicable for the developed exDSS software. As outlined, the expert
is responsible for defining CWs, questions, rules, decisions and configuration of the external connectors. In
exDSS, all these parts can be defined in a user friendly environment. A favourable feature of exDSS is that multiple
experts can work in one time on the same or different projects. All the rules can be defined just with very basic
knowledge of Boolean logics and if‐then forms of conditions. Subsequently, with very basic knowledge of html,
fairly fancy look can be provided to the questions and conclusions in the web interface. As shown in Fig. 9, the
end‐user is in a direct connection with the Interaction engine which drives the end‐user through whole set of
predefined and applicable questions and at the end, provides and visualise the set of applicable conclusions.
exDSS deployment
The current version of exDSS is running on a cloud environment at the web server of Czech Technical
University in Prague, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering.
Technical information:
 Operation System: Ubuntu Server LTS
 Virtual environment: Vmware vSphere
 HW: 3x ESX server and virtualised storage
Maintenance of infrastructure is provided by the Faculty Centre of Computer services.
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Decision support system for Indoor climate risk assessment and control in historic buildings
As a contribution to Climate for Culture decision support functionalities, a module for Indoor‐climate risk
assessment and control has been proposed and implemented within the above descried exDSS SW application.
The decision support module is divided into three parts, which will be described below:
Part 1: Future outlook
This part indicates how the indoor climate and related risks might change in the near and far future for the
building of interest, which is defined by key characteristics, such as thermal inertia of the walls, glassing area of
windows and buffering capacity of the building interior. The information is derived from the Climate for Culture
prediction maps, just based on the given building characteristics and its location. In this part of the module, the
end‐user needs to provide information on the building by answering the questions outlined below (copied from
the web page of exDSS) :

After answering the above questions, the end‐user is asked whether he or she wants to continue with the risk
assessment:

If the answer is no, the above information is used to derive the damage function parameters from the risk
assessment maps for the given type of building and the given location. The Conclusion screen then looks as shown
in Fig. 10. If the answer is yes, the system continues with Part 2 outlined below.
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Figure 10 Example of predicted indoor‐climate data and selected damage functions values for the given type of
the building and the given location derived from the set of climatic and risk‐assessment maps (an example of a
map set shown in the bottom part of the figure)
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Part 2: Risk assessment
This part investigates which climate‐induced risks are relevant to the defined building and collections stored in
its interior. Particularly, risks related to mould growth, mechanical damage and insect are addressed. Bellow, we
first provide the whole list of the questions in this part and then a selected questions copies from exDSS are
shown (particularly the questions related to the mould growth and mechanical damage).
Overall list of questions available in Part 2 – Risk assessment
 Relevant risks ‐ what types of risks do you consider relevant for your interior
 Mould – Local problem? Extremely susceptible materials? Some objects at risk are movable?
 Insects ‐ Woodborers (wood, esp sapwood)?, Silverfish (paper)?, Moths (textiles)?
 Salt damage – define salt
 Salt ‐ Custom equilibrium RH for the salt outside the list
 Salt ‐ Moisture transport reduction by adaptation of the building construction?
 Mechanical damage ‐ proofed fluctuations
 Mechanical damage, vulnerability
 One year data available?
 Historic climate – define by the temperature and relative humidity ranges
 Need for Temperature above zero?
 Handle objects in winter?
 Specify conditions to be kept in your interior?
 Safe temperature and relative humidity limits for collections – specify
Examples of the screenshot copies of selected questions from the exDSS web interface:
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After passing this part of the decision tree, the end‐user is asked whether he or she wants to continue in the part
focused on the Part 3: Indoor‐climate control methods:

If the answer is no, next to the Conclusion on the indoor‐climate prediction, shown in Fig. 10, any of the following
lists of the conclusions can be provided, depending on the answers by the end‐user and depending on the logics
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which has been defined by the expert. If the answer of the above question is yes, then the system moves to the
Part 3, which is outlined in the following subsection.
Overall list of conclusions available in Part 2 – Risk assessment
 Avoid mechanical damage: suggested target levels for different risk levels/proofed
 Avoid mechanical damage: suggested target levels for different risk levels/not proofed
 Prevent mould growth
 Mould on movable objects
 Prevent insects
 Prevent salt damage ‐ general
 Prevent salt damage ‐ salt not known
 Specific salt ‐ calcium nitrate tetrahydrate
 Specific salt ‐ Magnesium Nitrate
 Specific salt ‐ Sodium Chloride
 Specific salt ‐ Mirabilite
 Avoid freezing

Examples of the screenshot copies of selected conclusions from the exDSS web interface:
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Part 3: Indoor climate control methods.
This part of the decision support system investigates which indoor climate control methods are suitable for
the defined building interior. For this purpose, the information received in the Parts one and two is also utilized.
The overall list of questions in this part is listed as follows:
Overall list of question available in Part 3 – Indoor climate control methods
 Existing climate control?
 Zone heating possible?
 Type of dehumidifier?
 Thermal comfort?
 Heating during summertime?
 Ventilation rate?
 Relative humidity ‐ need to lower during winter?
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Relative humidity ‐ need to lower during summer?
Relative humidity ‐ too dry during winter?
Natural ventilation?
Is there a moisture surplus in the building?
What is the source of the moisture surplus?
Conservation versus comfort?
Economic aspects ‐ installation costs?
Priorities concerning the energy demand of the control system?
Maintenance?
Invasiveness?
How to measure?

Examples of the screenshot copies of selected questions from the exDSS web interface:
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The overall list of possible additional conclusions corresponding to these parts is given as follows:
Overall list of conclusions available in Part 3 – Indoor climate control methods
 Recommended humidity control: Condensing dehumidifiers during summer
 Recommended humidity control: Condensing dehumidifiers in summer and conservation heating in
winter
 Recommended humidity control: Sorption dehumidification during winter
 Recommended humidity control: Sorption dehumidification all year round
 Recommended humidity control: Conservation heating all year round
 Recommended humidity control: Conservation heating during winter
 Adaptive ventilation
 Wall heating, Temperierung
 Passive measures
 Intermittent heating
 Local Radiative heating (Friendly heating)
 Natural ventilation
 How to measure and analyse the indoor‐climate
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General recommendations ‐ non‐invasive approaches

Examples of the screenshot copies of selected conclusions from the exDSS web interface:
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Outline of the decision process
In order to complete information on the complexity of the above described decision support module on indoor‐
climate risk assessment in historical buildings, let us mention that the exDSS project includes 128 control words,
eight internal rules and two connectors (one for finding the GPS coordinates for the given location of the building
and the other for deriving information from the risk maps which are stored in the format of data matrices).
In each of the three parts, we listed all the questions which are available. However, some of the questions are
skipped as a rule in the decision process, depending on the answers by the end‐user and depending on the given
state of the pool of control words. For example, if the end‐user answers that he or she wants to address mould
growth risk only, the questions related to the other damage phenomena (salt, insect and mechanical) are
skipped.
An example of the whole decision process is outlined in Figs 11‐13 in a form of a sequence diagram. As can be
seen in Fig. 11, we start with providing information on the building structure and location. Then mould is
identified as the relevant risk from the set of available damage risks. Consequently, more data are being collected
by the system. It is defined by the end‐user that the mould growth problem is local and that the historic data are
available. As can be seen, the branches which are not relevant for solving the current problem are skipped. The
decision tree then continues in Fig. 12, where the end‐user specifies the historic climate conditions and after
answering several subsequent questions (some of them are not visualized in the given tree), the information on
the risk is processed jointly with the information on the predicted climate obtained from the risk maps for the
defined type of building and the location of the building. Then, relevant conclusions on the indoor‐climate
conditions and the risk assessment are selected by the system. As the end‐user chooses to continue with the
climate control, the conclusions are not provided yet. After passing a set of the questions in this branch of the
decision tree, where the end‐users provides information e.g. on the existing technical solution of the indoor‐
climate control system, information on the comfort requirements, additional properties on the building envelop,
such as airtightness, moisture surplus existence, and specifies the economical and energy consumption
constraints, the system selects additional relevant conclusions and visualise them together with the conclusions
generated in the previous parts of the decision process.
It needs to be emphasised that the recommendations provided by the system cannot be considered as the
definite, i.e. the final and perfect solutions. The system just provides a list of solutions and recommendations
which can be relevant for the given problem. The purpose of the system is truly to provide supportive information
only. The final solution needs to be specified after most advanced and comprehensive analysis that needs to be
done by an expert in the field.

Figure 11 An outline of the decision support process in the Parts 1 and 2 of the module for the indoor‐climate
risk assessment and control in historical buildings ‐ the first stage
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Figure 12 An outline of the decision support process in the Parts 1 and 2 of the module for the indoor‐climate
risk assessment and control in historical buildings ‐ the second stage

Figure 13 An outline of the decision support process in the Part 3 of the module for the indoor‐climate risk
assessment and control in historical buildings
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Figure 14 An example of a decision tree used for development of the risk assessment and control under
identified damage by mould
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In order to provide a deeper look to the process of forming the architecture of the decision tree, we provide
more detailed and also complex tree for the problem of mould growth in Fig. 13. As can be seen, many aspects
need to be taken into consideration even for this relatively simple decision task. The number of possible
combinations of all of the aspects is relatively high and it is not a straightforward task to handle all of them. This
is one the reasons why the system needs to be considered as open and all the functionalities need to provide a
possibility for the adjustments and extensions.

Summary
The exDSS software, which is described in the first part of the report and which has been developed for the
purposes of the Climate for Culture project is fully functional open source software for developing decision
support tools. The applicability is not only in the field of cultural heritage, but it can be used anywhere, where
the know‐how of the experts can be structured into a form of logic decision trees or diagrams. As the architecture
of the exDSS software is open, we suppose and plan that its development will continue in the framework of
successive projects. Future steps may be focused on including fuzzy logic variables and rules, self‐learning
utilities, automated integrity checking, etc.
The decision support tool for indoor‐climate risk assessment and control, which have been outlined in the
second part of the report, is freely available at the following web link:
http://cfc.exdss.org/dss/riskcon
Along with the whole philosophy of the activities in developing the decision support methodologies within
the Climate for Culture project, the above described decision support module is open for further adjustments
and development either by the project team members (within subsequent PhD activities) or even by a different
team under a different project. Due to flexibility of the exDSS software, various clones of the project can be
created which are then free for modification. Thus, rather than a final and closed product, we provide a platform
for creating the decision support tools. We also see a large potential in the possibility to derive the future indoor‐
climate risk indices from the wide set of maps, which has been provided as one of the main results of the Climate
for Culture project. Let us also remark that the given decision support module has also been used for
dissemination of the Climate for Culture project results. Particularly, the Case study reports and various guideline
texts are available directly on the web interface of the Conclusions or are web‐linked to them as pdf files.
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Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling for validation of indoor‐
climate control strategies in historic buildings
GORAN SIMEUNOVIC
1
Department of Instrumentation and Control Engineering, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech
Republic

1. Introduction
In the presented research, numerical modelling tools are applied to study air flow pattern, temperature and
relative humidity (RH) distributions into two historical objects. In this study two case studies are considered,
Karlstejn and Linderhof Castle. Both of these objects are among the most visited sites in their countries and they
have a problem with high level of the RH due to the large number of visitors. In order to solve this problem, in
the Chapel of the Holy Cross of Karlstejn castle, an air‐conditioning unit was installed. In the Linderhof a new
climate control system was proposed but it is not yet installed.
The research is a case study analysis of the impact of indoor air relative humidity (RH) changes to the
collection of the artefact inside these buildings, i.e. for the mediaeval wooden panel paintings located in the
Chapel of the Holy Cross at Karlstejn Castle. In the analysis, CFD model of airflow movement and RH distribution
in the chapel is linked with a Matlab script used to simulate moisture and stress fluctuations related to RH
changes in diurnal and annual cycles. The temperature and RH distribution in the room obtained by Fluent 3D
CFD model of the chapel, which is generated in GAMBIT, are used as boundary conditions for the numerical
computing of the moisture transfer and stress implemented in the Matlab script.
Despite the rapid development of the CFD software in the recent years, their possibilities are still limited
particularly computing of both the moisture transfer and stress field in the material is required. These issues are
very important in the restoration and preservation techniques in order to preserve a very valuable artifact
exposed in historic buildings. For this reason, one of the goals of this paper is linking the advantage of the Fluent
CFD program and the last results in the field of the moisture transfer and stress analysis in wood, given in [1], [6],
implemented in the Matlab program.
The central point of the interest in this research is the Master Theodoric collection, which consists of 129
panel paintings. This very valuable collection of the wooden painted desks was made in XIV century on the
commission of Charles IV for the Holy Cross Chapel. There are only few equals in the world as for example: the
Arena in Padua, the churches at Assisi or Sta, Croce in Florence and palace of the popes in Avignon, for more
details see [2]. The Holy Cross Chapel is located in the Great Tower of the Karlstejn Castle, close to Prague.
Firstly, the CFD model of the Karlstejn Castle is implemented and annually temperature and relative humidity
changes are simulated based on the outside temperature measurement. Both the distributions of relative
humidity and temperature are exported to Matlab and the corresponding moisture content and stress in the
wood values are calculated using the method given in [1], [6]. This is done in order to improve the control of the
existing air handling unit and determining the optimum location for the sensors of relative humidity and
temperature.
The second part of this report will be devoted to the CFD model of the LInderhof Castle and new air‐
conditioning system that is proposed by Fraunhofer institute. In the first part, the CFD model of the bedchamber
of Linderhof Castle is designed and verified on the basis of the measured data. In the second part the new air‐
conditioning system is modelled and design by using the previous generated CFD model. The main goal of this
research is to verify the effect of the air‐conditioning system, which should be installed in the bedchamber,
proposed by Fraunhofer institute.
In the next two sections the description of the both modelled case studies will be given in detail. First the
chapel of the Holy Cross will be introduced.

2. CFD model of the Chapel of Holy Cross
Karlstejn castle was founded in 1348, by the Czech King and Roman Emperor Charles IV. The castle located
about 30 km southwest of Prague above the village Karlstejn is one of the most visited historical sights in Czech
Republic.
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The 60 meter high and fortified Great Tower dominates the Karlstejn castle, see Fig. 1. On its third floor the
Holy Cross Chapel as the most precious part of the Great Tower is situated, see Fig. 2. As already mentioned an
invaluable collection of 129 panel paintings by Master Theodoric is displayed in this chapel.

Fig. 1 Karlstejn Castle

Fig. 2 The interior of The Holy Cross Chapel
2.1. Building structure
The most important properties of the Holy Cross Chapel essential for the modelling of the heat and moisture
transfer inside the chapel are considered in this section. The structure of the Great Tower and detail with the
Holy Cross Chapel are given in Fig. 3. The walls of the Chapel have similar structure but differ from each other in
their thickness. In general, each wall consists of three layers. The limestone wall is covered with two lime plaster
layers on both surfaces of the wall. The exception is the northern wall, which is the thickest and has five layers
due to the fortification purposes of the object. This wall has a sandwich structure where between two limestone
layers, there is a space filled with soil. Due to the extreme wall thickness the structure of this wall can be
simplified and the wall is considered as a limestone wall with three layers in the model. The wall thickness varies
4
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from 3.7 m to 5.7 m. With regards to the large thickness of the walls of Great Tower, the window area has a
significant impact on the heat transfer from outside. Due to this fact, it is necessary to provide the exact
dimension and structure of the windows in the model. The ceilings of the chapel have the form of the Gothic
ribbed vault. In the next section the 3D model of the Holy Cross Chapel is introduced.

Fig. 3. Structure of the Great Tower of the Karlstejn Castle and detail with the Holy Cross Chapel
2.2. 3D model of the Chapel of Holy Cross
The model of the chapel is developed in the program GAMBIT. The control boundary condition of the model
of the Holy Cross Chapel is chosen on the outside wall, the ceiling and the floor of the lower and upper floor,
respectively. In order to avoid problems with convergence of the solution and to save calculation time, the wall
thickness is approximated numerically in the used solver. With the exception of the niche on the northern wall
the internal wall surfaces are covered by painted wooden desks, each 0.9 m wide and 1.2 m high. In the model
instead of this complex structure one continual wooden desk is considered to reduce the model complexity.
There are three windows in the chapel, two in the niche on the eastern side and one in the niche on the western
side. All of the windows have the same dimension of the glazing area 1.2 m wide and 4.5 m high, with 5 mm glass
thickness. Due to the very thick external wall an exact determination of the window area has a crucial influence
on the model accuracy.
2.3. CFD model characteristics
The numerical investigation of the air circulation in the Holy Cross Chapel involves solving a set of partial
differential Reynolds‐Averaged Naviere Stokes (RANS) equations within appropriate boundary conditions. These
equations describe the mutual dependence of the momentum, energy, moisture content, turbulent kinetic
energy and its dissipation rate in the space. The model is the standard k‐ε model with standard wall function,
using numerous approximations. The buoyancy forces and gravitation are included, too. For standard k‐ε model
parameters are chosen the default values in Fluent, see [3]. The conjugate heat transfer is considered for the
Chapel walls.
The partial differential equations were discretized into algebraic equations using the finite volume method
with a second order up‐wind scheme. The GAMBIT program was used to generate the grid of cells. The
simulations are implemented in the FLUENT environment [3], where the algebraic equations were solved over
all the cells. Due to the nonlinearity of the equations, iterations need to be applied to achieve a convergent
solution. The flow velocity is solved from the momentum equations, and then it is corrected through the
continuity equation in the SIMPLE algorithm. The chapel interior is considered as a mixture of two components,
air and water vapour. The mass conservation equation of the mixture, consisting of two species and turbulence
model equation with parameters are given in [3].
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Since the geometry of the chapel is rather complex, an unstructured grid was used in building up the CFD
model, although this kind of grid necessarily provides a lower precision than a structured grid. The prime
objective of this part of research is to calculate the distribution of humidity and temperature inside the chapel
near the paintings. With regard to these priorities, a denser grid is desirable near the paintings. In particular, near
the wall surface, close to the picture and inlet/outlet nozzles, the grid cell is taken as small as 5 cm while towards
the rest of the space these values increase continuously up to 40 cm with 1.2 scale factor. The mesh mainly
consists of the tetrahedron and small number of pentahedrons, which are placed on the paints and inlet/outlet
nozzles. This small number of pentahedrons was used in order to provide rectangular pattern on the paints. In
this way, the better data exchange between FLUENT and MATLAB is achieved. The 3D mesh of the Holy Cross
Chapel is given in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. 3D unstructured hybrid tetrahedral mesh of the interior of the Holy Cross Chapel
In total there are 260562 cells, where 260103 ones are of tetrahedron type and 459 ones are of pentahedron
type. The grid quality is assessed by means of the dimensionless wall distance y  . This parameter should have
value y   30  300 . In this case without the any mesh refinement the maximal value is y   268 . After two
refinements of the boundary layer, with the respect of the min and max value of y  , that increasing the total
cell number to 300322, the maximal value is y   60 . If you know that the ideal range is y   30  60 ,
additional mesh refinement is not necessary.
2.4. Boundary conditions
In this section, the boundary conditions for the specified model and chosen control boundary are given.
Outside wall temperature is the first boundary condition and it is defined as average daily measured temperature.
This temperature is given in Fig. 5.
In the Chapel, an Air Handling Unit (AHU) used to condition and circulate air was installed. This unit provides
the inlet air velocity v  3.5[ ms ] . Location of the AHU, inlet and outlet nozzles are given in Fig. 3. The inlet nozzle
has dimensions 400  550mm and outlet one has the dimensions 400  400mm . According to the
manufacturer's recommendations, the inlet nozzle has the turbulent intensity I  5% and the hydraulic diameter
DH  0.46m . It should be mentioned that the Chapel is slightly pressurized ( p  10Pa ). In this way, the
infiltration of the outside air is avoided.
Inlet air temperature set‐point to the Chapel is prescribed by the sine function given by the following
equation,
Tset  T sin

2
(td  106.5)  T0
365
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where td is the serial day number in the current year day, T0  15C is the long‐term mean temperature in the
Chapel and T  4C is the temperature amplitude. This function has been obtained from the averaged
historical temperature fluctuations natural climate oscillation in Karlstejn site, see [4].
RH set‐point depends on the temperature and is defined by the following function, see [4]

 set  1.2(Tset  26.4)

(2)

On the basis of the technical data of the air handling unit installed in the Chapel we assume that 20 % of the
intake humidify air is lost through the door gap. Due to the fact that door gap is bigger than windows gaps and
furthermore the windows gaps are sealed off, the losses through the windows are neglected. The door gap is
considered as pressure outlet same as outlet nozzle.
The temperature in the rooms above and below the Chapel are not measured and these values are taken
from the model of the Great Tower of the Karlstejn Castle worked out in the programmed HAMBASE, see [5]
In the next section the model of the moisture transport and the relation between the moisture content
and the material strain in the wood are given.
2.5. Simulation results
In this point, it should be again emphasized the reason for the model design and performed simulation. Since
that the AHU is installed, it was noticed that there are certain areas that will not be possible to ventilate very
well. First of all here think of niches in the western and eastern walls, where the certain number of the paintings
are placed. Observations of the paintings in this part of the chapel are shown that some kind of undulating
deformation is occurred. Given that this area cannot be sufficient ventilated, it can be expected that larger
temperature and RH gradient can be occurred due to the influence the windows placed on the relatively thin
outside wall of the each niche. The heat transfer through this wall and window on them is considerable larger
then through the other chapel walls and have the substantial influence to the microclimate in this spaces and in
the whole chapel space. It is the one of the main goals of this study. The second goal is to analyze the heat and
moisture transfer through the wooden paintings. The results of this simulation will be used as boundary
conditions for the modelling of the heat and moisture transfer through the wooden desks. The last task is to
optimize the placement of the temperature sensors in order to improve the control algorithm and monitoring of
the temperature and relative humidity in whole chapel.
In the case of the building with very slow dynamics the certain calculation period before the start of the
considered annual cycle is usually needed. Unfortunately, measured data was not available for this transient time
and for this reason, approximately the first ninety days at the start of the annual cycle cannot be analysed. This
period is necessary in order to achieve the steady temperature profile in the extremely thick walls of the chapel
from the initial state. The results of the simulation of 2010 annual cycle performed by the FLUENT program will
be presented in this section. The validation of this model is given in paper [4].
For the given boundary conditions given in the Section 3.2 the velocity vector field is given in Fig. 5. Analysing
the velocity field at the 2.7 m high, where inlet and outlet nozzles of the air‐conditioning unit are placed, the two
vortexes can be found in this horizontal plane. As it can be seen from the Fig. 5 the backflow (air velocity) near
the eastern and western walls are not enough to provide satisfactory ventilation of the niches on both walls. The
worst ventilation conditions has the niche on the on the eastern wall closest to the entrance door. This velocity
field clearly shows, that the some additional generated forces or some modification of the existing AHU is
necessariy to improvie the microclimate conditions in the most critical zone of the chapel.
In Fig. 6, the temperature distribution is given at the same plane as in the previous case, where the vector
velocity are analysed. This figure clearly shows that the temperature, in the niches, in the chapel walls, is slightly
different than in the central part of the chapel of the Holy Cross. This can cause a higher level of the RH in these
zones, especially in winter time. Not only the temperature difference but also the temperature gradient
significantly worsens the preservation condition in the niches in the chapel walls. It is normally, because there
are the large glazing areas and outside wall are relatively thin with respect to the wall on the rest of the chapel.
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Fig. 5 Vector velocity field at the 2.7 m high

Fig. 6 Temperature distribution at the 2.7 m high
From the preservation point of view, for the maintenance of the acceptable preservation conditions, the
distribution of the RH is more important . If the whole chapel space is appropriated ventilate, the RH distribution
should be have more or less uniformly distributed field. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that in this case, this basic
requirement is not fulfilled. It was expected because the vector velocity field shown that it is impossible to
achieve the same ventilation conditions in whole space. As it can be seen form Fig. 7 the most problematic zones
in the chapel are niches in the walls. In these areas, the RH level is from 5 to 10 % higher than in the central part
of the chapel. It can be higher in the winter period. It can cause the undulated deformation of the wooden panel
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and this deformation will have the cyclic sine changes during an annual cycle. It can cause the damage of vary
valuable surface level of the wooden panel.

Fig. 7 Relative humidity distribution at 2.7 m high
An Analysis of the temperature and RH distributions given in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 indicate that the optimal place
for installing the temperature and RH sensor is on the left side in the middle of the chapel at the level of the inlet
and outlet nozzles. This temperature and RH can be considered as representative for the air inside of the chapel.
At present, the temperature and RH measurement was performed by means of the sensors placed in the space
between the units and chapel window. That has some disadvantages, because humidifiers are placed in the same
area. These humidifiers can have significant influence on the measurement error. For this reason and analysing
of the temperature distribution the optimal location for these sensors is on the wooden compartment that
separates the chapel into two parts. In order to improve the control algorithm an additional sensor should be
installed in the niches closest to the entrance door. In this way, the microclimate condition in the niches can be
taken into account in the synthesis of the control algorithm.
In the next section the moisture transfer though the wooden panel will be considered for the paintings place
in the niches of the chapel walls.
2.6. Modelling of the moisture transport in wooden objects
The hygroscopic material is absorbing and releasing the water vapour as a response to variations in ambient
relative humidity. The moisture movements in wood are usually described as a diffusion process, which is divided
into two mechanisms – vapour diffusion through the lumens of the wood structure and the bound water diffusion
through the cell walls. The environmental RH change causes the change in the moisture content on the material
surface i.e. the surface thin layer. It is assumed that the change in moisture content in wood take place
immediately, but the change to the new moisture content level in the internal layer of wood require transfer of
the water vapour into or out of the wood, for more details see [6]. The moisture content in wood is calculated
by the logarithmic Henderson model. This model was chosen as the most suitable available model for the equal‐
sorption compensation, namely its three‐parameter version [7]
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C

  ln(1   ) 
u
   ( ,T )
 A (T  B) 

(3)

where   0, 1 is the relative air humidity expressed as dimensionless ratio, T (K) is the absolute
temperature of air and u is moisture content expressed as the mass ratio of moisture mass content to
the mass of anhydrous material. The parameters of the model are specific for each material: the
additive temperature parameter B, ( B  273.16 K ) is in K, C is a positive dimensionless exponent less
than one, the sensitivity coefficient A is in K‐1 . Apparently the model is not applicable for humidity
approaching the state of saturation, i.e. for   1 , where the logarithm of (1   ) is not defined. The
constants A, B, C in Eq. (3) are dependent on the considered material, for aged wood their values can
be found in [8] and can be considered as follows A=0.431 K‐1, B=204 K and C=0.605.
For describing moisture transport the Fick’s first and second laws are most often used. Fick’s first
law of diffusion describes one‐dimensional steady‐state situation of vapour flow [9, 10, 11]

 C (x ,t) 
D 

C (x , t)
x 
 
t
x

(3)

The external conditions (especially air temperature, RH and air circulation rate) affect the rate of internal
and surface moisture movement. The wood naturally has a cylindrical form and the most of the research are
performed on cylindrical wood pieces and subsequently the Fick’s law in cylindrical coordinates is used. In this
case, the wooden desks are considered and the cylindrical coordinate should not be used. Due to the fact that
the moisture went out from wood in radial direction, the diffusion coefficient in the x – direction is approximated
by the diffusion coefficient in the radial direction.
The wooden boards, from which, the panel painting was made, with thickness of 30 mm are divided into
appropriate number of cells. One‐dimensional computation based on Fick’s second low Eq. (3) for steps of 0.1
mm is used. Therefore, the equation of diffusion is applied for one dimensional case and requires movement of
water‐vapour into or out of wood [12].
The diffusion coefficients for the oak and spruce wood have a following polynomial form

D  Dref (a1  a2   a3  2  a4

1

3

)

(4)

(b1  b2C  b3C  b4C  b5C )
2

3

4

where



0
C
,  ref  0.45g / cm3 ,C 
,Cref  0.2
 ref
Cref

(5)

for

0.35   0  0.65g / cm3 , 0.05  C  0.25

(6)

The moisture content from the Eq. (5) is defined for any place and any time. We used C = 0.09 as the initial
material moisture for the first step for all cells in wooden desks. This value is chosen as annual average values
for 2010. The determining of the value of moisture content on the surface of the wooden desks is based on the
air temperature and RH, which are obtained as results of the simulation in the program Fluent. The change of
this value will change the content of absorbed water or water vapour in the cell wall across the wooden board.
These calculations are performed by using the Matlab script.
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Table 1. Parameters of the diffusion coefficient equations
Wood
Spruce
Oak
0.38
0.65

0

Dref

9.5218e  11

1.7292e  10

a1

‐0.5684

1.2368

a2

1.3807

‐1.0076

a3

‐0.5755

0.2365

a4

0.7600

0.5326

b1

0.0571

0.1035

b2

0.5283

0.3166

b3

0.2045

0.9430

b4

0.3036

‐0.2776

b5

‐0.0968

‐0.0871

Moisture content in wood is a very important parameter for the aspect of the preservation of the artefact
is. In Fig 8, the average moisture contents in the wooden desks and their layers, calculated in the Matlab by the
method presented in Section 2.6 are shown. The desks are divided into 300 layers. Each layer is 0.1 mm thick.

Fig. 8 Average moisture content in first half toward to surface layer of wooden desk during the annual cycle
As it has been shown in [1, 13, 14], the generally nonlinear dependence between the moisture content and
the material strain can be approximated, within limited ranges of these quantities, by the linear equation

d  u ,

(7)

where d and u are the changes of the strain and EMC from the given equilibrium point, and  is the
dimensional change coefficient. Taking into consideration that the generally reported yield point for wood is
close to dy  0.004 , see discussion in [13], it is possible to use Eq. (8) to determine the maximum changes in
moisture content that do not result in irreversible responses in the wooden structures. As reported in literature,
for EMC values u[0,15]% , the dimensional change coefficient   [0.13,0.28] for lime wood [1],
  [0.13,0.23] for pine wood and   [0.17,0.32] for oak wood [14]. The first value in the coefficient ranges is
for the radial and the second number is for tangential direction. Taking into account the maximum strain for
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wood as its yield point dy  0.4% , see discussion in [13], the maximum value of the dimensional change
coefficients reported above max  0.32 , the safe change in the moisture content is uR  dy / max  1.25% .
In Fig 9, the average moisture contents in the wooden desks and their layers, calculated in the Matlab by the
method presented above are shown. Calculated the average strain in wooden desks by using the linear Eq. (7)
shows that the average strain in the material exceeds the strain limits dy  0.004 .

Fig. 9. Average moisture content in first half toward to surface layer of wooden desk during the annual cycle
It can lead to irreversible deterioration of the material, specialy the most valuable surface layer. For this
investigation the most interesting is to analyse the area of the Chapel where the worst preservation conditions
can be expected. This is in the niches on the eastern and western walls. Relative humidity above the wooden
desk placed in the niche on the eastern wall of the Chapel at 2.5 m high is given in Fig. 10. This figure clearly
shows that the gradient of the moisture content changes in the surface layer is not so large, but the moisture
content level in surface layer is higher than annual average value of moisture content. This can lead to an
irevirsibile deformation cause by strain in the surface layer. In order to avoid this effect, the decreasing of the
RH level should be achieved.

Fig. 10 Moisture content in the first thin layer of the wooden desk placed in the niche on the eastern wall
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3. Linderhof Castle
Linderhof Palace (German: Schloss Linderhof) is a castle in Germany, in southwest Bavaria near Ettal Abbey.
It is the smallest of the three palaces built by King Ludwig II of Bavaria and the only one which he lived to see
completed. Ludwig already knew the area around Linderhof from his youth when he had accompanied his father
King Maximilian II of Bavaria on his hunting trips in the Bavarian Alps. When Ludwig II became king in 1864 he
inherited the so‐called Königshäuschen from his father, and in 1869 began enlarging the building. In 1874 he
decided to tear down the Königshäuschen and rebuild it on its present‐day location in the park. At the same time
three new rooms and the staircase were added to the remaining U‐shaped complex, and the previous wooden
exterior was clad with stone façades. The building was designed in the style of the second rococo‐period.
Between 1863 and 1886 a total of 8,460,937 marks was spent constructing Linderhof. For more details see [16].
The main goal of this research is to design the model of the bedchamber of the Linderhof Castle and performed
its validation using the measured data form 2010, provided by Fraunhofer institute. This model will be used for
design the new AHU unit that uses the chimney cannels for operation. In the next section, the building structure
will be given.
3.1. 3D Model of Linderhof Castle
On the basis of the building structure, floor plan, and the real measurements, the 3D model of the
bedchamber of Linderhof Castle is designed in Gambit, see Fig. 11. The model of the bedchamber is simplified in
order to avoid the problem with domain meshing and convergence. The model consists of two domains with
fluid. The first one includes almost all volume of the bedchamber, except the small volume in the middle of the
room, which is represented by the second domain. The second domain in the middle of the bedchamber
represents the source of moisture generated by the visitors. This model has two inputs (left door and window
gap) and one output (right door), see Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 3D model of the bedchamber of Linderhof Castle
For meshing of this model, an unstructured grid, with the tetrahedral and quadrilateral meshing elements,
is used. In order to save the calculation time and resource the appropriate size function is used. In this way, the
total number of cells is decreased. On the input and output boundaries of the 3D model, the quadrilateral cells
are used. The 10 cm quadrilateral cells are used at the door and 5 cm cells are used at window gaps. The rest of
the space is meshed by the tetrahedral cells. Volume meshing is restricted by the size function with increasing
coefficient 1.2 and the maximal size of the tetrahedral cells is 30 cm. The grid quality is assessed by means of the
dimensionless wall distance y  . This parameter should have value y   30  300 . The total number of the cells
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in both domains is 821704. In order to increasing the model accuracy and performing grid independent study,
additional grid adaptations are performed during the simulation. Before the first adaptation, the dimensionless

wall distance has value y  148 . In the first adaptation step, the 501 cells are adapted and dimensionless wall

distance y  67 is achieved. After this adaptation, the total number of cells increased on 825211. Finally, after

three adaptations the value of the dimensionless wall distance is y  38 and the total number of cells increased

on 873892 cells. If it is known that the recommended range is y   30  60 , the additional mesh refinement is
not necessary. The dimensionless wall distance is increases almost 4 times, but the total number of cells
increased for only 5.5 % that will not significantly increased the calculation time.
3.2. Boundary Conditions
The boundary condition of the considered CFD model are numerous and complex. Due to the fact that the
CFD simulation is performed in the transient regime, almost all boundary conditions should be defined as
transient boundary conditions. The data for generating the boundary conditions are acquired by measurement
during annual cycles. The several types of boundary conditions are used: velocity inlet, outflow and wall
boundary. These boundaries will be specified in detail. All measured data used for boundary condition defining
are provided by Fraunhfer institute, which has performed the appropriate measurements of the temperatures,
the relative humidity levels and the infiltration rates in Linderhof Castle and the outdoor environment. All
measured data with floor plans are given in the paper [15].
For this reason, this paper presents only the floor plans of Linderhof Castle and used measured data.
In Fig. 12. the cross section of the ground and first floor of Linderhof Castle along the bedchamber is given, for
more details see [15].

Fig. 12. The bedchamber with adjacent room, see [15].
In Fig. 13, the temperatures and mass mixing ratio of the adjacent room are given. In this model, the air
exchanges between the adjacent room and bedchamber are approximated by the air exchange between the
room number 108 and bedchamber. This air exchange is approximated by velocity inlet, which is set on the door
between the room 108 and bedchamber. Outflow is on the opposite door. The outdoor air infiltration is
approximated by the 3 velocity inlet on each window. The magnitude of this velocity that corresponds with the
measured infiltration rates and used velocity inlet areas are given in the last graph in Fig 13.
Beside the above mentioned velocity inlet and outflow, the wall boundary condition is used as well. These
boundary conditions are set as combination of the air bulk temperature on the opposite side of the wall and the
appropriate convection heat transfer coefficient. The wall thickness and structure are taken into account as well.
The sun irradiation is not considered in this model. The walls are made from bricks and thickness of the interior
and outside wall are from 0.6m to 0.9m, for more details see [15].
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Fig. 13. Temperatures, mass mixing ratios and air velocities
used as boundary conditions in this model for the simulation of an annual cycle in 2010.

Fig. 14. Temperature and mass mixing ratio of the outdoor air for 2010 and 2100
In this research two simulations are performed in order to compare microclimate changes with 90 years
interval. In Fig. 14, the temperatures and mass mixing ratios (can be considered as absolute humidity) for 2010
and 2100 years are given. Comparing the temperatures in these two years, it is clear that the temperature will
be considerably higher in 90 years. In some parts of the year the temperature can be even above 10 C
3.3. Simulation Results
The results shown in this section represent the results of two simulations. The first one is performed for the
first half of year 2010 in order to verify the CFD model of the bedchamber of the Linderhof Castle. As it can be
seen from Fig. 15, the simulated temperature and relative humidity very well fit the measured data in 2010.
Unfortunately, there is no measured data for all used boundary conditions and this problem can be seen in Fig.
15. For example, there is no measured data, temperature and relative humidity, for the adjacent room of the
bedchamber in the first half of March.
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Fig. 15. Measured and simulated temperature and relative humidity in 2010 and simulated temperature
and the relative humidity in 2100, in the bedchamber
The boundary conditions of the considered model of the Linderhof castle are a little bit different. i.e., the
changes were made in the outdoor temperature and relative humidity only. Given that the simulated data for
other room adjacent to the bedchamber do not exist, the same data, Infiltration rates, temperature and relative
humidity, as in the 2010 are used. The simulation results for the first half of 2100 showed that the increasing of
outside temperature leads to increasing bedchamber temperature and decreasing the relative humidity,
specially in the second half of February and March. It can be expected that this decrease of the relative humidity
can be a bigger, because the temperature of the adjacent room should be higher due to increasing the outdoor
temperature.
The temperature and relative humidity distribution on the bedchamber walls and two cross sections in
winter on Feb 15, 2010 are given in the next several figures. Fig. 16 shows the relatively uniform temperature
and relative humidity distribution on the interior walls. The exterior northern wall has a little bit higher relative
humidity below the windows and in the wall corners that was expected, because the temperature is lower in
these parts of the bedchamber.
As it can be seen from Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, the uniform distributions of the temperature and relative humidity
are almost in the entire domain, but the zones with higher relative humidity levels can be found in the corner
and near the floor of the bedchamber.

Fig. 16. Temperature and relative humidity distribution on the bedchamber walls
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Fig. 17. Temperature and relative humidity distribution
on the northern wall and in the horizontal at 2 m height

Fig. 18 Temperature and relative humidity distribution on the northern wall and in the vertical cross section in
the middle of the bedchamber
During the winter period the level of the RH is not as critical as in the summer, when the castle is open to
the public and moisture generated by the visitors has a great influence on the microclimate conditions in the
castle. The very high level of RH can be occurred in this period even 80 %. For this reason, an air‐conditioning
system is proposed by the Fraunhofer institute that will be explained and modelled in the next section.
3.4. Proposal of the new air‐conditioning system in the bedchamber of Linderhof Castle
In general, is not acceptable to install additional equipment, because the original interior needs to be
preserved in its original form. Leading by this fact, the system that use of existing chimney channels is modelled
here. The inlet nozzle is placed in the fireplace on the eastern wall near the exit door. The air outflow is on the
doors on the eastern and western wall. The low air speed is assumed at the inlet nozzles, in order to avoid the
strong air movements near the visitors in the bedchamber and at the both doors of this room. On the other hand,
this inlet flow rate should be provided the RH level in the acceptable limits during the operating hours. With this
air velocity at the inlet nozzles the one air exchange per hour will be realized. In the next section the simulation
results will be given.
3.5. Simulation results
First of all, it should be emphasized that the main goal of this research is to design an air‐condition system,
which will be able to provide an acceptable air velocity field in the bedchamber, especially in the walking zone in
the room and on the doors, in order to avoid the sense of discomfort in the visitors. In this simulation the same
boundary conditions will be used as in the case of the simulation in 2010. The added boundary conditions in this
simulations will be the velocity speed at inlet nozzles that is v  0.3m / s and turbulent intensity at the same
nozzle I  10% . Using these boundary conditions the following simulation results will be presented bellow.
Firstly, the vector velocity filed will be considered in order to analyze the effect of this system to the visitors.
In Fig. 19, the vector velocity filed in the bedchamber is given in the vertical plane, which is placed in the middle
of the inlet. As it can be seen from the previous mentioned figure, the air‐stream from the inlet nozzles go up
very fast and near the ceiling this stream is divided in two streams that form a two vortex. From Fig. 19 is clear
that there not any significant influence of this flowing to the visitor walking area in the bedchamber. In the visitors
area the intensity of velocity is in acceptable limit up to 0.2 m/s.
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Fig. 19. Vector velocity filed in the bedchamber in the vertical plane in the middle of the inlet nozzles of the
Linderhof castle

Fig. 20 Temperature distribution in the bedchamber of the King Ludwig II at the 0.5m high and in the
vertical plane in the middle of the inlet nozzles
In Fig. 20, the temperature distribution in the two planes is given. As it can be seen, proposed air‐
conditioning system can achieve the relatively uniformly distributed the temperature field. In the whole visitors
walking area, the temperature is approximately 15C for given boundary conditions. In this simulation, the same
uniformly distributed field for RH is obtained, as well. The RH distribution is given in Fig. 21.
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Fig. 21. RH distribution in the bedchamber of the King Ludwig II at the 0.5m high and in the vertical plane in
the middle of the inlet nozzles

Fig. 22. Temperature distribution on the external wall of the bedchamber of the King Ludwig II
In the last Fig.22, the temperature distribution on the northern wall is given. Even in this wall, the
temperature distribution is more or less uniform except the glazing area. After all, It is clear that this system can
give very good result and maintenances the temperature and RH in acceptable level and relatively uniformly
distributed in the bedchamber of the Linderhof Castle.
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4. Local microclimate control around the paintings without compartments
Maintaining a relative humidity (RH) and temperature inside the large volumes in order to achieve the
optimal preservation conditions can be energy‐intensive and expensive. In order to reduce the energy
consumption, a new approach for local micro‐climate control is proposed and designed in this investigation. The
main idea of this approach is that the necessary local micro‐climate conditions will be achieved without any
physical compartments in the rooms but only with specific flow regime in two nozzles (inlet and outlet). The two
nozzles are assumed in this system. The first of them (lower one) are intake nozzles, which provide a humidified
air at constant temperature. The second one are outlet nozzles near the paintings. If the proper choice of the
boundary conditions is made, the local field with predefined temperature and RH level can be achieved.
4.1. 3D Model and Boundary Conditions
The 2D model of this system with all sign boundaries is shown in Fig. 23. This model consists of 36000
quadrilateral cells. On the downside, there are two nozzles. The first is the main inlet nozzle, which provides the
air with certain temperature and RH level. The second one is the secondary inlet that simulates the air flowing
near the wall. The value for the air speed near the wall is taken from the model and simulation in the section
two. On the upside, there is the outlet nozzle that takes out the humidified air and secondary outlet that in the
pair with secondary inlet provide the bulk stream near the wall. The vertical line on the right side represents the
surface of the wooden desk. This desk is 1 m high. All other lines that bound the fluid domain, given by green
quadrilateral cells, represent the adiabatic walls.
The velocity value at the secondary inlet is taken from simulation given in Section 2. This value is 0.1 m/s.
The turbulence intensity at this inlet is I = 10%. This is standard value that is assumed when there is no the
measured value for turbulent intensity. The same value is assumed at the inlet nozzle that provides the
humidified air. The velocity at this inlet is v = 0.5 m/s. The material of the walls is stone, but it is no important,
because the adiabatic walls are assumed in this case. As it can be seen from Fig. 23, a very fine grid is used for
this model and it is not necessary to do grid independent study. The very fine quadrilateral grid is possible to use,
because the model has a simply geometric.

Fig. 23. Grid of the 2D model of the local micro‐climate control near the paintings
The numerical investigation of the air circulation near the wooden desks on the wall involves solving a set of
partial differential Reynolds‐Averaged Naviere Stokes (RANS) equations within appropriate boundary conditions.
These equations describe the mutual dependence of the momentum, energy, moisture content, turbulent kinetic
energy and its dissipation rate in the space. The model is the standard k‐ε model with standard wall function,
using numerous approximations. The buoyancy forces and gravitation are included, too. For standard k‐ε model
parameters are chosen the default values in Fluent, see [3].
The partial differential equations were discretized into algebraic equations using the finite volume method
with a second order up‐wind scheme. The simulations are implemented in the FLUENT environment [3], where
the algebraic equations were solved over all the cells. Due to the nonlinearity of the equations, iterations need
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to be applied to achieve a convergent solution. The flow velocity is solved from the momentum equations, and
then it is corrected through the continuity equation in the SIMPLE algorithm. The fluid domain is considered as a
mixture of two components, air and water vapour. The mass conservation equation of the mixture, consisting of
two species and turbulence model equation with parameters are given in [3]. The simulation results are given
and analysed in the next section.
4.2. Simulation results
The main goal of this investigation is to provide the zone with the appropriate microclimate conditions near
the wooden desk (painting). Based on the the buoyancy forces and using two properly installed nozzles, the field
with certain temperature and RH can be maintenaed near the wooden desk on the wall without any
compartment. Development of the field with predefined temperature and RH around the wooden desk is shown
in Fig. 23 – Fig. 27. As it can be seen from these figures, the transient regime disappears after 30 sec and obtained
field is stable under these boundary conditions. The relatively thin layer near the wooden desk is obtained, which
has no significant influence to the bulk stream near the wall. The temperature and RH in the rest of the fluid
domain, i.e. rest of the space has the same values and in this case it is approximately the RH is 30 % and
temperature is 15 °C. In the zone near the wooden desk the temperature is 20°C and RH is 48 %.

Fig. 24 Relative humidity field near the paintings at 1 sec and at 5 sec

Fig. 25 Relative humidity field near the paintings at 10 sec and at 15 sec
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Fig. 26 Relative humidity field near the paintings at 20 sec and at 25 sec

Fig. 27 Relative humidity field near the paintings at 30 sec and at 60 sec

Fig. 28. Temperature distribution after transient time at 60 sec
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Fig. 29. The vector velocity field in the steady state regime after 60 sec

The temperature field in the steady state regime is given in Fig. 28. From this figure is clearly seen that the
temperature gradient between the zone with specific microclimate condition close to the desk and rest of the
space (bulk stream) is large and these two zones are clearly separated. The last Fig. 29 shows the vector velocity
field in the steady state regime. In this figure the stream from the inlet to outlet nozzles can be clearly seen and
mixing of this stream with bulk stream near the wall is insignificant.
This simulation shows that it is possible to achieve the zone with predefined microclimate conditions without
any additional compartments, which is a very important fact, because the changes of the historical building
interior are not permitted. The original form of the interior must be saved in any case if it is possible. This
approach can be implemented for example in the niches in the eastern and western walls of the chapel of Holy
Cross, where the ventilation by using AHU unit is not enough to provide the constant microclimate conditions. In
this way the initial undulation deformation that was occurred can be stopped.

5. Summary
Three different tasks were considered. Primarily, the CFD model of the two historical buildings i.e., parts of
these buildings was worked out. The CFD model of the chapel of the Holy Cross and bedchamber of the Linderhof
Castle was developed. In the both case a successfully validation of the model on the bases of the real
measurement is made.
In the case of the chapel of the Holy Cross, two problems are considered. Firstly, the zones with worst
microclimate conditions are found and secondly the some results of this simulation was used as boundary
conditions for the model of the moisture transfer, which is given in paper [1] and [6], developed in Matlab.
Analysing the simulation results, we found that the niches in the eastern and western wall have the worst
microclimate conditions. With the AHU that was installed in 2000 and, it is not possible to achieve the good
ventilation in these zones. Results of this simulation should be used in the future to the improve a temporary
AHU. Basis on this results, a decision on the optimal location for temperature and RH sensor can be made.
Furthermore this model can be used for designing a new inlet nozzle diffusor in order to achieved the better
temperature and RH distribution in the chapel.
The second part of this report is devoted to the CFD model of the Linderhof Castle and analysing the new
proposed air‐conditioning unit by using the same model. Based on the microclimate measurement on the
Linderhof castle provided by Fraunhofer institute the numerical model is validate. This model will be used for
design and optimization of the new air‐conditioning system, which should be installed in the near future in the
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bedchamber of the Linderhof Castle. This model shows that the use of the chimney channel for new ventilation
system is possible to realise and gives the satisfactory results.
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Introduction
In this part of the deliverable D7.3, we provide case study reports on the implementation and analysis of various
indoor‐climate control methods. The first two chapters aim at the evaluation of control strategies developed and
analysed in the Climate for Culture project. Particularly, the tests of two different control units with
implementation of equal‐sorption humidity control are documented. First the tests were performed at the
laboratory facilities of the Fraunhofer IBP in Holzkirchen and subsequently at two historical buildings:
i)
In a museum store room in Retz, Austria
ii)
in a Historical collection room of the State archives, Třebon Castle, Czech Republic.
Next to the description of the control units, the experiments are described and first results are provided.
The third chapter presents a unique cross comparison of three different climate control strategies at
Skokloster Castle, Sweden, where dehumidification, conservation heating and adaptive ventilation systems are
analysed. The methods, which have been installed in three similar rooms of the castle are compared with respect
to the quality of the achieved indoor‐climate assessed based on damage functions (mould and mechanical
damage risk) and with respect to energy consumption.
Next, controlled ventilation methods are considered in the chapters four, five, six and seven. Particularly, a
newly installed control ventilation system in St. Bartholomä, Königssee, Germany is described in chapter four
and the indoor‐climate analysis is performed showing considerable reduction of average relative humidity which
is projected to considerable decrease of mould growth risk. Subsequently, the project Maritimes Museum
Hamburg is described in chapter five showing difficulties about use of natural ventilation if outside air is polluted
by SO2, emitted by nearby ships. Only natural ventilation without filtering is not possible. The next chapter deals
with interventions in a museum for historic music instruments (Hofburg, Vienna, Austria), especially concerning
building matters as windows, shading, natural ventilation and demonstrates indoor and outdoor climate data
during a long period of 6 years. In addition this project points at difficulties concerning owners of buildings,
authorities and managers for improving measures for expositions. Finally, an analysis of potential of controlled
ventilation using historic chimneys in the Great Tower of Karlštejn Castle, Czech Republic, is presented with the
objective to improve the very humid environment in ground‐floor rooms of the tower. Due to large thermal
inertia of the thick walls of the tower, it is not sufficient to use only natural draught in the chimney. Forced
ventilation combined with adsorption dehumidifier is proposed as a viable and efficient solution.
Then, we move to the analysis of various types of heating systems in historic buildings. In chapter eight,
warm air heating systems in historic churches located in different regions in Italy (from the mountains to the
coastal area) are described and deeply analysed. The monitoring campaigns were focused to recognize the zones
reached by the warm air blown in, the thermal layering, the temperature and humidity distribution on the
horizontal cross section and the vertical profiles. In particular, it was observed that the thermal comfort was
limited in the proximity of the floor and in the area occupied by churchgoers, and the potential risk to vulnerable
artworks located at the upper levels, e.g. organs, wooden sculptures, paintings on canvas. Next, chapters nine,
ten and eleven focus on the temperierung heating systems. First, the principle is introduced in chapter nine
together with the analysis of its application in several case study buildings, particularly Kartause Mauerbach,
‘Gisela‐Rooms’ in Schönbrunn Castle, Museum of Fine Arts and Academy of Fine Arts (all Austria). For each case,
the technical solution of the system installation is outlined and the improvement of the indoor‐climate conditions
is documented by data graphs. The chapter is concluded by a summary section, where the main benefits of the
temperierung system are outlined. The chapter ten then deals with the Temperierung heating system in St.
Renatus Chapel at Lustheim Palace, Germany. In this Case study building, in 2013, a new control system was
installed for the existing temperierung wall heating system. In this application, interestingly, the temperierung
heating system is governed by a conservation heating approach to lower relative humidity. The analysis shows
that the indoor‐climate has been improved considerably ‐ the relative humidity has been stabilized to the range
between 50 % and 70 %. By reducing the temperature to avoid too low relative humidity levels in the building
energy is saved in wintertime for heating. Also chemical degradation processes run slower at lower temperature.
The following chapter eleven describes wall tempering system installed in the Small Auditorium southwest
tower‐room of Brežice Castle. A detailed data analysis is performed with a wide support of mathematical
modelling using building simulation software for the given case.
The twelfth chapter then provides experiences and analysis from four different micro control systems for
heating and ventilation installed in the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, Austria. The refurbished painting gallery is
controlled by building management system. The exhibit for modern art has a simple control system. The store
room for copper engravings has only convectors and finally the store room for precious paintings in basement
has wall heating with thermostat valves.
3

The last chapter illustrates the potential to use renewable energy sources in historic buildings while
minimising the adverse effects on the building and its heritage values. Based on a number of case studies it is
shown how thermal solar collectors, photovoltaic panels and air to water heat pump can be used for designated
indoor climate control in historic buildings.
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Introduction
As a part of the EU project “Climate for Culture” different new types of indoor climate control systems are
developed and tested. Therefore different tests were made at the outdoor test center of the Fraunhofer Institute
for Building Physics at Holzkirchen. The measurements are taken in a small house, the so called ‘Spitzgiebelhaus’
what means house with a narrow gable, where historic measuring instruments from the institute are stored until
they will be placed in an exhibition at the Fraunhofer museum. The test‐building will be called ‘small museum’ in
this context.
The tested control systems are programmed in order to create a stable moisture condition at about 50%
relative humidity.
One of these specific control units is the ‘equal moisture control system’, developed by Technical University
of Prague, Profs. P. Zitek and T. Vyhlidal, et al. [1, 2, 3].

Approach
The above mentioned equal moisture control (emc) approach [1, 2] has been developed for indoor‐climate
control systems of historic interiors (collection and store rooms of castles, museums, archives, etc.).
Idea behind emc is the fact that specific materials do not get stress if relative humidity in the room keeps
within a band, which limits considerably the moisture in the object. As known too much humidity in a room
induced stress to the material layers. There is limited stress to the stored items when moisture content of the
material stays in a certain range, which has to be defined before by calculations and specific measurements.
The emc is an efficient control system especially for storage rooms for museums if the material is known
before in order to calculate the optimal relative humidity limits for, to minimize the internal stress for artifacts
made of wood or other delicate materials for example. This system is particularly valuable for collection with
wooden artifacts.
The base for programming of the emc module was the developed algorithm of Pavel Zitek with collegues
and the existing ‘smart switch’ control unit of ‘Climate for Culture’ – Partner Kaeferhaus GmbH, Vienna in
cooperation with Frey Informationstechnik, Vienna.
The smart switch earlier was developed by this group for ventilating museums without damage by comparing
absolute humidity indoors and outdoors and for damage preventive conservation heating.
Idea behind this algorithm is the target with given artifacts of certain material as wood or paper to hold in a
band humidity of material, which does not stress the material. So the first step is to measure temperature of the
room and assess the corresponding relative humidity which would proved desired moisture content in the
material of the artifact. The humidity set‐point values should be relative humidity + 7% for dehumidifier and
relative humidity + 7% for humidifier, which is the agreed band of humidity which does not affect stress to the
specific material. These figures derive from experience of research on this field.
To reach this requirement, it is necessary to stabilize in a band in combination of room temperature relative
humidity in the room as a function of natural constants (k, d) and temperature. This means to react to a higher
room temperature with a higher relative humidity in the room and reverse. The approach to this function was
programmed by an equation of a straight line.
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Figure 1 ‘Smart switch’, newly programmed and transformed with two plugs for humidifier and dehumidifier
and 2 event logger, documenting activation of external humidifiers
(Photo: courtesy of R. Kilian, Fraunhofer IBP, Holzkirchen)

Figure 2 Detail of the LASCAR Datenlogger EL‐USB‐5
(Photo: courtesy of R. Kilian, Fraunhofer IBP, Holzkirchen)
Logging the activation of switching humidifier is provided by LASCAR data logger EL‐USB‐5. They are
connected to the system by AC/DC converters. The LASCAR data logger have their own power supply (battery)
and they log every change in activation of external humdifier or dehumidifier. Additionally the room is surveyed
by the IMEDAS system, an inhouse data acquisition system of the Fraunhofer IBP that collects data of all the data
loggers at the Holzkirchen outdoor test site.
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Figure 3 Type of dehumidifier WD 18, which was used in Holzkirchen and Retz

Technical Details
The programming of the prototype was done on top of existing smart switch unit. Therefore main elements of
the future emc unit were available. Only the program itself had to be changed.
Upon the given algorithm the following steps were programmed and thoroughly tested.1
The next step after programming the Smart Switch was mounting on to the unit which was provided by two
plugs, one for a humidifier and one plug for a dehumidifier. Two data loggers were connected to the two plugs
to log moments of activation of either the humidifier or the dehumidifier by the emc program to track these
events. Afterwards by comparing the room climate data certain a system could be proofed.
After successful tests in Vienna, the unit was brought to Fraunhofer Institute for Building Physics, Holzkirchen,
Bavaria, Germany, in order to get tested under ‘real’ conditions in kind of a climate chamber or test building,
called the ‘Spitzgiebelhaus’.

Figure 4,5 View of the ‘Spitzgiebelhaus’ in Fraunhofer IBP Research Center in Holzkirchen with climate chamber
inside, floor plan of the building with testing chambers.
(Photo: courtesy of R. Kilian, Fraunhofer IBP, Holzkirchen)

1

Find details to the program in www.freytec.com: Roland Frey ‘Techn. Beschreibung der ‘Klimaampel’
SMART SWITCH 2011a, Sonderprogarmmierung mit konservatorischer Heizung und dynamischer, relative Raum‐
Sollfeuchte.
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The climate chamber offers possibilities of creating different conditions inside a room. After a testing period
of about two months there were some results which proofed functioning of the unit so further steps were
organized.

Figure 6 Results of temperature and relative humidity during the tests with emc‐control box in climate chambers
in ‘Spitzgiebelhaus’ of Fraunhofer IBP, Holzkirchen, ‘
(Graph: Fraunhofer IBP, Holzkirchen)

Proofing in Reality
Next steps: Installing emc in a museum’s store room in the city of Retz in Austrian countryside
By coincidence, in the city of Retz, lower Austria, a convenient testing site for the emc control system was
offered, because an old building of the local museum was refurbished into a simple, low‐cost but well functioning
store room.
Retz is a small town in the north of lower Austria, the so called ‘Waldviertel’ near Czech border with about
5.000 inhabitants and a local museum with just ‘normal stuff’ to present as usual you will find everywhere on the
country side.

Figure 7 View to the central market place in Retz a town with very old history
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Figure 8 map of Austria with the city of Retz

Figure 9 View of the local museum in Retz
Principally it is not worth talking about a refurbishment of a store room for an existing museum in Lower
Austria, because this ‘problem’ is too small to talk about. On the other hand, this situation happens so often that
it is worth discussing it – especially when there is this initiative of the government of lower Austria ‘Schätze ins
Schaufenster – Qualitätsoffensive Museumsdepots’ what means, let’s show to public what we have in our
museums and store rooms and let us proudly show these treasures to our citizens. Therefore this initiative was
funded by government by 600.000,‐€, 150.000,‐ per year, from 2012 to 2016, to refurbish and to present all these
artifacts and well organized store rooms – also in this community of Retz.
As known you will find museums not only in bigger towns but also in smaller ones on the country side. You
will find museums everywhere. All these museums mostly have store rooms or have to establish ones, because
collecting artifacts is their task. Therefore they need money and space since the goods are getting more and
more. Additionally amongst collected artifacts sometimes more valuable items are found which are worthwhile
being shown to public. Especially in the countryside very often people are collecting rural historic items, valuable
and not very valuable at the first glance, which are stored in depots, if available. Therefore often these museums
on the countryside i.e. their depots, sometimes they are overflowing.
All these museums do not have a big budget for art and often do not have space available to store all items.
Running such depots and museums always is a question of money ‐ money to establish such store rooms and
money to maintain such depots. Therefore possibilities have to be found to establish very economically store
rooms with best possible constant indoor microclimate with a minimum of cost ‐ costs of refurbishing, cost for
maintaining them. Always there is a need for low cost store rooms, without big machinery and consequently big
energy demand or maintenance costs.
Under these circumstances the control system of equal moisture control (emc) of Pavel Zitek of University
of Prague seems to be a very suitable technique to reach stable museums climate with a minimum of investing
and running costs. Therefore is used in the described store room of Retz.
During this initiative, overseen by Helene Schrolmberger (scholar of European ethnology) and the
conservator Anne Biber, the author was asked in 2013 to improve as cheap as possible an existing old house
next to the museum in Retz, about 80 years old, with no basement and no stories as it is shown in the following
photo.
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Figure 10, 11 Photo of the planned store room in Retz before refurbishment, view inside the old depot
(Photo: Courtesy of conservator Anne Biber, Vienna)
From spring 2013 to spring 2014 the building was refurbished on advice of the planning consultant
Kaeferhaus GmbH.
Insulation on the roof, i.e. on top of the ceiling of the store rooms, air tightening of windows respectively
closing them with bricks because there was no need of windows. All measures served for thermal improvement
of the building in order to reduce energy consumption and to improve the microclimate situation in the old
building towards stabilizing indoor climate by very simple means.

Figure 12, 13 View of the store room after thermal improvements and view into the store room with selves to
store all objects which have been catalogued at the same time
(Photo: Courtesy of conservator Anne Biber, Vienna)
Because of big damages of existing plaster on the walls inside due to condensation of humid, warm summer
air on cold outside walls, sticking in cold ground, special plaster (www.r‐k‐i.at) was applied with detergents as
supplement to guarantee dry surfaces despite existing salt, transported in the past from the earth through rising
damp. For necessary, pure radiation heat to maximal about 10°C in the store room and to create warm walls to
avoid condensation and therefore mould on cold walls a small electric heating coil was embedded into the new
plaster inside at the bottom of walls.
After a calculation of payback time, the decision was taken not to connect the existing heating central of the
nearby museum across the court yard with a short district heating system by means of a ‘Temperierung’ wall
heating system to heat the store room. It was cheaper to heat the depot electrically although nobody was happy,
using electric heat for warming up a store room. Also an air to water heat pump to heat the store room was by
far more expensive than the chosen electric coil.
Despite all reasonable arguments against an electric heating one of the most striking arguments for the
cheap investment of electric coil heating was the quick response time of controlling such a heating. Also the
control units for such heating are very simple and cheap. A room thermostat to control an electric heating costs
about 20,‐ €.
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The electric heating was dimensioned in a way that room temperature in winter reaches about 10°C and will
not fall below 5° even at low temperatures outside of about ‐25°C, which sometimes occur in that region. To hold
a minimum temperature of about +5°C is because of existing artifacts in plastic which cannot suffer cold
temperatures below 5°C without severe damages because of embrittlement. Also ‘normal’ artifacts should not
be stored in rooms in temperatures below +5°C because of danger of freezing.
Finally a simple controlled and well filtered ventilation unit to provide a small air exchange rate from outside
when necessary or useful, activated by a ‘smart switch’ comparing absolute humidity inside and outside and also
temperature inside and outside in order to ventilate outside fresh air into the depot only when outside air was
no hazardous to inside micro climate.

Figure 14 View to the controlled ventilation of the museum
After reloading the store room in February 2014 with cleaned and catalogued artifacts measuring began as
shown in the following graph.
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Figure 15 Graph of indoor micro climate in the store room after moving in
(Photo: Courtesy of conservator Anne Biber, Vienna)
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This graph shows in the beginning of measuring period a high relative humidity due to the new inside plaster
which had lots of water content. Despite of controlled ventilation for a long period there was a high relative
humidity of about 65 to 70% in the store room till the moment, the emc control box with a humidifier and a
dehumidifier was installed.
In August 2014 the control box was installed in the store room by the author. As described this control
system tries to limit relative humidity to a certain, non hazarding band for the artifacts, depending of their
material leaving room, leaving temperature rather free floating.
As explained before, the emc box activates a connected humidifier and dehumidifier depending which of
this machinery is suitable to hold the desired micro climate in the room for the specific items.

Figure 16 View of the emc control unit with connected humidifier and dehumidifier
After installing the new emc control system together with a humidifier and a dehumidifier the indoor climate
kept very stable and significantly drier, as it is shown in the following graph.

The graph of the inside micro climate situation in Figs. 17, 18 shows a perfect, stable micro climate. The remaining
5 peaks in relative humidity show lack of emptying of the water reservoir of the dehumidifier due to lack of
surveillance. It is planned to equip the dehumidifiers with a drain to solve this problem in the future. Astonishing
that despite rather warm outside temperatures of about 30°C and more the insider temperature kept very stable
with about 20 to 22°C, most probably due to closing southern windows with bricks and mounting in the remaining
window in the windows (‘Verbundfenster’) cheap but very efficient sheet of corrugated steel between the two
glasses. This kind of intelligent shading reflects high and intense summer sun and leaves low, warming radiation
rays of winter sun into the room.
Despite the smooth and very stable indoor conditions one has to consider, that the measuring period of only
about 2 months is too short to give an ensured statement. Therefore the measuring campaign well be exceeded
for a longer period.
Nevertheless this practical example has shown the effectiveness of the use of the simple and economic
solution of the emc control to provide very cost and energy efficient climate stability in store rooms and
museums. After these tests the emc module as a practical and useful product of the European research project
‘Climate for Culture’ is available on the market to serve museums, collections and researchers.
Until now all indoor climate controls in the store rooms and the manipulation of logged data were managed
by persons and conservator which are in charge of this work. To improve this effort under the aspect of money
saving it is planned to change the existing emc control system, which derived from the ‘smart switch’ just with
another programmed control unit of partner from Czech Republic with the same programmed features as the
describes emc control unit also for the controlled ventilation by comparing absolute humidity indoors and
outdoors, but has all equipments in order to send all collected data directly by internet to the technician or
conservator in charge, which is a great help.
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Figure 17, 18 Graph of the micro climate in the main store room (Retz, ‘Hauptdepot’) of Retz after activation the
emc box, below with outside weather data in Retz of this period
(Photo: Courtesy of conservator Anne Biber, Vienna)
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Figure 19 Photo of the ‘Kybertech’ unit which is programmed with the emc algorithm for stabilizing room
conditions and activate natural ventilation upon comparison of absolute humidity indoors and outdoors with an
electronic module to mail logged room climate data through internet to technicians in charge (developed by
partner ‘Kybertech’, Czech Republic,
Photo: courtesy of ‘Kybertec)
Therefore it is planned to mount this unit in next future in the store room in the museum in the City of Retz
in Austria in order to have less personal expenses and engagement

Summary
This example of refurbishing and old, empty house for the sake of a storeroom for a museum with very low
energy consumption and stable indoor climate conditions could serve as a good example in two ways:
On one hand this example shows how with few and cost effective measures such a building could be
transformed into a suitable, damage preventive store room for a museum, which suffered very much from the
lack of room.
On the other hand using the emc control mechanism could be an efficient model of controlling climate
stability in such storing facilities without big machinery to condition best possible a store room. It is sufficient to
create a simple, air tight house with best possible outside shading, with radiation heating and a simple, but
efficient controlled ventilation and a humidifier and a dehumidifier are the minimum conditions to reach a
reasonable long term shelter for artifacts of museums.
Especially in the country side for smaller museums this research work as a result of ‘Climate for Culture’
research could be a suitable approach to reach climate stability by very simple means. Positive aspect of this
research work is the availability of this control unit on the market, already tested.
The use of the emc control mechanism principally needs knowledge of storing goods and their material
moisture content. This has to be researched before in order to know the band of humidity in the material and
consequently in the room corresponds directly to the humidity of the objects in question. Research on the
material and the band of material humidity will give a suitable condition to avoid stress and decay for artifacts in
combination with the emc control unit. Under this aspect the development of the emc control mechanism is a
very valuable contribution of the Technical University of Prague in the frame of the EU research project ‘Climate
for Culture’.
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Indoor Climate Control in Třeboň Castle
OTO SLÁDEK, ALEŠ SLÁDEK
Kybertec, s.r.o., Chrudim, Czech Republic

Introduction
As part of Climate for Culture system, new type of low cost indoor climate control system was developed.
System was based on philosophy of system implemented in 1997 at Karlštejn castle. Different tests were made
at the KYBERTEC testing facilities with several implementations. To achieve similar microclimate quality and
prove right behaviour of control approach, equal moisture control system was decided to be implemented
instead of actual system in Třeboň Castle.

Figure 1 – Trebon Castle

Třeboň castle, southeast of the town centre, is an outstanding example of Renaissance architecture and is the
town's foremost monument. It was once no more than a modest farmstead, later rebuilt into a fortress, and finally
altered into a stone castle (first mentioned in 1374). In the 16th century, Třeboň became the most productive part
of the Rožmberk dominion, however, the town, including the chateau, suffered terrible damage during the fire of
1562. Vilém of Rožmberk therefore appointed Jan and Antonio Ericers to reconstruct the old buildings into
a Renaissance chateau. The reconstruction was finished by the famous architect Dominik Cometa. After the death
of the last Rožmberk (1611), the Švamberks inhereted the chateau, however, they lost almost all of their
possessions in the fatal battle at Bílá Hora (1620). Ferdinand II then presented his own family with the Trebon
estate, however, the property, so easily gained, and was not looked after. Repairing of the chateau had to wait
until it was purchased by the old German House of the Swarzenbergs in 1660, in whose possession it remained
until 1940, when it was confiscated. Part of castle is archive with very valuable prints, where is controlled space
too.

Equilibrium moisture content model
For each of the considered materials the equilibrium moisture content (EMC) u settles on a specific level
appropriate to the relative humidity  and temperature T of the ambient air. The EMC value increases with
growing  and decreases with growing T and, in general, it is much more sensitive to air humidity change than
to varying temperature. Various models, e.g. by Day and Nelson [1], Simpson [2], Henderson [3], are used to
describe the relationship between the EMC as u, and the pair of air temperature T and relative air humidity  ,
u   ( , T ) . Usually this relationship is displayed in the coordinates  and u, as the so‐called sorption
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isotherms, with temperature considered as a parameter. From the viewpoint of the considered control, as the
most suitable from the available models the logarithmic Henderson type of model, namely its three‐parameter
version [3], was chosen

  ln(1   ) 
u

 A (T  B ) 

C

(1)

where   0, 1 is the relative air humidity expressed as dimensionless ratio, T is the air temperature in °C
and u is the EMC expressed as the ratio of moisture mass content to the mass of anhydrous material. The
parameters of the model are specific for each material, the additive temperature constant B is in °C, C is a positive
dimensionless exponent less than one and the sensitivity coefficient A is in°C‐1. Apparently the model is not
suitable for air humidity getting near to the state of saturation, i.e. for   1 since then the logarithm is not
defined. But any approaching the saturation state brings about condensation and thus such a state is quite
inadmissible for the interiors concerned.
Model (1) has been designed for an assessment of moisture content in particular materials. However, it also
contains an intuitive suggestion how to form microclimate conditions providing this moisture content to be kept
constant. It is apparent from (1) that for a temperature change from T1 to T2 such a specific humidity change
from the initial 1 to a new  2 can be considered that after providing both these changes the EMC value would
remain unaffected, i.e. u1  u2 . Since just the change of moisture content is the crucial harmful impact
originating from the air humidity, this aspect is of primary importance in preventive conservation and is the base
of the control algorithm. For more information algorithm itself see [4], [5], [6].

Implementation
Already the first implementation of equal‐sorption control system proposed for microclimate adjustment in
The Holy Cross Chapel at the Karlštejn Castle [4] has proved the ability to provide permanently favourable
conditions for maintaining the absorbed moisture constant in most of the exhibits deposited in the medieval
interior in spite of extreme demands on visitors intensity.
For implementation was selected space with controlled microclimate in zero floor with old prints library,
where relative humidity control is crucial for long term artefact preservation. New system was prepared as
replacement for previous small HW bang‐bang control system with hysteresis implemented approx. 10 years
ago. Previous system measured relative humidity and was switching on/off installed dehumidifier with
prescribed hysteresis. As part of system also independent T/RH measurement system was used for control of
heater operation. Original chip solution can be seen in figure below

Figure 2 – Original Control System/chip installed in Třeboň
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The implementation of the proposed humidity adjustment, using the dehumidifying device MOL‐26
produced by PZP Komplet, Dobruška, Czech Republic controlled according to the equal sorption manner (1). Let
us mention that before installing the dehumidifying device into the collection room, its environment had been
long‐term monitored. The annual cycle measurements performed in the interior recorded (see Figure 3 as
example for period 2003/2004) show relatively large fluctuations of relative humidity as well as in the consequent
EMC changes. Let us remark that such fluctuations are not only caused by the moisture originating from in‐
leakage from the outdoor air and from the. During dry spring to autumn periods the interior was intensively
ventilated by opening the windows, which naturally decreased the RH and EMC values. Taking this fact into
consideration, it was concluded that in order to keep the EMC close to 10% for wood and 6% for paper (provided
that the windows are closed), only dehumidification is needed.
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Figure 3 – The annual cycle measurements performed in the uncontrolled interior of the Historic Collection in State
Archives in Třeboň Castle [7]

Control system
For controlling the dehumidifying device MOL‐26 a special control unit has been developed within the Climate
for Culture project. The system was built for general use in the heritage preservation and for the system it was
necessary to meet following conditions

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Modern hardware (HW) concept (computing power)
Have Ethernet connectivity
Web interface for end customers
Software (SW) programming via IEC 61131‐3 esp. ST (structural text)
HW extensibility
Connectivity to SCADA systems
Connectivity to internet (supporting internet protocols like ftp)
Connectivity to other control systems
Connectivity to Analytical SW like MATLAB
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Satisfy security aspect (passwords, different access levels)
Ability for 100% Simulation of all PLC functions on PC including serial and Ethernet ports, Embedded
WEB server and Web site
Have connectivity to modern building control systems – intelligent buildings
Low cost system

After comparison between different products from SIEMENS, Schneider‐Electric and other small control systems
producers was decided to use TECOMAT Foxtrot system (1015) as base for building case‐switchboard.

Figure 4 ‐ Foxtrot Control System Unit

Named control system satisfies all the above points. In the following we show small description about
functionalities:

‐

‐
‐
‐

‐

‐

‐

Built‐in LCD 4×20 characters and 6 keys (usable for main overview about actual microclimate state in
building). Available coding: ASCII, CP1250, CP1251 (Cyrillic), CP1252, CP1253 (Greek). Code pages can
satisfy all potential project partners.
Programmable controller according to IEC EN 61131 (this point include possibility for future easy
reprogramming for other control systems from different producers).
Outstanding integration of controller together with the IT and telecommunication technologies in one
device (like Ethernet, SMS modem etc.).
Powerful CPU with integrated binary inputs and relay outputs (for switching humidifiers e.g.). 6 inputs
alternate binary inputs and analog inputs (U,I,RTD) can be configured individually (according to
microclimate sensors). Measuring range is set by the user SW configuration.
6 relay outputs in two groups on board. Optional slot can be inserted by additional 7×DI or 4×DI/ 3×DO
on submodules PX‐7811 or PX‐7812.No. of I/O is expandable up to 134 I/O, resp. up to 10 modules (it
looks like as absolute enough for future expandability) on high speed internal serial bus TCL2 (345 kbps)
– enough for dynamics in control processes for microclimate control. Other I/O can be expanded also
by 2 wire electrical installation bus CIB (19.2 kbps). Software abilities we can describe follows :
Free programmable according IEC EN 61131‐3, On‐line programming (important for testing),
Programming and data communication (in LAN, Wi‐Fi, WAN, Internet) is available on Ethernet port (100
Mbps) with fixed IP address.2 serial ports: one RS‐ 232, the second one with optional interface from the
Profibus DP or configurable UART. Built‐in PROFIBUS DP Master on serial port or built‐in BACnet (used
in many building systems) and MODBUS/TCP protocols on Ethernet (usable for analytical SW like
MATLAB, MATHEMATICA etc.). Built‐in web server, free creation of user internal web site stored on
memory card (XML technology).
Memory expandable by SD/SDHC/MMC cards – this property is very important for project purposes
because on the SD cards we could save measured data from Case studies and all implementations.

Implementation of the control system on site can be seen in figures 5 to 8 on next page.
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Figure 6 ‐ Heater used in controlled space

Figure 5 Preparation for tests

Figure 7 ‐ Installed new Control System

Figure 8 ‐ Installed new Control System

Data analysis
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Installation of the control system was finished in the Třeboň castle in the middle of the April and the
experiment followed scheme as shown in Figure 9. After five months of the control system operation indoor
climate parameters are analysed

Figure 9 – Experiment setup schedule for Třeboň castle measurement

From measured data the EMC values for paper and wood are evaluated based on formula (1). Statistical data are
shown in table 1. From the results we can see that in average we are very close to our target values both for
paper (6%) and for wood (10%). Also the averages of temperature and relative humidity are modest and show
good operation of the control system. From the maxima and minima of all parameters we can clearly see, that
we are restrained to acceptable range of values. In terms of relative humidity we are not in the region of
parameters where the germination of the mould could appear and also the range of temperatures is very good
and temperature is not higher than 21 °C.
What is even more encouraging is the development of the EMC parameter, which is very stable and its
fluctuations have very low amplitude and low frequency, which proves that control system works very well.
In figures 10 to 14 we can see all relevant parameters for each measured month

Temp [°C]

Rel. humidity [%]

EMC ‐ paper [%]

EMC ‐ wood [%]

17,78

56,02

5,81

10,64

Temp [°C]

Rel. humidity [%]

EMC ‐ paper [%]

EMC ‐ wood [%]

15,10

45,20

4,76

8,85

Temp [°C]

Rel. humidity [%]

EMC ‐ paper [%]

EMC ‐ wood [%]

21,00

65,85

6,86

12,41

Table 1 ‐ Averages, Minima and maxima of indoor climate parameters
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Figure 10 – Measurement of indoor climate parameters in May

Figure 11 – Measurement of indoor climate parameters in June

Figure 12 – Measurement of indoor climate parameters in July
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Figure 13 – Measurement of indoor climate parameters in August

Figure 14 – Measurement of indoor climate parameters in September

Conclusions
Installation of low cost control system with the algorithm for moisture sorption stabilization was put into
use in Třeboň castle. The results are very promising and values of measured EMC for both paper and wood proved
high stability. Also the values of temperature and relative humidity were improved in the comparison to the past.
Described example of testing implementation was very good to improve quality of developed low cost
Control System. First ‐ this is a typical example of implementation system with accent to very low energy
consumption and stable indoor climate. Second ‐ in situ proven usability of Equilibrium moisture content control
system. Also this implementation gives a chance to improve versatility and several other parameters of
developed low cost control system.
Usability of small Control system linked with simply equipped “air condition system” was also important part
of work and easy implementation was proven in praxis.
Using of the sorption isotherm control mechanism principally needs knowledge of storing goods and their
material moisture content, but parameters could be simply edited in Control system vie user interface. Test also
shows that stored material (papers and wood) was in suitable condition to avoid stress and decay of stored
objects.
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Links and Sources
1.

PZP – technical documentation for dehumidifier
http://www.pzp.cz/en/

2.

Papouch – technical documentation
http://www.papouch.com/en/website/mainmenu/mainpage/

3.

Teco – technical documentation for Foxtrot systems
http://www.tecomat.com
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A cross comparison of three different climate control strategies at Skokloster
Castle
ADAM JUSTIN MOLL, MAGNUS WESSBERG AND TOR BROSTROM.
Uppsala Universitet Campus Gotland

Introduction
Skokloster Castle is located between Stockholm and Uppsala by Lake Mälaren. Skokloster is unique in the
sense that it is a very well preserved baroque castle, built 1654–76 during Sweden’s days as a great power (1611–
1718). The house contains vast collections of great cultural significance assembled by the former private owners
– the three noble families Wrangel, Brahe, and von Essen – during 300 years and kept in the house as a fee tail,
or fideicommis, 1701–1967. Since 1967 the house and its collections are owned by the Swedish government and
displayed as a museum.
As the private owners often have had other seats, Skokloster has been used infrequently during its history.
As a consequence most of the building has not been modernised, in contrast to similar estates. Today, only the
ground floor has modern technical utilities as central heating, electricity, and plumbing – which means there is
no active climate control of the upper floors, where the majority of the museum’s collections are stored. As a
result, the indoor climate of the museum does not conform to common museum standards; mainly due to too
high or varied RH levels. In some rooms, especially those facing north, mould growth has been detected.[1]
To establish whether active climate control could solve the problems with the indoor climate, a three‐year
long experiment was initiated in the spring of 2013. Three rooms with documented mould risk climate were
equipped with a different climate control system in each room. The climate control systems chosen were
conservation heating, humidity adaptive ventilation, and dehumidification. Meanwhile, three rooms with similar
conditions to the previous rooms were selected as reference rooms where the indoor climate would be logged
during the experiment. The windows of all six rooms were renovated and made more air tight. After each year,
the climate control systems are moved to new rooms so that all three rooms get to test all three climate control
systems. The first stage of the experiment was finished in March 2014, when the climate control systems were
moved to new rooms. This report presents the first year of the experiment.

The building
Skokloster is a heavy stone and brick building with a central squared courtyard, and octagonal towers in the
outer corners. The foundation is made of granite with brick walls on top walls. The façade is rendered, and the
windows are single glazed with limited air tightness. A corridor on each floor goes around the courtyard and
provides access to the staircases, which are in direct contact with outdoor air. The piano nobile is situated on the
first floor, with the guest room apartment located above along with The unfinished hall – an enormous room
stretching up to the roof and originally planned to house the banquet hall. The top floor consists of the library
and two separate armouries, containing weapons, armours, ethnographica, and curiosities. The ground floor
houses offices, storage, temporary exhibitions, the gift shop, and a café. Most rooms in the house are planned
as enfilades, but with access to the corridors on each floor.
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Fig. 1. Floor plan of Skokloster. The rooms are named in the same way on every floor, e.g. room 3V is above room 2V.

The rooms selected for the experiment were The grey room (2V), London (3K), and Florence (3V). The
reference rooms were The blue bedchamber (2R) was used for 2V, The green bedchamber (2K) for 3K, and
Brussels (3R) for 3V. The reference rooms were located in as close a location as possible, i.e. below or next to the
climate controlled rooms. For location in the building, see figure 1.

Control

Test room

Reference room

Dehumidification

2V

2R

Conservation heating

3K

2K

Adaptive ventilation

3V

3R

Table 1. Test and reference rooms in Skokloster.

Method and technical solution
Dehumidification
In room 2V, dehumidification was installed; an adsorption dehumidifier controlled by a humidistat. The
adsorption dehumidifier functions well in low temperatures, which makes it suitable for Skokloster as the room
is not heated. The moisture of the room’s indoor climate is transferred to warmer air, which is disposed of via a
pipe thorough the window. The dry air from by the adsorption dehumidifier is distributed to the room through
two pipes.
Conservation heating
Conservation heating was installed in room 3K. The room was direct electric heated by detached finned tube
radiators placed on the floor. The radiators were controlled by a humidistat placed by the outer wall. The door
to the tower chamber was closed and insulated to reduce the influence from the tower. An advantage with the
conservation heating system at Skokloster is that it is very flexible and easy to install without permanent impact
in the building.
Adaptive ventilation
In room 3V, adaptive ventilation was installed. Adaptive ventilation is controlled with respect to the absolute
humidity inside and outside. When the outside air is drier, a fan is turned on. The supply air was taken from the
outdoor climate through a pipe in a window, and the exhaust air was disposed through chimney. The whole
system was controlled by sensors placed outdoors, protected from the sun, and indoors in the middle of the
room.
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Humidistats
For conservation heating and dehumidification, the humidistats controlling the climate control systems were
set to prevent mould growth with respect to both temperature and RH.
The control scheme is based on the isopleth curves for mould growth [ref] Krus et al have developed three
different isopleth diagrams: LIM 0, LIM I, and LIM II.[2] LIM I is the diagram for biologically recyclable building
materials, and is the diagram used for controlling and analysing the indoor climate of Skokloster (see figure 2) as
it is the most accurate diagram for the experiment.

Fig. 2. The LIM I isopleth line developed by Krus et al. Dots above the red line represents time when there has been risk of
mould growth.

Measurements
The temperature and RH has been logged outdoors , in the three rooms with climate control, and in the
three reference rooms. The results are presented as time graphs containing information about temperature, RH,
mixing ratio of the humidity in the air, mould risk, and a moving average of the RH. In addition, there are also
scatter plots showing mould risk in relation to the LIM I isopleth line developed by Krus et al.

Results
As a reference, figure 3 shows the outdoor climate during the period. Table 2 gives a summary of the
measurements in all three rooms.

Fig. 3. The outdoor climate 2013–2014.
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Average

Temperature (°C)

RH (%)

Mixing ratio

The grey room (2V)
Humidification

10,37

63,27

5,44

The blue bedchamber (2R)
Reference

9,84

65,76

5,45

London (3K)
Conservation heating

11,20

63,64

5,57

The green bedchamber (2K)
Reference

10,36

59,63

5,09

Florence (3V)
Adaptive ventilation

9,65

64,23

5,20

Brussels (3
(Reference)

9,47

68,60

5,46

Table 2. The average climate in the measured rooms.

Dehumidifier – The grey room (2V)
The mould growth risk has been low in the room. Only on one occasion, 2 June 2014, were the temperature
and RH close to the isopleth line (see figure 4). At the time, the temperature was 18 °C and RH was 77 % which
means that the peak is a result of a boost in mixing ratio. This effect can be seen in all rooms and outdoors.
However, shortly after the RH dropped to 54 % with a temperature of 17,5 °C. The dehumidifier did not activate
at the time, which it should have. The most likely explanation is that the dehumidifier was turned off due to
ongoing cleaning.
The energy consumption of the dehumidifier during the year was 36 kWh, of which the majority occurred in
May 2013 (see figure 16). The last time the climate control system was used during the year was 27 June. Out of
the three climate control systems, the dehumidifier had the lowest energy consumption – mainly because it was
used so little. If the system had been active more, it is probable that the energy consumption would be
comparable to the one of the conservation heating.
The variations in RH may be regarded in a long term and a short term perspective. The long term perspective
is gained by studying the moving average, and the short term perspective by looking at the RH curve. In a long
term perspective, the moving average has mostly stayed close to 60 % RH, with some peaks around 67–70 % RH.
During July and ten days in October 2013, the level was below 60 %.
The short term variations were bigger. The lowest measured RH level was from 22 July 2013 at 43 % RH, and
the highest was from 2 June 2013 at 77 % RH. A level of the same magnitude was noted on 13 April 2013 at 76,6
% RH. The levels have varied very quickly: over a couple of days, the differences may be as much as 20 percentage.
The mixing ratio of the reference room 2R, (see figure 5), was nearly identical to the mixing ratio of 2V. Thus
we can conclude that there are no moisture sources or sinks. However, the temperature was slightly lower with
a somewhat higher RH as a result. On a few occasions in May and June, there was risk or a close risk of mould
growth in the references room. By comparing the scatter diagrams of 2R and 2V (see figures 6 & 7) it is possible
to see that the dehumidifier made a difference in the mould risk. The shapes of the two diagrams are quite
similar, but the peaks close to or above the isopleth curve that can be found in 2R are missing in 2V, except from
the peak of 2 June 2013 – when the dehumidifier probably was turned off.
In short:

• Low risk for mould growth in the room during the year. Slightly higher risk in the reference room.
• Very low energy consumption, mainly due to low usage of the climate control system.
• Small seasonal variations in RH, but rather big in a short term perspective.
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Fig. 4. The indoor climate of room 2V.

Fig. 5. The indoor climate of room 2R, reference room to 2V.

Fig. 6. Mould risk in room 2R, reference room to 2V.
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Fig. 7. Mould risk in room 2V.

Conservation heating – London (3K)
From The unfinished hall, doors lead to other incomplete rooms; 3K being one of them, and housing storage
for paintings.
On several occasions there has been a risk of mould growth in the room. Between 22 and 28 October 2013
the isopleth line was exceeded (see figure 8). The RH during those days was as high as 83 % and 78 %, while the
temperature at its lowest was 8,5 °C and at its highest was 13 °C. During two more periods, in all a total of two
months in the winter, the levels were very close to the isopleth mould risk curve.
The long term variations were rather large. The lowest level of the moving average was 50 % RH, at 13 July
2013, and the highest level was 83 % RH, at 17 February 2014. The short term variations were also large. The
highest measured level of RH was from 7 February 2014 at 88,5 %, and the lowest level was from 22 July 2013 at
37 % RH. Two days later, on 24 July 2013, the RH level was at 58 %, which tells us that the variations have been
fast. An example of a such extreme variation is from 22 October 2013, when the RH level rose from 57,5 % to 84
%. Similarly rapid shifts, though not as extreme, occurred on several occasions during the year. Rapid shifts in
temperature can be spotted on the chart, mostly during the winter. These variations are most likely caused by
the conservation heating system.
Of the three climate control systems, the conservation heating system consumed the most energy. In total
432,7 kWh was spent, and the majority of the consumption took place October 2013 until February 2014 (see
figure 17).
It is reasonable to assume that the indoor climate of The unfinished hall, adjacent to 3K, as well as the
outdoor climate have affected the indoor climate of 3K. The indoor climate of The unfinished hall is closely related
to the outdoor climate, especially during the cold part of the year. This means that 3K, being a corner room,
during large parts of the year on three sides is surrounded by the outdoor climate, or a climate very close to it.
As one can expect, the differences between 3K and the reference room The green bedchamber (2K) were
somewhat larger in comparison to the other rooms in the experiment, as 2K is much more isolated against the
outdoor climate than 3K. The reference room 2K has actually had a better indoor climate than 3K, regarding
mould growth risk, as the RH was lower – both in a long term and a short term perspective (see figure 9 and
compare figures 10 & 11). The risk of mould growth was nearly the same for both rooms in temperatures above
15 °C. But with lower temperature, the differences in mould risk were quite large in the favour of room 2K.
In short:
• Periods of mould growth risk.
• Better indoor climate in the reference room, which indicates a difference between the properties of the
rooms.
• High energy consumption, in comparison with the other systems.
• Large variations in RH.
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Fig. 8. The indoor climate of room 3K.

Fig. 9. The indoor climate of room 2K, reference room to 3K.

Fig. 10. Mould risk in room 3K.
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Fig. 11. Mould risk in room 2K, reference room to 3K.

Adaptive ventilation – Florence (3V)
The climate in the room has not exceeded risk line for mould growth during the year. The variations in RH
have been larger than in room 2V but less than in 3K both in a short term and a long term perspective. The
highest measured level of RH was 80 % at 19 April 2013, and the lowest level was 39 % at 22 July 2013. Some of
the short term variations have been very hasty, just like in the previous two climate controlled rooms (see figure
12).
In contrast to the other two climate control systems, the adaptive ventilation system has consumed energy
rather evenly throughout the year. It was sparsely used in March and December 2013, and February 2014, but
during the rest of the year it was active more constantly. In total, 262 kWh was used to power the system during
the year (see figure 18).
As with the other two climate controlled rooms, it is possible to detect that the outdoor climate has
influenced the climate in room 3V. When comparing charts of the indoor climate of 3V and its reference room
3R, Brussels (see figure 13), it is possible to see when and how the climate control system works. Even though
the indoor climate of 3R was acceptable from a mould growth risk perspective, there are differences between
the two rooms – which can be seen on the scatter diagrams (see figures 8 & 9). The shapes of the two rooms are
somewhat similar on the scatter diagrams at higher temperatures, but when the temperature falls the
differences grow. Especially when the temperature is below 13 °C, the risk for mould growth is lower in 3V than
in 3R. This indicates that the humidity adaptive ventilation is most efficient in low temperatures (compare figures
14 & 15).
In short:

• No risk of mould growth, which is also true for the reference room. There are however differences
between the rooms that indicates a positive effect caused by the climate control system.
The energy consumption has in comparison with the other test rooms been moderate and very consistent.
• Considerable variations in RH level.
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Fig. 12. The indoor climate of room 3V.

Fig. 13. The indoor climate of room 3R, reference room to 3V.

Fig. 14. Mould risk in room 3V.
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Fig. 15. Mould risk in room 3R, reference room to 3V.

Analysis of the data
The indoor climate in the room with adaptive ventilation has been the best from a mould risk perspective,
though the indoor climate in the room with dehumidification also was acceptable. The worst indoor climate was
in the room with conservation heating. There were big variations in temperature and RH as well as levels above
the isopleth for mould growth risk for as long as 16 hours continuously. For as long as 625 hours continuously
the levels were close to mould growth risk in this room, which is extremely long in comparison with the other
climate controlled rooms (see table 3). There is no doubt that the climate conditions for this room has been much
worse than in the other rooms. Perhaps the climate would have been better if the conservation heating system
had had more capacity, and a humidistat that reacted more quickly.
The most stable indoor climate was in the room with dehumidification. The adaptive ventilation gave a good
indoor climate with respect to mould growth risk. It is the system that has been used the most, and in comparison
with its reference room 3R the mixing ratio has been lower. A possible explanation to the good performance of
the ventilation system may be that hygroscopic materials in the room as a moisture buffer.
Time
above
Time close to and above
mould
mould growth risk index* (h)
growth risk index (h)
The grey room (2V)

0

50

The blue bedchamber (2R)

15

168

London (3K)

16

625

The green bedchamber (2K)

3

207

Florence (3V)

0

43

Brussels (3R)

5

540

*Levels above a mould growth risk of 0,9
Table 3. Time above or close to mould growth risk index.

To summarise the above, all the reference rooms had quite acceptable indoor climates. One reason for this
is that the outdoor climate during the time period was not very challenging in terms of mould risk.
By making a ratio between the average RH and mixing ratio levels of the different rooms, it is possible to the
experiment rooms with the reference rooms (see table 4). If there would be no differences between the test
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rooms and the reference rooms, the number would be 1. Ergo, the further away from 1 you get, the bigger
difference. When studying the ratios of the different rooms, it becomes clear that the adaptive ventilation in
room made the most positive impact.
Average ratio between test
rooms and reference rooms

RH (%)

Mixing
ratio

2V–2R
Dehumidification

0,962

0,998

3K–2K
Conservation heating

1,067

1,094

3V–3R
Adaptive ventilation

0,936

0,952

Table 4. Ratio on the impact of the different systems.

At a first glance, it would seem that the humidity adaptive ventilation is the most suitable climate control
system for the house – both regarding efficiency, and energy consumption (compare figures 16, 17 & 18) but
there is a disadvantage with the system: it is vulnerable for long term increases of the outdoor mixing ratio. Thus
an auxiliary humidity control is needed to prevent mould growth. Since adaptive ventilation is the most efficient
at temperatures below 13 °C it would probably be possible to combine adaptive ventilation with a condensing
dehumidifier which only works in temperatures above 10 °C, and is more easily installed than an adsorption
dehumidifier. Such a combined system could be more reliable and safe, but it would also require more
maintenance.

kWh
Dehumidification

36

Conservation heating

433

Adaptive ventilation

262

Table 5. Energy use during the test period.

Impact on cultural heritage values
The adsorption dehumidifier used in the experiment requires a sloping exhaust pipe, which makes it
impossible to extract the exhaust air through the chimneys. An alternative solution could instead be to place the
dehumidifier in the attic. This would lead to fewer visible changes to the building envelope, and the possibility
to insulate the dehumidifier for extra fire and moisture protection.[3] On the other hand it would also have a
strong visible impact on the attic. In a similar way it would probably be possible to install humidity adaptive
ventilation on the attic via the chimneys. A combination of humidity adaptive ventilation and refrigeration
dehumidification is probably possible, and could prove suitable for several rooms.
There are some rooms where no fireplaces have been installed, or the flue pipes have been plugged at a
later date. In those rooms an adsorption dehumidifier or humidity adaptive ventilation could affect the heritage
values in a negative way if they were not very gently installed as pipes would have to be driven through the
windows. A solution to some of those rooms could instead be to install conservation heating, which may be
perfectly reversible.
For the general cultural heritage value of Skokloster, active climate control would be a positive change if it
allowed the collections to remain in place. The context of the building is in itself highly valuable. To do nothing
would however harm the value, as some artefacts may be damaged and lose some of their cultural value. Some
of the more urgent changes needed would be to secure a suitable indoor climate for the painting storage, at the
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moment housed in London (3K). The current indoor climate could prove to be disastrous for the paintings, but
there are at the moment no obvious other rooms to be used for the purpose. A somewhat reversible solution
could instead be to build a smaller, new room into the old one – like a box. The new room could in that way be
perfectly up‐to‐date regarding climate control, without changing the current room too much. This is however a
subject for another study.
The following two years of the experiment will show how the conservation heating behaves in the other
rooms, and how the other climate control systems handle the demanding climate conditions of London (3K).
When the following two years of the experiment has ended it will also be easier to tell to what extent errors in
the measurement, and the outdoor climate has affected the results.
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Introduction
St. Bartholomä is a pilgrimage church in southern Bavaria at the Königssee (figure 1). It was first built in 1134
as a little chapel. In the 17th century it was demolished and rebuild in its todays form as a baroque church.
The famous stucco was made by the Austrian Joseph Schmidt. After 1810 the church became a favorite place
of the king of Bavaria, Ludwig II, who restored the church in the 19th century.
The church is located on a small peninsula in front of the Watzmannmassiv, a mountain region. Due to this
location it can only be reached by boat or long alpine trails.

Figure 1: The church of St. Bartholomä at Königssee. (Photo: ©BSV)

Figure 2: The indoor climate in St. Bartolomä from November 4th 2011 – June 6th 2012 without climate control is
characterized by high relative humidity, with an average of 92 % r.h. in the period and low temperature in winter.
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The church has not been climatized until 2013. Before, the indoor climate could only be described as
extremely humid. In the period from November 4th, 2011 to June 6th, 2012 the maximum of the relative
humidity was 100 % rh and the mean value 92 % rh (see figure 2)! In 2009 there had been an outbreak of
mould on walls and stucco, the altarpieces and canvas paintings. After this event condensation dehumidifiers
have been installed as an intermediate measure with good success. The aim of the administration of Bavarian
Castles was to create a long term solution that would also be as energy efficient as possible.
The investigation of historic archive files showed that mould growth was not described as a constant problem
inside the church. So the assumption about the causes of the sudden outbreak in 2009 was a wrong long
term ventilation strategy. New, airtight windows had been installed in 1978 and there was a strong increase
in visitor numbers since the 1990ies and e.g. in 2010 there were counted more than 450.000 visitors.
A comparison between indoor and outdoor absolute humidity showed that there was a potential to improve
indoor relative humidity just by ventilating the building at the “right” times, when absolute humidity
outdoors would be lower than indoors. Therefore, in 2013 a controlled ventilation system was installed
during the Climate for Culture project in cooperation between BSV, Fraunhofer and Krah&Grote
Measurements. The main aim was to lower the relative humidity, but also to stabilize the indoor climate
with this new control system.

Method and technical solution – Controlled ventilation
This new control system uses the relative humidity as primary parameter for control. The idea is to use the
natural difference of the absolute humidity inside the church and outside to reduce the relative humidity
inside. A comparison of the absolute humidity inside the church and outside showed that it could be possible
to reduce the high values of the relative humidity by establishing a ventilation system (figure 3). The high
moisture in St. Bartholomä is mainly due to the additional moisture brought in by visitors. Another reason is
the desorption from the moist walls, since the ground water level is just below the church that is situated
right on the lakeside. Whenever the absolute humidity of the outside air on the roof above the attic (the air
has to come directly from the outside, due to contamination of the roof truss with pesticides) is lower than
that of the inside air, the drier air is brought into the church by forced ventilation. The ventilation will then
lead to a slight reduction of indoor relative humidity.

Figure 3: Comparison of the absolute humidity inside the church and outside from February 1st – November 4th.
Especially in autumn the absolute humidity inside the church is during long periods higher than outside. This shows
the possibility to reduce the high values of the relative humidity by establishing a ventilation system.

The controlled ventilation system (figure 4) consists of:
-

Ventilation unit in the attic (figure 6)
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-

2 window motors for opening and closing (figure 5)
Indoor air‐temperature and relative humidity sensor
Outdoor air‐temperature and relative humidity sensor
Control unit

The ventilation unit can provide an air exchange rate of up to 2 [1/h] changes per hour. The windows open
at the same time the ventilation unit goes into operation to establish a controlled path for the air that passes
through the building.

Figure 4: Control system and components of the controlled ventilation system at St. Bartholomä.
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Figure 5: Motors above the windows for opening and closing.

Figure 6: Ventilation unit at the attic of the church St. Bartholomä.
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Figure 7: Air inlet behind the altarpiece.

The controlling system was set up mainly to prevent algae and mould growth, but also to establish a more
stable indoor climate. It uses a controlling cycle (figure 8) to establish a reduce relative humidity.
The controlled ventilation by outdoor air is adjusted to the following set points:
- Minimal relative humidity indoor: 48%
- Maximal relative humidity indoor: 52%
- Minimal air temperature indoor: 10° C
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Figure 8: Controlling Cycle of the controlled ventilation system of the church St. Bartholomä.

Results
As seen in figure 9 and 10 the conditions of relative humidity and temperature could be improved by the
controlled ventilation system. The system decreased especially relative humidity in the summer in average
by 10 % rh. This reduces the risk of mould growth, which is an important problem in the church of St.
Bartholomä. During the winter period the system does not run below 10 °C in order not to cool the church
down too much. During this time the moisture load is less, because there are almost no visitors in the church.
Also mould risk is less at lower temperature. During summer, the quality of indoor air is improved by
reducing the CO2 concentration which is generated by the visitors.
The results are not as good as hoped for, so that additional measures are being considered at the moment.
An extra dehumidifier was already installed additional to the ventilation system. To reduce the moisture in
the walls, also a Temperierung wall heating system is considered.
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Figure 9: Comparison of measured data in the summer‐period without climate control from June 1st –
October 18th 2011, and with climate control from June 1st – October 18th 2013. The controlled ventilation
system established an average reduction of the relative humidity by 10 % rh during the summer.

Figure 10: Comparison of measured data in the winter‐period without climate control from November 15th
2011– March 11th 2012, and with climate control from November 15th 2012 – March 11th 2013. During the
winter period the system does not run below 10 °C in order not to cool the church down too much. During
this time the moisture load is less, because there are almost no visitors in the church. Also mould risk is less
at low temperature.
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Summary
The church of St. Bartholomä at the Königssee did not have climate control until 2013. Before, the indoor
climate could only be described as extremely humid. A comparison between indoor and outdoor absolute
humidity showed that there was a potential to improve indoor relative humidity just by ventilating the
building at the “right” times, when absolute humidity outdoors would be lower than indoors. Therefore, in
2013 a controlled ventilation system was installed during the Climate for Culture project in cooperation
between the Bayerische Schlösserverwaltung, Fraunhofer IBP and Krah&Grote Measurements. The main aim
was to lower the relative humidity, but also to stabilize the indoor climate with this new control system. The
system decreased especially relative humidity in the summer in average by 10 % rh and the quality of indoor
air was improved by reducing the CO2 concentration which is generated by the visitors.
Still the results are not as good as hoped for, so that additional measures are being considered at the
moment. An extra dehumidifier was already installed additional to the ventilation system. To reduce the
moisture in the walls, also a Temperierung wall heating system is considered.
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‘International Maritimes Museum’, Hamburg, BRD – indoor‐climate control and
early warning system
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Introduction
During course of this European Research Project ‘Climate for Culture’ especially in work package 7 it was
often discussed and described how buildings and housing services should be refurbished in order to get the best
possible constant microclimate in those objects being used as museums or store rooms now or in former times.
Since after refurbishing of the historic building in 2008 by architect Mirjana Markovic indoor climate situation
was not satisfying because of too dry indoor conditions in winter and warm and sticky conditions in the museum
in summer – even though there are radiation heating element on the ceiling which also cool in summer together
with a small controlled ventilation unit, which is too small in order to bring fresh and damage preventive
conditions into the museum.
Therefore the author was asked to do research work with detailed propositions, how the micro climate
situation in this museum could be improved with minimal interventions, especially by improving micro control
systems.
On one hand this building of 1878, planned by Wilhelm E. Meerwein and Bernhard Hansen situated in the old
part of the harbor of Hamburg, later called ‘City of store houses’ (‘Speicherstadt’), originally built and used as
store rooms for foods, especially rice, spices, cotton or carpets, is an excellent example how our ancestors and
historic builders and workmen knew how to build such ‘depot’. They knew exactly what techniques and materials
are necessary to avoid rising damp, to avoid mould for buildings and goods. Clay bricks in combination with
natural ventilation without heating offered best micro climate in these store buildings which was constant in a
certain band, changing very slowly, buffered through hygroscopic building masses which needed almost no
housing service systems, besides light. Other housings services did not exist at that time – except natural
ventilation driven by shaft effect. Generally to use such a building as a museum was a brilliant idea when
elementary rules are followed.
On the other hand wrong recommendations for refurbishment of the building from the monument
authorities which exceeded all year round natural ventilation in the building through gaps in historic windows
ended in inacceptable winter room conditions, despite well planned pure radiation heat by radiators well hidden
on the ceiling in combination with a well hidden sprinkler system which was prescript by building authorities. In
such case when cold, dry outside air entered during winter the showrooms. Heated up inside to room
temperatures (unfortunately) above 26°C ended up in relative humidity inside the museum of about 25%.
Despite a perfectly refurbished building architectural wise the indoor micro climate for wooden artifact was
inacceptable. As known, relative humidity for wooden objects should not exceed minimum levels of relative
humidity of about 40% to avoid damages on wood or other kind of artifacts which should not be exposed to
relative humidity below 40%. Once wooden artifacts which have been exposed to relative humidity below 40%
in the room will consequently end in shrinkage of fibers which is irreversible.

Fig. 1: ‘Kaiserspeicher B’, historic view
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Fig. 2: Refurbished Maritimes Museum, Hamburg, opened in 2008
The museum hosts about 40.000 items which are the principal collection of the collector Peter Tamm who
gave as a present his total collection of all kinds of maritime objects to the city of Hamburg in a foundation asking
for an adequate building which was found with the present ‘Kaiserspeicher’ in the harbor of Hamburg.
In 2008 refurbishment of the building executed and was open to public. In 9 floors with an additional
conference unit below the roof all kinds of object dealing with the sea are exposed. Also all knowledge,
documents, maps, plans, treasures, everything about naval background and shipping are exposed in the
museum. This museum is known for its ship models totally in gold and others, made of bone of ox by naval
prisoners.

Fig. 3: View into show rooms with radiation heating and cooling element on ceiling and sprinkler nozzles
As explained far too dry micro climate show room conditions in winter caused severe climate problems in
show rooms with all wooden artifacts, exposed in the museum.
Further important interventions are best possible shading to reduce external loads by a cheap but intelligent
solution, mounting sheets of corrugated steel element in the middle of the box windows. Also important is
reduction of internal loads with appropriate light which was done by changing halogen bulbs into LED lamps.
In addition simple controlled ventilation should help to reduce in summer when too warm indoor climate
can be improved by controlled night ventilation. It was intended to provide fresh outside air in addition to
existing ventilation system by window ventilators. Unfortunately planned and build air handling unit was too
small . The proposition of ventilation units in windows could not be followed due to the problem of SO2 which is
emitted continuously by ships landing or passing close to the museum. This SO2 pollution has to be filtered out
through a special filters in a centralized air handling unit. It is impossible to achieve clean outside air by small
filters in two decentralized window ventilators which do not exist on the market.
Finally humidification units to overcome winter dryness in show rooms despite lowering room temperature
had to be installed as well.
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Also the decision to implement a room data logging system which is flexible in adding further sensors and
which could be red also through internet by all partners who are allowed to get knowledge of the micro climate
situation in the Maritimes Museum on Hamburg was taken.
Since the author developed in course of the last European research program of the 7th framework
‘SMOOHS’2, which dealt about intelligent measurement systems, an early warning system, it was proposed to
implement this device. The early warning system helps to give a warning signal to all persons in charge of micro
climate in a museum before any damages could happen. As important indoor measurements are, they always
warn people in museums after some damage on artifacts had happened because these are always ‘ex‐post data’.
The intention of the author was to create a tool of warning when monitoring room climate conditions in a
museum exceed a limit which was defined before. Base for this tool is at least a data base of room climate of an
object of at least one year because historical data are necessary to predict future development of room climate.
The more data are available the better it is.
This pilot project serves as an excellent example to demonstrate the necessity of having an overall air tight
shell with no gaps where so ever, of optimizing control systems especially room control units to lower room
temperature in winter to about 18°C, in order to have less necessity of humidification. To adopt room
thermostats or building management systems is not an item to talk about. At least it seems so. Actual situations
in many museums show the importance of continuous motivation of people in charge of control systems to look
for the right figures installed – if there are any responsible.
The following details of implementation of propositions show how improvements in a precarious situation
could be performed without mayor interventions.

Method and technical solution
After installation of a detailed indoor climate logging system with 19 measuring points of temperature and
relative humidity, also on different spots on walls in order to control inside wall temperature and one sensor
outside, also for temperature and relative humidity, was installed. The system is shown in the annex. All data
were logged, documented and controlled by the author through internet. The housing manager and people in
charge of indoor climate were informed as well on demand.
As shown in the graph in Fig. 4, severe micro climate indoor conditions were documented. In winter 2013 the
level of indoor relative humidity dropped below 30% which is a threat to wooden objects. Important step before
beginning the intense analysis of climate situation in the museum, proposals for improvement of climate
situation was recommendation to lower indoor room temperature in winter to about 18 to 20°C, in order to
reduce necessity of humidification.
Concerning micro climate control systems in Maritimes Museum, Hamburg, it was astonishing, that even with
the existing building management system, kind of a more complex micro climate system, room temperature in
winter exceeded temperatures above 26°C, which is not necessary. Firstly, this far too high temperature wastes
energy. Secondly ‐ relative humidity in winter, which always is a critical subject, falls far beyond acceptable limits.
Thirdly ‐ visitors get tired and sleepy while studying exposition. With a single turn of a little controller this
unacceptable situation could have been finished. This situation shows how important motivation of employees
is. Often such situations derive from lack of interest. We call it ‘human factor’. It is to be found everywhere. The
new facility manager in the museum instantly lowered the winter room temperature to a reasonable value.
Afterwards the following improvements were proposed by the author with a hierarchy of steps especially, all
under aspect of reasonable actions, since the refurbishments took place just some years ago. There was no more
money available for another refurbishment, neither with the official sponsors of the City of Hamburg nor with
private donators.
In progress of intense discussions with the monument authorities in Hamburg it was possible to convince
authorities as well as other officials of the necessity of an air tight shell of the museum. It was positive that
despite the necessity to ventilate historic buildings to avoid too high indoor humidity and consequently mould,
because there is a larger need of air tightening the building to get rid of winter dryness in show rooms than to
have an uncontrolled infiltration in showrooms. Due to convincing argumentation there was found an
accordance to tighten the building in coordination with the monument authorities. They only asked for more
indoor sensors of the climate logging system to measure cold outside walls inside to avoid humidity on walls due
to condensation. This proposition instantly was executed, because it also was of interest of the consultant.
‚SMOOHS‘: ‚Smart Monitoring in Historic Structures‘European Commission (EU), Seventh Framework
Programme – ENVIRONMENT, Project Reference: 212939
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Since in front of historic windows inside a second new single pane glass layer was implemented during
refurbishment of museum, tightening of this component was planned in detail afterwards as shown in the
following photos. Between the inner glass layer and the wall a rubber lip was mounted.

Fig. 4: Graph of indoor climate of Maritimes Museum, Hamburg, winter 2013

Fig. 5: View to the inside new window pane which was leaky. View to closing handle, which allows summer
ventilation without rain intrusion and winter closure for better thermal results.
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Afterwards one repaired window was controlled. Other windows were improved by internal workmen during
2014. Since these works will be finished in autumn 2014 winter room climate data have to be analyzed to affirm
less dryness in the show rooms due to improvements of windows.

Fig. 6,7: View to air tightened window with sealing rubber lip in detail; view to the new tightening lip on the inner
metal frame
Next step was to minimize external and internal loads of the show rooms. All external loads are provoked by
sunshine and global radiation on the windows. Therefore cheap but efficient shading was proposed. This kind of
shading is a sheet of highly reflecting corrugated steel (‘Streckmetall’) which reflects in summer the high sunrays
whereas in winter the low sunrays could cross this metal sheet and enter the room. Fortunately during
refurbishing all new inner panes of windows got a foil protecting show rooms from ultraviolet radiation from
outside, which is not acceptable in a museum. Even with such metal shading view of visitors towards outside is
almost clear possible to see nice landscape and the harbor of Hamburg. It is necessary for every type of shading,
hanging between two layers of glass pane like in a ‘box window’ (‘Kastenfenster’) to ventilate in summer space
inside the ‘box window’. If this space is not thoroughly ventilated ultraviolet sun rays hitting the surface of any
shading system will transform into infrared heat, which is known as glasshouse effect. The warm air in the
window, if not ventilated towards outside will heat up the inner pane of the window which transports this heat
into the room through the inner window pane. Opening of just a small gap in the outer layer of the window has
to be performed in a way no raining water could intrude the window from outside. Mostly it is possible to loosen
a bit the closure of window which means a bit the handle. The following photo will show how this ventilation of
box window could be done.
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Fig. 8: View to a historic window with sheet of corrugated metal to serve a cost effective, intelligent shading
system
Concerning internal loads of show rooms there are only two internal loads higher inner temperature: visitors and
light. The only way of reducing internal loads is to reduce artificial light which one will find numerous in the
museum.

Fig. 9,10: View to the existing halogen lamps on rails with transformers included next to radiation heating
element with integrated sprinkler nozzle; table and LED lamps for measurements and bulb research work
Due to vital interest of the facility employee in the museum, he did intense measuring by changing existing
halogen lamps with about 75W into LED bulbs with 3 Watt. It is known that changing of bulbs is a rather
complicate affair, above all because of guarantee, color and temperature of light and life time of bulb. Most
important fact when changing bulbs is besides technical data to be reached the importance of getting rid totally
of heat, generated by LED bulbs. Otherwise their life time is very limited despite all public relation.
As shown in the photo, in the museum all lamps were equipped with halogen lamps which heat up the
museum enormously. After finishing all tests concerning quality and duration of LED lamps consequently all
existing bulbs were changed into LED ones. Consequently internal loads could be lowered significantly.
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Since in summer there were lots of complaints by visitors about too warm and sticky room climate conditions
in upper floors of the museum. Therefore there was the proposition of installing controlled ventilation for show
rooms. Since external pollution of SO2 in harbor of Hamburg through fuel driven ships and their exhaust is such
a severe threat for all kinds of artifacts in the museum, the planned decentralized controlled ventilation through
ventilators in the inner layer of windows not to be seen from outside was not executable since there are no
possibilities of mounting SO2 filters in such small ventilators for windows. The amount of pollution in harbor of
Hamburg is very large. The following photo shows big clouds of exhaust from a bigger vessel.

Fig. 11: Photo of exhaust pollution of ships in harbor of City of Hamburg
Although realization of controlled ventilation through ventilators could have been transformed rather easy
thanks to already existing electric openers of two mayor window doors per deck on each side of façade, the
northern façade showing towards the city of Hamburg and the southern one showing towards the harbor and
thus laying directly in western wind direction of the smoke from ships, this strategy could not prosecuted any
longer. Due to outside pollution out coming from ships unfortunately only purified outside air by centralized air
handling unit with appropriate filters are acceptable for ventilation.
Since this kind of outside pollution is really such a threat for museums and their artifacts that an application
to a German research institute, the ‘Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umweltschutz’ (DBU) admitted research in this
field by offering a certain amount of money to the museum. Upon their rules when this pollution, threatening
the museum is manmade, they officially spend money in order to show in frame of research also to other
applicants and users in museums how to solve this pollution problem.
Finally with funded money in background, heads of Maritimes Museums, Hamburg, decided to implement
planning of the author of controlled ventilation to improve summer climate situation in show rooms. In order to
minimize technical effort and expenses the existing smoke extracting system which has a big vertical shaft
through the museum ending in the roof with very large exhaust ventilators was planned to be integrated in new
ventilation system. Since every deck had on each side, inside near southern façade and inside near northern
façade a shaft with flaps in every deck which automatically open in case of fire parallel to activation of both
smoke extracting ventilators of about 40.000m³/h each this already existing shaft and flaps system will be used
to ventilate from outside in summer about 20.000m³/h filtered air at night when no hazardous climate situation
from outside / too humid or too warm / will be transported in the show rooms of the museum.
The following drawing shows the present situation with the new summer ventilation system in reverse direction
from roof into the museum.
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Fig. 12: Plan of existing smoke exhaust system in Maritimes Museum

Fig. 13: Graph of the proposed changing of summer night ventilation (green) by using existing shafts for smoke
extraction of the museum which are situated on the rood.
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Also the new ventilators should be located on the roof, integrated in a way that it will not be recognized from
outside. Since the building is protected by monument authorities, there is no chance to change the outer
appearance of the building. Control unit for activation of summer ventilation system is a unit developed by the
author. This unit compares outside absolute humidity with inside absolute humidity, also temperature inside and
outside. When both values are suitable for inside micro climate the ventilation will be activated.

Fig. 14,15: Detail plans concerning planned position of the two new controlled ventilation units, each with about
5.000m³/h for ventilation during daytime, 20.000m³/h for summer night cooling, details of carbon filter against
SO2

Fig. 16: Proposition for position of air handling units with filters in the attic
Since the chosen filters have such a high degree of absorption upon detailed calculations there need of
changing them every two to three years or even longer.
Main problem of this planning is discussion with official fire brigade authorities in Hamburg if they allow using
the existing system for our ventilation with the guarantee in case of fire all changes for ventilation have to convert
immediately into existing smoke extraction ventilation. This guarantee has to be given in any case.
Since planning of this ventilation is still pending as well as discussions with authorities are not yet executed the
result of controlled ventilation only will be known after finishing of European research project ‘Climate for
Culture’, which will end in November 2014. The results of controlled ventilation as well as improvements of
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indoor micro climate due to proposed measures could be followed up either in the internet by the author or
upon request by the authorities of DBU, since their research work always is public because they spend public
money. Hopefully Hamburg authorities will accept and will authorize the ventilation project which uses existing
shafts for smoke extract ventilation.
Besides controlled ventilation there is an absolute need of installation of decentralized humidifiers in the
show rooms of the museum since relative humidity till now was unacceptable low. Discussions with specialists
of humidifiers builders had shown that there is a choice of two different systems. On one hand the well known
decentralized humidifiers as shown in the following photo are suitable in the museum.

Fig. 17: Example of a decentralized humidifier normally used in museums
Besides the fact that all humidifiers have the big disadvantage of maintenance providing them daily with
water and the necessity of cleaning them rather often their advantage is the simplicity of the system compared
with centralized humidifiers in air handling units which always lead to germs in air ducts when dust and humidity
come together. Often sick building syndrome (SBS) as well as mould in ducts is the consequence which are not
easily solvable. Therefore principally decentralized humidifiers are the better choice even they are ugly and
mostly do not fit in show rooms.
Since room air content of this huge building is very large (about 10.000m³) also large humidifiers are
necessary to fulfill the need of additional humidification without too much work for facility management
employees.
There is still decision open what kind of decentralized humidifier will be taken for this museum.
Due to very engaged work of a free lance colleague of Maritimes Museum interesting measurements of wall
surface temperature are made because of minor thermal quality of outside walls up in the 8th deck where
paintings are hanging. These outside walls are getting thinner and thinner the higher the building is beginning at
a thickness of about 40cm, ending with a thickness of about 25cm. It was interesting hearing from the monument
authorities that generally outside walls of such historic storing houses have a double shell outside wall which
internally is ventilated.
The following photos give an overview about measuring work. The proposition upon the results of
measurements and ‘cold wall phenomena’3 were the following:
It will be recommendable to mount on rear side of paintings hanging on cold outside walls a layer of polyethylene.
Additional small wooden fillets vertically mounted on the rear side of paintings will help provoking a small draft
effect behind the painting which transports enough room air to dry eventually existing dew which often develops
in such situations behind paintings on cold walls and which are base of mould growth later on.

3

Maria Ranacher: Bilder an kalten Wänden, in Restauratorenblätter, S 147‐163, Vienna, 1995,
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Fig. 18,19: Photos, showing paintings in winter hanging in front of cold walls: temperature of wall, temperature
of paint layer (courtesy: von Klösterlein, IMMH)

Fig. 20,21: Photos, showing temperature on ventilated foil of polyethylene, temperature in gap between cold
wall and painting, ventilated through paintings in winter hanging in front of cold walls with improvements of
developed ventilation gaps combined with a layer of wooden fillets (courtesy: von Klösterlein, IMMH)
Finally it is proposed in order to reach best possible stable indoor room climate conditions in showrooms also
with no damages caused by badly controlled housing services it is very interesting applying an early warning
programming tool, developed in course of European research work, called ‘SMOOHS’, to get an alert in case
room climate in a show room develops into false direction.
Automatic alarm system for exceeding limits of climate data
As a first step, an automatic alarm system which dials a phone in case agreed climate limits are exceeded
could be a great help to attire attraction to certain problems of climate conditions in a museum.
This phone alarm system was developed by the author and his crew and is an intelligent help for museums
people without studying and analyzing endless micro climate graphs to get an immediate phone call when
climate in museums is bad (climate alarm). Unfortunately this alarm always comes later than a disturbance has
happened. Therefore the “early warning system” was developed for EU project “SMooHS”.
“Early warning system” (climate alarm for future exceeding)
To achieve a reliable forecast historical climate data are needed together with present climate data with
defined indoor climate with ranges, which are acceptable and – finally –an algorithm was programmed which
calculates with the given data, the historic ones and the present ones if a situation could be hazardous or not.
This algorithm consists in several principles:
 Through comparison of given data and data curves of a room in question, we continue to move the curves
to be as close as possible, so that the differences of the curbs result in a minimum. With this result, we
can assume that the next data will resemble the first data.
 Then we judge upon the second derivation of the curb if the inclination of the curb the time in which the
direction of the curb in the right or false direction is changing if this will be hazardous for the indoor
climate or not.
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 Afterwards the generated data have to be controlled in order to verify the “early warning” system.
The initial idea of creating an early warning system for climate measuring systems was the idea that all
electronically stored data in a museum never do indicate a wrong development of micro climate in a museum
before this happens because all climate data in principle are ex post data which always come afterwards when
critical situations had happened and would have destroyed artifacts.
It would be of mayor interest to know critical situations in micro climate in museum before they happen and
before they harm artifacts.To reach the ambitious goal of early warning system a data base of room
measurements of the object to measure of about 2 to 3 years is necessary because the climate alarm needs
former data to analyze congruity with the present climate data. To proof congruity of historic data of the last
years compared with actual measured data a time cycle of 72 hours of the historic data and 6 hours of present
data is taken to compare in detail with mathematic analysis of angle of tangent and other criteria to define when
development of actual data will exceed historic parameters. In such a case the system gives an alarm before
accidents happen. Naturally, agreed limits of room temperature and relative humidity could be defined before.
In situations with minimum deviation between actual and historic data it is right to assume that the next 3 to 6
hours the situation will keep within limits which were chosen by the person in charge. The more details of
monitoring data are available in history as at present as wind speed, atmospheric pressure and others the better
and more exact the result of prediction will be.
The following graph shows a situation in collection of ancient music instruments (SAM), Museum of Fine Arts,
Vienna, room 14, of June 9th of 2010 with checking hours in the past of 72 hours and predicting hours of 6 with
agreed room temperature of 16°C and maximum temperature of 25°C, relative humidity of minimum 40% and
maximal 60%.The graph shows an exceeding situation on top left. Room temperature will exceed limits of
25°C.On top right of the same chart is shown that relative humidity also will exceed 60% if nothing will be done
the next 6 hours. Consequently an alarm message will be send before the incident of exceeding by phone to the
person in charge.

Fig. 22: Example of “early warning system” with agreed limits exceeded
In the chart below is shown a situation of 9th March 2010, again with checking hours in the past of 72 and
prognosis hours of 6 hours with the result that on top left of the chart temperature keeps in defined limits as
well as relative humidity in the chart seen on top right.
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Fig. 23: Example of “early warning system” with agreed limits kept
This tool of an “early warning system” is a very useful help for museums manager to get information of critical
room climate date before severe damages could happen depending on the artefacts which are hosted.
This system helps to prevent climate damages while measuring and comparing the new data with former similar
monitoring climate data by comparing inclination of curves of data and warns in hazardous climate situations in
an object which occurred in similar past situations.
This system shows negative development of microclimate before it happens by comparing measured data with
existing data.

Summary
Improvements of micro climate situation in Maritimes Museum, Hamburg, had shown in detail, that all
recommendations, given by the members of collaborators of the group ‘Climate for Culture’ to transform by
simple means an existing historic building into a museum with a minimum in climate stability inside will need
some simple but consequently executed improvements like creating an air tight shell by sealing window joints.
Also heating only should be performed only by radiation which fortunately is done in the right way in this
museum. It is necessary to reduce all external and internal loads by intelligent interventions. Finally when winter
dryness is not diminishing by reducing room temperature to about 18 to 20°C (by keeping warm walls)
decentralized humidifiers have to be installed in winter into the show rooms.
It is necessary to install a simple but flexible room climate data logging system which is affordable and stable in
use. It should give access to all engaged people in order to have best knowledge about room climate data and
their trends.
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Project of Collection of historic instruments (SAM) in Hofburg, Vienna
JOCHEN KAEFERHAUS
Kaeferhaus GmbH, Vienna, Austria

Introduction
Collection of old musician instruments (SAM) in Hofburg, Vienna, in course of this research project ‘Climate
for Culture’ was already mentioned in connection with reactivation of natural ventilation. Discussion about SAM
in this context and in this report deals with additional aspects of historic buildings. Their components as efficient
windows, shading, and housing services are highlighted above all heating. It deals about ‘reaction’ of historic
buildings to interventions and the possible positive use for museums purpose. Dealing with this matter over more
than 25 years, it is interesting to summarize in certain aspects work to discuss all ‘pros’ and ‘cons`, such a long
activity of research offers. Additionally, climate data of the last 10 years in the end are discussed to discuss
possible results in room climate to these interventions. In 1994 to 1996, a first European research project EU‐
1386, ‘Prevent’, was lanced to discuss under aspect of ‘preventive conservation’ actions in historic buildings in
order to improve indoor micro climate especially for museums. Particularly for the purpose of micro climate
control the standard of ASHRAE [1] was taken into account. Further possibilities of energy saving were
researched.
During this work the author had the chance to collaborate with conservator for old music instruments of
SAM, A. Huber, during lots of activities as measurement campaigns as well as in all results of interventions in this
historic building of Hofburg. This time of intense work was like an ‘apprenticeship’ for the author. For A. Huber
all this work was base for his Ph.D. thesis he finished about this subject ‘Ecosystem Museum’ in 2011 [2]: Principal
idea was to find intelligent systems to reduce housing systems by using historic building masses to stabilize room
climate. Further the author had the great chance of deepening all knowledge in course of his collaboration in
Schönbrunn Castle, Vienna, where was invited to work as well as a consultant for building physics and housing
services from 1998 to 2013 as well. Also this collaboration even brought more of experience especially in
cooperation with conservators who always gave feedback to results achieved. In this period, technical director
and manager of Schönbrunn Palace, W. Kippes, by coincidence wrote his PH.D. thesis as well about the subject:
‘Ventilation in historic buildings’ where the author also was invited to measure and collaborate to get data base
for the paper. All work always was accompanied by intense discussions to find best possible way of realization of
achieved results [4].
This ‘apprenticeship’ for the author was a fundamental lesson to learn about building physics in ‘real life’
not theoretical knowledge which often differs a lot from reality. Also knowledge of historic housing systems were
studied and learned, teaching to apply more passive methods of influencing indoor climate instead of big
machinery, which costs money in investing and maintaining. Some of these ‘lessons learnt’ in detail have been
presented in papers in ‘Climate for Culture’ and will be presented in this paper. Additionally all details and results
of measurements and technical details achieved in SAM and Hofburg were base of application of natural
ventilation in Schönbrunn Castle.
This report will deal about steps of research, of learning about historic buildings which principally are an
excellent shell for collections of museums if elementary rules are obeyed as follows, quoting most important
facts of influences towards a positive end of such refurbishments.
 Best possible shading
 Radiation heat
 Air tight shell of building with buffer rooms
 Minimized internal loads, especially light and above all
 Motivation of cooperating partners

Method and technical solution
First step of common collaboration was trying all kinds of passive methods to influence and to protect indoor
climate in direction of climate stability. Therefore windows, in this case, historic box windows, were chosen to
measure and to improve shading for them. Especially windows in SAM had an immense size of about 3m height
and about almost 2,5 m large. They are built type ‘box windows’ which means they have two layers of wings with
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pane, inside and outside connected with the wooden box. Originally those windows when in good shape and
fairly maintained, they offer good thermal quality of about 2 W/m²K. Nevertheless the intention was to improve
thermal quality by different additional layers, either in glass or in acryl.

Fig. 1: View to historic box windows in Hofburg, Vienna (Photo courtesy of A. Huber)
Improvements of these huge windows ended in an additional pane on the outer side of the inner wing, showing
into the box window which with a very small frame was mounted on the inner wing. Weight of these additional
wings was small enough not to overload existing hinges of windows.
Second step was using the box window for controlled ventilation of outside air to bring in fresh air for visitors
without burdening inside micro climate. This was done with slight openings of outside wing without leaving
intrude rain into the box of the window. A little ventilator, shape of a fan coil and mounted beneath windowsill
with an opening in it broth outside air into box window. Subsequently a control box had to be developed in order
to open slit in window sill and activating ventilator when by comparison of outside absolute humidity and inside
absolute humidity and also temperature on both sides it was convenient to ventilate. Through this comparison
in summer no hazardous climate conditions are brought into box of window, i.e. show room where precious
historic wooden instrument are shown. This ventilation system served as a decentralized ventilation system for
SAM, because at the time being there was no chance asking for reactivation of natural historic ventilation, which
years later was commissioned. At least ventilation from outside, especially during colder summer nights brought
some relief for show rooms in SAM.

Fig. 2: View to an outside opening of window (Photo courtesy of A. Huber)
Consequence of ventilating inner box of windows was the idea to ventilate inside the window also for
purpose of getting rid of heat when developing an appropriate shading system, which had to be placed in the
middle of box window, because outside the window, there was no chance of admission through monument
authorities. To place shading inside a window is – as known – nonsense and useless, because all ultraviolet
sunrays, sent through the window by the sun will be transformed into infrared rays, which are reflected into the
room by glass panes of windows (glasshouse effect!). Therefore all heat which originally should be kept outside
is in the room. Endless measurements of different shading materials, cloth, reflecting foil and others were tested
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to find best possible material for best possible shading effect. The gap in window, protected against rain, open
in summer to ventilate box of window, getting rid of heat. Creating inside the box window a ventilation was an
efficient mean of lowering temperature on inner pane of window.
To cut a long story short which could be read in publication of A. Huber [3] results of all measurements
showed the recommendation of paying attention to a certain hierarchy of shading elements, reflecting ones and
the ones made of cloth, which should have always big masses to absorb best possible sun rays in box window.

Fig. 3: ‘Hierarchy’ of shading (Photo courtesy of A. Huber)
During these attempts the idea was born to use corrugated metal sheets inside box windows (or even better
outside windows) as intelligent and cheap material which reflects in summer high sun rays towards outside. In
winter with a low angle of sun rays these rays can enter the room warming floor, after filtering hazardous
ultraviolet rays by filters on the inner pane. This metal sheet also offers the possibility having finally view towards
outside even with this sun protection in the box of the window.

Fig. 4: Corrugated metal sheet on a wooden frame (Photo courtesy of A. Huber)
Inspired by A. Huber next step was reactivation of natural ventilation in Hofburg and SAM which also finally
should bring positive effect to his collection which never got any conditioning system. As discussed in paper
‘reactivation of natural ventilation of ‘Corps de Logis’ in Hofburg’, Vienna, this action was a step in right direction
using building masses, long historic tunnels made of brick in 2 stories in the basement in the earth beneath
Hofburg to bring in a controlled way preconditioned outside air into the show rooms of Hofburg mostly natural
by stack effect. During these investigations a very interesting and fascinating fact was found in historic plans of
this building. In these original plans of about 1890 in outside walls shaft were drawn and consequently built.
Normally these shaft are planned and found only in central walls to serve as exhaust chimneys for smoke or air
in case of natural ventilation. Obviously these vertical shafts in outside walls in a distance of about 1/2m from
each other and a dimension of about 25x25cm have not been planned to get rid of smoke. Intense research at
base of these shafts in basement of Hofburg and at the end of shafts in the attic of the building has shown a
possible explanation for these air chimneys: Our intelligent ancestors, architects and workmen developed a
system which was closed in winter at their base with a wooden plug air in this shaft. These shafts with air in it
formed kind of insulation with air improving thermal quality of this component – not talking about convective
losses this column of air will provoke as we know now. In summer these shafts were opened leaving cool air from
basement of Hofburg through shafts into attic beneath roof cooling with flow of air outside wall which is heated
up by sun rays. All these details are fascinating showing that building knowledge of architects of that period (and
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earlier as well) knew very well their craftsmanship. In 2003 in another period of refurbishment of parts of Hofburg
in ‘Corps de Logis’ where museum of ethnology was situated a new heating system was planned by the author
in most of show rooms and in the entrance. Thanks to conviction work of all participants authorities as well as
owner of the building were persuaded to admit radiation heat in the chosen rooms especially in the entrance
which was very difficult to perform, since this room was provided with marble columns and walls provided with
‘stucco lustro’. Since no heating element should be seen ‘Temperierung’ as pure radiation heating system was
chosen. Realization especially behind columns really was difficult but solved. By drilling from both sides holes
behind column those drillings met at the same spot. Afterwards a flexible heating pipe was pushed through
heating up columns and walls without any visual sight or trace. Afterwards cashier’s desks were placed in that
entrance room after mounting a second layer of glass entrance in order to create buffer rooms for better comfort
of employees and visitors. In the meantime improvements of natural ventilation for SAM and ‘Corps de Logis’,
the museum of ethnology, advanced bringing fresh air into both museums.
In course of these works another research work was affected. To proof the expectation that heating
convectors in show rooms of museum of ethnology are not necessary to activate in winter for heating purpose
because of waste heat of existing supply tubing for these convectors heat in show rooms was measured.
Consequence of this measurement was closing of all valves of convectors of a room called ‘Eskimo room’. Then
in winter room temperature was measured. The result was astonishing. Despite cold convectors all rooms got
enough waste heat – unfortunately not controllable – room temperature never sunk below 19°C. The supplying
heating tubes in walls acted as ‘Temperierung’ heating system and created warm walls, avoiding mould and
discomfort. Again this was a significant proof how inertia of historic buildings and heating pipes, mounted into
outside walls could serve as perfect radiation heating system.
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Results
In this second part of the report room climate data for a long period are shown to prove how indoor
conditions vary upon outside conditions and indoor changing of situations due to refurbishment or
reorganization. Therefore 6 years, 2000, 2004, 2006, 2010, 2011 and 2013 of climate data of show room 14 in
Collection of historic instruments (SAM) are shown and shortly discussed. A following floor plan will show
situation in Hofburg, Vienna.

Fig. 5 Floor plan of Hofburg, Vienna, with Collection of historic music instruments, show room 14 in first
floor
First, it is shown temperature and relative humidity in show room. The following two graphs show
temperature and relative humidity outside for the same period of one year
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Fig. 6 Climate data of year 2013
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Fig. 7 Climate data of year 2011
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Fig. 8 Climate data of year 2010
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Fig. 9 Climate data of year 2006
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Fig. 10: Climate data of year 2004
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Fig. 11: Climate data of year 2000
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In this general overview of climate data, outside and inside there is no significant clear tendency to be seen
the relationship of changings in building. But on the other hand, changing in outside temperature despite high
inertia of building is to be seen indoors. In year 2013 highest outside temperature was about 40°C. Temperature
in show room 14 rose to 31°C, which is rather high despite best possible shading in the box window (mounting
outside, till now, was not yet financed by owner). Relative humidity inside the building oscillated from 45 to 65%.
In year 2011 highest outside temperature was 38°C and temperature inside rose up to 29°C. Relative humidity
oscillated from 50 to 68%. In year 2010 outside temperature reached 40°C, inside temperature followed up to
31°C. Humidity in this period reached in summer 48 to 60%. In year 2006 outside temperature rose up to 35°C,
whereas inside temperatures of 29°C were reported. Relative humidity in show room 14 oscillated from 45 to
55%. In year 2004 again outside temperature was 35°C, consequently inside temperature rose to 29°C. Relative
humidity in this period in summer reached 45 to 55% as in year before. In year 2000 outside temperature
oscillated about 33°C and inside was measured 29°C. Relative humidity in the show room was between 40 and
60%.

Summary
Dealing with SAM from 1994 till today means dealing with historic substance, with authorities, with owners.
This also means dealing with errors and success during 20 years which really are a long time, collecting
experience, behaviour and data of a building. During this long period dealing with museums in historic buildings
and with historic housing systems, it is astonishing how long it takes to convince participants of positive aspects
of radiation heat as well as minimal housing services as planned in this building. 20 years is a long period and
even after such a long time percentage of conviction unfortunately is low.
Often, unfortunately very often, experiences publish in frame of research project, in studies, which were
expressively asked for ‘dissemination’ do not reach recipients. Too often technicians, architects, conservators or
directors of museums again and again discuss results, already disseminated, accepted and proofed without
taking advantage of this big amount of knowledge. This fact is rather tiring especially in times with one of best
media of information, for spreading out knowledge of dissemination: the internet!
Request for dissemination is necessary. Nevertheless it has to be discussed and resolved why always such
big resistance of acceptance of knowledge exists. It has to be overcome and discussed why almost everybody
always begins from scratch.
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Analysis of microclimate in the Lapidary in the Great Tower of Karlštejn Castle
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Introduction
Lapidary in the Great Tower of the Karlštejn Castle, see Fig. 1 (left), currently has very adverse climatic
conditions, which can lead to permanent and serious damage to exhibits and also can damage the plaster and
floors in the room itself. The cross‐section of the Big Tower with marked parts, which are considered in this
investigation, is given in Fig.1 (right) see [2]. Currently there is a visible damage on the floor and some parts of
the wall. This is mainly due to increased levels of relative humidity and its relatively rapid changes in the Lapidary.

Fig. 1 Great tower of Karlštejn Castle (left) and its cross‐section with the visualization of the chimney, [2]
Three years ago the National Heritage Institute (NHI) began to measure the draught of the chimney, which
leads from Lapidary to the roof of the tower in order to monitor the microclimate of the Great Tower. The main
objective of the research was to explore the possibility of eventual use of the chimney to ventilate Lapidary in
order to reduce the relative humidity. It was concluded that the flow rate through the chimney to the outside of
Lapidary occurs approximately from early November until late April. According to the research, the chimney can
be used to ventilate the room during this period. In this manner it prevents the reverse flow of outside air through
the chimney into the room, which is undesirable for various reasons. In order to complete the results of this
research and design of the new ventilating system for Lapidary, temperature and relative humidity in the room
have been monitored almost during the whole year. At the same time, we have been measuring the environment
variables in the surroundings of the Castle. For this purpose several data loggers installed in the Lapidary and
surrounding areas are used. Temperature and relative humidity of the outside air are measured using the
meteorological station installed on the window of the administrative building of the Karlstejn Castle.
External and internal climate of the Lapidary
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Measuring equipment
As already mentioned, since August 23rd 2013 the measurements of the external climate and microclimate
in the Great Tower in the framework of the European project Climate for Culture are being carried out. Outdoor
measurement are performed by the meteorological station which consist of the pyranometer, combined
temperature and relative humidity sensors with shields, see Fig. 1c. The technical specification of these devices
can be found in [1]. At this station sensors with measurement accuracy are installed:
‐ Relative humidity: + ‐ 1.8% RH (in the range of 10% to 90% RH)
‐ Air temperature: + ‐ 0.3 ° C to 25 ° C (+ ‐ 1 ° C to ‐20 ° C to + 70 ° C)

Fig. 1c. Pyranometer CMP3 in the left photo
and combined sensor of the temperature and RH on the right photo
The measurements of the microclimate conditions in the Big Tower of the Karlstejn castle are measured by
the two types of datalogger. The first one ‐ COMET R3121 ‐ with an external sensor and the second one ‐ COMET
R3120 ‐ without an external sensor. Both sensors have the following technical parameters:
‐ Relative humidity: ± 2.5% RH from 5 to 95% at 23 ° C
‐ Air temperature: + ‐ 0.4 ° C
The measurements are performed in 15 min interval during the 5 months period. After this period the data
are downloaded from datalogger and processed, and the new measurement cycle starts.
The first measurements have been performed in the period since August 23rd 2013. Fig. 2 shows the
measured relative humidity, which is completed by the calculated absolute humidity (AH) in the Lapidary and
outdoors. Measured temperature and RH at the staircase and in the Lapidary in the Great Tower are shown in
Figure 3. Fig. 4 shows the temperature measured at several points in the Great Tower of the Kalstejn Castle.

Fig. 2 Relative and absolute humidity in the surroundings and in the Lapidary
in the Great Tower of Karlštejn Castle
As it can be seen from Fig. 2, outside AH value fluctuates are close to AH in the Lapidary during the greater
part of the observed period. Only in the period from September 27th to October 7th and for the most of time
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between November 15th and February 1st, the outside AH is significantly lower than in the Lapidary. In the first
specified period, it is obvious that the outdoor temperature rarely reached the freezing point during night. On
the assumption that natural ventilation is only possible if we have appropriate outside climatic conditions, i.e.
when AH of the outside air is lower than the AH inside of Lapidary and while there is no danger of frost in the
room.

Fig. 3. Temperature and RH in the Lapidary and on the staircase
From the lower graph in Fig. 1 it is clear that conditions for natural ventilation of the Lapidary are met only
in the period from 28. September to 21. October. The outside air AH rarely exceeds AH of indoor air, but it is just
for a very short time intervals. During the remaining days of the observed period, the opposite is true. Thus, the
either natural or forced ventilation could be used to decrease the AH level in the Lapidary only from September
28th to October 21st.

Fig. 4. Temperature in several points of the Big Tower of the Karlstejn Castle
The detailed analysis of the conditions, when the natural ventilation of Lapidary in the Great Tower is
possible is done in the next section.
Analysis of the use of the chimney effect for natural ventilation of the Lapidary in the Great Tower
The fireplace is located in the north wall of the Lapidary in the Great Tower. The total length of the chimney,
which leads to the roof of the Great Tower is 47 m. The chimney cross section has in its square form largest part
with the cross‐section area 0.16 m2. The radius at the narrowest part of the upper part which has a circular shape,
is only 0.1 m. The chimney cross section area at the top of the chimney is more than four times narrower then
its cross‐section in the Lapidary, this fact will have a significant influence on the effect of the natural ventilation.
In addition to the round hole at the end of the chimney the inspection hole on the attic of the Great Tower can
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be used for ventilation. In that case it would be possible to significantly increase the flow through the chimney
due to enlarging the outlet cross section that is considerably larger than the previous one. It should be
emphasized that the temperature difference between the attic and the Lapidary is considerably lower than the
difference between the outside air and the Lapidary.
Flow velocity through the chimney depends on several variables, the largest influence on the air velocity
have the following parameters: the height of chimney, the size of its cross section, temperature and pressure
difference between the inlet and the outlet of the chimney. According to the ASHRAE Handbook 1997 the
volumetric flow rate through the chimney, under the influence of temperature difference on both ends, is given
by the following formula:
0.65
where

is the volumetric flow rate,

2 ∆

(1)

is the cross section of the chimney hole in its narrowest part,

is the gravity acceleration, ∆
is the height from the neutral point to the middle of the lowest
ventilation hole on the bottom of the chimney,
is an internal temperature (inside the Lapidary at fireplace)
is the outside air temperature. The Eqn (1) is valid for
. If
, the volumetric flow rate is
and
calculated by using the following equation:
0.65

2 ∆

Fig. 5 Volumetric flow rate through the chimney in the case
i) outflow is on the top of the chimney,
ii) outflow is in the inspection hole on the attic of the Great Tower

Fig. 6 Volumetric flow rate through the chimney without using of the inspection opening
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(2)

As it can be seen in the Eqn. (2), the negative sign indicates the change in the direction of the flow through
the chimney, where there is a supply from outside air through the chimney to the Lapidary. On the basis of
equations (1) and (2) and the known parameters of the chimney, the volumetric flow rate and flow direction
through the chimney for both flow directions can be calculated. The volumetric flow rate calculated by the Eqn.
(1) and Eqn. (2) are given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 Volumetric flow rate through the chimney if the chimney inspection hole is used as the output
According to the ASHRAE standard, two air changes per hour in order to provide the appropriate air quality
are recommended. The exact number of the air changes per hour has to be computed according to the number
of visitors and the amount of moisture that is needed to eliminate. This relatively strict criterion, which is not the
ideal solution for solving our problem (it was obviously used for for residential and office rooms). The upper
diagram in Fig. 6 shows that the maximum flow through the chimney in the given period does not exceed
, which is only 25% of the flow rate recommended by the ASHRAE. In comparison with the solution
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when the inspection opening of the chimney is used as the output, the chimney flow is substantially higher than
which
in the previous case, see Figure 7. The maximum flow rate through the chimney is about 1000
makes 50% of the recommended value. In both cases, the average volume flow rate is considerably lower than
the desired one. If we introduce the requirement that the ventilation would be possible only when the air flows
upward, it is clear that the natural ventilation through the chimney during the observed period was very
inefficient. Additionally, the graphs in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that the interior was ventilated within irregular
intervals with varying efficiency of ventilation. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that this analysis is only
static. Feeding cold air into the Lapidary should gradually equalize internal and external temperatures which
would additionally reduce the effect of this vent naturally. Based on this analysis, it is apparent that natural
ventilation alone cannot be sufficient to ventilation of the Lapidary.

Proposal of ventilation system in the Lapidary
The performed analysis of the microclimate conditions in the Great Tower of Karlstejn Castle shows that the
natural ventilation by using the chimney effect could not significantly improve the micro‐climate conditions in
the Lapidary in the Great Tower during the observed period. Measurement given in Fig 1. and Fig. 2 was done
with relatively favourable weather conditions. These conditions are worse during the rest part of the year. In
winter, when the likelihood of lower AH of outside air compared to AH of inside air is high, there is a serious
risk of unwanted interior temperature decreasing with risk of frost. Due to the high thermal capacity of the Great
Tower is probably impossible to ventilate the Lapidary through the chimney in spring, when the temperature in
the Lapidary is usually lower than the outdoor temperature that would cause an unwanted movement of the air
through chimney in downward direction. The same will probably apply for a significant part of summer. In
autumn favourable thermal conditions are expected, which allow the use the chimney for ventilation, but the
AH of outdoor air in this period is characterized by its variability and rather higher values. In order to achieve the
decreasing AH in the Lapidary it is not possible to use only the natural flow through the chimney. It will be
necessary to use the dehumidifiers in combination with mechanical ventilation. In period, when it would be
possible to achieve by using the natural ventilation, i.e. in the periods when the necessary temperature gradient
is achieved, it is also necessary to compare the absolute humidity of outdoor and indoor air. Ventilation should
be opened only when the absolute humidity of the outside air is lower than the absolute humidity of the internal
air. Based on this analysis, we propose three ventilation systems, which use the chimney from the Lapidary of
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the Great Tower. All designed systems assume that the windows in the Lapidary are sealed. The outside air can
only intake to the Lapidary though the gap of the entrance door.
Option 1 ‐ Natural ventilation with controlled shutter at the output of the chimney
This simplest system uses the effect of the natural ventilation through the chimney, in the period when the
absolute humidity of the outside air is lower than the absolute humidity inside the Lapidary. In the simplest
variant it is possible just to write a manual for opening or closing the shutter in the chimney by using the existing
micro‐climate monitoring system in the Karlstejn Castle. As it was mentioned in the previous section, the outside
air can be used for the ventilation of the Lapidary in order to decrease of the AH level only if the AH of the outside
air is lower than inside the Lapidary. Furthermore, the outside temperature must be lower than inside
temperature in order to achieve the effect of the natural ventilation through the chimney.
Given that the AH of the outside air has a large daily changes and due to the fact that the longest period
when the ventilation is possible is at the early morning, an automated system for the control of the shutter on
the outlet is necessary. The Fig. 7 shows, that the natural ventilation effect can not provide the volumetric flow
rate, which is enough to satisfy the ASHRAE recommendation, i.e. two air exchanges per hour. From this reason
the additional mechanical ventilation is necessary. Applying this system, we can achieve only slight decrease of
the AH level in the Lapidary.
Option 2 ‐ Natural ventilation with controlled shutter at the outlet of the chimney and dehumidification of the
supply outside air
The system proposed in this section is based on that one given in the previous section with the following
difference. The supply air is additionally dehumidified by using the mobile absorption dehumidifier. During the
greater part of the year, the external climatic conditions do not satisfy the aforementioned ventilation conditions
in terms of level AV of outside air. For this reason the additional dehumidifying of the outside air that enters the
Lapidary is necessary. Dehumidification of the outside air will significantly extend the period, when the
ventilation is possible, but still it would be a problem with the flow rate through the chimney, if the temperature
difference is not appropriate. This method could partially solve the problem of high relative humidity on the
staircase of the Great Tower, given that the dehumidified air gets into the tower through the window on the
staircase. In addition, mobile absorption dehumidifier would be located in an adjacent room near the tower and
existing dehumidifiers could be uninstalled. It will also have a good visual effect.
This system will achieve an improvement of microclimate conditions in the Lapidary, but also it will improve
micro‐climate conditions on the staircase. The next proposed system is able to solve the problem of the flow
through the chimney when the temperatures on the both ends of the chimney are equal.
Option 3 ‐ Combination of natural and mechanical ventilation with dehumidification of the supply outside air
Unlike the previous system considered in the previous section this system uses the mechanical ventilation
to achieve the desired volumetric flow rate through the chimney. This system requires the installation of the
ventilator on the top of the chimney with an automatically controlled shutter. The ventilator is to be in operation
only in the cases when the natural ventilation is not enough to provide the desired flow rate. The system works
on the same principle as the previous ones, but this system requires additional fan control. This system is able to
achieve a significant improvement of microclimate conditions in the Lapidary but also a certain improvement of
the microclimate conditions on the staircase of the Great Tower can be expected. This system will be the most
complex system among systems considered here, but on the other hand, only this system is able to significantly
decrease the absolute humidity in the Lapidary.

Conclusions
In this point, some undesirable effects which can cause the ventilation systems proposed here must be
emphasized and explained. Firstly, it must be expected that due to the capillary effect the transfer of the moisture
from the surrounding ground to Lapidary through the outside walls will be increased. Thus, this fact should be
regarded in the calculations of parameters of the proposed system, at least in the sense of the efficiency of the
system. Given that around the base of the Great Tower there is a large amount of debris without functional
drainage, this may have a significant impact on maintaining the AH level in the Lapidary. This is connected with
another phenomenon significantly worse, and it is the presence of mineral salts on the walls. The moisture
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transfer through the walls is caused by the capillary effect. This problem can be seen in the base of the Linderhof
Castle in Germany. The one of the ways to prevent this problem is to do appropriate drainage around the tower.
Finally, it should be emphasized that only the last proposed system is effective and its installation can significantly
improve the micro‐climate conditions in the Lapidary. Furthermore, all installed devices are more or less mobile
and can be easily removed. Based on the analysis of measured data and on the basis of discussions on this topic
with experts in the project Climate for Culture, namely R. Krach (http://www.krah‐grote.com/) and Dr. J.
Kaeferhaus (http: / /www.kaeferhaus.at), option 3 is proposed for practical implementation (or at least option
2). Final solution can be hidden from the eye of visitors, requires minimal reconstruction in the interior and can
be easy removed.
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Introduction
Nowadays, when dealing with HVAC installation and use in historic buildings more oriented to people use
than conservation needs, it is not easy to combine conservation needs, human comfort, and low cost
maintenance.
This paper evaluates the installation and use of central warm air heating systems in operation in historic
churches located in Italy under different outdoor environmental conditions from the Alps to the coast of the
Adriatic Sea, i.e. one on the Alps, i.e. S.Maria Nascente in Agordo (BL), one at mid‐altitude on the Alpine foot,
i.e. S.Maria Maddalena, Lentiai (BL), and one on the coast, i.e. S. Andrea Apostolo in Chioggia (VE). All of them
use the popular warm‐air heating but with different technical solutions. All of them have vulnerable artworks.
In this region, it is quite popular to use warm air heating to heat churches once or twice per week, blowing
warm air inside the building before the people entrance, and stopping the operation when people go off. During
these sporadic sharp heating events, evidences of very noxious temperature peaks and relative humidity (RH)
drops and strong atmospheric layering. Such indoor microclimate variability causes internal stress with noxious
thermal expansion and moisture shrinkage to canvas paintings, wooden statues and organs.
In term of operational cost, during religious service, the warm air heating system seems cheaper than others.
In reality, money are spent to overheat ceiling and the upper part of the church rather than to warm up
churchgoers that at the end of the religious service, after 1 hour, receive little advantage with some 4°C heating.
Following the EN15757 and the EN15759‐1: 2011 recommendations, the case studies reported here,
highlight the importance to carry out a monitoring campaign and a careful analysis of pros and cons before the
heating system installation, change or set points determination. Such approach allows to minimize conservation
risks for artworks, HVAC operational costs, heat dispersion within the church optimizing churchgoers
comfortable area.

Section 1 ‐ The warm air heating system in the Church of S. Maria Nascente, Agordo – Italian Alps
A microclimate monitoring campaign over a short winter period (from December 2009 to February 2010), was
carried out within the Climate for Culture Project in the church of Santa Maria Nascente in Agordo, Italian Alps
(Fig.1) 611 m above mean sea level, to control the performances of a warm‐air heating system. This heating
system has a separate central power plant located in a room adjacent to the church (Fig.2) that injects the warm
air through a grille located on the floor of the church main nave.

Figure 1 Church of S. Maria Nascente, Agordo (BL), Italian Alps
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Figure 2 The separate heat generator and warm air duct in a room adjacent to the church

Figure 3 Warm air Inlet Grille located on the floor of the church (on the left) and a thermal image with the picture
of the heating system in operation with the warm air that is violently blown upward by the grille on the floor

Figure 4 (a) The air flows outdoors from some grates inserted on doors that are open during the heating operation
(b) Central door in the church with the outgoing warm air (red arrows). Cold part with penetration of external
air (cyan arrows).
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According to the enterprise that designed and installed the heating system, during the HVAC operation at the
same time in which the warm air is blown in the church from the supply grate (Fig.3), some exhaust grates are
automatically opened at the bottom of doors (Fig.4).
As in all the traditional warm air heating system, the indoor warm air rises upward where it tends to stratify,
however being, in this case, a forceful inlet flow, the internal mixing reduces the air layering. The air forced to
enter increases the pressure inside the church causing the release of as much air as in entrance from the exhaust
grates at the doors.
1.1 The monitoring Campaigns
The church monitoring campaign [1] was carried out in winter season with a permanent monitoring made
with two automatic data loggers that sampled air and surface temperature and relative humidity (RH), results
are reported in Figure 5a and 5b. Sampling was programmed every ten minutes to get reliable information during
the services, when the church is heated and crowded. Spot surveys were made for an extra acquisition of data
taken with manual instruments. Manual observations of air temperature and RH were taken in a horizontal cross
section of the church at 1.5 m above the floor. Spot and routine measurements of air and surface wall
temperature (T) were made with a Pt 100 sensor (accuracy ±0.1°C) and for RH measurements a capacitive
polymer sensors (accuracy ±2%), as recommended by EN15758:2010 and EN16242: 2012. The spot campaigns
were carried out during business days, without celebrations, but with the heating system on for the same time
and under the same conditions as on Sunday, in order to get data without disturbing celebrations.

Figure 5a Indoor surface (dark cyan) and air temperature (light cyan) variation during the monitoring campaign
(December 2009 – January 2010). The indoor sensors were positioned 3 m above the floor on the left‐side
aisle. The heating operation is evident from peaks drawn in cyan colour. The indoor dew point temperature is
blue and the outdoor black. Each day is marked with a vertical thin black line, Sunday with a thin dashed black
line. (b) RH variability during the monitoring campaign (December 2009 – January 2010). Indoor RH readings
in light green, outdoor RH in dark green. The heating operation is evident from the falls of the RH levels (during
certain celebration the RH change is about 40%).
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As highlighted by the results of the monitoring campaign, the T and RH variations induced by the operation of
warm air heating system affect indoors the conservation of both the building envelope (Figure 6) (e.g. plaster,
wall decorations, stuccoes tapestries, masonry) and the artworks through an overheating and damaging of the
upper part of the church and/or of the objects (e.g. statue, painting on canvas and on panels, organ) more
vulnerable to T/RH cycles (Figure 7 and 8). The strength of these gradients depends by the inlet warm air
temperature and the blowing speed causing also effect of a redistribution of pollutant particles and a greater
aerodynamic deposition of airborne particles and surface blackening.
The comparison between visible images (1.3 megapixel) and pictures captured with a FLIR B400 infrared camera
in the range 7.5 to 13 m, ( 0.05°C at +30°C thermal sensitivity, ±2°C or ±2% reading accuracy) was useful to test
the impact of warm air jet stream on the surface temperature of objects made of diverse materials, e.g. masonry,
wood, paintings on canvas, tapestry.

Figure 6 Detail of the 1860 false marble colour coating damaged with blistering, exfoliation and detachment.
Typical reaction of a coating to a too dry environment

Figure 7 Sudden T and RH changes due to the warm air blown from the grille on the floor (red arrow). Effect on
painting on canvas in the visible (on the left) and in the Infrared (on the right).
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Figure 8 Thermal response on a wooden statue representing an angel in the visible (on the left) and in the Infrared
(on the right).
The organ is the most illustrative object in the church for understanding the risk induced by the intermittent
use of a warm air heating system with a high inlet air temperature and an elevated air blowing speed. Before the
heating system is operated, the organ (Fig.9a,b) is in equilibrium, at a thermal level midway between the warmer
floor and the colder ceiling. When heating is operating, the contact with warm air immediately raises the
temperature of wooden parts and the organ’s metal pipes. The organ becomes the warmest object in the upper
part of the church(Fig.9c). The temperature increase causes a drop in RH and the delicate organ needs to be
regularly checked and tuned.

Figure 9 – Visible (a) and infrared (b, c) pictures of the counterfacade with the choir and the organ. The organ is
initially (b) in thermal equilibrium with the church at around 6°C; after one hour operation (c) it becomes the
warmest part and approaches 15°C.

During spot measurement campaigns it was possible to monitor the warm air spread at churchgoer level and the
expected thermal comfort by displacing a fast temperature sensor in a series of different positions in a grid
representative of a horizontal cross‐section of the church at 1.5 m above the floor. The initial situation and the
temperature distribution after 60 min of this operation are reported in Fig.10. It is evident that people located
near the grille and in the centre of the nave benefit from the heating; people near the opposite wall or in the
rear part of the church suffer from the cold structures and the air leakage through the main door.
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Figure 10 Air temperature in the Agordo Church cross section 1,5 m above the floor. Unperturbed situation
before heating (left); temperature distribution after one hour heating operation (right). Doors are indicated
with orange rectangles and emission grille with a grid on the left side corner. Measurements 11‐12‐2009,
16:30 and 17:30 respectively.
The wall temperature distribution (Fig.11) repeats in some way the air temperature distribution in Fig.10, being
highest near the emission grille and lowest in the counterfacade.

Figure 11 Surface temperature distribution inside the church from 1.5 to 3 m above floor level. Emission grille
indicated with green rectangle. Measurements taken 11‐12‐2009, after one hour heating operation.
The vertical profiles of air temperature for human comfort were also measured with the blackbody strip method
(Fig.12a,b) in different parts of the pew area in church, i.e. near the main entrance, in the middle on the right
and left sides and in the front pews, not far from the emission grille. The height of the strips was 180 cm, like a
standing man.

Figure 12 Visible (a) and infrared (b) pictures of the blackbody strip used to assess churchgoer thermal comfort.
The IR image shows thermal layering.
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The blackbody strip temperature was monitored with a precision radiometer every 10 cm height in order to
obtain a high‐resolution thermal profile. The precision radiometer is a modified Raytek MX4+ with a chip
included to compensate for the error generated by the temperature difference between target and sensor. After
this compensation the instrument provides accuracy better than ±0.1°C. The instrument works in the spectral
bandwidth 8 to 14 m and the sensor is a thermopile. The result is that the front position benefits from 4°C at face
level and 1.5°C at foot level; the two central positions from about 1.5°C at face and 0°C at foot level; the rear
position suffered from some door opening and the leakage counteracted the face heating and cooled the foot
level by 1.5°C. The balance is that 1.5°C average face heating and 0°C foot heating implies 10°C warming and 23%
RH dropping in the upper part, that is not beneficial to the organ.

1.2 Conclusions
This section reports the results of the monitoring campaign performed in winter 2009‐2010 in the Church
of S. Maria Nascente, Agordo, Italian alps to study the performances and the potential impact of the installed
warm‐air heating system. After this monitoring, the stakeholders’ knowledge has been improved, because they
know the warm air flow impact in the church, the vertical air layering, the temperature and relative humidity
gradients after a celebration. This is crucial to preserve the organ, painting on canvas, wooden statues. Another
key point is that air layering leaves discomfort to churchgoers. However when warm air is blown in to heat, it is
difficult to counteract the negative effects on the most vulnerable artworks in the church. The best heating
strategy, recommended by the Standard EN15759‐1:2011 [2], is to use localized heating in the churchgoer area
accepting a compromise between the churchgoers’ thermal comfort and the cultural heritage conservation
needs.

Section 2 ‐ The warm air heating system in the Church of S. Maria Assunta, Lentiai – Italian Alps
Within the Climate for Culture Project, an IR thermal monitoring campaign was carried out in the church of S.
Maria Assunta in Lentiai, 261 m above mean sea level, on the foot of the Italian Alps (Figure 13) in January 2010
to evaluate the performance of a warm air heating system with construction features a bit different from the
traditional one and to assess the potential risk of this HVAC for the conservation of a wooden coffered and
painted ceiling of great artistic value.

Figure 13 Church of S. Maria Assunta, Lentiai (BL), on the foot of the Italian Alps
The warm air heating system has the distinction respect to the traditional one, to have, at about 4 meters height
above the floor level, an air distribution duct made of plastic material that is kept on in the cold season and
removed on the warm season. It may be rolled after each operation and unrolled at the next use. Once unrolled,
the plastic duct rests on metal supports (Figure 14a) covering the lateral aisles and the rear part of the church in
a U shape as reported respectively in Figure 14b and 14c.
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Figure 14 (a) Metal supports (red rectangle) to support the plastic duct once unrolled to start the operation of
the church heating. (b) The air distribution duct unrolled for the operation of the heating system during the
religious celebration. View of the Apse with the initial and final part of the duct (c) View of the counterfacade
with the U‐turn of the air distribution duct.
During the system operation, warm air is blown from the supply inlet (figure 15a) in the plastic duct, the duct
being attached at the supply inlet at. 4 m height from the floor; then, the air is taken out from the exhaust grille
located close to the floor on the left aisle, as indicated by the rectangular window in red in figure 15b.

Figure 15 (a) The warm‐air distribution system located 4 m above the floor on the left‐side aisle. Once the plastic
duct is unrolled and hooked to the inlet, warm air blows in the duct and leaks through small holes made on
the lower part of the cylinder (b) The exhaust grille located close to the floor on the left‐side aisle in a picture
in the visible light (on the left) and two IR thermal images showing the exhaust warm air coming out through
the grille (on the right).
When the system is working, the passage of hot air inflates the duct and the warm air comes out through small
holes applied in the bottom part of the plastic duct (red arrows in Figure 16) to heat the church.
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Figure 16 A view of the warm air heating system in operation with the duct inflated with warm air. Warm air
comes out through holes on the lower part of the plastic duct as indicated with red arrows.
2.1 The monitoring Campaigns
In January 2010 a thermographic monitoring campaign was carried out in the Church of S. Maria Assunta in
Lentiai to evaluate the heating system performance in view of a risk assessment for the protection of vulnerable
and valuable wooden ceiling.
The thermograms obtained the 8th of January 2010 during the heating in operation (Figure 17), show the
temperature of the air coming out from the plastic duct along the path of the tube in different point into the
church, each one at 4 m height above the floor. The air temperature is respectively 30°C, 25°C and 20°C at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end of the path (figure 18a).
In the church, the most valuable but also vulnerable work of art that should be preserved is the wooden coffered
ceiling painted by Cesare Vecellio (1577‐79), the father of the famous painter Tiziano Vecelio. The 20
compartments of the magnificent coffered ceiling present the stories of the Virgin Mary of great artistic value
(figure 18b).

Figure 17 (a) Mosaic figure, with a visible image of the left‐side aisle at the beginning of the path of the plastic
duct and an IR thermal image at the centre showing a surface temperature of the duct of about 30°C. (b) IR
thermal image of the church interior (counterfacade) showing a surface temperature in the middle of the
path of the duct (white tube in the picture) of about 25°C. (c) Mosaic figure, with a visible image of the right‐
side aisle at the end of the path of the plastic duct and an IR thermal image at the centre showing a surface
temperature of the duct of about 20°C.
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Figure 18 (a) Plan showing the whole path covered by the warm air distribution duct. The supply inlet (in) is
drawn in figure with a thick red arrow, the exhaust grille (out) with light blue arrow. The warm air blown
through the holes in the duct is indicated with small red arrows. The surface temperature of the plastic duct
measured during a celebration with the heating system in operation respectively at the beginning, in the
middle and at the end of the path is: 30°C, 25°C and 20°C (black text), (b) The most valuable work of art to be
preserved in the Church of S. Maria Assunta in Lentiai, is the wooden coffered ceiling with its 20
compartments painted by Cesare Vecellio (1577‐79)
However the warm air heating system installed in this church is the worst choice for conservation purposes
of this vulnerable painted wooden ceiling. In fact passing from cold to warm with the traditional intermittent
operational use of about 1 hour during the religious services, the warm air that tends to rise and to lower RH,
generating sharp T‐RH cycles, reaching unsustainable level for a painted wooden ceiling with the occurrence of
plastic deformation and eventually fracturing the wooden substrate or cracking, blistering and detaching the
pictorial layer.
Moreover the warm air supplied by the inlet directly at 4 m height above the floor, overheats in a short time
the upper part of the church and in particular to the ceiling. This has been recognized with the IR monitoring
after 1 hour of operation (Figure 19b). After a normal use the ceiling reaches 12°C, it is therefore heated of more
than 7°C respect the initial unheated situation in thermal equilibrium with the environment at about 5°C.
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Figure 19 (a) Visible image of the counterfacade of the church with the warm air heating system in operation (air
blown into the unrolled plastic duct). (b) IR thermal image of the counterfacade of the church with the warm
air heating system in operation (plastic duct in white colour of the false colour scale, temperature around
25°C). The thermal image shows that the most heated part of the church after 1 hour heating is the vulnerable
painted wooden coffered ceiling.
During the monitoring campaign, the vertical temperature profile was measured with the thermocamera FLIR
B400 as in the Agordo case study sampling the readings in the spot measurement mode on a vertical blackbody
strip [1, 3]. The blackbody strip was obtained by unrolling a 27‐cm‐wide roll of paper and raising the paper strip
from the floor to the ceiling with a rope (Figure 20).

Figure 20 Vertical temperature profile measured with the IR thermocamera in the spot measurement mode,
sampling at selected levels on a black‐body strip. In the yellow rectangle the black‐body strip in the visible
range, on the right, the IR mosaic image with the same black‐body strip.
It is assumed that the blackbody strip, made of a paper, is in thermal equilibrium with the air. Once the paper
strip reached the required vertical position, it was possible to sample the paper temperature at a number of
vertical levels in order to obtain the required profile. A further advantage of this methodology is that any picture
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shows, in addition to the air temperature, the surface temperature of ceiling, walls and whatever is included in
the optical view angle. This is possible because most of the surfaces have emissivity values close to each other,
i.e. paper: 0.92‐0.93; plaster: 0.91‐0.92; soot: 0.91‐0.94; wooden pews and furniture: 0.90‐0.93; oil paintings on
canvas: 0.94. By setting the instrument emissivity at 0.92, all the surfaces are investigated with the appropriate
emissivity to a close approximation. The results of the thermal gradient measured in the unheated situation,
after 45 minutes and after 80 minutes of operation of the heating system are visible in figure 21a.

Figure 21 (a) Vertical temperature profile measured after 45 minutes (orange dots) and after 80 minutes of
heating operation (pink dots). (b) Vertical RH profiles, as in (a) but for RH. Blue: T and RH profiles during the
unheated period, just before the warm‐air heating.
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From the temperature and RH observations taken at 1.5 m above the floor, it is possible to calculate the
mixing ratio and calculate how the thermal layering is influential on the RH distribution at different heights. This
is shown in Fig.21b where we see that the upper part after 80 minutes of heating is affected by more than 10°C
temperature increase and 23% RH drop; the lower part by 4.5°C and 13% RH. Also during this monitoring
campaign, the vertical profiles of air temperature for human comfort were measured with the precision
radiometer Raytek MX4+ as in the Agordo case study. In order to assess the level of human comfort we used
again a blackbody strip method, this time with a strip made of a good absorber material with low thermal
hyteresis in order to respond quickly and reach thermal equilibrium with ambient air and IR radiation. The 180
cm height black body strip was locate in a pew on a position close to the end of the path of the heating duct
(right aisle) where the warm airflow has the lowest temperature (Figure 22). The result is that this warm air
heating system, after 1 hour operation, gives a comfort of less than 5°C at the level of the head and lower comfort
for feet with only 3.5°C temperature rise.

Figure 22 Vertical profiles of air temperature for human comfort measured after 45 minutes (orange line) and
after 80 minutes of heating (pink line) within the height of a standing man (i.e. 180 cm). The air temperature
profile during the unheated situation is reported in blue. The location of the black body strip for the comfort
measurements is indicated with red dots in the map of the church.
2.2 Conclusions
This paper reports the results of the thermographic campaign performed in January 2010 in the Church of S.
Maria Assunta, Lentiai, on the foot of the Italian Alps to study the performances and the potential impact of the
installed warm‐air heating system. The IR images are acquired in the environment in thermal equilibrium (before
the heating system operation), during the heating and after the time of a typical heating system operation (i.e.
80 minutes). During the system operation, the air temperature stratifies in a vertical gradient between the duct
(4.5 m height above the floor) and the floor with a variation, on the top, that changes from 5 ° C (unheated
situation) to 12 ° C (heated situation) in 1 hour. The wooden painted coffered ceiling, that is the most valuable
but also the most vulnerable work of art in the church undergoes a T variation of about 9 °C, with a corresponding
change in RH of about 25% in 1 hour; the wooden crucifix and paintings also go from 5 ° C to 12 ° C, following the
change in air temperature. This case study shows that the warm air heating system is not the best to preserve
wooden ceilings, and that a localized heating system is more suitable for conservation purposes.
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Section 3 ‐ The warm air heating system in the Church of S. Andrea Apostolo, Chioggia – Venice Area
The church of S. Andrea is located on the Venice Lagoon on the northern side of the Adriatic Sea, 1 m above
mean sea level. The Adriatic Sea responds to the West Mediterranean cyclonic areas with violent storm surges
that reaches exceptionally high levels (i.e. from 1 to 2 m) and flood the coast. Over the centuries, and with an
exponential acceleration in the most recent period, the Church has been periodically affected by high tide (i.e.
Acqua Alta events) and the masonry has absorbed seawater, being soaked for a level of 2 or 3 m above the soil.
The NaCl that permeates brick and mortar has caused serious damage to the stone altars, decorations, brick walls
and the detachment of the plaster due to the cycles of NaCl dissolution and recrystallization. The main problems
that may arise for the preservation of the works of art are capillary rise, moisture content of materials, the indoor
climate variability, the temperature of the walls and the saline contamination that can lead to the cycles of
deliquescence ‐ crystallization and the bio colonization by micro‐organisms . To these aims, within the Climate
for Culture Project, a microclimate monitoring campaign was carried out in the church of S. Andrea Apostolo in
Chioggia, Venice Area (Figure 23) from September 2011 to April 2013.

Figure 23 Church of S. Andrea Apostolo, Chioggia, Venice Area on the coast of the Adriatic Sea.
3.1 The monitoring Campaigns
The indoor temperature and relative humidity monitoring was measured with a pt1000 resistive sensor with
±0,4°C accuracy and 0,1 °C resolution and the relative humidity with a capacitive sensor with ±2.5% accuracy in
the range 5%‐95% at 23°C and 1% resolution as recommended by EN15758:2010 and EN16242: 2012. In Figure
24, the indoor climate conditions (thin black lines) are compared with recommended safe thresholds [4] within
which the church naturally responds to environmental changes (i.e. 7th‐93th percentile band‐ bold red and green
lines‐ of the deviation from the 30‐days central moving average ‐bold black line inside the band). Generally this
is a good reference for the design of a sustainable heating because the T and RH values reached during the use
of a heating system, should not fall in this risk area.
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Figure 24 (a) Indoor temperature record (thin black lines). The peaks represent the heating operations. (b)
Indoor Relative Humidity record (thin black lines) compared with recommended safe thresholds [4] within
which the church naturally responds to environmental changes (i.e. 7th‐93th percentile band‐ bold green
lines‐ of the deviation from the 30‐days central moving average ‐bold black line inside the band). The drops
in RH represent the heating episodes.

The church was heated with a traditional warm air heating system. The IR thermal image shows the warm air
that blows in the church from the supply grate located on the left aisle wall (Fig. 25a) and the exhaust grate
located below the supply inlet grille close to the floor (Fig.25b). The warm air is blown in aloft at 57 °C and other
air is removed below from an exhaust grate at 16°C. The temperature reached by the church surfaces ranges
from 9 to 26 ° C with a temperature gradient maximum in the upper part of the church and minimum in the lower
part. Consequently the warm air heating system is not very useful for the evaporation of the lower part of the
church that is impregnated of salt water by capillary rise and also during the heating system operation remains
cold. Due to the high temperature and the blowing speed, the warm air jet in emission immediately hits the wall
in front of the emission grid and rises toward the ceiling (Fig.26).
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Figure 25 (a) IR thermal image with the warm‐air supply grille (in) on the left‐side aisle. The warm air blows at 57
°C. (b) Visible image with both the supply and the exhaust grille (out).
Data (Fig.27) achieved during the monitoring campaign carried out in winter 2010‐2011 highlight the following:
‐ The areas where the air flow is warmest;
‐ A strong thermal stratification;
‐ The overheating of the parts with a low thermal diffusivity (pipe organ) or insulation (wood, stucco);
‐ Primary and secondary heat sources (e.g. heating grilles, lamps)
‐The evidence that the lower part of the church remains cold and damp

Figure 26 IR thermal images of the warm air jet hitting the wall in front of the supply grille (on the left and at
the centre). IR thermal image with a front view of the supply grille and the temperature stratification on the
ceiling (On the right).

Figure 27 IR thermal images showing strong thermal stratification with the overheating of the parts with a lower
thermal diffusivity (pipe organ; wood, stucco) and secondary artificial heat sources (e.g. lamps).
The T and RH monitoring performed inside the damp masonry (i.e. the Northern, Eastern, Southern, Western
walls at 1.5 m height) has shown a slow drying in the masonry, followed by further wetting for underground
water supply. The drying in the left aisle (Northern wall) and the apse (Eastern wall) is very slow. The other walls
remain damp for the contribution of capillary rise. On the basis of these data, the Northern and the Eastern walls
are at risk for Salt crystallization cycles (NaCl), being close to the 75% RH deliquescence threshold (Figure 28).
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Figure 28 Temperature and RH levels measured in the church masonry. Green dots = Western wall, Orange dots
= Southern wall, Pink dots = Northern wall and Red dots = Eastern wall. The black thick line represents the
threshold for the NaCl salt crystallization‐deliquescence cycles as reported in the Table.
3.2 Conclusions
This paper reports the results of monitoring campaigns performed in winter 2012 in the Church of S. Andrea
Apostolo, Chioggia, Venice Area to study the performances of an existing warm‐air heating system and the impact
it has on the building envelope impregnated of marine salt after the church has been flooded by a storm surge.
After one hour of heating, marked layering with thermo‐hygrometric vertical profiles leading to a difference of
about 20 °C in temperature and 30 % in relative humidity are produced between the floor and the ceiling. Such
T and RH variations are not suitable for preservation of vulnerable organic materials in the church. In particular
if one considers the specific problem of masonry impregnated with salt water, the measurements confirm that
the warm air remains layered aloft and is not advantageous for the evaporation of the water in the lower part of
the church. The indoor climate variability and the T and RH at the interface with the masonry give rise to
efflorescence on walls that are below the critical threshold for NaCl cycles (i.e. RH =75%) while the other walls
still suffer from dissolution‐recrystallization cycles .
Surprisingly, despite the wall dampness, the mould infestation is modest. This fact may be justified because the
NaCl impregnation opposes the mould growth.
Last but not least, this warm air heating system is not suitable for churchgoers thermal comfort because the
warm air aloft provides little benefit to people on the floor and in addition requires high energy consumption.
This central heating system, based on warm air blown in has failed, or only partially reached, the goal of providing
people comfort and drying the damp walls. It is better to follow the heating strategy given by the European
standards:
‐ EN 15757: 2010 Cultural Heritage ‐ Specifications for temperature and relative humidity to limit climate‐
induced mechanical damage in organic hygroscopic materials.
‐ EN 15759‐1: 2011 Cultural Heritage ‐ Indoor climate ‐ Part 1: Heating Chapels Churches & other places of
worship
that recommend the use of gentle local heating, without causing violent indoor climate perturbations.

Summary
This paper considers three case studies on different climatic areas, one on the Alps, i.e. S.Maria Nascente in
Agordo (BL), one at mid‐altitude on the Alpine foot, i.e. S.Maria Maddalena, Lentiai (BL), and one on the coast,
i.e. S. Andrea Apostolo in Chioggia (VE). All of them use the popular warm‐air heating but with different technical
solutions. All of them have vulnerable artworks.
Monitoring campaigns were performed to evaluate the respect of the safe band of the historic climate
established by EN15757:2010 in the churches and possible environmental injuries that could cause cumulative
and irreversible effects on works of art. The heating systems evaluation has been carried out following the EU
standards EN15757:2010 and EN15759‐1: 2011.
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The monitoring campaigns were focused to recognize the zones reached by the warm air blown in, the
thermal layering, the temperature and humidity distribution on the horizontal cross section and the vertical
profiles. In particular, it was observed the limited advantage for the thermal comfort in proximity of the floor
and in the area occupied by churchgoers, and the potential risk to vulnerable artworks located at the upper
levels, e.g. organs, wooden sculptures, paintings on canvas.
As warm air tends to rise for its buoyancy, only a small fraction of blown air is useful for thermal comfort. if
one increases the heat input, the situation becomes risky for artworks. It is not easy to combine conservation
needs, human comfort, and HVAC low cost maintenance, as commented in EN15759‐1: 2011.
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‘Temperierung’ – wall heating for best possible museums climate comfort
JOCHEN KAEFERHAUS
Kaeferhaus GmbH, Vienna, Austria

Introduction
Based on 30 years of research and practical experience, this report makes a case for the use in museums of
radiative wall heating, also known as Temperierung. Present convective heating systems cause problems with
dust and provide less comfort for people than radiative systems.

Principles of ‘Temperierung’ Heating
The principle of Temperierung is to heat outside walls, creating a warm and dry envelope for artifacts in the
room and also for users. A 15 or 18mm copper tube is fixed in the wall covered with plaster similar to electric
cables, parallel to floor and window sill, sometimes with detours on both sides of windows to compensate cold
areas next to windows as shown on photo below. Temperature of income heating water (or heat of an electric
coil) has to be 55°C in coldest winter outside temperatures, return about 50°C. Capacity of one meter tubing in
wall covered by plaster is about 50W/m.

Fig. 2: Example of ‘Tempering’ heating in a historic building, refurbished library in Einsiedeln Monastery,
Switzerland, before plaster is put on the copper tubes
In case there is no possibility of fixing heating tubes in wall there is also the possibility of pressing them, income
and return heating tube, inside at the bottom of an outside wall, as it was done in Ambras Castle, Innsbruck,
Tyrol, in chamber of arts and wonders. In this case capacity of heating power only amounts to 30W/m.
A detailed analysis of advantages of radiation heat way of ‘Temperierung’ wall heating system is explained in
articles in ‘Technologische Studien’, published by Museum of Fine Arts, Vienna4 as well as by Schönbrunn Castle5
as well as by Office of Non‐state Museums of Bavaria6.
A summary of all details about this heating, developed in the 1980s by Henning Grosseschmidt, a former restorer
in Munich, working for the State Office for No‐state museums in Bavaria, was published by the State Office of
Non‐state Museums in Bavaria, Munich 7 after a workshop in monastery of Benediktbeuern, Bavaria, in

4

A. Huber, J. Käferhaus, Symptome bekämpfen oder Ursachen vermeiden? In Technologische Studien
7/2010, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien, 2010
5
Jochen Käferhaus, Haustechnik und ‚preventive conservation‘ in Schloß Schönbrunn in: W. Kippes, F.
Sattlecker, (Hrsg.) Schloß Schönbrunn 20 Jahre Denkmalpflege 1992‐2012, Wissenschaftl. Reihe Schönbrunn,
Band 10, S. 73‐87, Wien,
6
Jochen Käferhaus, 30 Jahre Temperierung. Eine kritische Analyse, Die Temperierung, Schriftenreihe des
bayr. Landesamtes für Denkmalpflege 8, München 2014, S. 75
7
H. Großeschmidt, M. Kotterer, Das Klimakonzept der Landesstelle in 30 Jahre Temperierung, München
2014
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November 2012. During refurbishing and restoration of the ‘Kartause Mauerbach’ west of Vienna, Austria, in
Lower Austria, the author got into contact with Henning Grosseschmidt in 1988 in Regensburg, Germany,
learning details about ‘Temperierung’ heating system in the museum of ‘Salzstadl’ in Regensburg, a building
damaged by salt due to its history as a storeroom for salt with innumerous flooding of the nearby Danube.
First research work was undertaken in ‘Kartause Mauerbach’8 which was funded by first European project of
preventive conservation, called Eurocare in 1994‐1996, followed by intense research work on ‘Temperierung’
heating in Schönbrunn Castle, Vienna9. Afterwards hundreds of examples in historic buildings, monuments and
museums of planning best possible damage preventive and comfortable radiation heating with ‘Temperierung’
followed, so also in Brezice Castle in Slowenia and Salsta Castle in Sweden, researched by Jan Holmberg,
Haftcourt, from Stockholm and his students.
2 Research on ‘Temperierung’ wall heating in detail
Kartause Mauerbach

Fig. 2: View to Kartause Mauerbach, West of Vienna
Research work in Kartause Mauerbach, an old monastery of Kartusian monks of 1314, was undertaken to
get an answer finding a heating system in historic buildings with the least impact on historic substance and ‘best’
i.e. most constant micro climate in rooms. Therefore 6 non refurbished cells of monks have been provided with
6 different heating systems, 4 with radiation heat and 2 others with convection heat.

Fig. 3: View to historic monk cells in Kartause Mauerbach with different heating systems
In order to know influences of heating to indoor climate all essential data were logged, i.e. room
temperature, relative humidity, air speed, temperature of income heating water, wall temperature inside, in the
middle of wall, outside, heat flux, temperature gradient, presence of persons, energy consumption. In all cells
the same temperature was controlled. In order to test the influence of heating on the micro climate of a cell,
8
Jochen Käferhaus: 2012Schadensprävention in Schloß Schönbrunn, Wien, in W. Kippes et al (publ.): Die
Temperierung, Wissenschaftliche Reiche Schönbrunn, Bd. 9, Wien, 2004
9
Jochen Käferhaus: 2012Schadensprävention in Schloß Schönbrunn, Wien, in W. Kippes et al (publ.): Die
Temperierung, Wissenschaftliche Reiche Schönbrunn, Bd. 9, Wien, 2004
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every cell was provided by a wooden panel painting as a dummy with an own developed measuring device which
was logged in order to show movements of panel painting due to change in micro climate in a monk’s cell
especially due to change in relative humidity.

Fig. 4: Position of sensors in ‘Temperierung’ cell

Fig. 5: View to panel painting dummy with measuring unit for movements of painting in hypocaust heated
cell with heating element and inner layer of hypocaust made of acryl in order to realize humidity inside wall
Radiation heating systems were chosen and built as tile stove, ‘Temperierung’ heating system, base board
heating and hypocaust wall heating system. Convective heating systems in other cells have been radio‐
convector, and fan coil.

Fig. 6: View to first monk cell with tile stove and panel painting
Following questions were researched to be answered:
 Which heating system shows least conservative damaging facts in relationship to such historic building
substance as old buildings with no basement and no upper floor?
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Which heating system spares most historic building substance?
Which heating system spares most inventories of existing historic rooms?
Which heating system has least energy consumption?
Is it possible to copy the results on other historic buildings?
Is it possible to improve negative consequences of already existing heating systems with these results?

All data were meant serving for future planning of housing services in historic buildings.
After three years of intense research the following results were stated:
 Even though all cells looked very well alike there were differences in characteristics of buildings for
example of humidity of earth below which affected also walls point of view humidity. This humidity
in the wall also had (negative) consequences to climate in a cell and energy consumption.
 Nevertheless there was a certain proof that least energy consumption had the tile stove, baseboard
heating and ‚Temperierung‘ heating. The latter also provided dry walls despite having the most
humid ground with rising damp, which was stopped.
 As expected all cells with slow reacting heating systems hypocaust and ‘Temperierung’ heating
system showed best constancy of indoor micro climate in a cells with almost no differences in
temperature of room air and wall surface. Larger differences showed systems using air for transport
of heat.
 Least movements of panel paintings were logged in cell with fan coil, probably because of small size
of cell and resulting small volume of air. The strong ventilator of fan coil unit transported air in a
room very strong. There was no difference in relative humidity in that cell what so ever.
 ‚Temperierung‘ heating reacted very slow on sudden negative influences as failure of heating or
opening of doors or exceed heat of income heating water.
 To proof best comfort for artifacts in a room and for users of the room were proofed by logging
difference in temperature of indoor temperature in a room and inside temperature of surface of
outside wall. All radiation heating systems as tile stove, baseboard heating and ‘Temperierung’
heating offered no differences in room air temperature and inner wall surface temperature. So
these heating systems could be quoted as ‘comfortable’ for users and artifacts and offers least
‘stress’ for both.
 In context of damage preventive heating and humid historic walls and buildings substance
‚Tempering‘ heating was a very recommendable form of heating with low energy consumption how
is to be seen in following table.
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Fig. 7: Table about energy consumption of different heating systems in cells of Kartause Mauerbach
As a consequence of work in ‚Kartause Mauerbach‘ a second research study was realized proofing that there
is not a bigger heat flux through an outside wall heated with ‚Temperierung‘ heating than with radiator. When
wall heating continuously is heated, also in summer, what is necessary to get rid of humidity in walls also by
increasing damp pressure in the wall, whereas a radiator in summer is cold and consequently outside wall behind
is getting humid again, heat flux is less in dry walls than in humid walls. Further thermal quality of dry walls is
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better than of humid walls. Therefore energy consumption of a heating system with heating tube in outside walls
(mostly) is smaller than with radiator heating system.

Fig. 8: Photos of infrared pictures taken from cell with tile stove and baseboard heating (left), from convector
and fan coil (middle), from ‘Temperierung’ and hypocaust heating system (right)
Research of ‘Tempering’ heating in Schönbrunn Castle in ‘Gisela‐Rooms’
In Schönbrunn Castle in ‘Gisela‐Rooms’ there was intense research work concerning energy consumption of
‘Temperierung’ heating system and drying effect of humid walls due to heating walls. After having taken probes
out of humid wall in order to determine degree of humidity in wall by neutral Institute of Technical University in
Vienna, there was also question to proof energy consumption of this special heating system fixed directly into
walls.

Fig. 9: View to ‘Temperierung’ heating at bottom of wall, covered by plaster and view of assistant of
Technical University of Vienna taking probes of humid wall to define degree of humidity.
To proof energy consumption of ‘Temperierung’ heating system in this part of Schönbrunn Castle the heating
system was installed at bottom of outside walls and supplied by hot heating water, produced with an electric coil
in a heating water buffer of 800l. This arrangement of experiment offered possibility of easily proofing energy
consumption only by means of an electric counter.
Probenziehung
Beginn 1.Zwischenmessung
Ende
Kommentar
Probenort Datum der Probe
Datum der Probe
Datum der Probe
18. 12. 1996
30. 9. 1997
17. 12. 1997
Feuchtigkeitsgehalt F in Masse‐%
Rennerzim 1 8,6
9,5
6,4
Rennerzi unbeheizt
Zi 39
2
3,4
6,9
1,1
Zi 38
3a 7,5
5,7
4,4
Zi 37
3b 1,6
5,0
7,5
(Ausreißer!?)
Zi 36
5
7,3
1,6
2,3
Fig. 10: Table about decrease in humidity in wall in ‘Gisela‐Rooms’ in ground floor west in Schönbrunn Castle.
Both results were convincing. First, energy consumption of ‘Temperierung’ heating was proofed about 110
kWh/m²/a, despite activation all over the year due to humid walls. Further since the show rooms have not been
yet refurbished windows were very leaky. Finally despite the fact that there was only allowance putting the
heating tubes at bottom of walls as shown in the photo temperature in the show room reached even 17 °C.
Concerning decrease of humidity in the wall the following table shows final results of drying process of
‘Temperierung’.
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Research on heating and drying capacity of ‘Temperierung’ heating system in Chapel of Schönbrunn Castel
In course of European research project ‘SMooSH’ during several years influence of heating by means of
‘Temperierung’ was logged and documented.

Fig. 11: View into Schönbrunn Chapel
Because of valuable inside decoration heating for research work only was possible by implementing
‘Temperierung’ heating system by an electric coil, length about 40m, capacity about 2.000W.

Fig.12: View to electric heating coil in Schönbrunn Chapel on top of destroyed marble cover by rising damp.
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Fig. 13: Floor plan of Schönbrunn Chapel with different measuring systems to diagnose humidity and salts in
sockets of walls.

Figure 15: Potential difference measurements in Schönbrunn Chapel in a wall which show development of
damp in outside wall, covered with limestone of “Adnet” after installing a wall heating system.

The results of controlling energy consumption for heating as well as development of humidity in wall were
astonishing: As to be seen in following table there was a significant reduction in humidity in outside wall and less
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migration of salts due to ceasing condensation, since whole year round bottom of wall were kept dry with
temperatures above dew point.
Concerning energy (electricity) consumption the total amount of about 13.500 kWh/a were counted with
costs of about 2000,‐€ for a church with a size of about 400m² and in winter with indoor temperatures of about
12 to 15°C.
Discussing micro climate situation in Schönbrunn Chapel which was equipped with ‘Temperierung’ heating
shows stable temperature and relative humidity in a period of year, spring time, which often is difficult
concerning indoor climate because of cold building masses from winter and humid outside air in spring.

Fig. 15: Graph march 2010, sensors overview.
Above graph shows complete amount of 10 sensors, which were mounted in different places in church,
including a sensor for outdoor climate. Since this graph is not easily readable the next graph shows only a few
sensors. Generally one could recognize different layers of temperature and relative humidity in the room.
Considering absolute humidity it shows very similar humidity across all temperature layers. Temperature
oscillates buffered by the building masses similar to outer temperature.

Fig. 16:1 Graph March 2010 (1 week), temperature.
Temperatures in March in the chapel are stable and they rise in 1 week only by 1K due to higher outer
temperatures. Differences between day and night are not to be seen (buffering effect of big masses).
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Installing the wall heating system in this case has shown that damp in walls and indoor micro climate was
stabilized due to this electric radiation heating system which only was mounted provisory. Also question of dew
posed no danger for outside walls which are warmed up by appropriate heating as shown in following graph:

Fig.17: Dew point, wall surface temperature.
In a very humid period in summer (16.7.2010) surface temperature of wall and room temperature were
examined. There is no danger of dew on cold outer walls because of summer wall heating.
Museum of Fine Arts, Vienna
Museum of Fine Arts, Vienna, hosts very famous paintings. Due to insufficient thermal quality
of an outer wall towards the court yard in combination with wrong convective heating system,
mould was found at rear side of paintings and on drapery of wall.

Fig. 18: View to the Museum of Fine Arts, Vienna.
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Fig.19: View to outside walls to the court yard with false windows, having scraffito in it instead of windows.

Fig. 20: View to wall, affected with mould.

Fig. 21: Mould on rear side of paintings

Fig. 22: Wrong convective heating system.
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As known, mould spores are everywhere. With humidity as base of living they begin to grow. In the middle
of all show rooms seats with integrated convectors and steam humidifiers circulate room air, dust and humidity
towards the ceiling as shown below. Near cold outer walls chilled room air falls down, leaves humidity and
damaging paintings with mould. This situation occurs very often in museums and store rooms.
To solve this critical situation, heating the wall brings a solution, which was done by a ‘Temperierung’ system
on the wall, under the drapery, where the paintings were hung upon.
To be sure not causing any harm to the precious paintings, numerous sensors were installed and the energy
consumption was counted, after the convectors in the middle of the room were put off, as well as the humidifiers.
Both were no longer needed.
The most fascinating result was the reduction of the specific energy consumption of this room, which was
about 140kWh/m²before and 70kWh after refurbishment.
There was no more need neither for the convectors in the middle of the room nor for the humidifiers, which
had deteriorated most this situation.

Fig. 23: Wall heating on cold outer wall.
Results on measurements are shown next proofing stable indoor conditions without existing convective
heating, without damp steam humidifiers and with half of energy consumption compared to rest of Museum of
Fine Arts.

Fig. 24: Graph of temperature of former cold and humid wall in show room IV in KHM.
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Research on ‘Temperierung’ heating in painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts
Very significant example of positive effects of ‘Temperierung’ wall heating was after refurbishing of art
gallery of Academy of Fine Arts.
In second floor of the old building, established in 1877 by architect Theophil Hansen, the existing gallery of
paintings of about 800m² old gallery and about 300m² modern galleries were refurbished. Existing box windows
were improved by better glazing and shading, which is ventilated in summer and were air tightened. Internal and
external loads were minimized and pure radiation heat through wall heating was installed. Old radiators were
taken away. With agreed micro climate values of 45 to 60% RH and temperatures from 18 to 24 (to maximal 26
°C in really hot summers) in combination with simple and sophisticated planned housing services with simple
control systems a very reasonable base for climate stability was created. Climate data recorded by data loggers
are good proof, how simple control systems and simple housing services could result in best climate stability with
low investing costs and very low running costs and energy consumption of less than 70kWh/m²/a.

Fig. 25: View to ‘Temperierung’ wall heating in painting gallery of Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna.
For cooling and dehumidification an air handling unit of about 6.000m³/h, which means an air change rate
(ACH) of about two, was installed. Since changing of RH and temperature should occur as slow as possible,
activating of ventilation and cooling should happen as slow as possible. All these indoor climate demands could
be achieved thanks to pure radiation heat and best possible shading.
The control methods in the gallery of fine arts were the following:
For heating, thermostat valves were mounted in little boxes in walls with their remote sensors put into the
plaster of outside walls. The valves were put to a temperature of about 18 to 20°C. With this very cheap and
simple control units very slow changing in temp were guaranteed.

Fig. 26: Thermostat valve in the wall with sensor in the plaster of the outside wall.
Generally ventilation is activated only when air quality sensors are exceeding CO2 values of about 1.200
ppm, so very rarely ventilation works due to huge air volumes of show rooms. Unfortunately only very few
visitors come to the gallery, because of lack of effective promotion of this unique painting gallery.
Generally ventilation in the gallery is activated, through comparison of absolute humidity inside and outside.
Only when no negative climate from outside (too dry, too humid and too warm) is imported into the gallery the
air handling unit will be activated. To control ventilation a ‘normal’ but rather complex building management
control system is used with inside and outside sensors. The outside sensor is mounted in a subterraneous tunnel,
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which is surrounding the historic building in order to keep basement free of humidity, as it was often done in the
past. The outside air is sucked through this tunnel. Therefore it is “pre‐heated” in winter and “pre‐cooled” in
summer through the constant temperature of earth, which surrounds the tunnel. The tunnel is made of clay
stones.
Consequence of this planning is a very stable micro climate and almost no running costs for ventilation and
cooling, but only for heating in a very low range of specific heat consumption of about 70kWh/m²/a which used
to be about double with the old radiators. Positive consequences in the gallery: there is almost no dust pollution
which means less restoration work and decentralized humidifiers could be reduced.
Aesthetic aspects of the heating system are just perfect because you do not see the system at all since it is
mounted in the plaster of outside walls as it was done with electric cabling.
The following graphs with ‘Temperierung’ heating system in all refurbished four show rooms in winter
respectively in summer will show the micro climate situation in detail:

Fig. 27: Graph of micro climate data in painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts in winter.

Fig. 28: Graph of micro climate data in painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts in summer.
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Regarding graphs showing scale of data, temperature and relative humidity over period of one year indoor
climate is stable in winter as well as in summer.
Summary
The presented examples show that the system ‘Temperierung’ is able to produce a stable, damage
preventive micro climate in historic buildings as well as in modern ones.
Some very good examples in Slovenia, Suisse, Italy, Sweden and Czech Republic have shown in historic sites
the positive aspects of this kind of damage preventive heating. Still there is an international discussion going on
about energy consumption and ability to prevent salt damages.
This situation is known best: Historic buildings, castles, churches what so ever, with their massive walls in
ground transported through hundreds of years water from the ground by capillarity with damaging salts from
the ground into the walls. The consequences are known and have been just explained: The walls have the same
temperature as the earth around; they are cold, about 13°C. Warm summer air comes into contact with these
cold walls. Condensation is the consequence. The salts in the wall will react with the humidity. Salt changes its
volume and the plaster will be destroyed slowly and consequently. This circuit of damage is known for long. It
was solved in the past by using a so called ‘plaster of sacrifice’. No technical means as cutting or putting some
mechanical barrier in the cold walls helped to avoid these damages, since these mechanical barriers are cold and
do not rise temperature to overcome dew point and condensation, which is causality of humidity which reacts
with the salts in the wall.
People do not follow the trivial arguments that condensation on cold walls, sticking in the earth will
immediately stop when the cold base of these walls will be warmed up above dew point; humid summer air
could no longer affect walls by moistening them. In consequence the transported salt from the earth in the walls
could no longer be affected by humidity. There is no more damage in historic plaster if salt does not change its
volume. All mechanical ‘cold’ means of interrupting rising damp by cutting walls horizontally do not function at
all since remaining hygroscopic damaging salts in wall absorb humidity from condensation. Only some heat
bringing wall above dew point can prevent further damaging.
This effect not only is applicable in cold walls in touch with ground but also with outside cold walls with a
bad thermal quality as shown and proven above in the example about energy saving in ‘Museum of Fines Arts’,
Vienna, where mould problems occurred due to cold walls in room IV, the so called ‘Italian Room’.
This situation shows the second important aspect of high benefit of ‘Temperierung’ not only in historic
buildings but also in new ones. This kind of heating creates warm walls, wherever these walls are situated: in
touch with cold earth or above ground. Walls heated by ‘Temperierung’ are warm, so mould has no chance to
grow. These warm outside walls radiate very comfortably heat into the room as old tile stoves did and people
(and art!) feels at ease and comfortable.
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St. Renatus Chapel at Lustheim Palace ‐ A new Control strategy for Temperierung
heating
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Group Preventive Conservation and Preservation of Cultural Heritage, Department Indoor Climate, Fraunhofer Institute for Building
Physics IBP, Holzkirchen, Germany
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Introduction
St. Renatus Chapel, built in 1686, is situated in a pavilion of Lustheim Palace in Bavaria. Until the beginning
of the new millennium it was completely unheated. It had severe moisture damages to the lower parts of the
walls from rising damp and summer condensation, and high relative humidity with a yearly average above
70 % RH. Within the outer walls an additional moisture barrier was installed in the 1970ies at about 20 cm height.
However, it did not prevent further moisture damages and high relative humidity in the unheated church. In the
course of a major restoration campaign, in 2003 a Temperierung wall heating system was installed (Fig. 1). The
heating pipes are placed beneath the surface of the plaster at 10 cm and 90 cm above ground were installed in
2003 during major restauration works as a means of preventive conservation. The aims were to reduce moisture
related damages to the walls and to stabilize the indoor climate in an improved climate range. The Temperierung
system was only controlled by a standard minimum temperature control between 2003 and February 2014.

Figure 1: The thermography of the Renatus Chapel shows clearly the wall heating of building components.
Above the heated zone, the temperature distribution is homogenous.
By raising the temperature the walls were dried out (see Fig. 2) and the indoor air relative humidity was
lowered considerably, in winter even to a level that was considered too low. Especially with the altarpieces in
the side niches that are now heated from behind by the Temperierung system, new climate related damages
were observed. In the course of the Climate for Culture project in cooperation between the Bavarian State
Administration for Palaces, Lake and Gardens, Fraunhofer IBP and Krah&Grote Measurements it was possible to
install a new control system for the Temperierung, that is using the Conservation Heating strategy. This system
would use the relative humidity as primary parameter for control in contrary to the former system that would
just control the temperature indoors in relation to the outdoor temperature. The set point is now 60 ± 2 % r.h.,
above 62 % r.h the heating starts to lower the relative humidity, below 58 % r.h. the heating is turned off. This
way, too high temperatures during winter time that lead to low relative humidity are avoided and the indoor
climate becomes more stable. By the reduction of temperature in winter time, also energy for heating is saved.
First results from the spring 2014 are showing improvements to the indoor environment with relative humidity
in a range between 53 and 63 % r.h. in 90 % of the time. The indoor environment and state of the artworks will
be monitored closely in the future.
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Temperierung heating with typical control strategy

Figure 2: WUFI© 2D simulation of the development of moisture content in the walls due to Temperierung
with a heat pipe below the plaster (on the left) showing the calculated moisture distribution after 1.5 years with
wall heating.
Before February 2014 the Temperierung system was controlled by a standard minimum temperature control
at the return line of the heating pipe which was manually adjusted. The hot water supply temperature depends
on the outside temperature. The overall temperature control of the hot water supply is controlled by the central
heating system. The set point of the temperature level was also adjusted manually by try and error over several
years. The control variable is the achieved indoor climate level of relative humidity and temperature. The
achieved indoor climate with manually adjusted set points and return line temperature valve is shown in figure
2 with hourly values for a one year period in 2009 ‐ 2010.

Figure 2 Indoor Climate with manually adjusted set point for the in wall Temperierung heating system at
Renatus Chapel. Shown are hourly values for a one year period in 2009 ‐ 2010. Especially in the summer the
relative humidity reaches still above 80 % RH. In the winter the RH drops as low as 41 % RH.
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Method and technical solution – A new control strategy
After installation of the Temperierung wall heating system, the existing indoor climate was not yet ideal.
This has been attributed so far to a manually set point adjustment and long reaction times. Especially in the
summer the relative humidity reached still above 80 % RH. In the winter the RH dropped as low as 40 % RH.
Especially these low values and the large overall range are unwanted. By lowering the temperature it would be
possible to slightly raise RH in winter to a value around 60 % RH while at the same time saving energy for heating.
By raising the temperature in summer on the other hand, it would be possible to lower the RH during that season.
This would bring enhanced climate stability for the building and thus reduce the risk for mechanical damage to
the works of art that still occurred after the original refurbishment and restoration / conservation of the chapel
and its interieur in 2002‐2004.
To improve the indoor climate the control of the heating system should be improved and partially
automated. In winter 2014 a new control device was installed (figure 3). For this task a low cost control unit from
Krah&Grote Measurements was especially developed and adjusted to the task. The scheme in figure 4 shows the
new control strategy of the Temperierung heating. A control unit controls the water flow rate with a return line
valve. The controlled variable is the indoor relative humidity measured with the indoor climate sensor. The
control loop of the new control unit and triggered action is explained in figure 5.

Figure 3 Picture of the control unit BT03 (left) in the cellar of St. Renatus Chapel (right).

Valve

Indoor
Climate
Sensor
BT03
Control
unit

Heating pipe
(Temperierung)
Figure 4 Overview of the heating system, control unit and control variable.
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Figure 5 Control loop of the climate control unit BT03.
The set point for the system is 60 % RH +‐ 2% RH (see Fig. 5). This means, that if the climate is outside of this
range, the control system, i.e. the Temperierung wall heating, will be adjusted in so that the RH should return to
the mentioned corridor between 58 ‐ 62 % RH. The control system functions analogue to Conservation Heating.
By raising the temperature of the indoor air, the relative humidity is lowered and vice versa.

Figure 6 Indoor Climate with new control system at Renatus Chapel from February 19th to April 2nd 2014.
Except for one event in March, the RH stays in a band between 51 and 69 % RH.
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Figure 7 Statistical assessment of the indoor climate with new control system at Renatus Chapel from
February 19th to April 2nd 2014. In 90 % of the time, the RH stays in a band between 53 and 63 % RH.

Results & Summary – Indoor climate with the new control strategy
In 2013 a new control system was installed for the existing Temperierung wall heating system at St. Renatus
Chapel, Lustheim, Germany. During the first months the new control system, that is using a Conservation Heating
approach to lower RH, worked well. In contrary to the winter 2009 / 2010 (see figure 2), the relative humidity is
now always above 50 % RH and below 70 % RH. By reducing the temperature to avoid too low RH levels in the
building energy is saved in wintertime for heating. Also chemical degradation processes run slower at lower
temperature. It is notable that the system provides a rather stable climate although there is a certain inertness
in the Temperierung wall heating system, due to heat storage processes in the massive chapel walls. The new
control system will be further monitored in the coming years to document the success of this new strategy for
preventive conservation.
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Analysis of Temperierung system in Brežice Castle
MIHAEL MIRTIČ, GAŠPER STEGNAR, MARJANA ŠIJANEC ZAVRL
Centre for Indoor Environment, Building Physics and Energy, Building and Civil Engineering Institute ZRMK, Slovenia

Introduction
Brežice Castle represent dominant feature of the town. It is located on the pier above the left bank of the Sava.
The castle was mentioned for the first time in literature back in 1249. It had been refurbished and extended after
it was partly destroyed by peasant rising in 1515. It gained its current shape and appearance at the end of the
16th century. Most famous venue in the building is Knights' Hall and it is mainly used for hosting concerts. Cultural
heritage site in Brežice was proclaimed as monument of national importance in 1999.

Latitude: 45°54′17.23″ N
Longitude: 15°35′32.01″ E
Altitude: 162 m
Climate: Continental

Figure 16 Brežice Castle, entrance view.
This analysis had focused on two similar premises in the castle: Small auditorium and Armoury. Research work
involved and based on microclimate measurement campaign and hygrothermal simulations. Both case study
zones are located on first floor, each in diagonally opposite towers (look at the layout in Figure 2 below).

W
1

S

N
Knight Hall

E

2

Figure 17 Layout of the Brežice castle,
temperature and relative humidity monitoring in the
wall heated room in southwest tower 1, unheated
exhibition room in northeast tower 2.

Figure 3 Installation of wall temperierung in Small
Auditorium in Brežice Castle.

Wall tempering system was installed in Small Auditorium (southwest tower‐room) in order to study the expected
benefits, possible side effects and to provide some basic design guidelines. This carefully selected case study
allowed us to make comparison to other reference towers, such as Armoury, where wall‐heating system has not
been installed yet.
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Method and technical solution
Building and Civil Engineering Institute ZMRK (BCEI ZRMK) had carried out outdoor and indoor climate
measurements (air temperature and relative humidity) from December 2011 until April 2013. Therefore,
necessary data for hygrothermal building simulations tools was provided. Simulation models were evaluated
with Wufi+ and IDA‐ICE software. Results of software simulations were compared to measured hygrothermal
conditions for both premises.
Air temperature and relative humidity had been monitored with two different types of data loggers: K&G, MIG
05, and Tinytag Ultra 2, TGU‐4500:

Figures 4, 5, 6 T & RH data loggers at different locations – outside, in Armoury, and in Small Auditorium

15 minute‐time step interval between measurements had been set. Measured data had been checked on site on
monthly basis. Values measured with K&G data loggers had proven to be more appropriate for further processing
within analysis due to better technical characteristics of data loggers from others also used in campaign.
Therefore Tinytag Ultra 2, TGU‐4500 data loggers had been installed for control reasons only. Comparison of
measured data had showed no major signs of device failures or bigger deviations between two data logger types.
Other data that was needed for creation of software outdoor climate files (e.g. air pressure, global and diffuse
solar radiation, rain quantity, wind speed and direction), apart from outside air T & RH, was taken from nearby
weather station [1].
Armoury and Small Auditorium have almost completely round layouts, with diameter around 8 m and height of
approximately 4 m (external dimensions). Mixed stone brick wall thickness varies from 1.8 to 2.5 m. Both
simulated rooms are located in the first floor above unheated cellars and below unheated exhibition rooms in
the second floor. Floor construction is made of stone, ceiling is wooden and contains pebble bed. Each room has
two windows with single glazing.
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Usage patterns in both rooms during measurement campaign had been completely unpredictable. E.g., in certain
periods during T & RH monitoring, Armoury had been closed for public because of restoration (works on ceiling
and wall frescoes) and construction (floor heating installation) works in Knight’s Hall.

Figure 7 Knight’s Hall during construction works

Figures 8, 9 Floor heating already in operation (located next to Armoury).
As already mentioned in introduction part, there still have not been any HVAC systems installed in Armoury yet.
Small Auditorium on the other hand has already sustained improvements with the installation of temperierung
system. In this case copper plastic covered pipes with diameter 18 mm were mounted into walls in two loops of
total length 35 m each. The inlet pipe is in lower corner position, and the outlet pipe at the height of
approximately 80 cm above the floor. The pipes were installed just below the surface and were covered with
wooden board only for aesthetic reasons. Two radiators were also installed and they will be dismounted as soon
as suitable thermal performance of the wall tempering system will be demonstrated. At this stage of the
operation, the heating loops are connected to the rest of the central heating system (90/70 °C). Central
regulation of the heating system is regulated according to indoor and outdoor air temperatures. This system
cannot be monitored as it has no separate meter.
Input data for optimized Armoury models in Wufi+ and IDA‐ICE:
 Geometry was taken from plans.
 Composition of room envelope components was determined and based on probe tests from year 2003.
 Initial T of building envelope components and inner air: 7°C
 Initial RH of building envelope components and inner air: 70%
 No integrated HVAC systems.
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No internal heat sources.
Simulation period: Full year 2012.
Adiabatic conditions on following components:
o Ceiling towards upper floor.
o Floor towards lower ground floor.
o Inner wall towards Knight’s Hall and hallway.

Figure 10 Wufi+ Armoury model

Figure 11 IDA‐ICA Armoury model

Below input data for optimized Small Auditorium models in Wufi+ and IDA‐ICE is presented:
 Geometry was taken from plans.
 Composition of room envelope components was determined and based on probe tests from year 2003.
 Simulation period: Full year 2012.
 Adiabatic conditions on following components:
o Ceiling towards upper floor.
o Floor towards lower ground floor.
o Inner wall towards other rooms on first floor.
o

Figure 12 Wufi+ Small Auditorium model

Figure 13 IDA‐ICA Small Auditorium model
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Results
Comparison of measured and modelled indoor climate conditions (average air T and related RH) based on
function dependency and correlation. Detailed analysis is presented in graphs below:

Figure 14 Comparison of measured and Wufi+ simulated T (Armoury)

Figure 15 Comparison of measured and Wufi+ simulated RH (Armoury)

Figure 16 Comparison of measured and IDA‐ICE simulated T (Armoury)
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Figure 17 Comparison of measured and IDA‐ICE simulated RH (Armoury)

Figure 18 Comparison of measured and Wufi+ simulated T (Small Auditorium)

Figure 19 Comparison of measured and Wufi+ simulated RH (Small Auditorium)
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Figure 20 Comparison of measured and IDA‐ICE simulated T (Small Auditorium)

Figure 21 Comparison of measured and IDA‐ICE simulated RH (Small Auditorium)
Graphs from Figures 14‐21 (microclimatic parameters comparison of measured and computer simulation data)
show high levels of data correlation. Even higher degree of correlation is impossible due to unknown factors that
had appeared during the measurement campaign, e.g. usage patterns, opening windows and doors, exact time
and duration of tours and events, etc. Such uncertainties influence more on relative humidity values, where
slightly greater variations are inevitable. At the same time, it is also harder to modify computer models according
to relative humidity data.
This is not the first application of temperierung system in Slovenian cultural heritage buildings. Similar system
was installed in Teharje Church. Hygrothermal simulation models along with risk assessments show results that
are in favour to such mitigation strategy implementation.
Proven benefits in Brežice castle case study are:
 Minor fluctuations of indoor air temperature and relative humidity.
 Climate projection simulations show more appropriate indoor environment for cultural heritage
artefacts.
 Warmer wall parts:
o Drying of wall moisture content.
o Less energy needed for heating to achieve users’ thermal comfort.
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Easy connection to an existing heating system as it is the case in Brežice castle.

Small auditorium space is mostly used for smaller social events such as weddings, concerts, various
performances, etc. Administration at Posavski Museum has not made any plans yet with Armoury. One of their
premises usage proposals is to store permanent collections of wooden sculptures and paintings.
Measured air temperature and relative humidity in Armoury and Small Auditorium during monitoring campaign
data was processed in accordance with the ASHRAE classification guidelines.

Figure 22 Graphs showing measurement data and bandwidth for ASHRAE classes (Armoury)

Figure 23 Graphs showing measurement data and bandwidth for ASHRAE classes (Small Auditorium)
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Graphs in Figures 22 and 23 show that microclimate parameters (indoor air temperature and relative humidity)
in Small Auditorium have minor fluctuations in comparison with those from the unheated reference room ‐
Armoury. Difference would be even more evident, if Small Auditorium would not be so exposed to visitors who
extensively contribute to fluctuations in temperature and corresponding relative humidity of indoor air. ASHRAE
classification results, based on measured microclimate data from both evaluated premises, prove that Small
Auditorium has more suitable environment for storing wider range of cultural heritage artefacts.
Data obtained from measurements and verified computer simulation models have helped to raise awareness of
the museum management board about the importance of planning future microclimate parameters for the
purposes of cultural heritage conservation. By joining the Climate for Culture project, they have gained good
insight into the key parameters and available tools for the mitigation strategies evaluation.

Summary
Wall tempering system was installed in Small Auditorium, southwest tower‐room of Brežice Castle, in order to
study the expected benefits, possible side effects, and to provide basic design guidelines for stakeholders. This
pilot case study allowed Building and Civil Engineering Institute ZMRK (BCEI ZRMK) to make a comparison with
other reference towers within the same site, where wall‐heating system has not been installed yet, e.g. exhibiting
room of Armoury, located in northeast tower. Research work has also included aspects of energy efficiency of
the build‐in system and its impact on the microclimate.
BCEI ZRMK had performed outdoor and indoor climate measurements (air temperature and relative humidity)
from December 2011 until April 2013. Comparison of actual measurements with those from IDA‐ICE software
simulations allowed the verification of both, unheated and heated, Hygrothermal simulation models. Verified
models enabled more reliable forecast on how future climate changes would influence microclimatic conditions
and evaluation of implemented mitigation strategy impacts. Evaluation of results based on the set of ASHRAE
classification guidelines.
Optimized computer models, with carefully defined parameters and boundary conditions, proved to be adequate
and appropriate tool for further work purposes. Discrepancies between actual and simulated results were
insignificant and this applied to both, unheated (Armoury) and heated (Small Auditorium) model. Considered
conceptual solution of wall temperierung proved to have many benefits, e.g. reduction of humidity level in walls,
improved thermal comfort for visitors in more energy efficient manner ‐ higher surface temperatures of
surrounding wall parts allow lower air temperatures to achieve same or better level of thermal comfort‐, and
ASHREA classification showed improvements in inner air microclimatic conditions with smaller‐scale fluctuations
of temperature and relative humidity.
Arguments make this mitigation strategy definitely an option that is worth considering for future
implementations at similar sites. Studies have shown that we have the right tools at our disposal, which can give
decision makers relevant instructions for more preventive conservation of cultural heritage sites, and at the same
time address aspects of energy efficiency.
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Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna ‐ Monitoring and evaluation of earlier
implementation of control methods
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Introduction
The following article is dealing with control systems in museums and their algorithm.
It is a practical work with larger scope on complexity of control systems, beginning with hardware, than
software and finally the ‘human factor’, that means the consequences of museums people dealing with often
very complex control systems ‐ sometimes even not knowing how a simple thermostat valve works. Therefore
they often need help by facility managers who often have a limited knowledge about conservation. This gap
often creates problems. Therefore the question has to be solved how could persons in charge can cooperate
with such complex systems as for example a building management system. Often even planning consultants
are overcharged by the complexity of these units. To leave these technical details to facility managers often is
not the solution since there is lack of special knowledge of restoring.
Without any doubt implementation of micro control systems for housing services in historic buildings is as
difficult as for modern buildings.
It is very difficult and complicated to understand why generally this situation of control systems is so badly
solved.
One of the reasons could be that control systems demand all acting housing partners as electrician, plumbers
and control engineers to the table to discuss best possible solutions. Another reason could be the complexity of
the subject itself: the control systems. Often simple heating or air conditioning techniques are overstraining
persons, dealing with heating or air conditioning systems. They are just not able to understand everything with
all details.
Another reason is the real complexity of the subject ‘control systems’. One idea is that control companies lance
expressively such complicated systems in order to take over this subject from the heating technicians to create
a dependency to their product. Acting in this way the ‘normal’ installation companies are no longer able to
choose free on the market their control systems but keep always the same product due to the complexity of
the ‘learnt’ system. The installation companies got lost by changing a gas furnace company with new control
systems for example because there is the danger of getting lost with the new control system. Even worse, since
the control systems got more and more complicated companies just directly send their selling colleagues to the
client in order to arrange the control system, which is far too complicated for them. Negative consequence is
that control work is postponed to the planning partner or the owner of the object.
All this complexity creates a deep dissatisfaction and dependency also towards the client, the owner of the
building, since he is no more capable to dealing with his control units because of the complexity of the matter.
The selling company takes over care and maintenance in order to make more money not knowing about details
owner and planning consultant agreed upon.
The result is known and very simple: In case of any changing of parameters of the control system the owner has
to contact the manufacturer to execute the changing he wants. This action costs money and brings cash to the
manufacturer.
The big disadvantage of this system is the lack of actualization or changing of control systems, hardware or
software, when necessary. Because it is too complex or there is no (more) money, when a museum with
problems with their control system for example needs help, often people leave the situation as it is.
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The above mentioned situation is not a dream of a funny housing services partner but the ‘cruel’ reality which
happens every day on every building site. Especially when museums people are not educated in control
systems and do not have enough money to call the manufacturer they get into this situation of dilemma.
As known museums and many cultural sites suffer continuously from shortenings of budget.
The proposed, very simple consequence of this bad situation is the proposition to choose in all those cases in
museums just simple and easy handling control systems as thermostat valves. They are simple, kind of a
cybernetic system and need neither energy nor electronic devices.
Another example of simple control systems is control by ‘fuzzy logic’ which at the moment control washing
machines very efficient. It is not understandable why this simple control system is not used in housing service
branch for heating or cooling. The fuzzy logic is, as known, a system of stochastic probabilities and easy to
manage10. One reason why simple control units are no longer developed or implemented in the market of
burners, chillers or other housing service units could be that manufacturers are absolutely not interested in
dropping their ‘cash system’. Simpler control systems could automatically reduce their income because their
paid help or maintenance is no more necessary.
The following examples of simple and more complex control systems in an historic building, the Academy of
Fine Arts, Vienna, in different show rooms or store rooms will demonstrate the dilemma of too complex control
systems.
How could museums people cooperate with such a big challenge? Will it be a solution to call an external facility
manager or his helper, who sometimes does not know the difference between relative and absolute humidity?
Makes it sense to ask for help from technicians from the manufacturer of the system who sometimes do not
know more than details written in the selling leaflet; not talking about complex algorithm of equal sorption
control we ‘insiders’ learnt during ‘Climate for Culture’ project from our research partners of Technical
University of Prague for example.
The subject really is difficult and needs lots of knowledge, experience, patience and communication ‐ also in
the web.
The results of this article are really of mayor interest because there is the very rare coincidence that in the
same historic building, the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, with different show rooms in different places with
different orientation on different stairs, store rooms or exhibition rooms, which all of the them had the same
typical museums requirements: to offer best possible stable indoor climate between reasonable limits of 18° to
25°C and relative humidity between ‐ let's assume ‐ 40 to 60%, perhaps 65% for a shorter period of some days.
All microclimate changes in the rooms should occur very, very slowly according to outside weather and climate
conditions, buffered and damped through big building masses.
A first fundamental answer could be given even in the beginning.
You will not arrive with stable indoor climate only by installing machinery or manipulating ‘machinery’ by
control systems.
As often described during research work of ‘Climate for Culture’ there are some elementary rules and ‘hard
facts’ to obey in order to get very simple and sustainable most stable indoor climate:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Try best to seal the building and its envelope and create buffer rooms, no outside climate can bother
inside climate and artifacts.
Improve thermal quality of the building, if possible (ie. thermal insulation of roof!) – which sometime
is difficult in a historic building.
Never use convection for heating but only radiation. Otherwise you will never end struggling against
dust and cold walls in museums.
Use wall heating (kind of ‘Temperierung’) for pure radiation heat in order to avoid cold walls with
condensation and mould.

10

Christian Arnold: Entwicklung fuzzibasierter Leitkomponenten für das Klimamanagement in der
präventiven Konservierung, Springer Heidelberg, 2013
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5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Reduce air handling units (ahu) as small as possible (1/2 an air exchange rate is recommended, if
sufficient) controlled by CO2 sensors, when air exchange is necessary. Never heat with air conditioning
just let air into room isotherm.
Air tight windows with best possible outside shading are fundamental for sustainability in museums.
External loads only could be reduced with perfect, outside shading.
Also reduce internal loads as much as possible by installing ‘cold’ light.
Install micro climate monitoring system with message to the responsible and do not measure in the
middle of the room but as near as possible to your artifacts. Micro climate next to a cold outside wall
is totally different to values in the middle of an exhibition room.

Method and technical solution
In Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, four examples of different micro control systems in museums or store rooms
are described as follows:
The four locations of these show‐ or store rooms in the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, are
1.
2.

Painting gallery in the second floor of the Academy, heading south and west, which was refurbished
shortly 2008 to 2011 top‐notch and highly sophisticated with simple planning elements.
The other exhibition room was the so‐called ‘exhibit’, which offered shelter during refurbishment to
the most valuable and delicate panel painting altar of the collection, the ‘Last Judgment’ of
Hieronymus Bosch for all the visitors, especially to mostly Japanese and Chinese tourists coming to
Vienna and the Academy to see this unique masterpiece of middle age painting art. The ‘exhibit’,
when refurbished, got a very simple, but smart housing techniques system: wall heating and air
handling units of about ½ of an air exchange rate with a very efficient heat recovery system and a
control system, which activates the air handling unit (ahu) only in case outside conditions do not
bother inside micro climate. This controlled climate situation only is achieved by comparing outside
absolute humidity with inside absolute humidity and temperature inside and outside.

3.

The third store room is the archive for very famous copper engravings from A. Dürer and others in the
1st floor of the Academy without any special housing facilities except radiators, heading west. It is a
totally ‘normal’ room in a historic building without any changing what so ever, non at the windows,
non at the heating. The existing convective heating radiators were kept. They even have no
thermostat valves. No ventilation was installed.

4.

Finally the last of these compared rooms with different systems is the refurbished store room in the
basement of the Academy, facing north, which used to be humid and unusable as a ‘normal’ room.
This vacancy was used for storing paintings from the painting gallery after its refurbishing.
The new store room in the basement with about 300 m² was refurbished very simply but efficiently.
There was installed inside a wall a heating system (‘Temperierung’) in order to get rid of humidity,
salt migration and mould on walls to reach a damage preventive constant micro climate. This wall
heating or ‘Temperierung’ also dries the humidity in walls which stick directly in the ground and
therefore are cold. This low temperature of the outside walls of about 12 to 13°C always will create
condensation on them when in contact with warm, humid summer air. Furthermore this
‘Temperierung’ creates warm walls. It avoids mould and salt migration.
Additionally in this store room a very simple controlled ventilation system of about ½ air exchange rate
was mounted.
It was chosen a ventilation unit from zero emission houses with a very high heat recovery system of
about 90%, also with a humidity recovery system. Both got a bypass for summer climate, not to
recover heat or humidity when not necessary. The outside air intake directly was taken from a historic
tunnel around the house, which serves as a humidity barrier for the basement of the building. From
this tunnel also the air intake for the air handling unit for the big painting gallery was taken and led
directly to the attic where the air handling unit for the gallery is situated. The ventilation system for
the store room in the basement only was activated through the known algorithm when no hazardous
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climate was outside. Air intake for this air handling unit also was in historic tunnel surrounding
Academy keeping basement dry.

Since the ‘exhibit’, a gallery for modern art, is orientated north on the same second floor in the building as the
painting gallery there was no need (at least upon the opinion of the author, who has exact measurements and
logger data of the stable inside climate over one year) of cooling – which also was criticized by colleagues
without the slightest knowledge of museums climate together with the head of facility management, also
without absolute no knowledge whatsoever about museums climate and presenting and restoring subjects. But
due to the position in the hierarchy of the university this criticism was very severe. It is an astonishing, that
now, about several years after refurbishment of the ‘exhibit’ these persons claim a cooling unit for the ‘exhibit’
show rooms for the new overall refurbishing of the Academy of Fine Arts, starting soon!
All these ‘obstacles’ are very difficult in decision finding in a life of a housing planning consultant, because
these people do not react logical but by their prejudices. This cost a lot of money in future operating the
‘exhibit’ – even though cooling is absolutely not necessary.
These facts remember to a major problem in the cause of restorer’s education: There is a tremendous need of
some elementary knowledge of practical housing service, building physics and simple but efficient control
systems. Most of the restorers even do not know the very important difference between convective radiate
heating in all the consequences of dust distribution and dust pollution and consequences concerning vapor
pressure in a room in winter and the loss of humidity in such a room through convective heating.
The refurbishment of the Gallery of paintings in the Academy, originally built in 1875, and the exhibit, the store
room for copper engravings and the store room for the paintings in the basement of the Academy is a typical
example of both experiences: using complex and very simple control systems.
The heating control system in Gallery, the ‘exhibit’ and the store room in the basement have got very simple
thermostat valves (even with the described problem that even manipulation of thermostat valves was not
known by restorers). The cupper engravings store room kept their radiators with just a valve on it which mostly
was closed since in winter main heating distributing pipes vertically cross the room, not isolated and loose
enough heat to warm up uncontrolled this room.
The controlled ventilation of the ‘exhibit’ and the store room in the basement got a very simple control, which
was developed by the author and yet described: It just compares absolute humidity inside and outside and also
temperature and activates the ventilators, when there is no danger to harm inside micro climate.
The most complex control system was implemented in the painting gallery, because there was a chilling unit of
about 40 kW on top of the building and a ventilation unit with a coil (heat exchanger) for cooling,
dehumidifying and reheating the income air for the gallery. ´
It is understandable and acceptable that restorers and the director of the gallery asked for cooling and
dehumidifying for the very precious paintings as Lucas Cranach the younger and older and Hieronymus Bosch.
Even though the historic thermo hygrograph did show that the indoor climate in the gallery in the past was not
bad at all.
This climate stability derives from big building masses and a good shading system in the box windows between
both window layers.
The following table shows the different rooms in the Academy of Fine Arts, with different heating and
ventilation system as an overview:
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Fig. 1: Overview of 4 show rooms in Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, with different housing and micro control
systems
Since all microclimates data in all 4 store rooms have been recorded the comparison and discussion of the
micro climate standards in those rooms with different heating, cooling and control system is very interesting
and is presented in following parts. .
In the past in the so called ‘Theophil Hansen Saal’, a show room which now hosts the very famous ‘Last
Judgement’ of Hieronymus Bosch, only in hot summers room temperature of this southern orientated room
sometimes reached room temperatures of about 26 to 28°C maximum, which is not good for such delicate
panel painting. The rest of the year changing of relative humidity and temperature took place very slow in
reasonable limits according to demands of the restorers. In winter decentralized humidifiers helped overcome
seasonal winter dryness. Until to the refurbishment of this gallery the show rooms only had purely convective
radiator heating without automatic thermostat valves.
The refurbishment of this painting gallery was executed in a very smart and sustainable way as explained in
different publications11 by the author.

11
Jochen Kaeferhaus: Nachhaltige Renovierung der weltberühmten Gemäldegalerie in der Akademie der
bild. Künste, Wien, mit Details und Technik vom Feinsten, in museum aktuel, München, Okt. 2010
J. Käferhaus: Sanfte Renovierung, Das grüne Museum, in a3, 11‐12/2010, Wien
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Results
Details regarding housing services in 4 examples of different control systems as follows:


Painting gallery

Location of painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts (with positions of sensors)

Fig. 2: View to the floor plan of gallery of fine arts, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
In short the following most important housing service changes have been done.
1. Detachment of the existing convectors and implementation of kind of a wall heating system
(‘Temperierung’). Parallel to installing heating tubes a duct for all electric cables was mounted at the
bottom of outside walls, covered with a wooden panel. This allows mounting at every place a socket
and providing later with additional cables, if necessary.
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Fig. 3a: View to heating and electricity l wiring at bottom of outside wall
2.

Improvements of the existing historic metal windows. The inner insulating panes were changed into
panes with IR coatings not to lose too much heat in winter. Also the outer single pane got a coating as
a protection against ultraviolet rays from outside and a foil against ultra violet rays. The inner layer of
box window was air thoroughly tightened.
In the outer window wing two very tiny Swedish plastic shutters, about 30 cm long, 2 cm large, were
mounted at the base and on top of the new outside window wing in order to get rid of the heat of the
shading, fixed in the middle of the box window.
Therefore during summertime from 1st of May till 1st of October these slits shutters have to be
opened. In winter they have to be closed to create a useful buffer room against heat losses and
against the cold from outside.

Fig. 3b: Ventilation slits in outer wing in box windows in painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts
In order to find best possible shading texture several dynamic simulations and tests had to be
undertaken to fulfill all prescriptions of the conservators as well as of the dean of the university, who
wanted a slightly sight through the shading towards historic buildings outside. The restorers only
accepted a light intensity of about 180 Lux maximum light inside the gallery rooms to protect the
paintings from too much day light. The chosen textile fulfilled best all requirements.
3. The controlled ventilation was implemented by using existing shafts, since ventilation ducts were not
possible to mount. Air displacement nozzles were used to reduce noise, draft and dust transport. The
air handling unit was planned to a 0,5 air change rate, what meant an air volume of about 6.000 m³/h.
It has a rotary heat recovery system which also recovers humidity. The heat recovery value is about
90%. The air intake for the air handling unit you will find in the basement. There is an historic
underground tunnel around the building in order to keep the basement of the building dry.
The dimension of this tunnel, made out of bricks, is about 120 m high and 70 cm large, half a meter
underground. Taking the outside air from this tunnel means to reduce cooling and heating expenses
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throughout the whole year in a very sustainable way, since this heat exchanger in the earth provides
always constant temperature of the ground.
4. Finally a compact chilling unit on top of the new elevator case, almost not visible on the roof (and not
listenable as well) was installed on top of the roof with about 45kW cooling power to cut high summer
indoor temperature above 24°C. If necessary in summer this chilling unit also dehumidifies outside air
when exceeding 65% relative humidity.
5. Now the control system for the Gallery of Fine Arts is described. Concerning heating control there was
chosen a very simple and cheap solution. Thermostat valves with remote sensors, which have been
places into the mortar of the outside wall to measure wall temperature and give the best possible
temperature condition for the room. The valve itself was mounted into the wall behind a small case
with a metal door on the wall, size 20x20cm.

Fig. 4,5: View to wall heating in gallery and thermostat valve as a simple room control for heating in a
metal box in wall
With this very reasonable and simple solution the agreed room temperature of about 18°C in winter is
best possible kept, always with warm outside walls consequently avoiding cold temperatures on
outside walls as often to be found below dew point with consequence of humidity and mould in
winter. The wall with the temperature sensor in plaster is a very slow reacting element which exactly
reflects room temperature through radiation. Since the outside walls are heated through 2 warm
cupper tubes at the bottom, the outside walls never are cold and could harm paintings hanging on
these walls. Therefore this kind of control method is the best and cheapest way of control method for
such a pure radiant heating system. With this control unit it is easily possible to reduce room
temperature in a show room as low as possible to reasonable 18°C in order to reduce the need of
additional humidification in winter, when generally room air is dry. Even with this relatively low room
temperature there is enough comfort for visitors, museums guards and of course for the artifacts.
Humidification in winter always should be done by decentralized systems, because central
humidification systems by an air handling unit always offers danger of pollution and humid dust in
ducts, which never will be cleaned as known and how experiences show. Therefore these ducts always
are a source of germs and other bacteria, which are known as the sick building syndrome (sbs).
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Fig. 6: View into ventilation duct with dust inside
Interesting fact in the painting Gallery was the astonishing reduction of decentralized humidifiers.
Before the refurbishment of the gallery in the big showroom of about 500m² there was need of about
25 units, whereas after refurbishment and changing of the heating system from convection to
radiation heating they were reduced only to 5 units.
This result means less work, personal costs, maintenance and energy costs, since these humidifying
units also cool room temperature adiabatically which has to be reheated in winter.
Talking about the new control system for ventilation and cooling in the Gallery it was quite
complicated because the following rules had to be obeyed.
Activating of the ventilation during daytime in summer and winter only was affected, when internal
CO2 sensors show a lack of fresh air. This was the first and basic rule to activate the ventilation in the
painting gallery.
When ventilation due to bad air quality is activated through CO2 sensor, basically the income air into
the gallery is blown in isotherm and never is used for heating purpose. For heating purpose the wall
heating was installed!
In all cases of necessity of activation of ventilation the third fundamental rule is active: Beginning of
ventilation has always very low speed and very slowly intensifying its speed. By following this principle
it was guaranteed not to have a peak in humidity or temperature in room temperature by activating
the fan.
Another fundamental rule for control systems for ventilating outside air into museums is to activate
ventilation only in case no harmful outside condition, too warm, too humid, too dry, too cold, could
harm inside micro climate. To obey this simple rule, the control system has to compare absolute
humidity inside and outside and also temperature levels. The activation of ventilation only will be
activated when no danger is in sight.
Next step for control unit in painting gallery is an allowed activation of ventilators, when in summer
room temperature exceeds 25 to 26°C or it is too humid above 65% relative humidity. Then the whole
machinery and chilling unit has to be activated in order to cool or/and to dehumidify.
Two principles are followed with this control algorithm:
1. To activate ventilation or air conditioning as few as possible in order not to distribute dust in
conditioned rooms, on paintings or artifacts and also on room shell.
2. Never use heating with air conditioning, what is done very, very often in museums and which
is very hazardous to museums climate. Pure convective heating shows the consequence, as
already explained, of distributing dust. Further indoor conditions were dried because of rise
of inner damp pressure in the room with need of more humidifying in winter.
Fulfilling all these principally simple rules a rather complex control system of ‘Siemens’ was necessary to
control the air handling unit (ahu) as well as the chilling unit on the roof.
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The chosen kind of building management system (bms) is a common system, not very expensive but not very
easy to understand – not for the planning consultant, not for the facility manager. At least the complex manual
instructions are soon forgotten by involved people. A big ‘disadvantage’ of this control system for museums is
its modularity of its pre programmed control modules which were made for schools, for office buildings, for
buildings of ‘normal’ use and not for museums. So the phase of commissioning of this control unit meant to
skip all these pre installed program modules made for other buildings like ‘time elements’, like ‘temperature
elements’. These modules are not programmed for museum’s sake. You will not find a pre‐ programmed
element to compare absolute humidity inside and outside for instance or a ‘long ramp’ to start very slowly a
fan. The worst thing about the programming of these control units is the fact that most of programmers do not
know specific climate demands of museums or store rooms with their specific needs.
Therefore it was rather complicated and time consuming to program, to control and to change after wrong
programming the control modules. Finally it took a time of about 2 years and 2 programming technicians of the
company.
For all these handicaps the planning consultant always is the responsible factor who has to be available with or
without paying his time. He has to be available till the ‘bitter end’ of the ‘programming story’.


‘Exhibit’

Location of ‘Exhibit’ in Academy of Fine Arts (with positions of sensors)

Fig. 7: View to the floor plan of ‘exhibit’
In the modern exhibition rooms in the Academy, the so called ‘exhibit’, about 5 rooms in the first floor heading
north with a surface of about 400m² have been refurbished simultaneously with painting gallery:

Fig. 8: View into the ‘exhibit’
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The heating was chosen as a ‘Temperierung’ system inside at the base of the walls or in front of the wooden
base of the windows (photo) in addition with electric channels for wiring needs.

Fig. 9: View to the heating element in front of the wooden cladding of windows where ‘Temperierung’ heating
was not possible to mount
Control system of the heating in the ‘exhibit’ is the same type like in the gallery: Thermostat valves with remote
sensors in plaster of the room. The thermostat valve is hidden behind a little metal door in outside wall.
Also ventilation was planned very simple. Since after monitoring room climate before refurbishing ‘exhibit’, the
planning partner learnt that for this museum there was no need of cooling, since the rooms are oriented north.
In summer indoor temperature very rarely exceed 25°C.
Concerning ventilation there was a need of fresh air for the two biggest show rooms, shown on the plan and
shown in following photo.
Therefore a simple ventilation unit of about 2.000m³/h was chosen, installed under the roof. For the air intake
an empty chimney was taken. The air transport into the show rooms was provided be existing historic shafts
with nozzles into the room.
Control of ventilation unit with about 90% of heat recovery and also humidity recovery was easily done: A
simple control unit activates the air handling unit by comparing outside absolute humidity with inside level. The
ventilation unit is activated whenever there are bad room air conditions with CO2 values above 1.200ppm and
when is no danger activating the fan. Summer night cooling also is practiced, when outside night temperature
is 10°K below inside room temperature. The activation of the fans from 0 to full fan speed is programmed to be
very slowly.
(Despite best climate conditions in the ‘exhibit’ and best logged micro climate, a third refurbishment of the
whole Academy of Fine Arts is planned, which should be started before one year, but did not start because of
lack of money. The lady in charge of the ‘exhibit’ claimed an additional chilling unit for this part of the museum,
even though it is not necessary. She claims a museum has to have an air conditioning unit. Probably , it will be
additionally reinstalled without any examination – which is really astonishing. As often and always in such
situations, responsible persons for money and decisions, the dean of the Academy , will agree to this demand
due to lack of knowledge or information of this subject. Quickly new machinery is build with new sources of
mistakes, costs of money, need of service and control units which were not maintained.
We call such unsatisfying developments ‘human factor’.
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Copper engraving store room in Academy of Fine Arts

Location of copper engraving – store room and room for manipulation of engravings

Fig. 10: Floor plan of copper engravings store room
Most not known, Academy of Fine Art in Vienna hosts very rare and precious engravings of A. Dürer and other
well known and famous painters and artists.
These engravings are stored and manipulated in the store room of copper engravings in the ‘bel etage’ of the
university, on storey below the painting gallery, heading towards west to northwest.
It is just one room, size about 60m². This room has neither a special heating nor controlled ventilation. Only
heating convectors with box windows and an old shading cloth in between window panes are available.

Fig. 11: View into the copper engravings room


Painting storing room in basement

Location of painting storing room in basement Academy of Fine Arts
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Fig. 12: Floor plan of store room in basement
The last room for our comparison of indoor room climate control systems in the Academy after painting gallery,
exhibit, copper engraving store and working room is painting store room in the basement.
As plan shows, about 300m² of the store room are heading north, situated half in surrounding ground.
Additionally there is a tunnel surrounding basement of Academy keeping dry outside walls.
The underground tunnel, surrounding basement of the Academy in the earth is passing in front of the store
room which should keep the basement free of humidity. Since no control and maintenance to the old building
was done during the last 100 years, outside gaps between plaster of eave and building were open so rain water
could enter and moisten the outside walls of store room for paintings. In additions just in the middle of store
room the outside wall is situated beneath mains stairs into the Academy. There is no tunnel to prevent from
humidity.
Therefore the situation in the room before restoring was just the same as in all Viennese basements: it was
very humid, full of mould. Also salt in the outside walls, transported through rising damp, was present. Above
all was the problem of condensation on cold outside walls, which have direct contct with cold earth, which
always has a temperature of about 13°C. This cold temperature in combination with warm humid summer air
touching this cold wall will create dew which reacts with salts in the walls being hygroscopic.
There is no other way of stopping this circuit of damages by keeping cold walls in summer as in winter with a
bit of temperature in order to rise its temperature above dew point and to avoid condensation.
Therefore a ’Temperierung’ wall heating was installed as shown in the following photo.
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Fig. 13: View into painting store room in basement of Academy
The control system for heating is very simple as well: Just a thermostat valve on the heating income tube with
remote sensor on return heating tube gives the restorers possibility to control room temperature with just one
single turn of thermostat valve – let’s say – 18°C to have a very constant room temperature in the store room.
For the controlled ventilation of the store room a similar simple system as explained above was chosen:
A highly efficient air handling unit from low energy consuming one family hous with an air volume of about
400m³/h was chosen with a heat recovery of about 90% and summer bypass. The ventilator is controlled by a
control unit, comparing inside and outside absolute humidity in the tunnel from where outside air is taken. If
favourable for indoor room climate conditions, ventilation is activated.
Since these rooms are not provided for continuous use of persons, the question of comfort was not as
important. More important is the fact of creating best possible indoor climate stability in the store room by
avoiding cold and humid walls. Only by pure radiate heating the difficult climate situation in the store room
was solved.
The following discussion of indoor climate with graphs shows climate stability in all compared rooms.
Only during summer sometimes indoor humidity rises above allowed 60% relative humidity for about 1 or 2
weeks. During this time a dehumidifier is installed to lower humidity in the ‘depot’.
For possible winter dryness below 40%, decentralized humidifiers were installed.
The investing costs for all housing services as well as the running costs of this very stable depot room are
extremely low. Also all installations of housing systems were extremely simple and comprehensible and
resistant against wrong handling.
Discussion of room climate situations in 4 show rooms in detail
Since in all above mentioned show or store rooms a monitoring system, ‘smart log’, developed by R. Frey,
Vienna and the author, was installed, giving to all involved partners the chance of controlling all climate data
on the internet, there is the unique chance to compare micro climate situation in all of the mentioned rooms,
independently on their housing service system or their control system, if there is one.
For sure, it was expected that the room micro climate situation in the basement will be the best, because this
room is situated in the earth which always has same temperatures of about 13°C during the whole year. Only
existing salts and humidity in the old humid room in the basement before refurbishing showed the difficulties
using this room as a store room for very precious paintings. Before refurbishing this room it was full of mould
due to continuous humidity as a consequence of condensation.
To anticipate the result of the other rooms after store room in basement, which shows a very stable indoor
climate, before longer discussion and explanation of graphs and room climate, astonishing enough, the micro
climate situation in the copper engravings store room is more or less the room with most stable indoor climate
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following store room in the basement. This is a room without any housing services, without any control system
without any controlled ventilation.
Concerning room climate stability this copper engravings room is followed by the stable climate situation in the
northern oriented ‘exhibit’ show rooms.
Finally the painting gallery with a larger scale of housing services, with a rather complicated control system only
for air conditioning follows after ‘exhibit’ in terms of climate stability.
The following graphs of all four show rooms in winter respectively in summer will show the situation in detail:

Fig. 14: Graph of painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts in winter
In winter painting gallery shows rooms temperatures of about 21 to 22°C, whereas outside temperatures
oscillate from 0 to 13°C. Relative humidity shows values between 40 and 50%. Outside relative humidity varies
between 45 and 80%. Slow changes in temperature due to heating reductions at night which are inevitable are
to be seen.
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Fig. 15: Graph of painting gallery in Academy of Fine Arts in summer
Room climate values in painting gallery in summer show temperatures between 22 and 23°C and 24 to 25°C,
depending of the room. In this period outside temperatures oscillated from 14 to 35°C.
The cooled and ventilated painting gallery shows in summer rather stable indoor temperatures and relative
humidity as well as stable indoor conditions in winter.

Fig. 16: Graph of ‘exhibit’ in Academy of Fine Arts in winter (January)
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Roomtemperature in ‘exhibit’ varied from 18 to 20°C. Outside temperature varied from 0 to 14°C.
Before placing a humidifier into the show rooms of ‘exhibit’ relative humidity was far too low between 28 to
42%. After installation relative humidity rose from 45 to 55% with outside relative humidity from 45 to 82%.

Fig. 17: Graph of ‘exhibit’ in Academy of Fine Arts in summer (August)
In summer temperatures in show rooms went from 22 to 24°C due to northern situation of rooms. In this
period outside temperatures rose from 10 to 28°C. Relative humidity in the mean time in the rooms oscillate
from 50 to 55%. Outside relative humidity was about 42 to 100%.
Principally also very stable room conditions are to be seen in the ‘exhibit’ in summer, whereas the winter a
lack of humidity is to consider, due to lack or malfunction of humidifier.
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Fig. 18: Graph of store room of copper engravings in Academy of Fine Arts in winter
Room temperature in winter shows values between 18 to 19°C. Outside temperatures at this time were about
0 to 13°C.
Relative humidity in the room oscillated from 45 to 60%. Outside relative humidity was between 45 to 82%.
In winter the activation of decentralized humidifies are to be seen by the saw teeth curve.

Fig. 19: Graph of store room of copper engravings in Academy of Fine Arts in summer
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Finally depot for the copper engravings without housing machinery except convectors shows in summer very
stable indoor climate with temperatures about 23 to 25°C. Outside temperatures at his time were 20 to 32°C.
Relative humidity was between 50 to 60 % inside and outside about 45 to 85%.

Fig. 20: Graph of store room in basement of Academy of Fine Arts in winter (January)
Store room in basement of Academy of Fine Arts in winter shows very stable room temperatures about 20°C.
Outside temperatures at the same time were 0 to 14°C.
Relative humidity in January in store room oscillated from 47 to 52%, whereas outside relative humidity
showed values about 45 to 85%.

Fig. 21: Graph of store room in basement of Academy of Fine Arts in summer (August)
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In summer in the ‘depot’ very stable temperatures about 22 to 23°C with outside temperatures at the same
time from 8 to 28°C occurred.
Relative humidity oscillated inside from 50 to 52% and outside from 40 to 100%.
The climate data in the basement of the store room of the Art Gallery are the most stable ones, which is
easily to understand because of the situation of the depot in an area of the building, partly in the ground which
always and in all objects has very constant climate. The only problems of that kind of underground depots are
humidity and mould, which in our case was solved best with the wall heating system.
The graphs show stable curves of the micro climate in the depot, although there are almost no housing
services inside the room with wall heating and a cheap and simple small ventilation unit, used in low energy
consumption houses. All 4 museums and depots in the Academy have decentralized humidifiers. Very rarely in
about 1 to 2 weeks in summer, in the depot in the basement of the building a dehumidifier is necessary.
Summary
Regarding investment costs of these four museums or store rooms in Academy all systems are available: In
the engravings depot in 1st floor no additional housing services except 2 humidifiers were used. There are no
control systems what so ever. In ‘exhibit’, just wall heating, ventilation and simple control units were installed.
In Gallery of Fine Arts the whole range of air conditioning took place, a chilling unit and a sophisticated control
system was installed. Due to small amount of visitors ventilation and cooling is rarely used with consequence of
cheap running costs with smooth climate curves.
It is astonishing that climate data are not more stable with more machinery. On the contrary, it seems that
less complex housing services result in more stable and smooth micro climate.
Concerning specific energy consumption of such an old building which normally is used as a university is
about 110 to 130 kWh/m²/a.
In our case in these rooms with improved windows, wall heating and thermostat valves with simple but
efficient temperature control specific consumption is about 50 to 70 kWh/m²/a.
In case of ventilation in “exhibit” or in the store room in basement has to add about 800 kWh electric power
per year for the ventilators because they do not need any heat for ventilation. They offer best heat recovery
system.
To reach all this climate stability in historic buildings following recommendations are given:






Use wall heating with very simple thermostat valves.
Take best possible shading and cold light systems.
Use low tech housing services
Activate controlled ventilation only when really necessary
Never heat with air conditioning.
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Applicability of renewable energy in historic sites
JOCHEN KAEFERHAUS
Kaeferhaus GmbH, Vienna, Austria

Introduction
The general term of ‘alternative sources of energy’ principally means using solar energy for heating or warm
water or producing electricity using photovoltaic cells. Sometimes there are collectors which combine both,
producing warm water while cooling the photovoltaic cells in order to raise their efficiency since cooler
photovoltaic cells have better output when cool.
Other alternative sources of energy are heat pumps which use outside air or groundwater or soil to produce
warm water for heating purpose and wind turbines which transform kinetic wind energy into electric power.
The use of wind turbines in the context of historic buildings is controversial. Windbelts could be an alternative
source of electric power on historic roofs when they are available on the market.
Applicability in of renewable energy in historic sites is a complex subject.
Typical examples of systems are solar water heaters, photovoltaic panels and heat pumps. However, the
requirements for the protection of historic sites may not allow the installation of such systems if they are
visible. Installations may only be acceptable if hidden from view.
For example a solar water heating system may only be installed on the roof of a historic building, if it is not
visible from the surrounding area of the building. To overcome these restrictions, another possibility may be to
mount solar collectors on nearby roofs and integrate these into a small district heating system to bring the
heated water into the historic building for heating or for drying purpose of walls which are humid – a
phenomena, often found in historic buildings.
The feasibility of the use of solar energy on a historic site should be assessed. In Nortern Europe use of sun in
winter for solar heating is rather limited. On the other hand in summer there is enough solar energy to utilise
heat generated in the basement or foundations of walls which are humid and contaminated with salt. In this
case the use of alternative sources of energy especially the use of solar heated water is a reasonable
proposition and should be done in a way that historical building will not be harmed by the installations.
Also solar cooling is a very sustainable way of cooling with warm water (> 80°C) from the sun to feed
absorption chilling machines, if solar collectors are mountable.

Method and technical solutions
The main way of using alternative sources of energy is the use of the sun by using (air to water) heat pumps.
They extract heat from the outside air (or from the ground – soil to water heat pump or water to water heat
pump) and use it for heating purpose. A good way of using ‘free’ outside energy is to use groundwater via a
heat pump, since the groundwater temperature generally has always a temperature of about 13°C. The use of
water from a river or lake for heating purpose via heat pump with a heat exchanger is a possibility if there is no
official restriction.
Finally biomass may be used for heating of historic buildings as a kind of ‘alternative source of solar energy’
since sunshine is ‘accumulated’ in biomass. The main critical factor for biomass use in historic buildings is the
existence of a chimney, however this is usually available. The second limiting factor is to have a suitable
storeroom for pellets or woodchips in order to feed biomass burners. Finally there is a need to have a boiler
room where the biomass burner can be installed. Generally there is no special maintenance necessary for
pellet burners, however wood chips burners require more maintenance due to different chip sizes and the
delivery system to the burner which mostly is provided by an Archimedes screw. The use of pellet burners is
more applicable in historical (and new) buildings and recommended for fewer technical problems. Accessibility
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must be guaranteed and enough room space must be available for storing pellets or wood chips. There must
also be a delivery of pellets by truck once or twice a year.
The following examples of castles and churches with solar collectors in the roof of the building will show the
possibilities of using solar energy. These examples may be considered as a first step in the discussion of the
integration of renewable energy resources in historic buildings.
The second step will show further possibilities of how to install solar water heaters (or ‘absorbers’) in the
historic roofs of old buildings in order to use solar radiation – especially in summer.
Generally collectors cannot be installed on or in historic roofs or buildings except where there are roofs or part
of roofs which are absolutely not visible from outside.
A particularly bad example of breaking this elementary rule of aesthetics, commonly found in Germany, can be
seen in a small village called Irsee in Bavaria. Until recently it has not been prohibited by the authorities to
mount large areas of collectors or photovoltaic panels on roofs which destroy the view of the surrounding
landscape and the village. Even though citizens get state funding, people cover their roofs without any
consideration of aesthetics; however more aesthetic solutions are possible. Producers of solar water heaters
have to colour their collectors to match that of typical clay tiles. Similarly photovoltaic cells should be coloured
to disguise their installation.

Fig. 1: View to the town of Irsee, Bavaria, with some collectors on the roofs, spoiling the landscape

To give an example how to solve the aesthetic problem of using solar water heaters for a sustainably‐thinking
homeowner without spoiling the roof and the view to the ‘ensemble’ of the village, here is a proposition of
intelligent planning by the author for a small building in Irsee.
On one side of a historic house there is an old stable facing directly south with two old windows in its wall. It is
proposed that a solar collector is installed in the wall and disguised using a frame constructed of old timber
framing matching the original windows as shown in the following photograph.
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Fig. 2: View to the little house in Irsee

Fig. 3: View to the wooden wall of the stable without warm water collectors and with warm water collectors
shaped as the existing windows

The castle of Groß Kmehlen in the eastern part of Germany (Brandenburg) is an example of using solar energy
in summer to warm foundation walls.

Fig. 4: View to Groß Kmehlen castle from outside
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The castle has south‐facing roofs within a courtyard, which cannot be seen from outside. Black solar absorbers
were installed for heating water in order to heat up the cold foundation walls of the castle, which are humid
and contaminated with salt.

Fig. 5: View to the inside roof with metal warm water solar absorbers
Since the walls are in contact with the surrounding earth they are cold in summer (and winter). Mostly there
are salts in these walls since rising damp transports them from the ground into the walls. In summer warm,
humid air from outside hits these cold walls with the consequence of condensation due to reaching dew point
temperature. This humidity reacts with salt in the walls since the salts are hygroscopic. The humidity will
change the volume of salt and therefore walls and plaster containing salt will be destroyed. Damage can be
clearly seen.
The only chance to get rid of these damages is to rise temperature of these walls above dew point temperature
which normally is about 16°C in summer. This is easily achieved by installing small copper tubes of about 18mm
diameter in the base of the wall as shown in the photograph, covered with plaster and heated.

Fig. 6: View to a heating pipe in the foundation of Groß Kmehlen castle to avoid damage due to salt migration
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The solar energy in this castle was stored in buffer tanks to overcome periods without sun.
Another interesting example of how to provide historic buildings with warm water collectors or better with
‘unseen’ warm water absorbers is the planned case of the Palais Liechtenstein in the centre of the first district
in Vienna, Austria. The eighteenth century building was recently refurbished, which provided an opportunity to
mount absorbers under the large south‐facing roof, the black slate roof tiles completely hiding the absorbers.
The plan was to use the hot water to drive an absorption chiller since the whole building is a museum which
has to be air‐conditioned using a sustainable cooling source. Unfortunately since the absorber system under
the slate tiles does not reach the required temperatures of 80‐90°C, there was no possibility of realizing this
sustainable idea of using the sun as a source of cooling power (solar cooling).

Fig. 7: View to the Palais Liechtenstein, Vienna, from south, before refurbishment
Another example of using solar energy for drying outside cold walls, damaged with salts from the ground is
shown in the following example, the church of Aflenz, a small town in Styria, Austria. The following photos
show the church in Aflenz and the damages inside the church due to rising damp.

Fig. 8: View to the church in Aflenz, Styria, Austria
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Fig. 9: View into the church with damaged walls due to rising damp
Since the priests house was nearby there was the unique chance to mount warm water collectors on the roof
of the house, owned by the church and to create a short district heating tube in order to supply the church with
heating water, warmed by the sun, which helps to dry the outside walls and bring heating power into the
church in spring and autumn as well, since winters in this area are rather cold with low levels of solar radiation.
This difference in heat was provided by the existing furnace. The connecting pipe was dug and provided by the
community of the church, which was a good example of community cooperation.
Since the solar warm water collectors were fixed on the priest’s house there was no negative influence of the
view on the church as shown in the following photograph.

Fig. 10: View to the priest’s house with the solar collectors on top of the roof
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After installing a wall heating system at the bottom of the outside walls in the church new plaster was applied.
The need of slight summer heating in order to warm up the church walls above dew point, thereby avoiding
condensation on the inside of the walls with negative consequences to the existing salt in the walls, was solved
in a very elegant and sustainable way.
Another example of heating a church in Austria partly with warm water collectors was performed in the
country of Upper Austria near the town Salzburg in the small village of Gerling.
The church is typical of many churches and historic buildings constructed with no basement, resulting in rising
damp and consequent salt transport and damage to plaster. Historically this problem was treated by using
‘sacrificial plaster’: every 5 to 10 years the salt damaged plaster was replaced by a new plaster and the process
repeated as required.
To break this cycle interrupt it is necessary to bring some heat to the bases of the walls to avoid condensation
by raising the wall temperature above the dew point. Once the bases of the walls are warmer than the dew
point, warm summer air will not condense on the walls and do not affect the absorbed salts.
(To accomplish the possible measures against cold, salty walls, there is another well‐functioning remedy
against destruction of plaster due to salts by using a specific plaster, developed in Austria with detergents as an
additive with helps to prevent damages in plaster, filled with salt. Since this plaster has survived in several
measured and documented historic work sites for at least 25 years without damage there is possibility that this
plaster could be a suitable remedy against this well‐known damage.12)

Fig. 11: View to the destroyed inside walls of the church at Gerling (Austria) and the installation of a wall
heating system

The solar collectors were mounted of the south‐facing roof of the nearby community building of the church at
Gerling. The south‐facing aspect of the roof was not visible from the church, therefore there no restraints were
imposed by the monument authorities on the installation of the solar collectors.

12
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Fig. 12: View to the warm water collectors of the nearby house

The rest of the refurbishment easily is told:
Since all plaster inside the church was severely damaged by salts, there was a chance to change the existing
plaster to a new one. Before providing the new plaster a wall heating system, a type of ‘Temperierung’ was
mounted by members of the church community. With the help of a plumber the warm water collectors were
connected to the church heating and a bigger buffer tank was installed in order to overcome days without
sunshine.
The above examples show how to use alternative sources of energy that may be accepted by monument
authorities.
There are situations where there is absolutely no possibility to mount a warm water collectors on the roof of a
historic buildings. The following examples show other possibilities of using collectors or other types of
absorbers which are almost or totally invisible when viewed from outside the building.
The first example is a very simple one but it is rather problematic. ‘Room‐in‐roof’ apartments are often planned
when the opportunity arises during the refurbishment of a historic building. In Austria, for example, the
monument authorities usually allow the provision of skylight windows in the roof to bring daylight to the
planned apartment. In this case the market leader of skylight windows, Velux has developed warm water
collectors which seen from outside resemble windows.
The following photograph shows the skylight window and a collector disguised as a window.
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Fig. 13: Velux warm water collectors and skylight windows

The following examples show how to provide solar energy by means of using absorbers under the roof, where
the roof coverings are tin, copper, slate or Italian tiles.
As known, absorbers do not use the glasshouse effect but only the direct heat of the sun when shining on
metal or slate. Therefore these kind of ‘unseen’ collectors are mostly usable only in the warm season. Wind can
reduce the solar gains by convective heat transfer from the roof surface.
It is possible to install metal absorbers (usually copper) under a tin (or copper) roof. The absorber should not
have a selective coating which would normally be applied in a warm water collector covered with glass.

Fig. 14: View of an absorber strip, made of cupper for use under a copper or tin roof
The section through such a tin roof shows how to provide absorber strips lying on a panel of cellulose
insulation.
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Fig. 15: A sketch of a copper covered tin roof with integrated absorber elements for warm water heating
Another possibility of using solar energy especially in Italian historic (or ‘normal’) buildings without destroying
visual ambiance of their surroundings is a possibility mounting absorbers beneath typical Italian clay tiles as
very often seen in Italy to protect roofs against sun and rain. As shown in the sketch a rubber tube has to be
embedded totally in the mortar in which the tiles normally are bedded.

Fig. 16: View to common Italian roofs, covered with (historic) tiles
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Fig. 17: View of a cross section of a typical Italian roof, to show, how with this shape of tiles an absorber could
be integrated

Via heat exchangers the sun heat from the hot roof (with temperatures about 40‐60 degrees) will be buffered
in a solar water tank to heat in summer warm water for hygienic purpose or in winter for heating floor heating
systems.
In hot Italian summers such ‘water cooled’ roofs bring a certain relief for rooms beneath the roof since the cold
returning water cools the roof.
If the building is a newly planned, there are smart ways of using the solar gains with this kind of absorber
beneath the Italian tiles for a longer period without sunshine. The heat generated may be used for floor
heating in the basement of the building – heat is stored in the thermal mass of the building’s foundation, which
acts as a buffer and is subsequently released during cooler weather to heat the floor. The ‘energy swinger’
system, developed by the author, can aid the distribution of heat stored in the building masses in winter in
such rooms with floor heating.
During the refurbishment of a historic building without a basement, the floors of the rooms in touch with the
ground may have to be renewed because the wooden floors are rotten. In such cases, it is possible to provide
the new ground floor with floor heating which may serve as a solar buffer when the thickness of the basement
layer is increase from typically 25 cm on top of an insulation layer to about double 50cm. On top of this a layer
of screed is usually applied, which also gets a real floor heating for this room.
The following figures show how the system works:
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Fig. 18: energy swinger as a simple possibility to store solar heat in building masses

Fig. 19: cross section how ground floors may be used as storing buffers

Fig. 20: Photo of a basement in a historic building with plastic tubes inside in order to buffer solar heat gains
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Another solution is to install a system of plastic pipes directly into the ground in order to heat the ground with
excess solar gains from solar collectors or absorber in the roof. Using this method in conjunction with a ground
to water heat pump increases the performance of the pump as the solar gains heat up the ground beneath the
building in winter to above the typical winter temperature of 13°C to about 16°C. The coefficient of
performance (COP) of this heat pump will easily reach 4 to 5.
The use of biomass depends on the provision of a suitable storeroom for pellets or woodchips and the
availability of a chimney. For a historic building without an existing chimney, a metal chimney may be used
provided that it can be disguised or hidden from view. There are solutions on the market, for example, a metal
chimney in the form of a downpipe for drainage. It is also important to have road access to the store to deliver
pellets or woodchips twice a year.

The poor economy of these heat pumps is shown by comparing the cost per kWh heat produced by a standard
gas boiler, which is generally about 0,05€/kWh in Europe. Electric power companies charge about 0,15€/kWh,
which is 3 times more expensive than gas. This factor ‘3’ corresponds exactly to the coefficient of performance
(COP) of 3, which is the usual factor of efficiency for air to water heat pumps with outside temperatures of
about 5°C.
The advantage of a heat pump, besides using electricity which is usually always and no requirement for heat
storage or a chimney, is the COP of 3. In simple terms, powering the pump with 1kW of electricity results in
3kW of heat output in this machine and you will get 3 parts of heat – under normal operating conditions.
However, in very cold winters with temperatures below ‐15°C, the COP reduces to 1, so the pump becomes a
simple, expensive and unsustainable direct electric heater. The reason easily is understandable: the colder it is
outside the less the heat pump can extract ‘heat’ from the ambient air, following the Carnot process.
A better alternative to outside air as a source of waste heat is to use the ground at a depth of 1m or deeper to
extract heat from the earth or ground water.
There is a very encouraging development by a Japanese heat pump producer (Mitsubishi), who offers an air to
water heat pump on the market (Zubadan), which delivers a COP of about 2,5, even with outside temperatures
of ‐15°C and hot water supply temperature of about 50°C. To date this design of heat pump is unique on the
market. The second positive effect of this unit is that the hot water supply temperature for use in radiators can
be as high as 60°C without loss of efficiency. Generally, for the best performances of heat pumps the supply
temperature of heating water should be as low as possible. Hot water temperatures of 30°C or less increase the
COP. Thus heat pumps are most suitable for floor, wall or ceiling heating systems.
It is rare to find such low temperature heat distribution systems in historic buildings and generally there it is
not possible to install floor or wall heating historic buildings for aesthetic reasons. On the contrary, there is
either no heating or heat is provided by old radiators.
The effectiveness of a Zubadan heat pump can be demonstrated by the example of a castle in Bechyne in Czech
Republic, in which heating at skirting board level is used in some parts of the castle. Previously direct electric
heating was used and the owner wanted to reduce energy bills.
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Fig. 21: View of the Castle of Bechyne
The heat pump was chosen because there were no other possible fuel sources that could be used in the Castle.
with a pure radiation heat, a baseboard heating on outside walls, since the owner did not want to have building
dirt while transforming the heating system.

Fig. 22: View of the proposed baseboard heating in Bechyne Castle
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Another example of possible use of warm water collectors is described as follows.
On a very exposed and famous Viennese building, the Schönbrunn Castle, it was proposed that warm water
collectors were integrated with the copper roof of the part of the castle, which could not be seen from the
ground or the surrounding hills with views to the roof. The objective was to use the warm water from the
collector in summer to dry the humid basements of the castle.
As the following figure shows, on the existing historic copper roof it was planned to mount using a clamping
system toughened solar glass to form a warm water collector which works due to its ‘greenhouse’ effect. The
gaps at the beginning on top of the roof and at the end of the glass sheets would be closed by polycarbonate.
The idea behind this construction was that the historic fabric was unchanged and that at any time the whole
system could be removed.

Fig. 23: View of the Schönbrunn Castle, Vienna, with detail of the planned ‘warm water collector’ on the
southern roof

Since the decision was made to dry the salty and humid foundations of the Castle with district heating, the idea
of demountable ‘solar collectors’ on the roof of the Castle was cancelled.
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Results
Using alternative sources of energy mostly means applying solar collectors – warm water or photovoltaic ones
– in a way the historic building will not be harmed. Mostly it will be in a place where these installations will not
be seen or hidden under the roof. As shown above, there are some intelligent solutions.
Another way of using solar energy is to apply (air to water) heat pumps in an unobtrusive way with (minimum)
interference with the building fabric . The most important consideration for using a air to water heat pump in
historic buildings is that generally a heat pump needs a low hot water supply temperature about 35°C in order
to have best possible COP. In most historic buildings there is only radiator heating which requires a hot water
supply temperature of about 60°C and very seldom floor heating. In this case the only way to overcome the
technical issues is to use the proposed air to water heat pump Zubadan from the Japanese producer
Mitusubishi, which operates with a satisfactory COP of about 2.5: even with an outside temperature of about ‐
15°C a hot water supply temperature of about 55°C can be achieved.
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